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We all share
dreams and hopes
for children .`
atd for chilli-en yet to be
and, caring, shall assemble ---
torecall the child within.

To gather fora symposium
9n tender human growth,
in this alarming age
of nature's* destruction
And nuclear peril,
is an act of faith.

Joined in.common fate '
let us. together
affirm and nurture
life din earth..

Karl Linn
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110 FOREWORD

Urban chi en of today have become increasingly divorced from the
natural en vironme t of forests and fields that was pora the surroundings
in which children developed just a generationiago. Rather than understand-
ing their place in the natural world through Close association with nature,
today's urban children often learn about nature secondhand. The effects
that this separation may have on today's urban children, in terms of their
psychological develoanent, se -concept, and preparation for responsible
citizenship, are not known.

It.was with the specific purpo ot gaining aletter un erstanding of the
role of nature in the urban child's development that a S mposium-Fair ti-
tled, "Children, Nature, and tine Urban Environment" w held at the Claud .
Heck Marvin Center of the Gorge Washington Unive ty in Washington
D. C., from May 19 to 23, 1975. Here, we cannot ,poOibly reprOduce the '1
Symposium-Fair itself, and we have made no attempt/to do so. No volume
of, proceedings can do more thancoldly celebrate an Occasion of intense in-
terpersonal exchange. ,

A, total of '113 presentations were made during ithe five days Of the
Symposium-Fair. This volume offers only a selection of papers presented at (the meeting. Many excellent papers had to be omitted for lack of space.
Presentations of visual materials could not be duplicated here. Interested
readers are referred to the Symposium -Fair Program' (Appendix A) for a -
complete! iat of presentations. Program partieillants can be contacted
_directly for additional information (Appendix B). Ev:ry p.x ntation is
also available tape recorded from the Broadcasting Foun io if America,
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N. Y.40017. The paper r: -ented here
are arranged in an order that seems logical to us,, but is q unrelated to
the presentations at the event.

A decent respect for the opinions of mankind does seem to require a bit of
explanation of the genesis of the event?
(*Elwood Shafer, then coordinator, of tile USDA Forest Service'sPinchot

Institute of Environmental Forestry Research, first called attention to this
important area. He provided us with the opportunity to meet with other
likeminded individuals from the groves of academe. In the summer of 1973,
Calvin Stillman, of Rutgers University, wrote A. Laverne Dickerson of the
U.S. Forest Service in Washington, D.C., to suggest that it was time to bring
ogether a small group to compare notes on what is knawn, and what

'needs to be'known, of what really happens whep children are exposed to
nature. Dr. Dickerson responded with the news that the Forest Service had --2
authorized a meeting on thesubject at Syracuse,'N. Y. The 2-day meeting
was held in November, 1973. A program committee was aippointed to

Iprepare a full-scalefpublic meeting.
Our topic was _emotionally appealing for twd reasons: it involved

children, and it involved nature. It also dealt with "The City", a topic that

an aura of responsibility and-of fun, too.
nags conscienclre

projected aTo

wrap the city into an appealingpackage along with
children and n

t.7 Early in the planning process, the prograth committee agreed not to hold,:
a conference that was within the bailiwick of any single discipline. We were
frankly exploring an area of Interest, one that we deemed-important, yet
one without sideboards established by the conventional wisdom of an es-- ,
tablished profession. We hoped this would insure that the conferencewould
not'be taken ovdr by persons with axes to grind. On the other hand, it

-provided no clear plan or procedure.

iii ,
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As the event approached, vast amounts of time, personal energy, and

money were expended in planning and preparations.-Requirements
deadlines, ,written -plans, agendas, and commitments for arrangements
have a way of bi,inging to the fore differences of opinion whic h up until that
time had been hidden in polite reticence, or complacent incompeehension of
others' points of views Committee discussions were 'frequently heated. But
the final forM of the Symposium, its agenda, and the ancillary activities
are elements fof which the entire program committee must be held respon-
sible. .0

In our intention to 'explore the esthetic dimensions of "nature", we re-
ceived instant' and steady support from Mayer Spivack of the Harvard Me-
dical School. His strategic contribution to'the planning of the event was fun-. -
'dam ental. Spivack's recommendation, Karl Linn was added to the.p
ning cortrnittee. Linn took charge of staging the conference, -was .1-

responsible for its ultimate designation as a "Symposium-Fair" xcept for
the introductory poem on the first page of this Proeedings; innls efforts
toward making the event a Personal experience for every participant cah-
not. be rePiOduced here.

The strategy of using George Washington University bu. dings was con-
tributed by'Donald Hawkins, ancrbecame fundaMental the structure of
the SympoSium-Fair.

. Intellectual formulation was shared by all-members of the program con
mittee. Differences in opinion appeared when we moved from the le \Tel
talk to the level of implementation. We wanted to hear from, people dOing
research as well as from people doing things.. We wanted to legrn of the \
dreams of designers. And above all, we wanted interested peopleadults
and childrentoSneet together in a pleasant environment, to exchange
ideas, share accomplishments, and aslyquestions.

Many People came to our aid. Ruth Allenrofthe Institute of Ecology, con-
tributedinames and ideas-from the harder shores Of social science research.
Mary Kohilr, Director of the National Commigsion on Resources for Youth,
arranged to bring to Washington young persons from a variety of,exciting
programs. A. LaVerne Dickerson drew'upon her Forek tervice colleagues,
and upon her intimate contact with urban Washington, to bring usrboth
vigorous workers 'in the social sciences and the ,warm breath of reality.

The star of the,progiam committee emerged-after nine months of vague_
talk, tentative plans; and heated-debate*. Over. priorities. He was Roger
Hart of the Department.of Geography at Clark University. His personal N

ewpetence in every substantive field in which we were interested was
-.*fershadowed only by his vast acquaintance and his limitless powers of
persuasion.

ith all these ideas bouncLinto theSympokum-Fair, the program came
off,without a hitch. Nearly 500 peoplifrom nine nations'attended. Afer
the affair, the program committee was reconvened by George Moeller, who
had replaced Elwood Shafer as coordinator of the Forest Service'siPinchot
Institute of Environmerttal Forestry Research: The committee worked for
overra year to develop this proceedings. Selected papers are organized into
the following sections: ,

Section I deals with-the role of the natural environment in human
developMent.

Seition M a fairly hard-nosed manner with theory and research
on urban children and the natural environment.
:Section III is devoted tedoing things With children in natural. en-

.
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vironments; its title is "Community and Institutional Response'.
It is the .earnest hope of those whb planned and participated in the

Sympogium-Fair that its completion will be a beginning rather than an
end,' and that it will be a forcer inner of many such meetings.

Financial -suppbrt for the Symposium-Fair Was provided by the_
Northeastern Forest Eiperiment Station, Forest Service, U. S. Department
of Agriculture;; through its Pinchot Institute of Environmental Forestry
Research.

Although the program was planned and executed through the collective
eftorts of many, Calvin Stillman,.of the Department of Environmenta'
Resources, Cook College of Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey;
deserves Special credit for his efforts as program chairman. The facilities
and local oordination provided-by the Department of Hu man Ic.i.netics and
Leisure S dies, School of Education, the George Washington University
also merit special credit.

Many, ma others contributed to the success of the Symposium-Fair;
from the sup lementary program funds provided I y Special Aid Funds, In-
corporated, a d by the National Commission on Resources for Youth, to the
beautiful pl t arrangements provided by the U. S. Botanic Gardens.
Finally, appr ation is extended to Walter Blair for organing the crea-
tion of the phot phs that appear in this Volume.

* The Symposium -Fail Program,scommittee

.
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"Theperience depends on sensOry:.equipineni.,A child is
finely equipped: his senses are sharp, undulled by age,
Yi-Fu Tuan
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Experie6ce and Appreciation- 14.k
4

Professor of Geography, University of Minnesota.

Al\
AESTRA.CT. A youv child has-\kden sensis, but his world is not
thereby more filled, withsensory values than that of an adult. To
enjoy the physical environment fully the mere Capacity to 'ex-
perience stimuli is not enough; it Must be complepiented by ap-

preciation, which is an intellectual ativity. A young child's ex-,
f, peiences of nature are Soften more inteise tllatithoie of an adult.

Ankng the reasons for this are synestbeElia and the child's ability
to isolate experience front Its distracting social; ,theoretica1,4-and
practical contexts. However, the isotion also causes impoverish-

, ment. ReMembrance, Which broadens the context,' an important
-component of appreciation. In remembered pleasure- the adult is
far richer than the child.

5

N ?INTERN ABBEY", Wordsworth wist-
fUlly expreseed, his lost-childhood' in these

famous-lines::

For nature then
(The coarser pleasures of my boyish days,
And their glad animal moVeinents all gone by
To me was all ip all.I cannot paint .
What then I was: The sounding cataract
Haunted me like a ptission: the tali rock,
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood,
Their coldurs and their forms, were then.to me
An appetite; a feeling and a love,

1 - ./That had no need of a remoter charm, -
By thought supplied, nor any intetest
Unborrowed from the eye.

The idea ikth° at to the child naturels aieeling
and an appetite. Once we reach the age of dis-,
cernment thought places a veil, as it were,
between nature and ourselves. Direct experience
is edged aside by quiet appreciation. There is ob-
vious truth in this belief. I should like to explore
it further.

What is experience? We don't normally say of
plantsr-that they have experience. We do
sometimes say of .animals--particblarly the
higherlanimalsthat they have experience. It is

-a term, however, tised -primarily of human
beings. This suggests that experience is more

' than the iniAsive registering*Of enviropmental
stimuli. It,is also an activity; an exploration of

alb

the environment; ahi attempt to order im-
pressions. Seeing, we knbw, is a discriminating
,and creative act. ut, toileitaps a lesser degree, \.
this is ako true of the Are`passive senses of
touch .and smell. We- accept the, tern ,"visual;
thinldngq (Arnhem 1969). T9,0 and imell are
also permesial by though; in the sense that
these are diserimihat. activities taxable dar-
tiaulatingtactile and o tory*wo 'ids.' We say
of a cloth-feeler tfiat he h uca
and of a perfumer that tine bas ucat
The ifitelligence of touch zniyi) de v
telligence, and the romping of concepts

h,
ose.

ual in-
ith th

help-1f swords., An infant liay, be a e of a
difference between animate and inani at ob-
jects thrmigh his, sense of touch, butAie will not
know the difference by looking , or conceptually,
till muczli ji later.

Experdepetids on sensory equipment. A
child is finely ecpliPpecl: his senses 'are sharp;
undulled by age. But the shinty to make use of
his senses Cohsider ell and

world:. A 'child lives cloge to e soirees
of smell. When he walks alon fruit rids or i
'a hay field he is flOode by bdori ferous
molecules ,that dd not so readily reach_ the_
skyscrapigg adult. Pod this mean that the child
is aware' of----..and ean\.appieciaMlhareater,
range of odors than the adult? Isn't the ability to'\-



smell also a matter of education? We do know
that children have odor Oreferences that differ
significantly from those of their elders. Accor-
ding to Moncrieff (1g66), children "are much less

,favourably impressed by flOwer scents, much
more by, fruity flavors." _They show "a
remarkable "tolerance for substances with a
fecal note in their odotir; they do' not like these
substances 14 they are more or less indifferent
to them, wfiereassthe,, adults actively dislike
them."

Why do adults like frower. fragrances? Flower
fragrance doesn't play any obvious role in
biological survival. The child's preference fill.
fruit odor is easier to understand-The ability to
appreciate flower fragrances and make fine dis-
criminations among them exhibits the strong
human desire to extend the known world,
whether the additional knowledge is useful or
not. Children have a rather high lerance for
odors of decay; animals are even more tolerant.
Even with,their highly sensitive noses, aninials
seem pndisturbed by the sterith of putrefaction:
trappers often smear traps for carnivores with a
concoction of rotten fish in water left long in the
sun. Herbivores show no particular reactitIn to
foul Apt nonsignificant smell. Susanne Langer,
Y1972/ suggests that animals may tolerate
charnel odors because for them such odors ap-
parently do "not have the memento mori
associations that they often do for adult human
beings. Ctassifying certain odors as bad is thus.
in part an intellectual judgment, beyond the
ability of the young child despite his sensitive
nose.

Superficially, experience and appreciatitn
have,quite different meanings. Examined more
closely, they show large areas of overlap. Ap-'
preciation depends on experience, but ex -'
'Arlene-a IfSelf is seldom naive; even the so-
called passive senses of touch, t4ste, and smell
have in them elements of appfeciation. How
does the' child's world differ from that of the
adult from the standpoint of experience and ap:
prec on?

A sophisticated adult distinguishes a wide
range of fragrances in his foods, wines, and
cigars. These subtleties pass over the child
because he has not yet learned to discriminate;
he has \yet to learrIthe e wrld Of finely
grade nsations. On.th er hind, this very
lack of i crimination contributes to an inchoate
richne in the child'sworld. The child benefits

4

more frem synesthesia than the adult. An adult
frequently confuses taste with smell, but he
easily Ais'tingui§hes among the senses, of hear-
ing, seeing, and touch. This power to dis-
criminate entails both a loss and again. The
gain is subtlety. The loss is a certain inchoate
richness. An adult speaks solemnly and a chilc.lre
punctures the solemnity with the re ark,
"What a crumbly, yellow voice you have. " - hat
the grown-up takes to be the child's nonsensical
prattle may in fact be the child's report of his
experience. 4ctually, I have a confession to
make. The example just given of synesthesia
does not come from a child but from the famous
mnemonist, ,Shereshevskii, whom A.R. Luria
(1968) described. Shereshevskii, however, like
a' child is that he has retained the child's
vividness of images and the 'child's tendency to
confoupd one sensation with 'another.

It is difficult for an adult to envision the
child's world. To,Ernest Sceachtel (1959) the dif,
ficulty lies in` the fact that grown-ups structure
their impressions far more elaborately than,
anthin different ways fi-om, children. We have
forgotten how our sensory responses to the
world are biased by a culture's concepts that we
have acquired in the process of maturation. In
an advanced society, for example, the distinc- -
tioh between "natural" and "artificial" is often
made. Is the distinction universally, recognized?
We are riot sure. Children, at least, show little
awareness of it. Piaget ( 1969) believes that to
the small child Lake Geneva is as much an ar-
tifact as the city of Geneva. A smairchild`can
perhaps use2the words "scenery" and

"landscapes" but they cannot mean the same
thing to the child as to the adult. "Scenery" and
"landscape:' are rich and value- laden concepts
which the child has yet to acquire. On an
emotional level, for example, adults are easily
able to see m6Ods if a scene. A scene is gloomy,
sad, or happy. The :child is often puzzled by this
kind of response. How can a scene without peo-
ple be either happy or sad? Everyone knows
how highly imaginative the child can be whenhe
plays: a stick is a horse and an overturned chair
is a fortress. Yet he can be very matter-of-fact,
like a scientip, when he is asked to evaluate the
aesthetics of nature (Honkavaara 1961).

In childhood anything can happen. The world
is full of miracles because there is no physical
relationship between what a child dqes and
what he receives in the way of toys, food, and
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care. Wash one's harids and food abtomaticalli
follows; say please and toys pop out of an in-
accessible drayer. Becalfse the child'sworld is
so full of miracles, the-word "miracle" can have
`no Preeise sense for him. Just as nature is not
distingutsOed' from artifice, so the natural is not
diAinguished from .the supernatural (Chortler
1974). . .

To the small child 'events and objects.spem
vivid and dramatic. because their utilitarian,
social, or scientific contexts are not perceived,
Adults respond to objects in the context of use;
they are simply 'fat hand!' When an everyday
use object is removed from its normal setting
and put on a pedestal as in a museum it becomes
vivid and almost qualifies for art. The child sees
many thingscommonplace to adultsas

'though they are framed or on a pedestal.Gar-
bage collecting is not glanio.rous when perceived
in its social context; but the child doesn't
recognize the serial context, only,the excitement
of the activity itself. This conceptual limitation
is his innocence and it pays in many delight's.
Robert oles (1972) reports a garbs e collector
as saying:

Yo know, when kids are 6 Or.7, they:11 tell you they
w nt to be garbage collectors. all excited
because of the big truck and the Gig pails we have
They come and watch you and ask you questions and
tell you that it won't be long before they're on with
you, working up there on that truck. They think it's
great, standing there on top of that garbage, pushing
it and shoveling it. I've heard the same thing from
white kids and colored kids, so long as they're only 5
or 6 or 7 But then the white kids get smart .

The child's time frame is narrow. When an
adult contemplates a sweeping view he
perceives time as well as space. The converging
line of trees and the distant horizon suggest the
futureor, on the contrary, remote objects,

Asuch as a church spire or a ruin, may suggest the
distant past. This temporal dimension -or
labdscape is not a part of the child's experience.
The city, Lewis Mumford once said, is time
made visible. A child, however, cannot perceive
time in the city: ancient buildings amessential-
ly Clark, rather dirty, and perhaps haunted. Only
when the child reaches the age of 8 to 10 does the
idea of antiquitN in buildings appear, and along
with this aware1ess a sentiment for old things,
the notion that old things should be preserved
for. what they tell of the past (Johodu 1961).

What are the happy experieacesnf childhood
that adults look back up'on with,pach yearning?

a

'Tile happy experiences of a child are, of course,
esnOrmously varied. Let me give three examples,
which differ from each other in kind and in in-
tensity, and then comment on them. The first is
the most intense, and. it is recalled by the dis-
tinguished physician Percival Bailey (1967)..

I remember' going fishing I cannot have been more
thin 4 years old at the time. The whole setting is still
a vivid picture in my mindeKe ceeek wludh ran
across my grandfather's farm, the big willow tree, my
mother and my gtandfather, who, had prepared the
hook and line and given the pole to me to hold When
the cork bobbed, I pulled as I had been told; and out
came a little sliver of silver which danced in the
sunshine at the end of the line. I ran around like one
possessed, shrieking in a delirium of joy, and, for a
,longtime, woulti allow no one to touch my treasure.

I have no 'recollection of the rest of the day, but never
since have I ever experienced such an undiluted
ecstasy Soon afterward we moved away, and I have
nevet developed a liking for fishing My favorite
treatise on the art is not The Compleat Angler but a
more modern one entitled To Hell with Ftshingl Can
it be possible that there is a subconscious wiSh, to
protect this ancient memory? At any rate, on that tray
I was completely happy, for I was too young to realize
the tragic destiny of rhankNd, and no one to whom
that realization has come can ever be completely hap-
py again,

The second example is the recall of the Greek
writer Nikos Kazantzakis (1966). He Vas 4 years
old and played with a girl a year younger..
Kazantzakis reported:

She rose then, took me by the hand, and brought me
inside. Her mother was away the entire rflorning, she
hired out as a charwoman. Without losing a moment,
we took off our socks, lay down on our baclia, and
glued our bare soles together. We did not bre he a
word. Closing my eye, I felt Emine's warmth pass
from her soles to mine, then ascend little by lire to
my knees} belly, breast, and fill me entirely. The
delight I experienced was so profound that I thought I'91
would faint .. Even now, 70 years rater, I close my
eyes and feel Emine's warmth rise from my soles and
branch out through my entire body, my entire soul.

The third example is not autobiographical.
It is A.A. Milne's (1925) idea of the liappy child:

4John had
Great big
Water proof
Boots on;
John had a
Great big'
Waterproof
Hat,
John had a'
great big
Waterproof
Mackintosh.
and that
(said John)
is
that
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(As we look at these examples it seems to me
clear that puch experiences of joy and happiness
are far "from being unique to the wall child. The
occasions that cause them may indeed change. A
small child eating cake will not comprehend that
as anadult he will find sex a greater pleasure.
Habit dulls one's appetite and greater stimulus
must be sought for the same kind of sensory
reward. A small boy goes into ecstasy over a lit-

, tle sliver of a fish; the adult angler requires a
bigger catch. A great big waterproof hat_soon
loses its magic., but adults seem to get no less
satisfaction out of new toys and possessions
than a child. The child does enjoy great advan-

s tages over the adult: he corpeS to his experience
fresh. This does not only mean that every ex-
perience for him is -likely to be new; it also
means that the child comes to his experience out
of contextout of ihe,context of work, Tor in-

) stance. To the adult, pleasure 'requires
workthat is preparation. A fishing trip is
something that has to be planned, perhaps

riweeks ahead. The fisherma has to make sure
that there is enough gas in th car and that the
beer bottles in the trunk will not break as the
car runs over.the washboard road. The child has
no such worries. He comes to the river
miraculously. Grandfather prepares the hook
for young Percival Bailey and the fishing rod is
miraculously in his hands: there remains for
him only the-pure experience of fishing. .

Another advantage that the °child enjoys over
the adult is his lack of social awareness. He is
not aware that places have social uneaning and
can serve as,status symbols. The local water
hole and stream offer all kinds of opportunities
for fun and the fun is not tainted by an
awareness of social prestige or its lack (Smith
1973). By contrast, the adult's motivation for
visiting one pine rather than another is seldom
pure ,Places are not only to be seen, but they are
also to be seen in. It is cur)Vus how the child does
not take toihe camera. He doesn't care to stand
still and pose for it, nor does,he care to use a
camera. The camera is very Much a toy .foi.

adults, and perhaps one may go so far as to say'
that it is essentially a toy of middle-class and
middle-aged adults. As Susan Sontag (1973) has
reminded us, an early use of ale camera was to
make portraits Of rather stuffy-looking people
and, of course, to take wedding pictures. The
cameraman is almost as necessary as the
minister at a wedding. The wedding picture is a

social document; it legitimizes an occasion. Can
anyone imagine v iting the Grand Canyon
without a camera?fio the adult, it is as though
an environmental experience is not real unless it

documented. The documentsthe pictures
takencan then be presented to friends for
their admiration. A child does not live exclusive-
ly in the visual world of the camera. He rarely
pauses to admire a panoramic view. He prefers
the accessible and-the immediate, which he op-
plores in action and through the sense of touch.
The older child, like an adult, seeks for a social,
confirmation of his experience. But since his
world is not so much visual _And aesthetic as
packed with action, the child-tills his perience
and boasts of his adventures. He ha tie use
for static pictures.

What advantages does the adult enjoy over
the child? A key word is appreciation. Ex-
perience, we have seen, is informed by thOught.
Appreciation js evert more an intellectual activi-
ty. Growing older often meansubstitUting ap-
preciation for direct sensory pleasure.
Wordsworth seems to have viewed thp change
with regret. Many adults mourn for their lost
childhood. A- hungry child wolfs down a ham-
burger; it is a passion, whereas the adult has to
make do with whiffing the perfume of a rare
wine. A child may be fascinated by small ob-
jectsA daisy, for instance. The adult? When
WOrdsworth was 64 years old and felt a dim-
ming of his poetic visionhe wrote the following
lines in a child album in praise orserv.ice:

Small service is true service while it lasts
.0f humblest Friends, bright Creature! scorn not one:
The Daisy, by the shadow that it casts,
Protects the lingering dew-drop from the sun

- The child, who kr-lbws the daisy and the sun,
will 'not appreciate the poem. To appreciate the
poem and the experience it so deftly captures,
one needs to have sensed the charm of the daisy
and the warmth of the,sun, but one needs far
more: the poem's force rests on the further
knowledge of the utmost contrast between the
omnipotent and eternal sun on the one hand,
and the ephemeral flower on the other. We'do
indeed recognize the wonder of the daisy as a
child; but to know the flower in all its richness
and pbignancy we may,have to wait until we are
64 years old.

Remembrance is an important component of
appreciation. We tend to think of remembrance
as warmed-over experience, forgetting that it
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can itself be an exquisite pleasure. In
remembered pleasure the adult is far richer
thait the child. Let a wise hross of the,planet
Mars or Malacandra explain the role of memory
in happiness. In C. S. Lewis's (1965) novel, the
human hero Ransom wants to know why a
hross, native of Malacandra, finds no compul-
sion to repeat a delightful experience. On earth
man wants to have his pleasure again and again
like a greedy chili.he is not content with mere
remembrance. The hross says:

A pleasure is full grown only when it is remembered.
Y are speaking, Hman, as if the pleasure were one
thijsasd the nimory another. It is all one thing...*

°What yoll. can remember is the last part of the
pleasure, as the crah is the last part of a poem. When
you and I met, the meeting was over very shortly, it
was nothing. Now it is growing into something as we
remember it. But still we know very little about it.
What it will be when I remember it as I lie.down to
die, what it makes in me all my days till then that is
the real meeting. The other is only the begin ning of it
You say you have poets in your world. Do they not

teach you this?
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ABSTRACT. An attempt6to identify stages or episodes in the first
20 years of life. Stages are briefly explained and discussed, ar-
ranged in age cl sequence, a d, Where possible, are associated
with environment related to ur fan life.

THE ARGUMENT
THE HUMAN REQUISITE of the natural

environment has nothing to do with recrea-
tion in the sense of release from work, exercise,
challenge as a` conquest, esthetics, or scenery.
It has to do with "the outdoors" as a hobby
Or inspirational spectacle. It does have to do
with nntogeriesis, and is the respondent in
events- perhaps as essential to human health
as good mothering. The exact nature of these
feedback connections is still unclear, but some

of the lineaments are visible.. These are dis-
tinct in kind and timing and plug into the life
cycle in specific ways. They are the outcome of
phylogeny in the terminal phases, of species
evolution in the middle and upper Pleistocene.

What follows is in attempt to identify several
of these episodes from the first 20 years of life.
They are briefly explained and discussed, are
arranged in age-class sequence,, and, where
possible, a associated ,with certain en-
vironnien In general they are examined in
terms of

ONTOGENESIS AND NATURE,
1. The importance of the natural environ-

ment is not an all-embracing surround, but
varies in its meaning at different times in the
life cycle. For example, tilt "natural en-
vironment" for crawling infants is experienced'
as the-pathogen/antibiotic enterprise. The in-
fant is programmed at this age t aste
repeatedly the sOrroundings-within rea par-
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ularly the soil. Over sufficient time suffkient
ndfuls of dirt andtobjects are stuffed into the
uth to build an antibiotic repertoire ap-

Hate to the precise pathogen taxonomy of
area. Place for the crawler is that special
tion of indigenous germs that he needs
on mother's milk, as he begins to measure

vironment for its demands on his
y-producing system (Neel 1970).

to of the environment is a normal and
experience for people who harvest their
. The, ionic circulation relates them to
in chains of connections which may be
atomic foundations of all ecological'
ips. 'the epiphanies of these
s are minimal in our culture but
e a mark- of deficiency which has

detrimental' psychological and philosophical
consequence4. What Mircea Eliade (1959) has
called "the homogenization of space' is not only
visual and mythological: but chemical in a socie-
ty heavily committed to _specialized ',regional
agribusiness, massive itransport, and eclectic
00.1tmption patterns.

2. A second pntogenetic enterprise in which
the genome fynctions in an "average expected

aenvironment" is cognitive and taxonomic.
dfversity of natural species is essential, as they
become both' an objeCt and code of thought. The
elementary operations of cognition are
demonstrably, related to the activities of tax-
onomic strategy: discrimination, comparison,
sorting, gr5uping, categorization and hyper-
categorization in a linguistic nomenclature
(14-nneberg 1967). Nor is there much doubt that
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these. are widespread and noneconomic. The
language-acquisition schedule of young children
is consistent with the theory that it is genetical-
ly programmed in such a way that the naive (not
yet having metaphorical significance) tax-
onomies of.species anatomies, and kin are fully
achieved by the halcyon' .acme of juvenile
fulfillmentthe idyllic and practical age of ten.
That the strategy of mental operation coincides
both with a linguistic andcategorical enterprise
in a world rich in faScinating different species is
probably no coincidence (Levi-Straws 1966). (To
deliberately disregard this .functional role of
specie& systems, in/the higher_ activities of the
central nervous system requires an elaborate
conscious and unconscious philosophy of Faus-
tian man forrpula.ting a life of instant
realitythe mythology of uel man). ,

3. A third ontogeneticenter/ise centers on a
certain type of fantasy Play, w ich James Fer-
nandez (19741 has called "animal predication.",
This is the mimicry of animals by children and
juvenilesgroup histrionics, placing extem-
poraneous drama in a game franiework. These
transient and successive imitations. involve the
subjective internalizing of commonly recognized
traits, through turn-taking at performances and
iriteisktions by which certain qualities are

_assimilated into the inchoate self and others
ejected. Run ing across as 'much as45 years of \
such play, is resolution of self and Other, a
direct and p saic acknowledgement of qualities
of which the iris a synthesis, paves the way
for, later abstr tion and analytical operations
by which, we erstand caricaturizabion and
perSonality. .

At first glanee, animal predication seemS.to
be 1 lyaindependent of p1,0e,,,an impression

itha ems to.be verified by te pay of boys at
bei g simultaneously 'man and horse or in
games of "fox and goose" or "run; sheepie, run"
pn bare playgrounds. But the tfliestions that an
ecole *st might raise about the conteit of this
p y

ttro.,

dolnyolve the environment. To what extent
es the animal reference evoke appropriate

habitat or tl4actual behaviors of the prototype?
Granting the etholdigical destitution of
domesticated forms, does it make any difference
whether they are Wild or barnyard fOrms? What,

-range of choiges does a modern urban Child need
fronNathichtfo predicate an indiyidual planetary
human consciousness as opposed to children in
folk societies? What happens 41' this 1inter-

nalizing process when machines a e substituted
for animals? Is this behavior itsel a part of the
broad dysfunctional syndrome that arose with
the allered horizons of sedentary agriculture
and is undertaken in cynegetic (hunt-
ing/gathering) societies in wholly different
ways?

4. A fourth biological enterprise, contacting
the ontogeny at several points, might be called
the terrestrial anlage. Evidence for if is highly
diverse. Children of hunters in the Aleutians
learkanatom y at the same time they learn place

'namesand there is a lexicological connection
(Laughlin 1968): PsychglOgists separate children
into "field dependent" and "field independent"
groups, the latter "articulate g" both internal
anatomical and terrestriardetail more cpm-
pletely, which implies to me a reciprocal and in-
terdependent resolution (Witkin 13f5). Edith
Cobb ( 1959), surveying the biogrUhiet of
geniuses, finds repeated return innemory and
actuality to places of childhood to renew order:
giving kntuition that as initially given by the
textures and pattern of juvenile play space.
Space is structured differently in juvenile life
than at later ages; it is much more critically
defined. It is intensely concerned with paths and
boundaries, with hiding places and other special
Places for particular things. This whole home
range (its radius measured by the range,of the
human voice) is, in effect, imprinted. Such a
construct works it perceptibly on the memory
and consciousness, and is especially important
to creative adults, whose skills lead to introspec-
tion about the geneiation of their own ideas and
who tend to be fascinated by the terrain of their
owri autobiography. In just that age when the
sequences of movement follow a patterned en-
vironment, some ineffable claim on the future is
made. The searching mind of the man of genius
recontacts a world where there is both refuge
and stalking in their brightest forms. The
philosopher's quest is a metaphor on the hunt,
but at the same time he understands the needs
of the preyretreat, solitude, and diseniag-
merit.

Nostalgic returns to places always contain the
surprise of how smalf they are: The garden; the
symbolic source and first home of all life, is
translated by architecture in -a language and
Style of its time, but is universally an unspoiled
cosmos 'made small. In Newton's time it_ was
mathematically precise and geometrically
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., 4 ."pruned; in Wordsworth's it was grassy and_

pastoral. Gardens' are but one exalpple orthe
.pladeba kind o exter rfalization ef a°

.rental set. e 'mental eapparafa may be
. perceived, ip urn, as a place and the landscape

as a'metaphor of it (Shengold 1966). 1

Margaret Mead ,41970) once p-roposed that all
children spend some time on, an is d. Perhaps,
she mtant only that the social fo s convey' a.
sense of finitenesS, but rtook herto mean that
the physical and sensory experience as a whole
did not simply convey or frame but constituted
the limited nature of human habitat iii, a way
that is imprinted on juvenile asa prototype
of reality.,Within the confines of the island a u-
niverse operates; it is a natural miniature. The
implications of this anlage are,. many, one of
them is its contained livingness: the organic un-
folding, growing, and dying. .Even the desert
oasis,has this biotic insistence. What intellec-
tuakschemata does the no-longer-walled city
with its paved and paneled surfaces offer? What

t are the consequences of its gestalt-making
power? The nostalgic 'return of the adult to
juvenile e ranges may have crucial bearing
on transits 1 phases of later ontogeny. What
do these dery nds require of the nature orsuch
places? Theperipatetic round of Pleistocene life
involved for the juvenile a succession of hearth-
centered ranges with constitutional
similarityreceiving spatial order and tax-
onomic diversity and familiarity.. The, moves of
nomadic peoples build across the years of laten-
cy a series of tightly constricted spaces, each
related to the others ih spatial and temporal
order that eventually forms A mosaic of band or
tribal range. In slightly different- compositions
of the sane species, the juvenile rehearsed the
creation of textured space again and again. All
these places were in ecological clim'ax (inaitire
cornmunity development) or close to it. ThUs
there was habitat stability in spite of the move-
ment and in spite of the passage of years, a
stability that formed a perennial continuity of

'surround for individuals whose social relations-
were constantly changing. The returning adult,
in such societies does not come back to a single
juvenile yard and fixed' abode but to a workY
created by successive mastery of small spaces'
which he now sees as a whole.

Amos Rapoport ,(1972) has touchingly de-r,
scribed the visits of middle-aged Australian'

i

aborigines from their church or government

camps to tribat 166, where every yard is
known - rem childhood and the terrain "is'an
archive,Of the ancestral past.' For the middle-
Aged exerywhere, past experience is a journey.
1'14 much is lost to the quality of life among
those `who have no such landscapes cannot easily
be assessed, but one suspects that its possession

.isAkelated to the maturity and strength that
Marks the endurance of those American Indian
cultures that have retained a) home land base
(Collier 1962).

5. Another ontogenetic moment with specific
environmental dim nsions is a kind of prepub -
tat exodus. In our s iety it appears as Boy a d
Girl Scouts tollowi g nonparental masters into

terrkin. It b an itr America as a wood-
craft move ent, which Ernest Thompson Seton
dhigned after an English model; but Seton's
real theme was the preinitiatory experience of
preadolescentAmerican Indians. The camping
phenomenon for11-year-olds sets the tone of the
departure from.childhood and the preamble to
an adolescent ordeal in solitude. Skills and
mastery are central to this experience just as
they are to a young Eskimo learning to use a
kayak. Group membership, symbolized l y hyp-
notic orientation to a campfire, and by group
singing, is no a itrar'y device of middle class
life; it is an Auto is attempt to read out the
genes by people in those societies affluent
enough to escape the mire of agriculture or who
have not yet felt ,its guaggy touch.

The .camp exodus may seem to belong to a
penumbral phase in the lee of latency and the
windward of adolescence. But we need to have
m ch more care than in the past in writing off.w,
ag: classes as "transitional." The J1 to 12-year
gre p may be special in certa ontogenetic
res cts, rather than merely in-between. These
are heroic years in which the hero has pot yet
bee exalted beyond mortality, cliques are
bou d by unexamined spontaneity rather than
ideo ogy, the joys.of escape from parental sur-
veill = ce are unsullied by doubt, and the reality
of n ure is, exquisitely explicit and tangible. In

of place, it is indeed developmental, with
its e cursions out of juvenile home range, if only
for a while. But the admiration of older adoles-
cent r Young Adult leaders and attunement to
limited exploratiOn are not necessarily mere
foreshadowings, but instead a unique whole
with i s own essential purposes.

Fin lly, we.come to the karma of adolescence .
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and its ecological requirements. "Adolescence"
is misleading for the period Of life is. not- un-
itary; the 13th is very different from the 18th
year; a diverse series of events is involved.. Three
of (.hose l.hing a special relationship to the non-
human are:

6. The adolescent is widely reclognized as
regressive; infantile behaviors are syriaptOmatic
of deep renewal, the excavation of what Joseph

e,Oarn12*1 (1959) calls "infantile imprints ofex-
perie ce" which form the howlogical baSis of
mythi 1 structures. The, regression carries
strong mplications for the figure of the mother.
The grand shower of poetic perception, is
biological adaptation which allows the maternal
affiliation to be reexperienced in cosmieterps.
This .metaphor is the insight by which all later
reproduction and generation will carry,sorne4

',the love of one's .own mother in infancy. "Back
to nature! and "the love Of nature" are the
hackneyed expressions of this movement of
adolescent feelin toward the "mother of the
hunt," the "moth r of herds" or the "Mother of
us all." For the in tiated the earth is a body. An
organic metapho as the basis of geohuman
relationships is t e fun?tional one. The nonliv:
ing is thereby si ently understood never to be
without life. Pr surnably this grows from a
homologized s`m ement of th6 infant with
respect to its m her's body. For the most Part
our etiture fails in the rituals and myths this
powerful insight, compels. The autogenous sub-
stitutes are a virtual catalogue of adolescent
delinquency and neurosis. Another aspect of
this renewal of the mother motif as a catalyst
toward the nonfriuman is that the individual has
the opportunity to, surmount (in part, at least)
bad motheri as an infant, to straighten a
crooked path y ng it again. It needhardly
be said that the impl ations of this rebirth and
its potential or Aapin the attitudps of modern.
society to 'd nature are scarcely explored.

7. The comi event or episode is extended
fri9C the t onomic knowledge mastered by the
juyenile a d may be therUltimate purpose or

("Junction df that achievement. The species
sys$ern d its ecological interconnections'

...%
(eipecial food-thains)are,perceived under the
guidanc: mYtbical drama,.related and acted,
as a Im to el of human social relations. In its
degerier te form, domestic animals are involved
in socia hierarchies with man. In urban thoUght
there ist Some recovery insofar as the animal is

perceived- in poetic metaphor. In all cases the
taxonomic system is' exploited f6r intermediate
or transformational forms, which 'manifest or
symbolize taboo telations (Levi-Strauss Mb).

8.,A _third is connected_ more. ireetly .to the
schedules of initiation. Among the series the
ordeal by solitude ,is particularly environment-
fixed. The testing of the prepared spirit, sure-
rounded by. the majestic and terrifying world of
the nonhuman, though diiierse in its prise set*
tings, is very wi4tspread.' are n,o
equivalents in the city or Sensory'ivation
tank, despite their isolating effectindeed, sen-
sory deprivation is, m,ore.likely to be, alienating
than connecting to the concrete world. The
autogenous and mythdepleted contemporary ft-
pression involves thousands *of' young people
hiking in the wildernessiand such programs as
Outward Bound making bold but secular and
therefore emasculite'dasimulations. What many .9*
individual? feel about the wildernesi is that
they have personally approached" a religious ex-
perience. Without a liturgy it is largely wasted,
though there may be psychological benefith.

We all know that one effect of national and
'multinational corporations and bureaucracies is
to distribute identical structures and forms and
to modify the terrain into duplicable units. It is
Widely observed that the effect is disorienting
and therefore injurious to prOttosses of self:
identity, Because of its repeatability, the
abstract world of duplicated spaces is a non-

' place, a landscape without historical depth or,
definable named places. It is my contention that
the initiatory process empoweri the adolescent
to make place by cosmstcizinglor homologi4ng)
the world known to him (Douglas 1966). To
male. in the odern* world means in fact to
transform: T e pliisical making follows the
ideational. Fu ly mature humansthe product
of adolescent religious initiatiO4ill not make
a world of repeatable segmenti:. The apttque test' . 4,

of the end of childhood is the ability totoonfront
and to wear the Other; to enter it like aarment.
The perceptual otherness of the visible cosmos,
its explicit .nonhuman concreteness, lies hrtrpe
wilderness. If the individual's religiotts*
cosmology is adequate to his test of isolation it
can be adequate to the *hole arc of his life. Hay-,

iing faced the Other in its diversity, he may then
face it in himself, one expression of.which is the
otherness of the city. Like the infant who must

.see love in-action before he can diicover
4
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himself, the adolescent canno discover his
maturity in the city. We axe* rrounded by his
ludicrous and patheticefor. to create a uti-
'verse in which to measure his own achievement.

I As Erik Erikson and Harold Searles have
'demonstrated, these adolescent critical periods
are in the service of identity resolutions through
the establishment of a vast network of relations
with the nonhuman as well as the human en-
vironment..Their language is- overwhelmingly
metaphoric. Their. environment is the'
wilderness:, If the laildscape is *fixated bye
juvenile perception astan extension of mental
operations fas suggested earlier), then the
wilderness may be the, epigraph of the un-

is continuous with the alimentation it 'becomes -.the very model of
earth's wildernesses are relatedness. (The nearly universal reciweity 9f

food and mkrriage regulations signifies the two
preoccupatihs of, kinship .one ;connecting
social ties, the other ecological. Reflection on the
minimal family and absence of witness and par-
ticipation in predation among urban children
reveals an interrelated pathology. It is widely
lamented that' the child thinks That gr,oceries
come from the store and.n4ilk frorn cartonagit
the problem is usually geen in terms of mere to
formation and disregards the motor and par- f
ticipatory bases of l'erni-ng in. children ,and the
way that kind of learning becomes scaffoldinit,
for seemingly Unrelated data later in life.
Picture-book explanations are no help, and help
produce grownups who repudiate the very thesis
of trophic centrality, whose denial of the life-
giving nature of death is a prison for'their own
children. That we do not and cannot .find it in
ourselves to affirm as good ind beautiful a
world where creature eats creature, where
butchering is a ritual act, and where decay
affirmation of whqleness, is ameaStte of the
improverishmentof the urban mind. To, treat -

this emptiness with better classroom materials
or more open spaces is not only insufficient but
misses the issup.,Parks and pets are not the .

crucial points of contact with 'nature' but only

conscious. (Drew 1978).
stellar unj,verse. If th
finally domesticate as part of the mythology of
Fossilfu 'control of nature" the im-
Medi e loss to wild species and ecosysteffis may
be c culable. But the earth wilderness is like
some cosmic embassy, where the 'adolescent,
pilgrimage sends in the birth of maturity :the
finar-test and shaping of sanity in confrontation
withthe Other. In this its loss to us may be in-
calculable, though I think we already see the
signs of this deprivation.

AboN'ie I 'hav'e suggested eight ontogenetic,
critical-perigd episodes in iv human

notwithstanding, the psychology of this is poor -
known.,-There' is evidence for, us In the int-

pOverishment of,peasant thought: a perception *

of nature as an extension or enemy of the
animals (degraded Monsters) of the barnyard
(Potter 1967.)

That city life suffers from the lack of green'h
daily experience may he e,xaggerationan
irrelevant, sentimental fragment from an es-
thetk that aligns its vision on an drban-rutill
axis. Far more ,important are components of
nature that have deep -psycholOgical import but
not necessarily any scenic Amension. Chief'
among _these' is the system of food -chains.
Wherever our attention fallslonfile*emata of

.
development in the first 20 years o /life may be
related to the naturatomorld in th context of

. place. I have suggested that this o ogeny and
its environmental complement are t e outcome
of human phylogeny in the pl stocene in
Paleolithic cynegetic life (Shepard 1973). Olir
present distance from that setting seemgenor-
rliOUS, and the cynegetic past is easily seen as a
ludicrous model for ourselveS. That -distance,
however, may ly by'pr'ojected by the myth ofct4

historical ;nankin , augmented,by 'Vent com-
mitments to pro ess and humanism. On the
contrary, one of the surprising consequences of
cynegetit studies is the convergence °turban
and ,hunting /gathering life. Throughout thig
paper I have alluded to the opportunity of urban.; therapeutic exercises and the treatment of
peoples to recover elements of human ecology) sm ptoms.

-warped by millennia of imiBersio,n in fThe ontogenetic, critical-period apOrn-ach to
domesticated landscapes. Paramtrunt among' t s ubject is extremely hopeful and putitive.It
thse is the opportunity to be free', of the asks that prescriptive counsel froth the social
domestic animal both as goci4 partner andti and psychological sciences for making childhood
model of the nonhuman. The enormous humarf environments medsure its plans aainst
desire for animal figures is seen by their ubiqui-:' Pleistocene models, against cynegetic life,
ty in popular culture. "Pet therapy ". against the demands of ontogeny- and its
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critical-period phenomena. It implies that cites
are as livable as the people in them are sane nd
mature.---and that the journey into ecolo 1

maturity does not require continuous im
sion in a garden. It is centered 45n focal
periences and episodes which do need ppeci
spaces, resources, and:most urgentlymen-

. tors who mediate fantasy in childhood asap-
prehenion of the biotic world instead of a trick
for avoiding it. It is a general and probably valid
intuition that the destruction of the natural
world somehow, impairs our humanity. The
amount of nature necessary.may be surprisingly
modest if we-can recover the efIlloe of timingand
purpost in which it makes us human.
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"Is it likely that children in the. United States know
more about nature in ditEkant lards than they do about
the natypat-fres in their own cities, neighborhoods,
mid backyards" - Florence C. Ladd
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Comments on "Place and Human Development",;

by Paul Shepard and Yi-Fu Tuan's
.

"Experience and 'Appreciation" .
.

by FLORENCE C. LARD, Harvard University Graduate School
of Design.. k

PAUL SHEPARD presents a d
of profound ideas about the n

relationship between early deve opmental
stages and places experienced in a yariety.of .

4tlitures. Shepard's analysis is related to the
sehema4esented in Spivack's (1973) paper, in .

whic e identifies some basic requirements of
thi,human species and the environmental con-
ditions necessary to meet those requirements.
Spivack lists human -requirements such. as
eating, mating,and sleeping, along wit4 the es-
sential environmental forms for he activities.
These analyses by, Shepard and Sayack serve to

hat Efikson's (1968) stages:11 the life
(cycle and the conflicts and crises associated with

each stage havenot been considered in an en-
_

vironmental context. A-merger of these three
compatible schemes might include the
following:
1. The stages and associated age ranges of th

hu*an life cycle..
2. Relevant social and emotional developmental

tasks.
3. The natural environments and the built en,-

Vironments needed at each stage to support
Ahperformance of those tasks.

a scheme for the individual life cycle ancilli
for the family life cycle might aid policy makecs,
planners, and designers in creating physical s'it="'
tings that would serve families and individuals
well throughout the life cycle. Shepard attempts
to make some essential connections between
stages; ages, anc envtronmental requirements
in childhood and adolescence.

Tuan, in his beautiful prose and well-chosen
poetry, tells his adult readers that we cannot
return to childhood, alas. He characterizes th6,-
difference between the child's and the adult's ex-
pectations, experience, and appreciation; the
difference between a child's point of view and an

zling,array
ture of the

t,
; ,

adult point of viewrfle implies that we ought
not to reach into our childhood experiences in
nature and expect to come forth with solutions,
that fit precisely the requirements of today's
children or the children of the future. Our-grow-
ing up has changed our petspectives on those
places, and experiences and our interpretation of
them. Time and technology have Changed our
childhood landscapes, too. This i to say that.
persIonal recollections of the me* of nature .
in childhood are invalid. Rather, it is :to point
out that we mpst learn from ,childieti in many
cultures and environmental contexts tough
careful observation and atful qUestions about
where they experience nature anclwhat natural
places and experiences mean to them.

Both Shepar and Tuan have reaffirmed the
following assumptions, which most of us un-
doubtedly share:'
1. Early_ environmental experience's in both

natural and built enviro 4nts are of
profoundsignificdnce in d rmining future
environmental retuirem-ents and en-
vironmental satisfactions.

2. Significant developantal taski require ex-
perience natural and built environments,
and fife quality of environments influences
the level at which the tasks can be carried
out.

3. Environmental requirements art relative:
They depend on an individual's culture, per-
sonal history, and perceptions of the range of
environments available.

Shepard and Tuan have impliec?some very in-
teresting questions for debate and research. For
example, is*here an optimal balance of natural
and built environmental elements? If there is,
what is the optimal ratio in early childhood, late .

childhood, and adolescence?--What 'types of
natural settings, are most suitable at each age

15
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level? 'Which, natural settings ssfiould 'be
recreated to' meet the requirements ate more
environmentally aware and more numerous
yatin-g urban genelation? Where are ,the existing
"urban wilds" andiTickets of nature that-can be
developed further?. Might they give kids Cippor-

'. tunities for4xploration and places to.pl
Shepard and Tuan raise the question of the

meaning of play.-rWhat.is.Play?- What is play. to
the city and the city to play? We erre led to con-

. sider dew fortris for playground, indeed to
think of the city as a playgroundthe city with
its parks, rivers and streams, playing fields, d

streets. We a
__densityrantisocial incidents, and fear h v caus-

ed parents to withdraw their.children from city
streets. What can be done to expand the oppor-
tunities for experiences in nkt.we for qiiidren on
their own' streets and their own
neighborhoods?

It is likely that children in the United States
know mole about nature in distant lands than
they'd() nout the natural features in their- own
cities, neighborhoods, and backyards. Television
has made vivid and 'familiar the forests, gazing
land, -and wildlife of faraway. pla.ces. "Wild
Kingdoni" warns us that 9turetis threatened in
East Africa. We should be reminded that in
East-Harlem, East' Orange, and East St. Louis"
the few' remnants of nature are in grave danger,
too: Conservation should begin at home....

Conferees came to Washington with nitture,
children, and U.S. cities in mind. Theycame
with different agepdas, ''different objectives.
Son-Ae were interested primarily in environmen-
tal education, which should. be defined. more
broadly. It is clear that environmental educe-
tion must be extended to politicians, plFiners,

p

developers, and mortgage bankerseducation
about the natural environmental requirements
of, children, especiaU, and of adults as well, to
engage them in7the process Of protecting and
developing neural life in cities. Those who
presently control the future of urban en-
vironments and urban lifeshould become ad-
vocates -for urban children and their 'en-
vironmental interests.

. Some conferees came with an interest in un-
derstanding environmental issues related to ur-
ban life and with research questions or
proposile in mind. Some game with policy
questions that pertaln to nature inlphan en-
vironments. Those conferees woutelikeiii know

...about opportunitie or collaboration generated
by tha U.k. Forest vice, tbe,Department" of
Agriculture, E , and HUD. What. policy
statements might be ekpected from these agen- -

cies about improving the quality and availakili-
ty of natural environment in cities ? -

Some conferees came with action programs in
mind. There must be more opportunities for city
icids to participate in successful encounters with
nature, such as .those- d by tWe Youth
Conservati Corps, putw. I' !, d, Scouting,
the, AMC, thneatstoil go, and many summer
amps. It is e gh to bring 'more of nature
into tke4ity; we must also lead more cit kids
-into nature pd what remains of our North
American wildernesse-

REFE4N C ES
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Children, Culture, and Edith Cobb

by MARGARET MEAD, American Museum of Natural History,
New York,

10,

ABSTRACT. When we engage in restoring childhood to some place
in our thinking and recognize that childhood has significance in the
development of the adult, its all right to talk generally about
"childhood" and the "child." But as a theoretical concept, "the
Child" is a fictiop. We do not know enough abort what children, as
biologically given creatures, will do at different stages in develop-
ment or under different cultural circumstances. Much of what is
"known" is -based on inadequate evidence from i.videly scattered
sources. We can't take Mild we find out about children in one
culture and combine it uncritically with what children do in
another culture; the'result is unadulterated nonsense. We will not
develop a useful theory of child development until we recognize
that "the Child" doesn't exist. Only children exist; children in a par-
ticular context; children who are different from each other;
children with different senses.

411k*,

Editor's Note
Margaret Mead was a member of a panel

( chaired by Roger Hart. The first pariel member
`called upon to speak, was Florence Ladd. She
asked each person present to search his or her
memory for-the earliest possible recollection of
an experient with nature, and then to draw a
picture of it.'Dr. Mead hadjhis to say:

I'm very used to dealing with early memories; always
. had them; I've always worked with them; there's

nothing new about them. In this cpntext, .1 quite con-
sciously picked the one place in the world that is able
to evoke homesickness in me. This is a place called
Lavallette, on the Atlantic Coast, where I spent the
first summer of my life. I was born in December.
I went back to'Lavallette as a 17-year-old with an old
teacher of mine. I had the most horrible attack of
homesickness. I've never been so homesick before or
since. I am not a homesick Jerson, in general. My
grandmother said Lwould go off with the ragman. So,
this attack of homesickness was very odd. I decided
that jt was associated with the sound of the surf. I
had never been anywhere, since that first summer,
that had that-same sound. I thought, well, I'll draw

that surf, and I'll draw myself in a baby carriage pn
the boardwalk, totally safe as the surf came in.
Then I remembered thakwe had been told byFlorence
to think about mixed sensory modalities. It suddenly
occurred to me that a figure of speech I likg very
much is "to learn to nest in a gale". I thought that the
roar of the surf, and the roar of the wind, was the
same thing, Nesting in the gale was the same thing as
being in a baby carriage on the boardwalk as the ?Oar
of the surf came in
In calling upon Dr. Mead for her com,-

smentijust after Professor Tuan's presenta,
tion of the paper included in this volumeRoger
Hart asked for news of Edith Cobb, and men-
tioned her article (1959).
. In this seminal article, highly retevant to the
subject matter of this symposiumfair, Edith
Cobb wrote: "...I became acutely aware that
what a child wanted to do most of all was to
make a world in which to finda place to discover
a self".

,o

Dr. Mead's Comments were exteintioraneous;
they have been rearranged slightly for clarity.

a :Calvin W. Stillman
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IENJOYED Professor Tuan's paper. with the cosmos is a need of human beings that
could be more or less 'developed in individuals,

I was very struck by the similarities between and in particular cultures. Interference with
this relationship could have as dangerous_ a'
result as interference with breathing, or drink-
ing water, or taking food, or getting rest. It in-
volves a recognition that huMan beings share a
great niany of their basic needs with animals,
but alsb have needs that animals don't have.
These human needs may develop through life, as
Professor Tuan's paper has suggested to us.

'We have the task ofoidentifying the records
made by sensitive, highly introspective people of .
their own childhoodsWordsworth, of course,
was an outstanding exampleand the role of
those experiences )n their later lives.

When we are engaged restoring childhood
to some place in pur thinking; when we
recognize that childhood has significance in the
development of the scientist, or the poet, or the
philosopher, it'p all right to talk about
"childhood" and "the child", But "The Child" is
no good,ara concept beyond just getting it in,
any more than is "The Primitive" or "Paleolithic
Man". We don't kno* anything about
Paleolithic Man at all. There may have been a

we look at a few things on a ca e and make him
hundred kinds of men living that ,time, and

up. "The Savage" is a ficAn, and "The Child" is
a fiction.

A great-many of the things that we have iden-
tified as being associated with children Are
either associated with children in our society or
they'are associated with some 'other children, in
some other place; both are cultural.

Children usually don't know anything about
historical contexts, and there are lots of human
beings who never learn them. There are whole
societies who think that a fountain pen, a
monkey. wrench, a chisel, and an airplane were
all invented at once. They saw them all at once,
and they have no reason to impute different
histories to them. So there's a continual need to
discriminate between what we find
characteristic of children in our society, of
children in other societies, and of adults.

I have studied primitive people on an island in
New Guinea (the Manus), who didn't know
where the things they used came from, because
they were all traded. They were just like urban
children among ourselves who think that milk
comes out of a. can. Although they were still in
the Stone Age, they became magnificent

his paper and many of the things that Edith
Cobb worked ofr. 54 of course, took off also
from Wordsworth. Wordsworth has been a
taking-off point for people who wanted to work
on the effect of imagination in childhood.

Edith Cobb is still alive. She is almost blind. I
hope s wi ive until her book, "The Ecology of
Imaginati Childhood." is pttblished by the
Columbia University Press. If she hadn't
become ill, perhaps the book would still be grow-
ing. It's only the accident that she can't work on
it any longer, that makes her really want it to be
published. It was something that she worked on,
and worked on, and worked on. She would give
us a manuscript to read, and before we had got
it .out of the post box we would get another
letter,, with another little piece that had to go in
somewhere. This because she had_ read
something that ii even moo-exciting and im-
portant than anything she hlrread before. Her
paper, "the Ecology of Imagination in
Childhood" (1959)it is reprinted in Paul
Shepard's book (1969)was an article for
Daedalus that got rewritten three times in
proof.,

Edith Cobl suggests that we must think
about a human capacity that is-just as basic, and-
just as necessary to human well-being (though
not to mere survival), as food and drink. She
called this the "necessary relationship to the
-natural worldthe satisfaction of a cosmic
sense". When I first read this in her work, I
found it an' extraordinary useful figure of
speech, and a very useful statement of the
relationship of, human beings-Lnot just
childrento the world around them. This
relationship can be highly elaborated by culture,
or it can be very much truncated, shrunken, and
sim plified.

Edith Cdbb's work dealt with the discovery of
t e relationship between childhood experience
a dult philosophy, scientific perceptions, and
.anti is perceptions. This was one of the subjects
of Professor Tuan's paper today. But Edith
Cobb went further: she identified the "cosmic
sense" with breathing, which I think is an effec-
tive figure of speech. She suggested that it is
necessary for human beings to take in the
natural world, to do something with, it, and then
to "breathe" it out. She said that a relationship

20



mechanics the minute thy were introduced to
mechanical things; they understood thern
once. When the Manus were faced with elec-
tronic equipment, they used numerals that are
applied to living things, and so distinguiShe4 it
from equipment that was activated by springs.

They got along with Americans like a ho-use
afire. Both Americans and. Manus liked
mechanical objects and handled them well. Both
thought that doing something was more impor-
tant than feeling or thinking. They got along
magnificently, The only difference was they
came from 10,000 years ago, and we came from
now.

We do not knowswhat children, as biologically
given creatures, will do at different stages.

That we do know ,is a myth based4in very,
very, inadequate evidence; based in most cases,
on a few Swiss children. It is true that Swiss
children have to learn reversibility, because
they-live in an irreversible world. They had jolly
well better find out that a lump of clay can be
moved in two directions if they are to survive.
But look at the work of Vygotsky;with children
who all lived in a totally 'reversible world. Rus-
sian children were swaddled and unswaddled,
and night and day were alike. What Russian
children need to learn is something about
irreversibility. So, Piaget finds children whcr
have rigid notions, and can't tell that a lump of
clay, and a piece of clay that looks like a snake,
contain the same amount of clay. But VygOtsky
identified opposite kinds of thinking in Russia.
Taking Piaget's notions about a bunch of Swiss
children and saying that this is Human
Psychology gets us nowhere in terms of a
general developmental theoty. Taking what
American children do and saying that is Human
Psychology also gets us nOwttere.

The things' that many Children do,
neurologists tell us they cannot do. Neurologists
are absolutely certain that they know about
myelinization, so they know that a, child of 6.
weeks cannot appreciate that its mother didn't
come. They cannot explain the fact that the
child sheds real tears the first time its mother
doesn't come.

Our physiology doesn't match our experiende.
Building up any developmntal sequence that
we happen to haVe noticed in a few children
somewhere and pptting that down as gospel
truth doesn't get usanywhere. Neither does it
get us anywhere to take children from here,

there, and anywhere, and put them together
into "Childhol1".

Wf do that with animals, yoti know; all these
people like Ardrey have been writing stuff on
the "territorial instinct". They`take a robin from
here, a goose froth' there, a pigeon from
somewhere else, a few'fish, And a gorilla or so,
and mix them; and get unadulterated nonsense.
We do the same thing if we take what children
do in one culture and combine it uncritically
with what children do in another culture. ,

If we Consider the childhoods of everybody
here, and the, enormous differences between
periods in our own childhoods, and think what

_they, meant "to us, we see the -enormous
differences between what cities mean to city
children and what country means to country
children. The country is exciting to city children
and the city is exciting to country children, for
exactly opposite reasons. But they both enjoy
excitement.

I particularly liked your point, Professor
Tuan, that you can take a child's work of art (a
child's drawing, that is) and put it on a pedestal
in a museum and it looks atmost like a wdrk of
art. Almost is the absolute point, because it is
not a work of art atoll. It is a work of freshness;
and freshnessis one"cbaracteristic of art.

We take a child's drawing, and put it up on the
kitchen/mall, ail tell the child it is magnificent.
If the child takes.that as a model, he is very un-
likely to hecome an artist. That is one of the
things that has,iven forgotten when parents are
encouraged to pit up anything a child draws on
the wall, and admire it.

Our appreciation is enormously mutilated.
You know those Balinese heads that you buy

in airportsthose carvings of men andwomen?
The girls have headdhises and the men have
headcloths, and they are all varnished.
Everybody says, "Aren't they terrible!" I had
one made by one of the best headmakers. I had
him leave it unfinished; he left the marks of the
chisel on And no varnish. I put it on a pedistal,
and everyone says, "How beautiful!"

This is just because they haven't seen others,
like it, and beciuse we know that if we see
copieeof something, it can't be very good. This is
the opposite of your point about the rainbow,
Professor Tuan, but in a sense it is related. We
think that any time we see two of anything, any
time anything recurs, it has lost its charm.
Americans than can't do anything twice, or ap-
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predate anything twice, or go to he same opera
a 'second time, or read the stune poem over
again. Mass production has been part of it; Ke've
disqualified ourselves from a-aireclat-ft
anything twice. This is serious.

As I was listening to Professor Tuan's
delicious paper (can I use an adjective that in-
cludes taste?), I suddenly realized the extent to
which one of the things that is said about heroin
addictibn may be' true. Nothing that is said

. about drugs at the present has much truth, but
still there's' a possibility that it's true. This is
that the first experience-of taking,heroin, is so
overwhelming that no other experience of tak-
ing heroin ever equals it. One of the elements of
addiction, therefore, is trying to get back to the
original experience. A child who is overwhelmed
by an enormous expe fence is not only em-
powered' to do things he would never have done
before, but also is conde ned, if you like, to get
back to the undiffyrentiated ecstasy which we
call mysticism.' .

One of the roots of mysticisin is that the in-
dividual wants always to get to a point of no dis-
crimination. This is distinct from the roots of es-
thetic appreciation, where one is moving toward
greater and greaper discrimination.

We have a lot of difficulty, of course, with
people who want to identify the basic thrill in
sex, religion, and art as the same. These evident-
ly are people who, as in Professor Tuan's
marvelous story, put their toes together with a
little girl when they were five, or something,
and never got over it. Other people feel that sex,
art, and religion are extraordinarily different;
that it is totally impossibl6 to equate the ex-
perience of one with another.

It's quite possible that the people who feel
that sex, religion, and art ark all the same had
some extraorditlarily overwhelming experiende
as children. Pierre de Chardin has,a beautiful
passage About' the way he fell in love with iron.
He had this magnificent'ecstasy ove_r iron! Well ;'

.k he had a lot of ecstasies in his Ife, over the
lithosphere. Falling in love with iron, and with
metal, and with what was the original substance
of thisrearth, probably never left him; it entered

pinto his -whole later religious position aboutt evolution' agd man.
I think we should realize that these ecstasies

may not ke unmitigated delights; in a sense they
disqualify people for the kind of discriminating
appreciation that we have just hhrd about in

s
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th
essor Tuan's paper. This may be a useful
g to think about.

ty was up near Peterborough, whi0 is a
bd,autiful place in New Hampshire.where aot of
sensitive, appreciative, highly educated people
had gone outdoors to appreciate nature, on the
first day of Spring. We had a lovely, expensive,
simple meal of cheese and homemade bread of
hand-ground grain. My hosts said, "Isn'l it.
dreadful?. All the natives. are sitting indoOrs,
looking at television, wishing they were in New
York".

We have to think about this rather hard: the
differences between the sensitivities of the,peo-
ple who are bored to death in the city and the
people who are bored to death in the country.
The country is not perceived by all people who
live in it as something marvelous. You can choke
off an appreciation of the cosmos, perhaps, more
effectively in the country than you can in the
city.

The next step we are going to have to talk
about a good deal, I think, is how to discriminate
between our own children. There are the
children who grew grin the city with one set of
rhythms and one set of understandings, and the
children who grew up in the country. There are
differences among our own children in their
response to toys and their'response to the living
world.

The country child, who has only seen the gar-
den as a place to weed, loses all its sense of
wonder far more rapidly than a city child who
only sees goldenrod through a window, once a
year. We're not allowing for that, you know.

I think the reason that boredom is.the princi-
ple affliction of school children in the United
Statesand it is the most serious thing that
happens to them; reallyis that they are bored
with the artificial world. The artificial world
is boring.

Think of the most imaginative' toy in the,
world. You know what it can do. You can say
that you are building a castle for a princess, but
still you know what you can do with those infer-
nal blocks. They aren't ever:going to do anything
different. They fall down if you overbalance
them, and they will clutter the-floor, and there
are that many of them.

You take that same child out in the country,
and just let it sit in the grasp and watch an ant,.
Nobody knows what that ant is going to do. The
child isn't bbred.

22 .
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I.think we haVe to look very seriously at the
enormous number of runaway girls in this coun-
try. The number is i'n the hundreds of
'thousands. Cincinnati alone has something like
five thousand runaway girls going throw h the
city. Boys are not running away in th same
numbers. People who are thinking about t the ur-
ban environment, about what happe r n school*,
and what are the consequences of estr ions,
should take a -very good look at is.

What is ha pening to these gi s,. now? What
is it that is intolerable about theikpdrents?
Why is it so much better to runaway across the
country, and to take every conceivable risk, than
ifis to stay at home?

Something is happening. We think of farm
'children, and still lyrically an,d sentimentally
talk about children living on the farm as if they
were still harnessing horses. Actually, they are
kept in... s till they are 9 or 10 because of those
danger chines out there. Instead of being
cliildt have some sense of freedom, they

-.may seven more restricted today than-urban
-children.

O'ne of our real problems is to get those things
1, back into perspective; to look at the things back

into perspective; to took at the thins that are
happening all at once, rather than talk about
what little girls did when they climbedli-egs, or
didn't climb trees, 25 years ago. Let,us not pro-.
ject the present sense of restriction of women-

'who are scout leaders, on children who are ac-
tually experiencing somethilifferent. How
are we gbing to make these di erences part of
our own experience, and deal with them?

It's a good thing to think about "the child", if
you remember that "The Child" doesn't exist.
Only children exist; children in a partidulaf con-
text; children who are different from'each other;
children with different senses.

The sense of smell is distributed very, very
capriciously across the spectrum, and the sense
of hearing, and sense of sight. We are beginning
to recognize that these modalities changq ail
through life.

It isn't only children who suffer from psy:
chiatric disorder because they are left-handed.

_ Dominance in the brain changes, all through
life. Some people cease tabe visual and beCome
auditory. Some cease td be as auditory and
become visual. Some cease to be right- handed
and become left-handed. A.11 thesethings
happen in the'course of their liVes.-

bs
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Partly because we. haven't recognized that
childien'differ, we ,haven't been able to see that,-
these things happen in adulthood. The first step
is to recognize the importance of-childhood: to
recognize what we can do with, the freshness of
the imagination; to recognize how valtfable it is
to keep- these,experiences accessible. The next
step is to differentiate among children; differen-
tiate among different parts of our society.

Take black Americans. Their whole stance in
relatior to life is different. First /we discover
that something is a little different; we discover
that maybe black children see things a little
differently from white children. Then we lump
them all together again as black children. We
lump all rural children. We lump all su urban
children. And every time we lump them, e lose
something.

An overdependence on the notion of "The
Child" does something. It is true that children
cannot talk before a certain age. But children at
the Ma hu. court are said to have learned two
complet ets of etiquette by the time they were
four. We ave no idea how complex ate the
things chil en can learn. Nor the things adults
can learn later. We need to fit the two tOgetheA

I think that things must be *relatively ,
homemade in a given locality.' One,of the mat dangers of a symposium like

this is that somebody'his a bright idea in San
Francisco, and before we know it we have it in
the middle of New York, dumped down with no
reference to what `happens to be happening
thei-e; with no reference to the thnic groups in-
volved; with no reference t the difference
between a Puerta Rican juve delinquent, a
German juvenile delinquent, and an Italian
juvenile delinqpent=all of which are quite

, different.
One of the things we are going to have to do is

to relate the things we set up for children to who
they are and there they came from. We have
found in New York City, for instance, that Puer-
to Rican parents are divided into two groups:
the ones who keep their children upstairs and
won't let theAout, and the ones Who let them
-out and give them up. There's nothing in
between. These parents don't, know any way of
letting their children out just a little. They
either lock them up or let them go completely.
That has very different consequences from giv-
ingchildren a limited, but defined, range for ex-

_
ploration.
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If we start making blanket solutions that'are
related to a theory, that all the children of a
given agewant to pretend they are animals, or
that all the children of a given age want to Cli)

something else, and then add to that siomeone'sN
very. imaginative solution that worked in one
spot, we keep on imposin,styles tliat don't fit.

May I make one finaUpoint.
I think it's terribly dangerous to talk about

planned danger. Whaf you' are talking about is
planned activities where children can test their
bravery and thgir skill. You are planning for op-

t

!'

"portunities to be rave, and to be skillful. If you
say you are talking about planned danger, that's
like talking about divqrce insurance. Wedon't
say death insurance; we say life insurance.
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aJiist as the anthropologists- discovered Freud thirty
years ago, now physicists, lawyers, and others with
rigorous rained minds are discovering the beauties of
nature as s throUgh romantic poetry, and finding
transcendenta uses -of the notion of ecolOgy"
-Calvin W. Sti an
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Or) tke-Meinings c4* Nature"

by CALVIN W.. STILLMAN, Professor of4nvironmental
Resources Cook College, Rutgers - The State University, New
Brunstoick, N.J.

ATRACT. All peoples known to Science have a concept of
"nature" which forms part of world-view of the culture. The
relative importance of "nature" differs among cultures. In our own
Western culture, ideas of "nature"are mentioned from the earliest
written records, and arerelated to concepts of the autonomous in-
dividual\and of hierardchy and -order. At certain times these con-
cepts have had particular usefulness in achieventlit personal
emotional balance:These valueS should be explored and defined,
that they may be made more widely available.

CONCERN WITH ALL that is around tut is as I

old as man's humanity. Whether we call it
"nature", or "City Hall", or "environment", or the
system", or just "the way it. is ", each of us must
make up ourown mind first on the structure
of all that is "out there", and second, on what
each of us can do about it.

Robert Redfield (1962) pointed out that each
culture hits a world-v,iew that deals with the
proper relations of Man, Nature, and God The
world-view of his culture helps each individual
comprehend the reality he sees, his potentials
fof action, and his liabilities to injury. Cultures
differ widely in their emphasis upon Man, God,
or Nature, as Redfield tqld us. This difference is
between peoples, over time, and within social
groupings such as that of the United States.

Many books have been published in the last
decade that profess to explain Oan-
Environment relatidns. Fewer books have
appeared that are as clearly devoted to Man -God
relatiOns, though a century or so ago this situa-
tion was reversed: Fewest books' of all relate,
Nature to God, thou'gh this may be the strongest
single affinity in the minds of men. Hidden herV
are the themes of hierarchy, propriety, and
status.

Margaret Mead told our group that
differences between peoples of the world are
never qualitative; they are only quantitative.

.

f

This is very true of ideas of 'nature. All peoples'
of the world have them, and have had them as '
far back as we Can find records. For certain'
peoplei at certain times, nature has been a ma- ,
jor esthetic and emotional resource, under one
.name or, Another. For even longer periods this
esthetic value has been hard to find. Right now
the value is in the ascendant, and this,paper is
an 'attempt to take a good look at it.

Enthusiasm for the values to be fognd in
riature underlies the. existence of this sym-
posium. The fact of contemporaneity will be dis-
cussed later; 'the enthusiasM amore intellec-
teals I attribute to the discovery by disciplined
minds of new. areas for.release and exploration.
Just as the anthroPorigists discovered Freud 30
years ago, now physicists, lawyers, and others
with rigorously trained minds are discovering
the beauties of naturi as seen through romantic
poetry, and finding transcendental uses of, the
notion of ecology. The anthropologists used
their broadened perspectiyes to deepen their un-
derstandings of people;-thei incorporated_their
new tools into their major undertaking. All too
few of the recent cOnverts to the beauties of
nature have internalized their new asset into a
strengthened ability to get on with their jobs.
These enthusiasts haste calledto us all to jump
in and enjothe water; they have not yet emerg-
ed from the experience, refreshed and ready to
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proceed. Wordsworth did not stop in midstream.
5 Neither did Emerson, nor Thoreau.

We can looleforideas of nature back through
time, and around the world/lfrian Sutton-.
Smith has told us that children s play in the con-
temporary world. differs in character with
latitude; that play in the tropics is consistently
different froln play in the temperate zones. I
have found similarly a profound difference in
attitude toward nature (as we usually define the

peoples who originat d in northern temperate
term) between the and the homelands of

zones (this iholudes, of course, all lands inthe
southern temperate zone;- all are controlled by
Europeans). ,

I find attitudes toward nature in Buddhist,
Taoist, and Hindu cultures associated with
those of the tropick,I rind North-South a far
more useful dichotomy to explain such cultural
differences than East-Weat: With the exception
of a few residual arborefa and preserves left

'overgrom the days of colonialism, there are no
evidelices' of concern witlf nature in South Asia,
Nortlror Central Africa, Indonesia, or Oceania.

NATURE IN THE WESTERN
TRADITJON.

Nature is a matter of concern throughout our
'Western tradition. Nature appears also in the
parallel tradition of Eastern Asia, lesser
importance ethere I relate to the par lesser
tradition I,the individual.

Ainong the oldest uses of natural symbols are
the 'notions of the tree, and of open space. Both
of these are important in the Gil h Epic of
the Seventh Centiiry B.C. (Heidel 194 , a tale of
,intensely hum,an. problems. Ev nts and
situations, from this epic turn up in the
Hebrews' Pentateuch of some centuries later.

In the Old Testament generally the worlitl-
view kresents a triad of Man, God, and Nature
distorted severely in faxol. of God. The triangle
is long and thin; God is by far the most impor-
tant vector. Natural environment enters as,
harsh wilderness, punctuated Woases and by
the agricultural virtues of the Promised Land.
The early Hebrews led a harsh life; their sur-
vival depended upon their ability to wring
sustenance from a comparitively harreh land,
and to defend themselves from hostile
neighbors. From the Hebrews we inherit their

concept of the individual, derived in part from
their contact with the Egyptians of the XVIIIth
Dynasty, and their concept of life under'law,
'derived in part from their contacts with the
Babylonians. From those days toy this day,
Western concepts of nature have been indissolu-
ble from \ Western concepts of indiv,idual
autonotny.

The Hebrews gave little thought to their en-
vironment as such, but they were very cavdern-
ed about pollution. HereWee how an idea May
seem to relateto one thing, for instance nature,
but that ,,on examination 'it relates far more
powerfully to something else. Mary Douglas
(1966) tells'us that the dietary laws had nothing
to do with sanitation or with public, health, but
-everything to do with the Hebrew concern with
order; with keeping everything in its prow.
place, according to the laws of God.

The Greeks saw things more cheerfully. They

were relaxed enough to enjoy beauty, to talk
about'it, and to find it in natural situations.
They. enjoyed high places. As ,,,..iterranean
traders, the/Greeks were very affected by the
world's urbanization crisisof the fifth century
B.C. (McNeill 1960. Local folk societies were
thrown together into larger comities. Teeoples
came into contact with peoples. Urban centers
grew. New ways of life, new ethical systems,
and new religions were called for. Greek:writers
of the day mentioned problems of exhaustible
resources, of soil erosion, of the virtues of coun-
try life and the evils of-city life. Greeks wrote of
-the general decline oraffairs from a wonderful
Golden Age of the recent past. (glackn 1967).
In !Act, the Greeks, 25 centuries ago touched
every basic theme of the environmental move-
ment of our.time.

The Greeks did more: they celebrated beauty
in nature. They wrote pastoral poetry. They

6 struggled with pragmatic explanationsof reali-
ty as they saw it; they laid the basis for -em-
pirical science. Their travelers' reportS, enabled
their geographers to come.up with etivironmen-
tal explanations of cultural differences, a notion
that bobs up again in Montesquieu (1966) and in
certain odd corners,of American social science .

(Klausner 1971). .

Mainland wars have destroyed most of the
'East Asian record for these earlyyears,There
are traditions, ,many substantiated by recent
archeological digs; but the major Vector is
durable bronzes that bring us evidence ofAsia
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interest in animals in art (Reischauer and Fair-
bank 1960; Bunker, Chatwin, and Farkasn,70).

The Romans are remembered for having con-
structed a political organization so powerful
that its effects last to this day.'Only. the contem-
porary Han Empire,of China has so affected
subsequent history. Neither -of these power
groups showed much official interest in esthetic
values, in nature or in anything elSe. In the East
Asian tradition, culture flowered only in periods
of dynastic decline. This is evident in China and
in Japan. The great landscape traditions of
Chinese paintings were rel'ated to the periods
between effective tyrannies, when Taoist and
Buddhist elements of the culture were allowed
to surface.

Central Asian isturbances and the
associated population vements led to the dis-
solution,of the ,Roman E ire in the first cen-
turies of the Christian era, but the imperial
Church did its best to hold things together. It
did very well indeed, for a- milleniUm. The
jealous God of the Hebr/ews was represented by )
the jealous hierarchy of the Church devoted to
His Son, in the vAarlous times of the'Middle Ages.
Worship in none but the approved manner was
permissible. St. Anselem in the 12th century
"rated it dangerous to sit j,vi a garden where
there are roses to satisfy the senses of sight and
smell, and songs that stories to, please the ears."
(Clark 1956) e

there were leaks in the 'capsulewithin which
the Rofnan church attempted to confine all
thought. .

One leak was the folk tradition of peoples long
`since conquered by Roman legions, living on un-
der the intellectual doinination of the Roman
church. People had a feeling for living things;
they sought ways of expressing this in their
lives. Artists sought to express these f gs
within the strict constraints of the icono phy
of Church art. An analogy was the persistence
Of folksong, and its insertion into the entr'actes
'of medieval morality plays, the major text
always sung in the classical meterless organum
of sacerdotal music.. This pressure is seen in the
stories of Saint. Francis of Assisi (Armstrong
1978), and the insertion of landscape into the
backgrounds of paintings of the Madonna. Little
leaves and even domestic animals appear in the
carved stones of the later cathedrals, particular-
y too far urfor easy inspection by episcopal

authorities.
.
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Another leak was the influence of Versi'an art-
-emphasizing the garden as ature made safe
and lieautiful fol.. man. This came to Europe
through the commercial contacts with the
Islamic woad facilitated by the, Crusades, aati -

throcfgh Jews who accompanied the-Moors to'
IbeSa, and who 'independently established

,

trading posts up the Danube and down the
Rhine.

Finally, and perhaps least explored by
scholars, was the contribution of the fearsome
Norsemen who ravaged Northern Europe till',
blocked in the ninth century. These invaders
promptly turned from raiding to trading: Their ,

/area of impact is today's Protesai rs
Rosalie and Murray Wax (1965) tel the
Vikings were ever curious about things of the
natural world. These they never confused with
mysticism. The Vikings never knew feudalism,
and accepted Christianity only very late, and
then on their own terms.
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(The Roman Church piovided Its corn-
unicants with many essentials of a happy life.

Among these were an understanding of one's
personal place in the order of things. Living and
non;living things of the perceived environment ,
were seen, to be in aki ordeessehtially suppor-
tive. God may have been terrible and distant as
He was for the Hebrews, but He had many
delegates on earth to provide solace and
guidance.

, The 'Reformation in Northern., Europe ripped
away many emotional supports; some of the
effts incame apparent only years later.
England, dissatisfaction with Christianity, led to,
the worship of nature, (Clark 1919). Nature'
alime can never be functional as a religion,
however, since it contains no'ethical system. In
Germany Goethe 'wrote in 1815, "The'
Protestants feel is void; they want to create a
new mystrcisrh."-(Schenk.1969)

In the England of this time -wie have
Wordsworth writing poetry;, Constable painting:
Goethe studied botany; made excellent drawings
of his specimens, 'wrote his great essay
"Nature", and poetry besides. The Age of
Romanticism was largely one of a search for
new meanings. The Industrial Revolution was ,
upsetting many settled relationships, and°
nature became a rediRvered recourse. All this
had happened before, and would happen again.

4t,
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NATORE,IN AMERICA .

arly settlers in Massachusetts Bay Colony
pr tided an Old Testament christianity in
whit was retributive, Manvile, and Nature

in ins wilderness. PerryMiller (1967) has
doe abed the scene. Preservation of nature, so
fa iar, in New England 115W, then implied
ireser g in his proper' social place each
memb .f the community.

The lieerating forces of a cash economy, es-
cape to the frontier, and the Enlightenment-
however one wishestn rank them-made possible
a Hellenic approach to nature in the 18th cen-
tury. This is first visible among the,aristocracies
of Philadelphia and of northern Virginia.

The Bartrams established their arboretum on
the Scftuylkill (Cruikshank 1961).. Benjamin
Franklin established. the Ainerican
Philosophical Society. Thomas Jefferson. con-
ducted experiments on his farm. All such
leaders were in constant touch witty their
fellows in England and on the Continent. When
'Audubon had some prints ready for sale of his
paintings of Americad birds arid animals, he
triW first in England, as the better market.

America shared with the Ibrews one
natural, feature that was important in the
myths that help shape, character: the frontier.
The American e,transmontane Westlargely
considered desertseemed just as forbidding as
thetwilderness of Paran or Zin, For-Americans"

wilderness was challenge to brave men. .

as for follower of the patriarchs, this,

Henry Nash Smith (1970) has told us of the
tremendous importance in American literature
of the Leatherstocking theme: the proud, lonely,
self-reliant hunter who strides through the
forest and out upon the plains. Smith tells u$
also of the psychological context: of Cooper'e
oedipal conflicts, and of his search for a role that
could be at once manly and nonconflicting with
his father. The ghost of Leatherstocking
marches through Western stories, cowboy tales,
cops-and-robbers picaresque adventures, down
to dime novels and TV serials. This natural set-
ting is less important than the character
development that takes place within it. Leo
Marx (1964) brings the story down to recent
times.

The effect of unfenced pace on American
character ,was not. lost on Thomas Jrerson,
who wrote (19555 "Those who labor in the earth

3"
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are the chOsen people of God, if ever he had a.
chow people, whose breasts he had made his
peculiar deposit for substantial nd genuine vir-
tue." A Hebraic analogy again, but an estimate
of their worth gladly accepted by American
farnrers ever 'since, and used to justify
astonishing Federal solicitude for agrarian
welfare.

The economic status of farmers inNtierican
society peaked with the Civil War. It was
thereafter eroded by economic changes that
followed industrialiiation and, less evidently, by ,

the mechanization of .the world's merchant
marine. .As steam replaced sail, Australian
wheat could reach Europe, aid Egyptian cotton
could each Liverpool, all more radily than
before. American farmers found tAexpectedi,
allies in their discontent in the silver miners of,
the Mountain States; their prices were dropping
too. Prices must move 'freely in terms of laissez-
faire economic doctrine, but when incomes are
affected to the degree that status is shaken, then
political repercussions occur.--Such was the
background of the Populist party late in the
19th century (Hofstadter 1955).
a The same rapid industrilization, of America
upset the stability of social order in the older
East. First, the basically- merchant and
professional-oriented aristocracy was thrust'
aside by the new wealth and power of the
manufacturers. These in turn were pressed by
the financiers and operators of the end of the
19th century. Each elite clung to the symbols of
its status, and each rising class sought to claim
these symbols for its own. A bellwether of
status was an association with the land: an. es-
tate,,a farm. Here an aristocrat challenged could
repair to sulkas Jefferson .did when out of
powerand to complain about the bad manners
and the worse ethics of those who had taken his
place. fate in the century, 'some ruffled
aristocrats even flirted with the idea of an
alliance with the radical farmerssince they,
also were attached to the land" (Hofstadter
1955, 19'65). Mugwumps, they came to be called.
In the process of asserting their interests, these
persons first arlj.culated the esthetic values in
natural environment for their fellow
Americans.

Hays ( 1959) has told us of the ear istor54
the conservation movement. The ter as in-
vented by hydrologic qngineers between the
Rockies and the Sierras, concerned over the in-
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1 applicability to these dry areas of the settlement
limits of the Homestead Act of 1862. These
technicians formed fin` early alliance with
Easterd citizens concerned over preservation of
natural beauty. Such a topic has always been
dangerous in our achievement-oriented society.
From the start, American niture-lovers have
sought technical cover for their goals. This they

= found first from the water engineers.
Withia range of a decade or so were founded

the Sierra Club, the American Forestry Associa-
tion, and the Federation of Garden Clubs. Arbor
day was ins ituted. Women's clubs, and the
Daughters of e AmeriCSn Revolution, joined
in the cause. young scion of an eastern
merchant family traveled to Europe to study
scientific forestry. His name was Gifford Pinchot.

The alliance of technicians and esthetes could
not long hold together. The split usually is dated
back to the Hetch-Hetchy controversy in
California, which rent the friendship of John

....tduir and Gifford Pinchot. For Muir the preser-
vation of natural beauty was paramount; for
Pinchot, more mundane uses of natural
resources were to be included in any calculation
of total public interest.

The proclivity to hide esthetic sensitivity in
practical, if not scientistic, arguments has
appeared recently in the arguments set forth by
the Sierra Club against Forest Service policie§
on clearcutting.

Recourse to nature has been with us as an es-
tablished value since the late 19th century. Its
spokesmen have been the traditional groups-the
Audubon Society, the American Forestry
Association, the Sierra Club, the Wilderness
Society. At least twice, in the years since, thre
have been upsurges of interest in this area of
feeling. Each was associated with a period of
social stress. each spawned its organizatidns, a
few of which continue.

During the New Deal. the United States faced
unprecedinted human problems, among them
widespreid rural distkess. By a shift of
emphasis perhaps facililtated by his own
'country- gentleman status, Franklin Roosevelt
was able to transfer much of the attention from
rural people to the land they struggled to live on.
The Soil Conservation Service, the revitalized
programs in .the national forests and parks-

. underscore by the mission of the Civilian
Conserve on CorpsCaught public imagination
far leis for what they did for .people, than for

What they did for "the land". This could have
been one of Franklin Roosevelt's greatest
strokes of political skillbut I suspect thqjk
was neor intentional. Roy Stryker, DorQt

Lange' are Lorentz, and Russell Loxdhave left
beautiful documents of those years. They spread
upon the national press many photographs of
reclaimed strip-croped land. The pictures and
their asociations have lasted much longer than
did strip - cropping itself...

The 10 years through which this country has
just lived have been remarkable for evidences of
concern over "environment". The period has
been remarkable for two reasons: first, for the
marked revival of interest in the esthetic values
of nature, and second, for the absence okard
data to justify the claims of environffiental
degradation which have Overlain the esthetic
consciousness. The major thrust of policy urged
upon us by the environmentalists has been, it
seems to me, to halt change. We have been asked
to preservein the name of "ecology", or
history, or pollutionalmost anything outside a
city's limits and dome things within.

These 10 years have been marked by unusual-
ly rapid social change. The Voting Rights Act of *.

1965 set off a major reQnsideraton of the status
of American Negroes; they became "Blacks",
and proud of it. Change in the status of locks
threatened members of many other ethnic
minorities. Across the land economic prosperity
claimethat had never before been actuated: en-.
try to resort areas, expenive restaurants, sub-
urbs, jobs, foreign- vacation spots. The en-
vironmental movement, I submit, was in large
part a reaction of the upper middle classto these
socipl %flanges. As it subsides, I expect that
leading supporters will shift their allegiance to
conservative political organizations.

The GreeksioilloOld words for it 25 centuries
ago. The pattern seems to be the same
throughout the world of Northern cultures: per-
sonalities under stress find solace in natural
phenomena.

If this hypothesis is valid, I suggest
refine the tonic and Make it available
our schools r,ufher pubic institutio
our citizens. If nature is good, it

' something to all.
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"Could it be that we adults are unposing.pur tastes and
preferences on children, claiming that they need nature,
trees, grass, flowers and Other .living things when in
fact it is we who want them?" - Holcomb
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The Perception of Natural vs. Built Environments
By Young Children,

by BRIAVEL HOLCOMB, Assiitcent Professor of CamMumity:
Development and Geogrdphy, Rutgeh, The State University df
New Jersey.

ABSTRACT. This paper question's the assumption that young
children need exposure to natural environments for healthy psy-
chological development. Preliminary investigation of the en-
viKonmental perceptions of 4-year-olds suggests that the distinc-
tion, between natural and man-made milieux is insignificant to
preschoolers, and that they find both kinds of environments
similarly fascinatinl. Both offer rich potential for collecting
treasuresan important .preschool criterion of environmental
satisfaction. The behavioral environments of parent and child are
markedly different in the same physical setting.

TT IS COMMONLY assumed that children
eed nature in their environments for healthy

groi,th and development. In cities vdigre non-
human nature is diminishing, it is presumed
crucial to preserve those Rieces of nature which.
have survived the ravages of urbanization, and
to reinject nature where feasible. This is not
a new idea. That natural environments are im-
portant to healthy psyches -has long been as-
serted, and it has been advanced with new vigol.
since "ecology" became popular. Detwyler states
that "only two kinds of landscape are fully
satisfying: One is primeval nature undisturbed
by man..." (Detwyler 1970:696). Hart suggests
that natu I settings (earth banks, -streams,
woodland) est provide the manipulable' en-
vironment which Piaget demonstrated was
essential for the development of human intelli-
gence (Hart 1973a, 1973b). Cobb goes furtlier
in asserting that the genesis of human genius
requires exposure to natural milieux:

The purpose of this paper is to question
whether natural settings are in fact so
necessary to.younk children, and to further ex-
plore the. environmental perceptions,
preferences and ,needs of preschool children.
Could it be that we adults ai?,e, imposing' our
tastes and preferences on children, claiming
that they need nature, trees, grass, flowersand
other living things when in fact it is we who
want them? While there is certainly nothing
harmful, and probably some benefit, in exposing
urban preschoolers to "doses of natuni, they
may need them less than adults do. Among my
beliefs, is that it is quite possible for the urban,
child of lower Manhattan, of Chicago's East
Side, Boston's West End, or even the South
Bronx, to grow into a fully functioning, happy

....human without exposure toprimeval, or even to
to nature.'

A subsidiary, thesis of this paper is that the
distinction between natural and man-made en-

. vironments is unimportant to young childrerk-,,
Categorizing landscape elements by the degree
of human involvement in their fqrmation is a
skill peihaps most finely developed by North
Americans. I suggest that; the ability to
dichotomize environments on this basis is learn-

The exploration includes tracing the relationship of
this early psychophysical force in human develop-
ment to those uncommon forms of genius which con-
stitute the, high poiut of achievement in human
iroivth 'potential, with roots, as I believe, in the
child's perceptual relations with the natural world.
(Cobb 1959:537).
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ed, rather than innate. Other cultures, especial-
ly those less technologically sophisticated, con-
ceive of humans as part of, rather than apart
from, nature. It can be argued that this outlook

,prodtices a higher degree of environmental
responsibility and that to teaclf children to
make fine distinctions on the basis of human in-
volvement in creation is not particularly func-
tional or even logical. No longer is there any
part of the surface of spaceship earth that
remains unaltered by human agency. Even the
deep oceans and ice caps have higher concen-
trations of DDT than they did at the beginning
of the century. Every environment we inhabit
is, to a greater or lesser degree, "man-made."
Yet contemporary American culture (and this
symposium is no exception) imbues its young
with the ethic of nature as virtue. Whether
nature is seen as the manifestation of God's
order, or nurturing the virtuous yeoman if
Jeffersonian tradition, occasional lapses into
mountain and wilderness paranoia are abberant
in the longer tradition. Continued acceptance of
nature as a (or the) source of good entails con-
tradictions and ambivalence for the member of
an urbanized society. What chance does one
have of being virtuous while inhabiting the im-
moral urb?

The evidence presented here is far from con-
clusive. This paper is polemicaland anecdotal,
rather thin objective, and the methods are ex-
ploratorY. Though trained Is a geographer, I
chose to investigate these questions mainly as
the mother of a 4-year-old daughter. The
research was carried out at a nursery school in
New Brunswick, New Jersey, an' old, crumbling
city 'ringed by mote affluent suburbs. The
children at the school come from both settings,
but cannot be said to be representative of either
since a high proportion of them are from
geographically mobile families associated with
Rutgers University. .

The specific questions under investigation
were:

'1. To what extent do 4-year- s distinguish
between natural man-made
phenomena?

2. What qualities of natural environments
. (specifically woodlands) appear to young
urban children? Are they found, or -fan
they be replicated, in urban settings?

3. Hoir does.the behavioral environment Bf
the 4-year-old differ from that of her

"other in identical urban places?
To investigate whether 4-year-olds can and do

make distinctions between neural and human
landscapes, 15 children were presented in-
dividually with collections of photographs culled
from periodicals, and asked to "put different
pictures in different piles."'Children at this age
already know the-concept of classification. They
have leafned,to put blocks into categories based
on size, shape, color, and other variables. This
learning is reinforced by numerous gameS that
require the -child to select the odd item in a
series.

The picture set consisted of four scenes that
were predominantly "natural", with woods and
mountains (care was taken to ,exclude bodies of
water, which have been shown to be consistently
appealing), and four that were urban. The pic-
tures were not, however, of uniform size, and on
the first test 12 out of 15 children categorized
the pictures by size! The following week a new
set, in which all the pictures were the same size,
was presented. All the pictures showed distant
scenes with no people in the foreground. Now
the children had difficulty deciding on a
criterion for classification. When asked to make
two piles, some children asked which should go
in each, others simply de It the pictures into
two equal piles like cards. When asked why the
pictures in one pile were different frdin those in
the other, the children replied "they just are," or
"they are in different piles." Four children
divided the pictures by general preference, so
that the scenes they like best went into one pile,
and those they liked least into the other. Their
preferences, however, were not related to the

-degree of nature represented. Weather seemed-a
.possible variable. For none of the 15 children did
natural vs. manmade seem a significant
criterion for categorization.

To further explore the children's understan-
ding, I asked them whether they thought people
had made 'some of the items shown in the pic-
tures. "Did people make this building, that
mountain, this tree...?" Although the
teleological questions thus aroused proved dif-
ficult to respond to (if people didn't make that
mountain, who did?), the children were quite
sure they knew what people made. People make.
buildings, vehicles, roads, and Vesuvius. They
do not make plants, animals, or asymetrieal
mountains. Neither do they Ate lawns or city
trees, both of which just grow. It seems that
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young children are able to distinguish between
inorgank and organic more easily than between
natural and man-made, and that the first dis-

. tinction is more significant to them. The 4-year-
old can easily distinguish a plastic from a real
daffodil, but not a wild from a cultivated one.
The croci which the children planted* in the
school yard are just as natural to them as the
alpine gentian.

As a preliminary exploration of 4-year-olds
environmental preferences, I "interviewed" 13
children, recording their answers on separate
sheets and providing each with a Xerox copy.
(The desire for a literary record of oneself for
posterity seems to start at an early age). Each
child vas asked to name and describe his or her
favorite plices. Home and school ranked high on
all lists. Almost all places mentioned were
specific (Johnson Park, my Granny's house)
rather than generic (parks, train stations), and
were small in scale (the swings and slides)
rather than large (New York City). Almost all
were designed, or man-made places. Even the
beach, which was' mentioned twice, appealed
because of its proximity to carnivals and ice
dream. The topophilic tendencies of young
childen seem strongly influenced -by
associations with pleasurable activities and
friendly people, Aesthetic considerations are
distinctly seconlary.

The 4-year-old's environmental preferences
are obviously constrained by his limited ex-
perience, The urban child's activity space is
restricted, and limited mainly to designed en-
vironments. His brief experience of less tamed
nature is carefully monitored by cautious
parents ("don't go too near the edge; don't fall in;
watch for ticks..."). The young child has more
freedom of choice in activity and behavior in a
setting designed for safety than in "natural"
places. For the urban child, the designed en -.
vironment is also more familiar, more secure,
and less threatening. While Clay is undoubtedly
correct that the places we, 'as adults, remember
from our childhoods with the greatest affectioy
IFe those natural places of grass, rocks, wateil
and trees, w are perhaps remembering fronli,
our middle childhoods when our needs for
adventure, privacy, and environmental
manipulability are less wetl met in designed
milieux (Clay 195Z-8).

What are, iu fact, the environmental needs of
the 4-year-old? Which of these provided in

natural settings? Are any found exclusively in
nature, or can all the qualities of natural en-
vironments be replicated in built environments?
Previous research in this field has Aggested
that the quintessential qualities of, for example,
natural woodlands, that are appreciated by
humans are changeability, , seasonality,

'spaciousness, unpredictability, secrecy and
mystery, manipulability, irregularity, and
variety. To thtse I would add one particularly
vital to 4-year-oldscollectability. The woods
are a storehouse of treasure. A half-hour walk 0

through the woods near holne with two 4-year-
olds yielded a rich trove of flowers, goose grass,
for sticking to each other, leaf umbrellas,
dandelion clocks, a feather, a caterpillar, moss ,

for Japanese gardens, and various other items.
But a similar walk along city streets produced a
fascinating collection of lollipop, sticks, silver
paper, a plastic bubble wand, several tickets, a
piece of tile mosaic, metal scraps, and so forth.
Once parental instincts against collecting "dir7
ty" items from streets, gutters and vacant lots
are repressed, urban and sylvan treasure troves
are fully equal in quantity, variety, and value at
4-year-old exchange rates.'

Similarly, most of the desirable qualities of
the woods can be foundvalso in urban settings.
The city has its seasons. Its coloration, decora-
tion, and temperature, its sonic and activity
levels; change with the months, just as the
Ayoo0,do. One can argue that'there is as much
or more variety in Color, shape, texture, light,
and sound in a square mile of urban land as
there is in an equal area of woodland. The
manipulability of natural areas, of earthworks,
water, open lots and mud, is replicated in urban
settings by.young children who dig in sand box-
es, tinker with gum-ball machines, trace letters
in the dust, make wet footprints,' jump in
puddles and avoid assassinating fairies by
negotiating cracks in the sidewalk. Does the city
offer the young child a milieu that is 'any less
mysterious, secretive, unpredictable; or awe-
inspiring than nature?

Fiske and Maddi concluded from their in-
vestigations of experiential variety that "the
more variable of two early environments
produces an adult organism that is perceptually
and behaviorally more alert, flexible, and able to
cope with change." (1961). Parr used this inter-
pretation to deplore 'what he regards as the in-
creasing monotony of modern architecture. "As
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we make our cities more and more uniform by
design and regulation, we rob exploration a its
rewards, till we force. the young to seek the

, stimulus of the unexpected in their own un-
predictable behavior, ratherPthan: in a too-
predictable milieu." (Parr' 1995).-r ?hus he
suggests a causal relationship between modern
architecture and juvenile delinquency.

Although it is debatable whether the city is so
visually monotonous, for the young child the
city streets offer many stimulations. There are
variations in surface materials (paving stones,
grates, dirt, cobbles), there is street fuiniture
(hydrants, mail boxes, benches, litter baskets) to
explore, store windows to be enticed by, people
and dogs to evaluate, nooks and crannies to hide
in, air vents to feel, steps and railings to climb,
signs to read, and so forth. The 4-year-old, with
fewer Social constraints on her behavior, can ex-
plore, hare, p*, and satisfy curiosity more easi-
ly than an older child or an adult. The vantage
point of the child, whose eyes are 2 feet closer to
the ground than the adults', 'offers quite

'different pei.spectives. The foreground captures
more attention than the middle distance. Not
only does he child perceive the street different-
ly, but hat evaluation of its potentials differs
from that of her mother. Age is a significant
variable in urban resource evaluation!

This paper proposes that exposure to natural
environments may be less necessary,'at least to
young children, than has previously been believ-

e

ed. To the preschool child the distinotion
ti betWeen natural and man-made environments is

unimportant. Although an infusioli of nature
into cities is pleasant and provides further
stimulation, the human-designed Ind built
_habitat probably provides sufficient stimula-
tion, variation, and excitement for the young
child. As a data bank of culture, the built en=
vironment communicates to the young inhabit
tant the values, customs, and heritage of socie-
ty. In the United States the contradiction
between an ethos which values untameknature
and the visible concrete evidence of human
manipulation of nature sends ambivalent
messages to child and adult alike.
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"To me, the typical urban child has little to look forward
to. The parks, the museums, the libraries are not, he
knows, for him" - Lois Mark Stalvey
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Tlie Urban Child:
Getting Ready for-Failure

bv.LOIS MARK STALVEY, Writer, Philadelphia, PennsyliV ania.

ABSTRA CT. This paper is the result of my personal experiences in
Philadelphia's.predominantly black public schools, both as a white
parent of three children. and as a volunteer teacher. It mentions-the
benefits to our white ,middle-class childreiffronitteir 12 years in
these schools, but also describes the far-different treatment of
their black classmatesmuch of which is unsuspected by
educators whO could make necessary changes. This paper suggests
a solution that could be implemeted in a matter cifinonths with lit-

' tle effprt and no financial cost. (

N

MY GREATEST CONCERN about the en':
,vironment of the urban child is that adults

who could improve this environment are kept
from knowing the urban child who needs change
most. It was only through a series of accidents
that I learned that the majority of uran
children are not like my white middle -c ass
WASP ,kids, but are children who see and are
seen in an unconsciously derent way.

My expertly is sirnplY that of a mother wh2
for the last 13 years has raiselighiee cildren in
the urban environment of Philadelphia's,
predominantly black public schools. My hus-
band and I moved from an all-WASP Omaha
suburb in 1962 because we)felt our children
would be handicapped in the suburban environ-
ment. We believed they should be getting ready
to,livg in a multiethnic, multiclass world. When
;ye. chos6, an integrated neighborhood in
Philadelphia, we had no ictea that the schools
would. gradually turn black- around our
childrenthat indeed our oldest son would
eventually to the only white boy in his classei in
a 4,000student senior high school. Had we
known of the crises we wouldhave to face, and
of Our own fears and unconscious racism that
We would be forced to,confikvit, I wonder if we
would have proceeded: In- the end, our childre
(and their parents) benefited greatly, but I w 1
not attempt to describe the steps -step proces

Anyone interested in these detailS can find them
.4in my books, The Education ofa WASP (Stalvey
'1974I and Getting Ready - The Education of .
a White Family in Inner-City Schools (Stalvey
1975).

More pertinent to the subject orthis sym-
posium is what I learned abcitt'my children's
classmates and friends and ofkthe environment
in which they Must liyiS. In the interest of brevi- ,

, ty, I will try you an accurate composite
picture. If the picture seems too sh ing to be
true, again; I must refer fou for docu ntation
to the details in Getting Ready.

Ouf composite child (whom I will call George)
is far different fr m my own children. To my
children, the ur an environment does indeed
mean parks, m ums, and histrical sites; it
means also the respect of their public school
teachers and administrators. It is for a/small
number of .children like, m' e that urban in- .

stitutions seem krbe cre and operated. It is.
black children like Ge ge, however, who con-
stitute 62 percent of Phi elphia's public school
population. He lives appro ately 6 blocks
away and attends the same school in the same
classes kith the same teachers as my children,
yet George lives If a world it took me 6 years to
understand. ..

1 George is about 14 years old. His parents
probably graduated from a high school, but, as,

to
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we shall see, a high school diploma in many ur-
ban schools is,.a6out as useful and genuine as
counterfeit money. George's mother must work,
either to supplement her husband's income or
-beeause her husband is dead, has deserted, or is
ill. She may also be working to help pay for a
house in a "better" neighborhood with a "better"
school than the last three hools that quickly
decayed when white famili fled. To George,
"nature" consists of the rats a d cockroaches his
family fights Constantly. George does not go to
city parks; his olderibrother as killed in one by
a rival gang.

And so George a at go out often, certainly
not to hear music groups at Philadelphia's Spec:
trum. There are many other places George can-
not go if they are on the "turf" of a gang not of.
his own neighborhood; George is not a gang
member' himself; He would like to join one for
his own proteZtion, 'but his mother has pleaded
withtim not to become involved. He is trying to
keep his promise in spite of the constant
recruiting threats and blandishments of his
local gang.'George has little choice but to sta
the horse and watch television. George cannot
read.

I get to know' over a dozen children like
George when I was a volunteer teacher for a so-
called .Disciplinary Problem Class of 8th-
graders in the school my own; ildren attended.
We held discussions on everything from sex to
black history. By the end of the year, I found
that these Children who had been labeled "bad"
were, with me, friendly, cooperative, andquiek-
witted. One child had taught himself several
foreign languages by practising' with

neighborhood merchants; another could do com-
plex math problems in his head. Two weeks
before "m class was to graduate along with
our ion, discovered a secret they had skillfully
kept den from Me. Most of these children
were being graduated from our elementary
school unabiNto read. They were going into our
enormous (40 student) high school with no
possibility at all for further 'education.

It was my 13-year old son who answered my .,
rhetorical question, "How can these kids go
through.the same classee witit most of the same
teachers as you and not be taught to read?"
Spike, who had been in these classes when no
supervisor, researcher, or other adult except the
teacher was present, explained in detail why
children like George could not read. Spikti spoke

as an intder; he had looked and listened for 8
years. He had watched the teachers ignore cer-
tain children or make fun of them if they tried

- to participate in class discussions; he had notic-
ed which children were sent to hel, the
janitorn8t the white, light, bright children,
but the kids who were slow. "Some of those
kids", Spike said, "were never in class long
enough tp learn anything!" Spike reported that
ifle..taiked in class, he was gently reprimanded,

sentto spend the day on the detention bench..
but 'f a lower-income black child talked, he was

My son noted also that ito one ever repeated a

r

I

grade. "gyen the really dumb kills were just
pass along to the _next. grade", he told me.

I learned to become an outraged cynic about
special programs for so-called "deprived"
chil .en. When teachers were asked to select
c ren for a well-funded, well-designed
program to encourage reading,'My children and
the children of the black professio a were
chosen. When a state teachers' co ge invited,
"deprived" children for a ,weekend campus, so
that the students could get to know eir future

upils, again dilly the middle-class children
were sent. Our children quickly learned to say
no to special projects, hoping their places would
be given to children Who needed the benefits
more.

Our-school did offer one advantagefthat black
children in the completely black ghettos did not
have: Because of a handful' of vocal White and
not-easily-threatened black parents, we got
fewer teachers fresh out of teachers' college.
These inexperienced teachers are usually
assigned to the lowest income areas where, in all
logic, the most experienced teachers are needed.
These young, idealistic new teachers often
become disillusioned quickly when they are un-
able tb cope. They leave in a feW months. Many
children I know have had five or more teachers
in one schoOl year.

After these experiences, I re d the costly
studies by experts with sadness and rage. My
13-year-old son had explained only too clearly
why children fail.

George's future affects the future of all
children. Children like George will make the'
world a lot more dangerous and unpleasant than
it needs to be. Crime does not start in the
streets; it .starts in the classrooms, where
teacher neglect precludes an honest way, to earn
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a living and where teacher brutality breeds
rage.

"Teacher brutality" and "teacher neglect" are'
harsh, shocking phrases. Again, I must refer
you to Getting Ready for documentation. Along
with the brutal, there are certainly many
diligent, caring teachers, but their jobs are
made harder, if not impossible, by colleagues
who provide, at best, custodial care for helpless
urban children. Then, between the caring and
the brutal teacher, there is another: the teacher
whose unconscious racism convinces her she is
doing a good job with basically worthless

it children.- Her or his brutality produces only
emotional billises; hid or her negl?t is skillfully
rationalized. Still, the outspoken racist and the
unconscious racist are the teachers whose views
of urban children threaten us all

I say I have no Sure-cure solutions, but I' did
stumble across a small news item, that could
help us begin. It reported a court case in
Mississippi where teachers challenged (and lost
their case against) a ruling that all those holding
jobs in public schools must send their own
children to the public schools. U.S. District
Court Judge Alan C. Deady ruled that this
policy was not only constitutional, but "based on
logic". To those who protest that this policy in
Mississippi restricts freedom of ,choice, may I
suggest that this condition of employment is in-
deed as logical as preferring Catholic teachers in
Catholic schools or expectipg the president of
General Motors not to drive a Ford. If the publicr
schools are not good enough fmuthe children of
the teachers, then they are not good enough for
anyone's children and must be changed.

Perhaps we have all been naive with our bus
ing program's, whic often only send childr)
bodies to teachers ith segregating eyes.
Mississippi Plan existed and was enforced in our
northern cities, dedicated teachers could still go
home to the suburbs each night, but they would

at least have an investment in the city public
schools. Their Children would tell them what
mine have told me; they would know why their
colleagues are not teaching kids like George to
read. Their adults view of the urban child's en-
vironment would be. real at last. And if one
teacher's child is in a classroom, I can assure
you that the quality of teaching would improve
immediately for all the children in the e!ass -.out
of professional pride if not out of professional
protection.

Unfortunately for children like George, it
seems unlikely that school systems will adopt a
Mississippi Plan. Teachers' unions are too
strong, Board of Education members are unlike-
ly to demand of others what they 3hrink from
doing themselves. More and more "liberal"
whites who, demonstrated for integration in:the
South are fleeing from integration in the North.
People who express outrage over school riots
send theirs own children to private schools. And
so, people with knowledge of their own
hypocrisy quietly protect each other.

Tome, the typical urban child has little to
look forward to. The parks, the museums, the
libraries are not,hiknows, for him. The success
models in George's environment are the pimp,
the pusher, and the professional mugger. We
have given George no other way to succ ed.
Some dark night, anyfris may meet Geor
Because we have never gotten to know what his
life is really like, George' is getting ready to
show us what's true.
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"If we are to make use of the diversity' of human
resources which we possess as a nation, we must allow
all voices to be heard in determining our eventual out-

. : comes. This holds for recreational resources as much as
for any others" - MartivM: Chemers and Irwin Altman
i - \
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Use and Perception of the Environment:
Cultural -and Developmental Processes

4

by MARTIN M. CHEMERS, Associate Professor of Psychology,
and IRWIN ALTMAN:Professor and Chairman Qf Psychology,
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

ABS TRA CT: This paper presents a "social systems" orientation for,
integrating the diverse aspects of environment, culture,' and in-'
dividual behavior. It suggests that a wide range of .variables, in-
cluding the physical environment, cultural and social processes, en-
vironmental perceptions and cognitions, behavior; and ducts of
behavior, are connected in a complex, interacting system.

Attention is paid to cultural factors that affect the way in which
the environment is perceived, used, and modified. A broad variety
of topics Are touched upon, including ecological factors that affect
the functional adaptation of .a culture to its environment,' how
cultural world views shape and are shaped by that adaptation, and
how environmentally oriented behavior processes like 'privacy
regulation, territoriality, and personal space ope ate in in this milieu..

The authors stress the need for scientist, to provide useful infor-
mation for environmental practitioners, be they architects, urban,
planners, or the Forest Service. Finally, discussion is given to the
rola-that cultural diversity in the United States must play in our
environmental planning for the future.

NE OF THE defining features of the study
of environmental behavior is its electiciim

of approach and the diversity of its sources of
contribution. Geographers, architects, planners,
psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and
others have made and will continue to myce con-
tributions to our. understanding of this subject.
While such diversity may, at times, engender
confusion, it is a vilirant'and healthy aspect. of
this multifaceted discipline. Any student of the
environment will quickly be struck by the corn-
plexity of the phenomenon he seeks to invepti-
gate. The very complexity of the subject demands
a similarly complex, system of study. In this
paper, we will point to the diversity of elements
in environmental behavior and the intricacy of
their actions with and upon one another. Ott ,of
this complexity we hope to discern some con-
sistent patterns that point to directions Mr
future/research and contempctrary application.
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A MODEM FOR THE STUDY OF
URE*XND ENVIRONMENT

O

Re ntlyue (vii.e'invited to prepare a chapter t
on lttiralt alipecti, 6f:1,1-Ian-environment
relate ns hips for a hew 'Handbook of Cross-
Ciatur Psychology. that chapter was intended
to be 35 to 50 pages long, btft, eventually ran to
well a 100 pages, eVen theugh We made no
attempt rovgde an exhaustive review of the
area. While we c not shareAtiOf that informa-
tion in paper, sAnie of the insights
we gained are releVant to the concerns
of this sympbsiu G>

,' ' .

The study of c leariablee in environ-
ment and behavior relat hips fords the-in-
vestigator, a special, Stage While'
cultural 4ifferences an wsirnilarities are in-

- teresting and useful in eir-bvvn right, they alto
serve as cues whit p us tolodus on especial-
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I
ly relevant phenomena and to probe our
assumptions. ManY anthropologists agree that
the relationship of a society to i environment
is the first and most important hallenge to a
culture. The way i-vrhich a lture answers
that challenge often deter nes the overall style
of the culture, with ramifications in every
aspeCt of psychological and social adaption. The
last sta nt is not meant-to imply that these
effects arrel in only one direction, i.e., en-
vironmental determinism. A culturel reaction
to its physical environment will in turn affect
that environment. To conceptualize this com-
plex, interactive set of relationships, we propose
an initial model to handle environment,and
behavior relationships. It is not a formal theory,
but only a-framework of relevant variables and
their approximate relatonships, but it serves to
orgM.iize our thinking about this problem.

In general, we adopt a "social systems" orien-
tation, which implies several things. First, it
suggests that sev al classes of variables relate
to the issue of cultu and environment, sueh as

ft

IF

HOUSES, itilLDINGS
COMMUNITIES

C

those in the inner ring of Figure 1: physical en-
vironment, culture, environmental orientations
and representations, environmental behaviors
and processes, and outcomesproducts of
behavior. The physical. environment refers to
features of the natural and climate, terrain and,.
geographic features, flora and fauna. The
cultural/social environment refers to all'aspects
of culture such as socialization processes,
norms, customs, values. Environmental orien-
tations and representation refer to how people
classify the environmentthe perceptual and
cognitive beliefs and differentiations they make
about environments. Environmental behavior
and processes include how people use the en-
vironment in till course of social relationships. 1
Outcomes/products of behavior include the
results of people's actions, such as the built en-
vironment of homes, communities, and cities;
and modifications of the natural environment
such as farms, darns, and climate changes.

The outer ring of Figure 1 contains extensions
of the inner ring; the outer-ring yariables are

WORLD VIEW OF
PEOPLE - ENVIRONMENT
RELATIONSHIPS

CULTURAL AND
SOCIAL

ENVIRONMENT

43>

ENVIRONMENTAL COGNITIONS
AND PERCEPTIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL
BEHAVIOR AND

PROCESSES

ENVIRONMENTAL
ORIENTATIONS AND
REPRESENTATIONS

PRIVACY
PERSONAL SPACE
TERRITORY 4110

CROWDING

Fttlre 1.A framework of culture - environment relationships.
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assumed to result from the action of various
combinations `of",inner-ring variables. Thus,
physical environment, cu ture etc., can,
cumulate to affect difference world views or
general approaches to the physical environment.
For example, several writers have contrasted
philosoph)cal and value orientations to the en-
vironment by different cultures, whcibiderive
from a complex set of variables. Another result
of the operation of various combinations of
inner-ring variables concerns cognitions and
perceptions about environments, in different
cultures. Still another topic concerns ways in
which privacy, territory, personal space, and
crowding occur across cultures. In addition, -

cultures differ in environmental products
homes, c es, and communities which result
from comple combinations of inner- and outer-

.

ring variabl
Another feature of a social systems approach

is that simple linear cause-effect-relatonships
are net always clearly discernible, since every
variable can theoretically serve in an indepen-
dent or dependent role. For example, it is often
implied that the physical environment is
primarily an independent variable and affects
culture or other variables in a one-way, linear
fashion. While it is true'that environmental fac-
tors such as terrain, climate, and temperature
may play an important role, 'it is also the case
that the reverse can occur, e'.1g., cultural prac-

./ tices, establishment of cities, etc., can alter the
etfOronment -drastically. So it is with almost
any part of the figure, resulting in inetiple
directions of causation. By preseing variables
in a circular format, and with ut' arrows of
directionality, we wish to sug.gest that
antecedents and consequents can: o6cur al ost
anywhere. This does not 'rule out tr king
specific relationships between variables hat is
quite necessary. Bu in formul t' general
principles it is y to forget at specific

.dir.ectional relationship is not the'universe of all
A related feature of a systedis orientation is

that interventions in any part can reverberate
throughout the-System. Thus, cultural factors
can affect any other set of variables, and vice
versa. Also, any factor on the circle May be an
accumulation of effects from other variables.
Thus, environmeplal befiaviors and processes
may be a cumulative result of perceptions and
cognitions, cultural factors, environmental fac-
tors, and outcomes of earlier behaviors.

45
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'While we cannot thoroughly discuss all
research for the whole model, we can provide a
conceptual smorgasbord of ideas which bear
directly or indirectly on questions relating to the
design of recreational environments. These
ideae-f will, we hope, point tqward important
areas for consideration.

WORLD VIEWS

While our conceptual approach implie; that
one might usefully begin with any of the
categories of Figure 1, an especially appropriate,
point of departure is world views of the environ-
ment. Throughout recorded history and earlier,
people have 'been concerned with their
relationship to the environment, sometim
viewing it as hostile, sometimes as nurturant,
sometimes seeing it themselves as part of the
_environment, 'and sometimes believing
themselves to be separate from and often above
nature. These views of nature have been part
and parcel of various cultures, woven directly
into the fabric of the social structure, deter-
mining and being determined by the cultures'
perception of and reaction to nature.

The anthropologist Kluckhohn (1953) noted
that cultures can be characterized in terms of
whether/ they see people as subjugated- to
nature, parf nature, or .over nature,
dominating theenvironment. Quite clearly, this
basic orientation will affect the way a culture
approaches its physical environment, and the
ways in which members of the culture play as
well as work in th virenment.

Tuan- (1971, 1974), a eographer and fellow
participant in this symp ium, has noted that
people often 'have conflicting attitudes toward
nature that exist side by side. One aspect of this
phenomenon is that people often simultaneously
wonder about .and fear-the powerful environ.
ment. A farmer might love the earth that nor- -.-

tures and supports him, while at the same time
fearing the powerful, elements that jeopardize
his well being. Tuan (1971) also pointed to We
idea that at different periods in,history and i*
different cultures people have held positive or
negative attitudes toward the wilderhess, or
nature, and the city, or totally man-made part
of tihf,,,environinent. Figure 2, (adapted from
Tuan, 1971) illustrates; six different sets of at-
titudes.

a
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Firms 2. Historical views of the environment (from Tuan 1971).

I. Edenic ideal
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2. Urban revolution and cosmic ideal
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WILDERNESS (profane)

3. The two juxtaposed ideals
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HISTORICAL EXAMPLES

a. Eden and wilderness

b. Monastery and wilderness

c. The New England town and wilderness

d. The American seminary or college and wilderness

e. American utopian communities
(First hall of 19th Century)

UTOPIA

a. Plato's Republic .

t b. New Jerusalem
4,

PASTORAL, a. Alexandrian Greece

(bucolic) b. Augustan Rome

GARDEN l c. T'ang-Sung China
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d. Renaissance Europe

EDENIC e. 1 - 19th century England

4. The ideal of the "Middle Landscape" (Jeffersonian ideal: late 18th to mid -19th century)
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The "Middle landscape' ofyoman farmers is seen

and by wilderness on the other. In TIct this was a

landscape were expanding at the-expgnse .of Wiidepe

e,

as threatened by the city on the one side...

time when both thecity ihd the middle

City

1
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PROFANE

5. Late nineteenth-century values

ss, thus:
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(acquiring thrforder" of the citx) (conservation movement)

6. Middle and late t ntieth-century values"
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Reproduced byvermission from the' Association of American
Geographers Commission on College ,Geography Resource
Paper Sales, #10,:Tuan, Man And Nature, 1971.
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in these different views the city is sometimes
seen as sacred, and the dangerous, foreboding
wilderness profane. In recent years, with our.
awakening concern for the preservation of the
wilderness; the Allies are almost completely
reilksed. It is quite obvious that the world view
a culture holds helps to determine which parts
of the environment will be seen as attractive for
work and play, how children will be socialized in
their perception of the environment, and even'
what information and-knowledge about the en-
vironment will be extant.

In Peter Gould's (1974) voluminous studies of
geographical preferences, English secondary -
'school students held a generally negative im-
pression of large urban areas, while Zambian
collegt students were strongly attracted to ur-
ban areas in their Country. Fol. those concerned
with re4reation planning, specifically the place-
ment and distribution of recreation ,.facilities,
such cultural preference patterns are of trepen-
dous importance.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERCEPTION

Ho67 people perceive the environment is
especially relevant to the discussion Of children
and their development. How does environmen-
tal perception develop? Must we be concerned
with cultural differences in perception? Must we
be concerned with cultural differences in
perception when we design for people? These
questions are of central importance both to the
researcher who wished to generate knowledge
about- environmental behavior and to the prac-
titioner who hopes to apply that knowledge.

The perception `of ths environment is
somewhat unlike the 14..rc.elifion 2f other objects.
As Ittelson (1973) pointed out, the environment
surrounds the perceiVer. It is multimodal and
extermely complex, and even its perception re-
quires action and movement: To these we can
add another unique aspect. The accurate percep-
tion of the environm t has considerable
significance to the or sm's survival, both im-
mediately an rms of evolutionary process.
Kaplan (1973) for example, has argued that our
ability to form rapid and highly articulated
cognitive representations (also 'our susceptibili-
ty to error) is a result of long-term evolutionary
adaptation, when a survival premium was plac-
ed on speed and accuracy of reaction.

Other research, indicates that children form
utilitarian perceptions of the environment at an
early age. Several researchers (Hart and Moore
1973; Stea and Blaut 1973; Blaut, McCleary, and
Blaut 1970) have demonstrated that the ability
to understand and use aerial photographs and
map-like representations begins as early as 4 or
5 years of age and appears to be fully developed
by abot 7 or 8 years. Further, early studies in-
dicated no great differences in this ability across

findings are still extremely tentative, they
cultural or social class groupir . While these

point toward a conclusion that certain cognitive
tendencies, determined either biologically or by
early socialization, predispose the child toward
early and .effective environmental perception.

Does this mean that all cultures perc,eive thg
environment in-the same way? The answer is
probably no. While the development, of the
capacity for environmental perception and lear-
ning may be roughly uniform,'what is attended
to and learned _clearly varies across cultures.
fgere again the notion of world views and
preferences is relevant. Those portions of the en-
vironment that are seeh as attractive and useful
will be known and used, while less desirable
areas are likely to be ignored.

From several studies of the perception of
cities and neighborhoods, many of *hich in-
volved youthful subjects, some patterns emerge.
Several esearchers .(e.g., Orleans 1971, Ladd
1970, M urer and Baxter 1912; and others)
reported ram atic differences between groups.
Orleans 1971), for example, found that Los
Angeles BlaCks; Whites, and Mexican-
America differed in the extent and differen-
tiation of heir knowledge about the 'Jos Angeles
area. Ma y of these, differences can be at-
tributed I differences between groups in their
opportum y and need.to travel around the area.
In the sa e study, for example, Orleans found
patterns f environmental_ differentiation for
Jewish se for citizens to be quite illluminating.
These r snondents had articulated and
knowledg ble perception of two portions of the
Lost Ange es environment:- the neighborhood
where.the lived, and the San Fernando Valley,
where mos of their children and grandchildren
lived.

The kin of errors people make "in en-
vironmenta perception are also often at-
tributable cultural conditioning. In a study of

I
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a Venezuelan city, Appleyard (1970) found that,
in drawn maps of the city, people often placed
streets or railroad tracks where their experience
said these entities should be, not where they ac-
tually were.

In a slightly dikerent vein Briggs (1973), us-
ing American college students as respondents,
found that locations in the direction of an urban
center were perceived as more distant than
directions away from the city. These effects
may be due to actual physical variables such'as
the relative traffic densities in and away from
urban areas, or they may relate to more subjec-
tive forces associated with culturally influenced
perceptions of urbanized locales, such as those
discussed by Tuan (1971).

It is safe to say that, whether cultures use
similar perceptual pistr7sses or not, the content,
categories, and specific features of the environ-
ment that are attended to, encoded, and
remembered will be strongly influenced by
culture; class, and other aspects which are part
of social development. Thus, perceptually
mediated cultural influences on the attrac-
tiveness, accessibility, and knowledge of en-
vironmental features should be integrated into
our environmental 'planning. The usefulness of
parks, playgrounds, and national forests will
certainly be influenced by such factors.

Although perceptual phenomena probably

0

represent the underpinnings of environmental
processes, the individual actually interacts with
the environment at the level of behavior. It is
through behavior that the individual's percep-
tion of the physical environment, influenced by.
cultural world views and learned perceptual
tendencies, is manifdsted and impacts back on
the environment. Privacy regulation is one of
the most central and pervasive phenomena of
environmental behavior. It has important im-
plications for any type of environmental design,
and is an ideal place to look for cultural
differences.

PRIVACY REGULATION

Our discussion of privacy-related processes
will be keyed around three basic processes:
privacy, personal space, and territory. Figuile"37
from Altman ( 1 9 7 5 ), presents some
relationships between these processes,

Privacy is, the central organizing soncept, and
refers to selective control over access to the self
(Altman 4975). Thus, privacy is a process by
which' people and groups regulate social interac-
tion, so that they sometimes open and
sometimes close themselves to one another. We
also distinguish between desired privacy (or
what level of stimulation a person or group

SOCIAL ISOLATION
(ACHIEVED PRIVACY .

DESIRED PRIVACY)

INTERPERSONAL

-DPREISVIRAry

CONTROL . .
MERIANISMS

PERSONAL SPACE
ACHIEVED
PRIVACY -9 OPTIMUM

(ACHIEVED PRIVACY(IDEAL) TERRITORY (OUTCOME) DESIRED PRIVACY)
VERBAL BEHAVIOR
NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR

CROWITEIGrp

DESIRED PRIVA Y)
(ACHIE ACY

Figure 3.Overview of relationships bottyeen privacy, personal
space, territory, and crcxelm.
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would like to have) and achieved privacy (the ac-
tual level of stimulation perceived). To the ex-
tent that achieved and 'desired privacy match
one another we can speak of successful control
over interaction. A. privacy system is operating
poorly when achieved and desired privacy do not
match.

The 'framework also suggests that a series of
mechanisms'are used to help meet a mometarily
desired level of privacy. These mechanisms in-
clude verbal behaVior (telling someone to "keep
out" or "come in"), paraverbal behavior (voice
intonation, tone, interruptions and.pauses etc.),
non-verbal behavior (gestures, body posture,
head positions and moverrleas etc.) and pen.
sonal space, territorial behavior, and cultural
styles of r ponding. Emphasis will be placed on
the latter be aviors since they bear most closely
on environmental issues.

Personal Space refers to the "invisibleboun-
dary" surrounding a person or groul:Ontrusion
into which produces discomfort (Hall 1966,
Sommer 1969, Altman 1975). It is commonly
studied in terms of distance and/or angle of
orientation between people. Territorial behavior
refers to ownership and control of environmen-
tat areas and objects (Altman 1975). Cultural
styles include norms, customs, and rules of in-
teraction, such as visiting or not visiting
neighbors, rules for using others' property and
space, styles of probing others or avoiding intru-
sion. Thus, privacy is -a regulatory process and
various behavioral mechanisms operate in the
service of a desired level of privacy. These
mechanisms can function in different com-
binations within and between cultures, yielding
a complex system of responses. That is, in one
situation verbal 'and personal space behaviors
may predominate, whereas in another situation
people may rely more on territorial and nonver-
bal behavior. So it may be that one culture uses
one set of mechanisms to regulate privacy and
another may rely,on a different behavioral mix.

The figure also suggests that privacy regula-
tion may be successful and yield a good' match
between desired and'achieved levels of privacy.
Or the system may overshoot and produce more'
privacy than desired; i.e., a person dr group may
be more socially isolated than desired. Or the
system may undershoot and yield less privacy
than desired; i.e., a person may be crowded or
intruded upon.

PsychnOgical variables uch as crowding,

,'privacy, etc., have a avy perceptual compo-
Tnent. Thus, our earlier discussion of the impact

of cultural variables on perception and cognitions
applies here as well. Within the framework we
emphasize the concepts of privacy, Personal
space, and territory, in the context of cross-
cultural processes.

In a sense, the notion of an optimal level of
privacy makes the concept of privacy a cultural
universal. It is quite probable that all people and
groups 'regulate their accessibility to outsiders.
Cultures, of course, vary in the designation of
optimal privacy level as well as in the
mechanisms used to regulate privacy. For exam-
ple, Roberts and Gregor (1971) report that in the
Mehinacu culture, a small tribal group in Cen-
tral Brazil, homes are shared by several
families, noises and conversations are not block-
ed by housing structure, dwellings and their oc-
cupants are clearly visible to outsiders, and peo-
ple are clearly seen when entering or leaving the
village. In short, there Mears to be very little
privacy among the Mehinacu. If, however, one
looks past the physical mechanisms of privacy
regulation to more social mechanisms, another
pattern emerges. Certain areas, e.g. the men's
building, have specific rules against intrusion.

`Furthermore, the child-rearing process foiters
seclusion, specifying periods when children or
young adults live in relative isolation and learn
to speak softly, conceal strong emotions, and
generally restrict .access to the self through
social-psychological mechanisms.'

Another interestingexample comes from'the
comparison of two Indonesian cultures by
Geertz (cited in Westin 1970). In Java, Privacy
regulation through the use of territory' or
physical structures is practically nonexistent.
People wander freely into and through other

"people's homes with no more warning: than a
greeting to announce one's .presence. Geertz
points out, however, that other control
mechanisms' are available.

The result is that "their defenses are mostly psy-
chological. Relationships within the household 'ate
very restrained; people speak softly,. hide their
feelings, and e'ven.in the boson:. Of a Javanese family,
you have the feeling that you are in the public square
and must behave witfrappropriatg decorum. Javanese
shut people out with a. wall of,etiquette, emotional
restraint, wad with a general lack of candor in both
spee0 and bahavior. . -

However, in the neighboring culture of Bali,
within extended families, individuals have loose
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and open interpersonal relations with high
access to one another. These families, however,
live in Ileum: surrounded by high stone walls
with very limited access, so that only kinsmen
or close friends generally enter a person's
houseyaid.

Thus, while both cultures regulate privacy,
they do it with different mechanisms (physical
structures vs. interpersonal styles) and in
relationship to different people (everyone in-
cluding members of the immediate family vs.

,members of the outgroup or non-kinsmen).
Interpersonal and quasiphysical features are

combined in the regulatory mechanisms of per-
sonal space. Tile pioneer work by Edward T.
Hall (1959 )'alerted us to the fact that individuals
have spatial zones around their persons which
they regard as ,appropriate to different ac-
tivities. For example, the space from 0 to 18 in:
ches is intimate distance and is usually invaded
only by intimate or close associates, and not
generally in public. Personal distance, 1.5 to 4
feet, serves as a transitional distance between
intimate and nonintimate activities. So`ciat dis-

© tante, from 4 to 12 feet, is the distance of
general public contact. Finally, public distance,
12 to A feet, is used for formal occasions and for
high-status figures.

People feel most comfortable when activities
and personal distances are congruent. Thus,
cultural differences in the use of space point to
areas of possible conflict or concern in inter-
cultural -encounters. For example, people from
Western and Northern European cultures, es-
pecially Germany and England, and their
cultural descendants, Americans, maintain
wider personal distances than do the solcalled
"contact cultures" e.g., Arabs, Latin Americans,
and' Mediterranean peoples. Such differences
have' important implications for the design of
facilities that will be used by people of more
than one culture. The distances chosen for in-

. teraction might be quite comfortable and
. natural td the designer, but subtly unnatural for

the user.
Several studies have compared the spatial

behavior of various ethnic groups in the U.S.
(Willis 196(4, Batter 1970). In early studies, it
appeared that Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and
Whites differed in distances maintained frtm
others. Recent research, however, indicates that
Social cesrnay be more important than ethnic°
background, with middld-class youngsters
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maintaining greater -distances than working-
class youngsters (Scherer 1974). Whether
culture or class is the crucial varta.ble, the use of
personal space is an important variable for con-
sideration by designers. Evidence suggeits that
it is alearned process, and children demonstrate
appropriate mechanisms early in life.
'On a more collective level, territoriality is a

widely used mechanism of privacy regulation.
Altman (1975) discussed three types of
territories: primary territory, which an in-
dividual or group holds for exclusive use and
ownership; secondary territory, involving less
central, pervasive od exclusive use; and public
territory which is meant to be used by anyone.
Cultures Nary in the degree to which they
acknowledge primary territories, but most
societies have certain areas regarded as
primary, either for the individual or for groups,
as. a whole. Cultures may also vary in .what
areas they regard as appropriatq for inclusion
into the three categories of territory, which in
turn may lead to conflict over their use.

Most recreational facilities, for example, are
meant by designers to be public territories. We
are all familiar, however, with the phenomenon
of .a street gang or club taking possIssion of-a
park or playground and regarding it as their
primiary territory. Perceptions of territoriality
then, are likely to affect the use of certain areas
and facilities.

Territory is an important enough regulatory
mechanism that certain cultures have codified
aspects of territorial usage. For example,
Moslem building codes of. North Africa-
prohibited the construction of any new opening
in a wall between residences if it gave visual
access to a neighbor (Prussin 1974).

Thus, there is a complex pattern by which
physical structures, spacing, and psychological
factors are combined to derive an optimal level
of privacy. If an imbalance occurs between
desired and achieved privacy levels, one can ex-
pect adjustment to occur throUghout the system.

ENVIRONMENTAL_
OUTCOMES AND PRODUCTS

The psychological and social processps dis-
cussed,thus far often contribute to environmen-
tal outcomes. Environmental outcomes or
products refer to what people create in the form



of cities, communitie
-modifications of the a
systems Orientation remi

homes, and other
ral environment. A
ds us that these

products, themselvei, can have an impact on
petceptions, culture, and the environment.

Tu111(197/, 1974) and Rapoport (1969) observ-
ed how broad cultural views of nature 'are
associated with the design of cities, com-
munities, and individual dwellings. Cultural dis-
tinctions in orientatibn toward such features as
earth and . sky; and perceived zones of those
features, will influence design. Cultures that
value the concept of the center, like the Zuni In-
dians, or high ground, like the ancient Greeks,
will design communities that reflect those
values. One such interesting dimension relates
to a square versus circular conception of nature.
The emphasis on' the circular or hoop-like
qualities oLnature shared by most Alnerican In-
dians is:illustrated in a quote from Black Elk
S peaks, a novel about Indian life.

The sky is round...the, wind.. - whirls. Birds make'
their n ircles, for theirs is the same religion as
ours e sun mes forth and goes down ain in a
ci le. The moon does thessanie. E n the
seasons.. .always come back again to whe they
were. The life of a man is a circle from child ood to
childhood, and so it is in everything where powers
moves.,Our teepees were round like the nests
and trese were always set in a circle, th nation s
hoop, a nest. of many nests, where the eat spirit
meant for us to hatch our children. (Nemardt, cited in
Tuan 1971:24).

'Rapdpoxf (1969) ,showed the compatibility
between 'culture and home and community
design. Same cultures emphasize-privacy in the
traditional sense of reducing stimulation,

,

cultural group that is going to live, work, and
play in the built environment is not responsible
for or consulted in the construction of that built
environment? That is, of course, the situation
for many subcultural minority gioups in .the
United States. The unsatisfactory nature of
many urban low-income housing projects is, in
part, attributable to tilt' situation. It has been
widely conjectured did' such higlbrise housing
projects did not take into account thg lifestyles
of their predominantly'black reside, especial-
ly the importance of a traditionally rich street
life. Thui, the residents of these buildings, cut
off from the street, unable to observe their
children at play, unable to monitor or control
the access of outsiders to a primary territory,
may rightfully feel frustrated and alienated by
an uncomfortable and unsatisfying environ-
ment:

Recreational environments, whiCh often have
man-made component, must deal with these
Same complex issues. How large should such
facilities be? What level of density should be
planned 41' How much privacy? Should there
be a ratan 7mOt-component at all? It is quite like- ,
ly, for example, that a Teton Sioux Indian and
an urban New Yorker might disagree on the
utility and aesthetic impact of the than -myle
portiAs df Yellowstone National Park with its
roads, lodges, and viewing platforths. ,

perhaps because of population density or for
. other reasons,, and. this value is often

represented in community design: F6r exakple,
homes in certain Eastern and Middle Eastern
countries (Iran, India, Japan), are often sur-
rounded by walls.

It is true that the physical etft;ironment; in
terms of topography, climate, and building
material's, must, also be considered. Although
adaptive responses to the physical environment
are widespread, they are not universal, arid

.,cultural factor can play an overriding role. For
example, in' Indiaose homes are oriented to
the east for religiolurreasons, yet entranceways
often face uphill, even on steep hillsides:

The fact that cultural influences do play an
important part in the design/ of communities
and homes raises an interesting and important
issue: What are the implications where a

CONCLUSION
AND IMPLICATIONS

. .

This paper' has attempted to show how the
physical environment, cultural world views and
perceptions, environmental behavior, and en-
vironmental outcomes are tied together in a web
of reciprocal relationships. What, then, are the
broad implications of our theorizing for
research and app 'cation?

Cross-cultural r earch on environmental
behavior is sparse d discomtectedr More
research .is needed in ny areas. &specially
fruitful avenues seem to e in the study of en-
vironmental perception and especially in
developmental processes associated with
perceptions. The content and organization of en-
vironmental perception and cognition will help
to highlight the ways in which different cultures
approach the environment.

An examination of cultural differences and
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glip il ariti es in aspects of privacy regulation will
teah uS not only a great deal about environ-
ment but about social behavior in general. Cer-
tainly further studies of preferences for
different environments will provide us with

, some readily apialicable information for design
and piatethent of man-made feature?, as well as
leading to a broader understanding of our
relationships to'oursurroundings.

The practitioner in environmental design is in
a'- difficult paeition. The research evidence on
which he would base his actibns is limited and
often contradictory. He is alerted to the corn-
pleAiy of the problem, but given little informa-
tion with which to solve it. We believe that our
focus on cross-cultural factors does offer some
tentative suggestions.

It is not new or unique to say that we should
preserve what natural resources we have
However, we must add our voices to .those
already arguirig-this cause. With each newpiece
of research, especially in cultural differences,
we find new evidence that supports the positife
feature of diversity. 4I'he fact that the United
States is one of the most-culturally
hiliterogeneous nations in the world eis a
tremendous. challenge, with the poten l for
tremendous rewards. If we are to make use of
the diversity of human resources which we

= possess as a nation, we must allow all voices to
be heard in determining our eventual outeoniea.
This holds for recreational resources as muchli
for any others. It would ba a grave error to build
a network of recreational facilities which appeal
to only part of the population, while in the.
process destroyinfithe possibility for future ac-
commodation.

Research should be directed at discovering
how the complex set of social, cultural, an in-
diiridual variables relatv to the perception nd

. use of recreational facilities. Only then will we
be able to design for all the people, for the pre-
sent and the future.
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.,"Not 'only is seeing being, to repeat the phrase with
which I began, but what we can help others to see must
contribute greatly to what they can become."'- Philip
Merrifield
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Seeing is Being

by. PHILIP MERRIFIELD, Professor of Education & Psychology,
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ABSTRACT Aspects of pence,
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of man-made urban sUrround.
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of thought.
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for norturingSpatial abilities in

is Rlaced on the visual complexities
gs, and their utilization in training.
he individual child's imagination as

tual capabilities and flexibility'

Ttogether some recent and
,of this paper is to bring
recent and iome older

thoughts

PURPOSE

thoughts on,the role of spatial abilities in the
learning. and 'personality c;evelopment of
children in the city. The general emphasis our
culture places on language seems intensified in
urban environments; there is much more to
read; there are many More people-to talk to;
there are, in many aspects of daily living, more' behavioral alternatives tlist need to be describ-

. ed, in language for convenient and rapid corn:.
munication. Also, even I must admit, there are
some things in the urban environment which
one would rather not look at, let alone explore
visually.

Verbal and spatial&lities tend to be quite in-
dependent- of each c'r. This does 'not mean
that if one is verbal, he or she cannot be spatial.
Rather, information about whether one is verbal
does not help predict whether one is also spatial.
By and large, about one-fourth of the general
population would be above average on both
kinds of abilities, and-another fourth would be
below average on both. The remaining half of
people in general are split between those high in
verbal and low in spatial, and the converse.
Thus, as I have elaborated elsewhere (Merrifield

isnly about 50 percent that a child so selected

1971), although our schools operate in such a
way as to select primarily children with high

rbal ability for further education, the chance

will also be high in spatial ability. Because it
seems that most of our really high-level plan-.
ding and producing jobs call for both kinds of

'abilities, we are missing the talents of many
children, by selecting too high on the verbal
scale; it is quite possible that .children not
selected because of less than superior verbal
skills'could contribute greatly with verbal skills
somewhat above °average , combined with high
spatial skills. Bilt 'under our present system,
they are seldom challengedto do what they can
do, best. Changing a system, howeFer, often
result. in its veering toward the opposite ex-
treme; selecting primarily on spatial abilities
might woll leave bur society as impoverished in
language as it ismoxy in'space. What is needed-is
a fielettion system that is at least two-
dimensi611 or a 'substantial increase in the
emphasis on spatial development within the ek-
isting system.

SPATIAL BICITIES
AND SU IVAL

"Look out" is prObably the most widely used*
expression of caution; its implicatio of spatial
perception is obvious. But- "1 `ng" and .

"seeing" are different behaviors. T a` large ex-
tent, it helps a great deal to know what one is
looking for. As M..D. Vernon, a noted researcher
and theorist in visual, perception, ptits it:

It must remembered also that observers are very
prone make inferences from such fragments
whit aremuch influenced by what the observer,
exp cts to perceive ... the focus of atten-
d() ...expectation ... give rise to the identification
pf 'stimuli which- in other circumstances would be
completely ignored. (1970,0'p. 99). .
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In the country
Some city dwellers, it is true, think of the

country as a frightening place. They concep-
tualize a "nature red in tooth and claw" in which
the life of natural man tends to be, as one
philosopher puts it, "nasty, brutish, and short."

s. For each of those who think thus, there are
probably.-two or three country dwellers, who
think the same of the city. The point is that the
developmental aspects of perception and per-
sonality are much more related to what one does
with obtained information than to the content of
the data themselves.

In a rural setting, one's perceptions can easily
be validated. Things tend to be what they
appear to be; there are relatively fixed and cons-
tant relations between time and space. One is
concerned with topography, and maps are
representative bf distance, elevations, and boun-
daries. Not all is isomorphic, however: a sudden
recollection reminds me that .1 accepted Kansas
as yellow en my map, because I lived there and
could associate that color to the wheat fields at
harvest time; but because Missouri was maroon,
My first trip to Kansas City was something of a
disappointment.

Spatial ability, perhaps because of these
almost-constancies all around, often seems to be
better developed in those whose early life has
been spent in a rural, or ft least nonurban, set- ,
ting. It has been noted for many years that an
unusually high proportion of engineers and
scientists come from the Midwest; currently,
perhaps because many aspects of physics and
chemistry are less. spatial than they were a
generation ago, the proportions in "pure;
science" seem closer to the population propor-
tions, but the predominance persists in

to appreciate their historical and cultural
significa e as much as, and sometimes more
than, the form or exact location. One is more
concerned ith topology than topography, and'a
desired stre is "third stop on the A train"
rather than specified intersection. It was
Gouverneur orris, a nt citizen early in
our nation's his , who con d th idea of
smoothing off anhattan Island; he so, rom
the naturally flatter southern portion up to near
what is now 34th Street. The impact of this
ecological change on the development of the ty
was profound, as one can yisualize by on-
sidering whether the current activity could ke
place on terrain like that in Central Park. Even
quite recently, a submerged creek was dis-
covered still running in the smooth-over
areaunfortunately, it \was precariously close
to a computer: installation in the basement of a
new building.

A diagram of the subway and bus routes of a
major city, particularly'New York, brings home
the meaning of "arterial". To speak of the
anatomy of a city is not a far cry from reality,
and surely the subways make a good analogy for
the circulatory system; if I may be permitted a
bit of figurative language, the train pulses from
stop to stop, some of the bodies it carries leave
full of energy- for work, others leave tired from
'previous efforts, and -bodies Waitingsome
tired, soiree energizedget on to ride elsewhere.
Or, as Ezra Pound (1916) described the scene in
the Paris Metro, "... these faces in the crowd, '

Petals on a Wet, black bough."
It has been of great interest to me to become

aware, over the past several years, of how much
a city is a collection of neighborhoods, as well as
an integrated whole. It may be another example

engineering. In my own field of psyc,hology-,----of the, limits to attention span which has been

more experimentalists than Feuld be exilected characterized as the "magic number .7, plus or

come from the MidWest, while more clinicians minus I have not counted alp the significant

come from urban areas. This phenomenof4f boundaiy indicators for neighborhoods, but I
course, may be related to the possibility that if would predict that whoever does will find their

one wishes to make changes in the Midwest, it's number between 5 and 9; I would make the same

more convenient to manipulatein a positive prediction whether the neighborhood were..a

, sensethe. natural environment, while in. the) rural setting, where it might well cover substan-
city it is often the. interpersonal' environment tial distance, or in a city, where it might be .
that is most in need of adjustment. homogeneous and coherent over only a few

blocks. Humans tend to limit the psychological
size of the configurations they attend to, and

To me, a major aspect of urban living is time, simultaneously to explore in great detail within

and time - related events; althougl we value our that 'configuration. Geertz (1975), an
landmarks, we tend to Verbaliabout them and anthropologist, tells - of the differing names

In the city

1
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by which a man may be known, depending on
where he is at a' given time; Levi- Strauss has
long emphasized the attention that "primitilre"
tribes give to vegetation used for food and
medicine; most of us have hard of the man
kinds of sndw differentiated in functional ways
by the Eskimo language. It is believable that a
Manhattan urchin, when told by a tourist who
was seeking .directions to flhistant areas
(Westchester, Nassau County, Staten Island)
that "You sire don't know much," responded
"But I ain't lost, Mister!" One can be sure that
the child was intimately familiar with most es-
sential aspects of his neighborhood, including
perhaps Which side of the street to walk on at
different times of day. On the.other hand, one
may wish to say a wprd for the visitor, as
Leverett Saltonstall did t.4 1939, when he

scribed, "The real New En grid Yankee" as
AA persdn who takes the midnight train home

fromNe(v York."'

Summary

haveIn either settingand of eourse both have
been described with some exaggeration, for
emphasis on their differencesthe key to main-
taining one's self is attentions to both configura-

,' fion and detail, essentially to the innate com-
plexity of living. 'Vernon (1970) puts it nicely:

srevertheless we have suggested that from infancy
upwards the child builds up complex integrations, or
schemata, by means of which what is perceived at
anyr moment is related to .memories and
knoN%ledge . . . immediate perception is modified and
corrected to give rise to more veridical Impressions of
the environment ... in all complq jtimulus
situations cognitive processes of inferocrreasoning
and judgment may be employed in coding incoming
information (p. 240)

of

1

PATTERN Rg.00 ITION

Among the more intrigu of the spatial
abilities is that (or those) lved in what is'
usually called - 'pattern recognition:" There may
be but one aptitude that is mostly reponsible for
this phenomenon, as some earlier theorists
alleged; on the other hand, this behavior, like
problem-solving and creativity, may be really
the resultant of a complex of aptitudes (Guilford
1967), each of which is necessary but none.suf-
ficient to the challenge of discovering the.
pattern in a series of events, a configuration of
lines, a confluence of gully washes, a rolling ion-
ing skyful of clouds. Smith ( 1964 : 217) cruoteiK.
Lorenz, the Gestalt theorist, in support of the
idea that the exercise of this complex of ap-
tituaes is something awesome to behOld and, at
the same time, tremeiidously rewarding to the
one who is able to "see the picture.

Most child psychologists. and many teachers
have heard of the relatively recent and still con:
tinuing work of Witkin and his colleagues
(Witkin, Dyic, Faterson, Goodenotigh and Karp
1962) on psychological differentiation. In these
studies, the phenomenon of interest is whether
the child is able to discern figure from round
or, in less esoteric' 'language, the object or
meaningful pattbrn from its backgroundor sur-
rounding context. A major device in assessing
children's Aptitudes along th'ls line has been the
Embedded ,Figures Test, in which the 'child is
asked to look at a number of different pictures
and, in each one, find a familiar shape, e. g. a
triangle (figure 1). '

. This task could serve as a test item tor
measuring the aptitude factor that Guilford

Figure 1. An example of an embedded figure.
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Figtra 2. An exercise in spatial flexibility.

(1967) referi to as "convergent -thinidn bout
figural systems." His work on the defin. ion and
measurement of intelligence is a lan ark in
the field, but the categories of thinking

call field-dependent, are, more often than' not,
sensitive to their environment andadaptive, hut
in extreme cases overly conforming to the point
of being self-destructive. In contrast, those who
do well (field - independent) are believed to be
tore objective and assertive and to have strong -%

ego boundaries; inthe extreme they, too, become -)
maladaptive, exhibiting such behaviors as
.aggressiveness, heedless insensitivity, and
sometimes just plain stubborness (Smith 1961
288). '

Psychology has traditionally attempted to
reduce its explanatory discourse about behavior-

to the neurological level wherever possible.
Although a Relit deal of the research in spatial
abilities is concerned with "softer" measures

processes, varieties of context; and types of fop- such as aptitudes and temperament traits, .the

mat are too complicated to discuss further here. Gestalt emphasis has always had a substantial

Those interested in techniques for developing concemllar neurological analogs at least, if not

spatial abilities in children shouldcertainly con- full-fledged explanations. A recent article sug-

sult Guilford's work. To return to figuzirk, the _gents that exposure to complex surroundings

.trapezoid on the left is hidden in the rectangle' early in life can produq changes in neurological

on the,right. It is the same size and shape in structures, changes that seem to be related to

both. Its location inhe :mtnangle is described in pattern perception. Greenough (1975 states:

a note at the end 'of thrpaper, for those who imam clear that the brain's anatomy canlb altered

prefer to look rather than sm.' A similar task ' by a variety of experiences. Almost certainly, the new ,

ill' (flip!** 2) also involves figural material and the
synaptic connections which we and others have found

.01lowing various environmental manipulations do

disembedding of a specific shape. In addition,
.

,plarsome role in the functioning of the tIrain. (p. 46)

however, it requires greater. consideration of Greenough pOrtlIttable 1) that differences
alternatives, and a somewhat looSer approach Co the amount o neurological growth seemed to be
the definition of -the task. In the figure, there are - \
four small triangles. It should be easy for many

related statistically to the environment I corn:
, . .piexity to which young rats were expose during

to see how to remove two of the little sticks and the first weeks of their lives.
, have only three triangles, with no sticks left itte, especially for our purposes
over danglingnd no triangle incomplete. Tak- hare, the substantial proportions of variance.at-
ing off any co er will do the job. Now consider tributable to differences between litters, and to
he possibility of removing two sticks and leav- the: interaction effects of litter` and enVironmen-

ing only two triangles. The ker.to this problem tal condition. These findings strongly suggest
is in 'the Baffle note as that for ilgure 1. The that there are major differences. between in- -

.study of illuns, ditch as the staircase which dividlials in this kind of neurological develop-
1sometimes s up and sometimes down, and

the Necker cube, and others no doubt well
remembered fioni introductory courses in Day-

chology, is another part of this emphasis on
transformations in space, an redefinitions *

Table 1.Estimated proportions of variance
accounted' or by treatment variables

conceptual Transformitions and' Cell type
area..

redefinitions, in turn, ale central to problem-' !,sty
pyram2idal

solving and rreativity hiiny fiekt. Layer

Many psychtilogists haveattempted to relate
performanel on liratial tasks such. as the
embedded figures to perionality traits:. The
general run of the literature suggests that

ho are poor at the task, whom Witkin would

stellate
Layer 4

La
pyramidal

yer 5
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pyramidal.,

Environmental
condition.

Litter
set Interaction Total

,.11.8 6.8 ' 25.8, 44.4

17.3 22.5 18.9 ,58.7

11.4 23.8 21.8 57.0'

18.0 14.8 11.0 43.8

From Greenough 1975:43.
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ment. Still, the pate rn is striking, and the im-
port of the influence of experience on develop-

* ment at the neurological level turns much of the
argument for innate capability around; caution
must be taken, however, to differentiate
between that argument and the hereditarian
argument with whiet it is sometimes merged;
the latter, of course, gains potential support
from the large individual differences found. If
individual differences persisted in strains from
parent to litter, then of course the hereditarian
position would be strengthened. At any rate, in
brans, trainability (which may have
hereditary components) has not yet, in my opi-
nion, been matched with training sufficient to
capitalize fully on the potential productivity of
each individual in what is called the "normal"
populatiin.

At theother end of the %rtt.inuum, one notes
the studes of sensory deprivation, either pur-
poseful in the laboratory or accidental, as in
many large institutions. These findings suggest
that children who are not frequently and ap-
propriately stimulated through exposure to
culturally relevant patterns fall rapidly behind
their age peers who ve lived in more complex
environments. As we noted earlier, it seems to
be the comi5lexity rather than the subject

per se that contributes to ,the develdp-
ment'of such pervasive and necessary clusters of
aptitudes as pattern recognition (Vernon 1970).

T.RAINING
But, one may well ask, how' can we begin to

train children without substantial equipment?
How can we mount and manage the field trips
which would Carry city children to complex
natural; environments? How can weicreate, in
the city sufficient' c9mplexity to be stimulating,
such as different ecological complexes, different
varieties of plant and animals and birds? As a
partial anAvesor at least a comm nt, let me
recall that gentle lady, Emily Di *nson, "I
thougl?t that nature was enough, Ti human
nature came," and suggest that in the ci s the
bud= problems are sufficiently complex to
challenge us all.

More djrectly to the point, there are two ma-
jor sources of complexity available to the urban
child. One is the urban environment itself, .of
which I have spoken briefly Id to which I shall
return. The second" has been quite properly

'3*

emphasized by Richard de Mille. He speaks
orcefully of the. development of human im-
agination, and has provided an imaginative
guide for teachers, parents, and interested
adults to use with children.

Visualizatiomenters into such disparate activities as
painting, sculpture, choreography, architecture,
astronautics, engineering, and photography:It is also
helpful in playing baseball, moving furniture, and
driving a car ...Despite the wide range of
differences, visualization is a common human ability.
Furthermore, it is very unusual for anyoni, especially
a child, to say that he cannot imagine anything. A
person who can imagine, or pretend, can play im-
agination gamjas. In a group of children playing the
ames, we may be sure that some are experiencing

mo vivid, exact, and constant images than others.
But each is imagining in his own way. That is all that
is necessary. (de Male, 1973 23:24)

In his book, he provides several intriguing exer-
cises which are not inappropriate for adult par-
ticipation. Here is a portion of one of them.

When we walk around, we are walking through air.
You can't see it, but if you swing your hand around,
you can feel it. Air is easy to walk through . . Trees
or bricks or rocks are too hard to walkhrough, except
in your imagination.
This game is called HARD.
Be outdoors; walking. / Walk through some tall
grass. / Walkthrough somesbushes. A Walk Iff) to a
thick hedge. / Walk right through it. / Walk up to a
big tree trunk. / Walk right through it.
Find a big rock. / Walk intb the middleof it and look
Around inside it. / Have it look rocky in
there. / Walk out on the other side of the rock. (de
Milk, 1973. 159-160)

With regard to theurban environment itself,
where would you find a beaver on the Lexington
Avenue Subway? Perhaps in Van Cortlandt
Park, just beyond the northern terminus, but
definitely in a ceramic tile in Astor Place. The
imagination drives on, with an assist from
history, from Astor Place to Astoria, Oregonj,
where in 1811,a young man who would have to
be called an "eager beaver"'(if that slang is not
completely old hat) established a trading post
that led to a railroad empire. Where are there
gargoyles,. and lions, and :other fancies in
fabricated iron and stone? Althost everywhere,
or at least within a short walk. The visual com-
plexities abound, outside as well as inside
museums. It is for those who wish, to see; it is
for those who see, to teach others.

Shakespeare, in As You Like It, speaks
through his favOrite character of "books in run-
ning brooks." Our riversEast, Haelem, and_
Hudsonare hardly brooks, but their tides have
contributed much to the affairs of men. And as

,fOr "sermons in stones," see the glimmery
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shadows contrasting with spears of brilliance as
morning breaks behiiid St. Patrick's Cathedral,
or as light pauses momentarily on the spires of
St. John ThB Divine. Later in the d,ay, the red
blush of sunset on midtown Manhattan's
western slope rivals the' great displays in
western canyons. And.finally, os a clear night,
the moon-silvered skein's supporting Verran-
zano's bri seem almost too frail for their
task, yet be enough that one considers
not Caring about str ngth. These are the results
of Anan's imagina on, man's vision, man's
application of hiS spatial aptitudes. Not only is
seeing being, to repeat the phrase with which I
began, but what we can help others to see must
contribute greatly to what they can become.
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"Primitive man's response to biological cycles, his need
to form c,oghitive maps and to explore the unknown, his

,-need for perceiving patterns and making- s nse of his
surrOundings, his psychophysiological pr re. for
elbow room, for, natural ionized air, and freedom
from excessive noise=all are characteristic of modern
man" -B. L. Driver and Peter Greene .



Man's Nature:
Innate Determinants: of Response to Natural Environments

1
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ARQTRA CT. Man's sensory mechanisms evolved by natural selec-
tion in natural settings and humans survived as a'species not so
much by the club in the hand" but by the "plan in the head." Tfiat
plan or abililty.enabled man to remember, interpret, and predict
environmental events. Humans ,have an innate capacity (but not
necessarily a developed ability) to find most natural stimuli com-
patible with their psychiolog-ical -makeup. Man urban people do
not have the familiarity and experiences necessary for them to be
comfortable in 'natural environments, and therefor cannot enjoy.,;-
fully one of their "human natures." Opportunities to discover and
rediscover innate human natures should be encouraged.

The nighthawk sometimes speaks to m
Of nature's beauty and where I nit

He tells, me of our place in time
Of is, and yours, and of course, of mine

And' when he's done, just slips away, -
, To wait the coming of another, day.

.from "Our Place in Time"
in People, Places and Spaces
by Arthur W. Magill, 1975.

BASIC PREMISES AND
, OVERVIEW

D OES THE ANIMAL Homo sapiens have a
nature? Tfie answer appears to be yes, he

has several. It is his nature to walk erect, to
rely primarily on his visual sense, to be influ-
enced considerably by sociillearning, and so on.

fa, Two basic premises underlie the centratargu-
ment of this paper. The -first is that humans

et,

1W

have another nature, which has developed dur-
ing thousands, even millions, of years of evolu-
don. This nature is man's capacity (but not-
necessarily a *developed ability) 'to find most
stimuli from temperate natural .environments
(s h as those in which manevolved) compatible
wi 'his physiological makeup. -To put- it
diff ently, the sensory mechanisms (eyes, ears,
noses, taste buds, etc.) of humans developed
while they lived in relatively natural surround-, .,0,6,3\



,ings. It makes sense, therefore, to propose that
the prose s' f natural selection has given
human baits a sensory system that is well
equipped to handle the normal range of stimuli
encountered in natural settings.

The second ,premise is founded on a dis-
tinguishing charcteristic of man's
evolutionhi abilityto think, remember, and
predict wha will happen to him. The premise is
that man ne dsa certain amount of familiarity
with, or k owledge about, his surroundings
before he can function effectively in _them.
Therefore, before man can "enjoy" natural en-
vironments compatible with his nature, he must
have a necessary level of familiarity with, or un- ,
derstanding of, these environments.

Readers will interpret these assumptions
about .man's evolution as reasonable Qonjec-
tures, ififgilsting hypotheses, or irreverencies
according to their individual btliefs and values.
Our view is that there is considerable evidence
to support the propositions that (1) much
human behavior is still mediated through man's
evolutionary inheritance, and' (2) moiraiirttaz-.
has a strong innate predisposition toward
nature which is activated by famililarity with,
or understanding of, natural settings.' It is the
purpd of this paper to examine the evidence in
suppoq these two propositions.

This p)ap r is not a plea for a return re.
We share most other people's desire not tb live
in caves:, hunt for most of our food, fight off
rodents and inrs, engage in tribal wars, and
do without m of,the comforts, conveniences,
and cultural endowments of modern society. We
do feel, however, that much more can and
should be done t6 maintain environments that
offer the advantages of a technological civiliza-
tion. and the equilibrating values of natural
areas described in this paper.

MAN'S BIOLOGICAL
REMEMBiRANCE

. Cro-Magnon man, who lived as a hunter 30,-
ON years aR, is believed to hive been almost

' For brevity, we will not attempt to explain our concept of
-a "natural" setting. To.clarify somewhat, however, we view
man as natural but also perceive most developed areas that
are lughly man - influenced as not very natural (at least as
man generally tends 0 inflbence them). Also, we do not hold
out wilderness as the only naturial af ea. Tp us a potted plant
is also natural, but it is less so Chan a similar plant growing
in a wild she So, we are referring to the relative degree or
man's influence

identical to:imodern man "mentally as well as
physically. He stood upright as we do, had the
,same size body as ours; an cranium at least as
large, and used tools that fit our hands (Pfeiffer
1969). Within this evolutionary context, Iltis
(1966) has stated that "man'is a complex bundle
of biological,adaptations; this eyes and ears, his
brain and heart, even his psyche are the
evolutionar.y ad tations of Ilia human
organism to nature. r, as Dubos (1968) put it,
there are many examples in everyday life of
man's "biological (emembrance of things past."
Past.and current man's response to certain basic
biological cycles will be mentioned as the first'of
several such examples.

Because primitive man lived in intimate con-
tact with nature, his activities wee greatly in-
fluenced by changes, from light to darkness and
by chang of the seasons. These diurnal, lunar,
and seasohtcycles all had their effect on bodily
and mental functions of man. Renarkably,
these biological cycles still persist in modern
man, even though such things as light and
temperature in our homes and offices can be
controlled. For example, after a rapid change of
longitude from 'et travel, we experience
physical disturb ces because the body can't
adapt rapidly e ugh to the dislocation of
day/night rh s. This is not a s
reaction, but is caused by the secretio of Mr, -\\Aift

mones controlled by the biologic &l qloc (Dubos
1968).

Another example a,human behavior which
has its roots in the,distit past is the so-cased
"wisdom of the body" (Cannon 1932), reflected
in the fightCor-flight response. When prehistoric
man was faced with .something threatening or
unknown, hormorial processes in his body would
prepare him for eembat or escape. This'was a
critical survivaN mechanism then. VIV's
rnechanipn survives in modern man, even ,
though these metabolic changes 40o,,.riot
necessarily, serve survival purposes -during a
verbal conflict or while attempting a mental
task.

Other human "quirks", difficult to con"-
prehend, can perhaps be best understood within
an evolutionary context. Examples include our
"herd psychology" or' gregariousness, our om:
nivorous eating habits, our apparent desire to
climb to high places for surveillance and protec-
tion, and thepvlay instinct. While man is capable
of adapting to many conditions not present in
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his original environmentr_he-eannot-stray-too
far from or disinherithis ancient lineage (Dubos
1968). .

The East African savannas, our ancestors
were accustomed to, were no doubt quieter and
more pleasant to the hinnan ear than modern-
day industrial districts. Primitive man had to

.rely more-on his ears to,pick up spun& of possi-
ble danger than we do today (Berland 1970).
Hoivever, he didn't, have to deal with the
loudness of some of our technological inven-
tions.

A tribe called the Mabaans, now living in the
bush country of Sudan, are a case in point
(Rosen" et al. 1962). This band of peaceful people,

ho live in a manner resembling that of the late
Stone Age, inhabit an environment that is

'-drametically quieter than those of most other
human populations. After administering a
battery of physiological tests to these people,
Rosen,found them to be extremely healthy, with
a total -lack;of hypertension, eoronary thr
bosis, ulcerative colitis, acute appendicitis, and
bronchial asthma. Also, unlike most
Westerners, they had the same blood pressure
at age 10 or 90, and suffered veri, little heiring
loiss in the higher frequencies: with advancing
age. In,fact, the Mabaans hid better hearing

*than arty other group of humans', ever tested.
While- variables such as diet; _exercise, and
heredity are influential in the Mabaans' ex
cellent -health and hearing, Rosen fOnnd that
when the Mabaans moved north to noisier urban
areas they beeame prone to.high blood pressure
and coronary thrombosis. 'A variety , of en-
viroDniental influences certainly caused these
changes. Nevertheless, it seems that the
Mabaans were 'better adapted to the familiar'

-o. and natural environments in which they lived
before they moved north!

Another example of our biological inheritante
is the influence oft ions 'and .electromagnetic
fieldspn our behavior. As a result of evolution,

.- our normal biological rhythths are established
and controtte'd by natural, electromagnetic- and
electrostatic fields (Logan 1974). Air' joansi both
negative' and positive, have been shown to

'Of eourse, an argument could be made that had the
Mabaans lived in cities in excellent states of health, they
might have developed high blood pressure and olher dis-
orders if they wgze_indved to unf.amilliar, less urbanized
areas. But those data do not exist, and the literaturb on
human stress tends to refute its,plausibility.

r.
*,

ip-

produce-elianges in-body-tissues-that yield eom4 e

pounds necessary for body fiinctions.3 Negative,
ions have been used_ -successfully in 'treating
burn 'patients for pain, restlessness, and infec-
tion (Kruege 1973).,Claims have also'been made
that negative ion generatdrs cause rises in blood
pH and carbon dioxide, which stimulate .the

lower blood pr promotes growth and.
adrenal and

and proroid

glands. This allows for

energy (Dubos 1965).
On the other hand, ion imbalance might ex-

plain a wide range of human problems, in-
cluding respiratory infections, enervation, anda
loss of mental and physical efficiency, (Krueger
1973). an oftenencounters ion imbalances, es-..i.s,
peciall negative ion depletion, in modern city ,

Life bec e he spends so much time indoors;
and whe he is outdoors, artificial electric fields
and'air ollution interfere with the ion ratios.
Researc rs have proposed that air ion concen-
trations nd ratios be maintained at levels ap-
proxima ing those existing in nature (Krueger
1973). E en though man, with his technological
progres has been able to escape somewhat
from hi original ecological niche (by living ar-
tificial) ), his body still requires many of the
features of his nature-ordained b kground tot
function properly. (ogan 1974). M untain air,

-'for example, has been said to be so refreshing
because ofies relative concentration of negative
tons (Dubos 1965).
,..A:nother.basid characteristic of man is his re-
quirement. f or livitig,541de. Common indications
of our need for personal space are the erection-of
garden walk and "no trespassing" sign's, the
staking out of claims on beaChes, and the resent-
ment we show at intrusions (Hall 1966). Each
kind of animal has evolved to exist* in a certain
amount Of territory, and when this space -is too
severely` curtailed 'the consequences can be .

serious. In .commenting on the probltms of -1
humans living in densely, populated areas,
Leyhauier (1965) has stated, "the mental health
of the individual is in danger and eventually will
brea down if adaptability is stretched too far
bey'on the limits set by evolutionary aaap-
tatlo

we are each to have an amount of space
equivalent to that each individual had wheli the
human%race' evolved, our parks would have to.
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cover thousands ,of square miles (Morris
1969:39). Instead, urban residents often battle
bumper-th-burhper traffic on trips into the
countryside which are taken, at least in part, to
be less cramped up for awhilepIn fact, desires to
Heave the city and its crowded conditions tem-
porarily have been documented as important
reasons for engaging in many outdoor recrea-

activitieS (Driver and Knopf 1976).

AIV` THE EVOLUTIONARY NEED
FOR- FAMILIARI

WITH ONE'S 'SURROt INGS
One particularly, distinguishing set of

characteristics that man acquired from h'is
evolutionary past is his ability to process infor-
mation effectively. Stephen Kaplan (1973a and
b) has done considerable work in exploring this
topic. He has surmised that prehistoric map's
capacity to identify the current situation apid-
ly,, predict what might happen next, and then
acti appropriately where critical for ssurvival.
Without this ability to store information aid sees
relationships,. it's unlikelY. that' the relatively
physically weak human woliel have been able to
withstand environmental dangers. He had to ex-
plore the unknown, and mysterious, and con-
stantly formulate cognitive maps or mental
representations of his surroundings. Because
man was surrounded by various kind% of
natural stimuli such as fSrests, cliffs, flowing
watq, and wild animals for millions of yearl, he
gradually grew _accustomed to many of the
features and relatioriships of that kind of ex-
istence. This is not tp say that he was able to

) identify ilnd predict. under all circumstances,
but afterlonged interacting and learning in a
particular environment, those who survived at-
taiined a certain degree of 'competence or
mastery (White 1959). In circumstances that
man could not comprehend, or where he could
not form a cognitive map, he probably felt anx-
ious and uncomfortable.

1.
Kaplan suggepts these same principles are

quite evident today, and that man is "happiest"
under those conditions where he can explore,
predict, and gene-rally expand his knowledge
and skips as a complex informapion-processsing
organism. This claim is supported in a study by
Kaplan and Wendt (1972) in which subjects,
were asked to indicate their preferences for:

various slides of nature' and urban scenes.
Interestingly, the subjects were particlularly at-
tracted to those scenes that had an identifiable
nature content. In fact; the least preferred
nature slide was still favored over the most
preferred 'Urban slide. After analyzing the
preferred'slides, Kaptan'and Wendt drew the
conclusion that people's preferences were based
on three major aspects of the scene, one of which
is particularly relevant to the theme of this

k paper. That dimension, called "legibility," was
defined by the authors as the ability of the
viewers to "make sense" out of.the scenes.' The
poirtt is not only that there seems to be more
ligibility and coherence in natural settings than
in urban ones, but that we need to have some
familiarity with and comprehension of an en-
vironment before We can feel comfortable or
competent. in it. This need to know what is
happening to us is common to everyone. -As com-
plex problem-solving and information-.

-...pfocessing organisms, we need reasonable un-
derstanding of, or familiarity with, our many
surroundings (whether they be play, work, or
other quironments) before we can function
effeetiv in them.

This discussion of our seeming preferc'ence for
scenes which are coherent and identifiable does
not mean that we are most content in a never-
changing, sterile environment. Quite to the con-
trary, Kaplan and Wendt found that the
students they studied had a preference for co%
plexity and mystery, or novel elements, as wel7,-
One popular slide showed a path disappearing
arounda bend, leaving the observer unsure of

.the destination. That slide, in which there was
prdmise of the observer solving the mystery
with further exploratioAseemed to delight the
subjects. One can conjeeeare that this attraction
is related to ancient man's need to'investigate
for survival purposes. .,

John Platt (1961) expands on this notion It
saying that the mind's grasp and enjoyment of
the external world rest on the neurop-

. sychological necessity of perceiving novelty anyi
pattern. Novel situations 'of every Variety \.
probably bombarded early man 'at arr unpre-
cedented rate. He conslantly, had to .search
for some kind of ordef in the flux'of strangeness,. L,
if he were to survive. Our brains and sensory

o.
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and refined by Kaplan's later (1,975) research
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mechanisms might have tiatis 'e olved to deal
with a "continuous novelty of pat ern." Not only
do our minds "enjoy" patterns, they also seek
change from conditions of stimulus-deprivation
(Platt 1961).

In summary, humans need familiarity and
predictability, but there is also a preference for
novelty, optimal complexity, reguarity, and
pattern as well. Gestalts and patterns are par-
ticularly irx)portant -because, with the

'astronomical number of input channels from all
the senses, it would be impossible to perceive
,every element individually. "There's a funda-
mental axiom that any many-element recep-
tor system is necessarily a pattern-selecting or
pattern-perceiving system" (Platt 1961). In the
biological, natural world there are a ,multitude
of examples of 'symmetry and pattern. Man
often finds th,ese shapes and forms beautiful,
but it is these patterns within larger 'patterns
anVe elements of tolerable surprise and un-
certainty that distinguish .this kind of pattern
from that of a series of geometric homes. The
saying that "nature abhors a straight line" is not
totally without meaning.'

TRANQUILITY AND
COMPETENCE

For many years our 'literary tradition, from
Thoreau, Melville, and Twiain, up to and beyond
Hemingwaye and Frost, has been extolling the
wilderness as "spiritual tonic" and at least a
"momentary stay against confusion" (Marx

.1967). The spiritual tonic values of natu're,,es-
'- pecially the normative concept of "living in har-

mony with all creation," are described in the
religious writings of all cultures, both primitive
and modern. Just as historically pervasive in the
literature has heen the theme that nature
provides opportunities for emotional releasOnd,
integration, and a, chance to recover psychic
equilibrium. This relates, to William James'
(1892) notion of involuntary attention, which es-
sentially means that a person can perceive his
surroundings without expending the sizable
amounts of physical or 'psychic energy required

Man's architecture can design visually attractive
patternr and gestalts with optimal levels of complexity,
novelty, and so on. The problqin is that, frequently because

. of economic considerations, most of designed en-
vjronmenta tend to lack these attributes.

when he is voluntarily absorbed in directed con-
centration. For example, a hiker might jUst let
his mind and senses wander and involuntarily
become enraptured with the rushing waterfall,
the snow-capped niountains, tire' fragrant
flowers, or the song of a bird. Nothing is forced,
and as Rachel Kaplan '(1973) suggests, Fe can
thoroughlykrelax and temporarily forget about
the wdrries Or, cares of the day under these con-
ditions. Research, findings reported by Driver*
and Knopf (1976) support Kaplan's suggestion,

.in that many outdoor recreation activities seem
Ito help people cope temporarily with the strains
of mental activity, r* overload, and other
stresses experienced home and work en-
vironments. -

These ideas about the soothing tl4rapeuti
values of natural environments are quite

prevalent today. Perhaps many of these feelings
are directly related to our genetic preferences.
Major 'cities have been described as too fre-
qUently burdening individuals with a stimulus
overload, monotony, and a lack of identity 7.:

(Lynch 1960, Milgram 1970), whereas natural
areas, 'especially wildlands, are generally
associated with a low level of noise, few conflic-
ting or ambiguous stimuli, a wide diversity, of
patterns, and a relatively high rate of predic-
tability. This ability to feel mentally satisfied
with one's environment is extremely important,
because the failure to do so can be a cause of
physical and psychological stress (Howard and
Scott 1965). The critical question is: to what ex-
tent,do we hav to escape to distant natural
areas to cope an-avoid temporarily the stresses
experienced in home environmetnth?

In addition to finding natural areas relatively
tranquil, humans might also find it relatNeli
easy to learn certain skills iri these en-
vironments. Along thisiline of tho'ught, Berns-
tein (1972) has proposed that attaining com-
petence might be easier in selected outdoor set-
tings than in alternative urban ones, because
people can be more concerned with mastering
skills of their own choosing than with trying to '
conform to social constraints. With the lesser
role expectations 'and a greater degree of
behavioral flexibility, and with fewer confuging
and traumatic stimuli, the selected natural area
provides stfong possibilities for positive rein-
forcement. In other words, a person might be
more likely-to be rewarded for his own actipns in
this kind ofsetting. Bernstein suggests that this
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would lead to an enhanced sense of self-worth
and would better prepare a person to cope under
more formally structtfred'situations that do not
allow the same agree of personal digretion.
. It is not' surprising that. Outward Bound
Schools and therapeutic camp settings have
claimed to be making headiray in rehabilitating
antisocial and mildly disturbed individuals.
Also, the poisible benefits are not limited to
those who are viewed socially as unnormal.
Marans et al. (1972) and Scott et at (1973) found
that participants in the Youth Conservation
Corps felt they were better people for having
participated, and not only because of enhanced
outdoor, and increased abilities tiyrelatelo
their p and to adults. Rachel Kaplans'i
(1974) ev'aluatiqns of an Outdoor Challenge
Program in Michigan's Upper Peninsula have
led her to suggest that increased competence
with respect to the skills required in the woods
has a relatickr2ship to aspects of's'elf-esteem, such
as "a greater sense of concern for other people, a
more realistic' Outlook on .one's own strengths
and weaknesses, a greater

talents,
in the

uses of one's times and talents, and a, rather
itive view of oneself." 'Other natural areas

le- distant from the cities might effer similar
adv. tages.

Whi thercseems to.be no clear-cut evidence
or cone irc,Vhe playground literature as to
what enviro ent is ,best suited for children's
play, a growing number of authors at least in-
tuitively sense th value of natural areas (Aiello
et at 1974, Marcus 974); Since a child's play is
an,importantopartIbLhis cognitive .development
(Piaget 1962), it is poisiblethat the area and ob-
jects of play are suitable for promoting growth
and a heafthy.self-image. Natural areas seem to
be valuable to children as places where they can
explore and, learn about themselves and natur
systems (Aiello et al. 1974). They have good at-
mosphere for developing self-confidence (Berns-

. tein 1972),.and as mentioned throughout, are ac-
commodating` to the human organism.

.

NEED FOR FAMILIARIZING
EXPERIENCES

Because many people now live in'urbanareas,
techniques must be developed Wand applied to
allow them the ,necessary familiarization with
natural areas. It was Devlin's (1978) fiypoth is
hat if children were *sided with prior ori n-.

s ,--,-
tation, their uncertainties and fear s would be
lessened. Her thinking is supported by Zajonc
(1w, 1974), who found that repeated exposure
Could Overcome an initially negative stimulus
eftoct and enhance an individual's itive
evaluation of that stimulus. Devlin f t that an
'experimental group of children who were
familiar with the area and had help in for-
mulating cognitive maps would be more comfor-
table and competent in a chosen natural area
than a control group. While her study did not
demonstrate that point, subsequent studies do
lend support to her hypothesis about the value
of prior knowledge (R. Kaplan 1975).

It is also important that the familiarization
begin at an early age. Growth and development
is very rapid 'during these formative years, in
contrast to later years when habits and en-
virmmental tastes tend to stabilize (Bloom
1964). Individuals become conditioned and are
likely to select surroundings that are not
threateningvand harmonize with established in-
teractional patterns. In this regard, the at-
titudes of parents and the environment, that
children are accustomed to have a great in-
fluence.- . .

In a study of young people's outdoor activities
in a suburban residential aro, Aiello et al.
(1974) found that neighboring families of
similar economic and educational backgrounds
had different feelings about' the suitability of
natural areas for their children's, play. While
some parents actively encouraged their children
to play in the woods or around the pondothe'rs,
who expressed an unfamililarity with nearby
natural areas, strongly discouraged their
.youngsters from sisiting these places. Similarly,
Marcus (1974) assumed that a child's preference
for man-made play surfaces (asphalt) as op-
posed to natural ones (grass) maibe related td
the environment in which the child was raised.
Urban childfen accustomed to playin on con-
crete school yards and alleys were. uch more
comfortable and imaginative in the use of those
areas than rural Children, who felt a greater at-
traction for, and mastery-competence with, soil,
grass; and trees. The role of exposure; learning,
aed conditioning, the is critical in determining

4 a child's, habits and attitudes, a for that
matter those of his arents.. If th possible
benefits of natural are are to be sought, the
child must develop habit al behaviors in those
environments. Inner-city children, in particular,
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often have little exposure to or opportunity to
experience forests or other areas that are
predominantly natural. .Familiarizing ex-
periences are especially needed by these youths
who couldbe missing a very important dimen-
sion of being human.

CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed selected environmental

conditions that have,infldenced man's evolution
and some of the adaptations he has made to
these conditions. At the same time, we have
identified some of the characteristics of these
adaptations that are evident in man today.
Primitive man's response to biological cyclen, his
need to form cognitive maps and to explore the
unknown, his need for perceiving patterns and
making sense of his surroundings, his psy-
chophysiological preference for elbow room, for
natural ionized'air, and for freedom from ex-
cessive noiseall are characteristic of moder
man. It has been suggested that these needs n
be met today in natural surroundings, simil to
thoie of our evolutionary forebears. Hypotheses

. have been offered about the calming effects of
natural areas, -as well as about the calming
effects of natural areas, as well as abOut a
greater opportunity for developing competence

. and forlbuilding self-confidence. But it has been
emphasized that, even with these predis-
poiitions. and these side benefits, adequate

miliarizing and learning are necessary.
t is clear that man has adapted to an urban

. lif without many natural stimuli, but we
w der how/healthy this is for him. Is &ere a

ore 'optimal environment for human "being?"
Iltis et al. (1970) has proposed that there should

' be a compromise between environments where
humans have maximum contact with the
natural, conditions in which .their /ancestors
evolved, and ones offering the wtfo% and con
veniences of modern technological society. If one
accepts this proposal, we should strive to
redesign urban areas with more of an eye
toward interspersing natural and Tan-made
elements,6 and we should educate adults and
children about the potential values of the out.
doors. '

One' reviewer 'of this paper pointed out ap-

Although costly, it canbe done. An excellent example is
the riverfront developmeat in San Antonio, Texas.

(,

propriately that we have taken a rather
"sanitized" view of nature, in that the unattrac-
tive things were not mentioned. These ,could in-
clude biting insects, both hot and freezing
temperatures, subsistence living with hunger,
the fears and stresses, caused by - natural
catastrophies, and the possibility that man

-might have inherited his violence from the killer
ape. He also suggeSted that good music and
other art forms hay their place, too.

We agree, and i erate that this paper is not a
call for a ret nature. Instead, our feeling is
that opportunities to discover and re-discover
the many human natures should be nurtured.
The provision and maintenance of opportimities
to realize culturally learned, or conditioned,
natures should not constrain learned,' or con-
ditioned, natures should not constrain too
severely other opportunities to realize innate
natures. As with many problems, the solution is
ne of balance in deciding how far we can go in

either direction and still capture the desired
benefits of each direction.
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"So I would arguethat by,f6dusing,on theclehavioral
and institutional continuities the real "Consistencies
displayed by our species-1we might be .able'to find a
better way to /understand childhood" r William R..
gurch, Jr.,
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Learning from the Continuities in Humanity and Nature

by WI LIAM R. BURCH, JR., Associate Professor of Forest
Sociology, School of Forestry and Environmental Science; Yale
University.

.4"

ABSTRACT. Though the emphasis in American life is upon
dramatic social change, the firmer reality is our great continuity in
social" behavior and institutions. For example, though many

° strategies of child rearing have cycled through human society, the
Vasic problems and responsible social unit remain the same. Of
necessity, children have an ordered and holistic view of nature and
the urban places where they live. We, in the people-thinking trades,
can learn much if we are willing to listen before we prescribe.

THE 'EMPHASIS ON CHANGEnew, irow,
the best,"the latest, the earliesthas always

*been a characteristic of our society. But as we'
near the endof the American century that Time
magazine used to tell us about, it might be wise
to look at a less dramatic but no less important
factor: stability. One of the things that we often
fail to recognize is the great consistency within
our social systemthe great conservationthe
thany things that do not,shange;

> -
I haNf,e experienced firee generations of

childhood and hope to experience four. Lye ex-
perienced my own "childhood; the. childhood of
my ,children, and the childhood of my

-grandchildren; I hope to experience the
.childhood of .my great-grandchildren'. Wheh I
vtas a child, breast feeding was not considered a
very good way, to. raise 'children.. During the
be essionihaving children was not considered

idea. Children were things.that we' sat
er in, the corder; we hoped that they would
y quiet.My children were raised on Dr. Spock

an ne were big on natural childbirth. In having
th it children,. my daughters followed
so ethibg called the' Lamaze, program, and
t ir. attitude tovtlard raising children seems to
be somewhere between Summerhill 'arid "hit
them occasionally". The interesting thing about
these changing approaches to raisin hildren is
that the basic rearing unit has,r ained the

1-----"64'

same; the needs of both the child ,and parent
have retnained the same; and the kinds of things
that parents and children end up doing to each
other have not changed very , much. These
relationships have been relatively stable over
time and display a degree of universality across
cultures.

. So I would argue that by focusing on the
behavioral and institutional continuitiesthe
real consistencies displayed by our specieswe
might be able to find a better way to understand
childhood.

In the first session of this symposium, we dis-
cussed !litany views aboutH,omo sapiens. I think
one of the great issues that emerged out of these
discussions was that we. will no longer dichot-
omize in and nature, Country and city, mind
and body, individual and society. We need to
adopt a holistic point of view that recognizes, for
example, that urban placiS. are as natural as
rural places; that views the mind and the body
as flOwing together; that focuses on the close
relatiOnship betty en individuals and societies. ,

Separating these t ngs for either academic or
managerial pur is being false to ecological
reality.

Most of us are in the management business
the people-tinkering trade. We are adults in our
middle years, which stretch .from around 20 to
around'60. Those,ci us in this age gir up have a
M. -
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great concern about youth and abut the aged.
We feel that because we work and they .do not,
they are not living very productive lives.,
Consequently, we make an occupation out of
managing the lives of the 'young and the aged.
And we have a certain stake in casting our own
theoretical views upon the young and the aged.

For example, some students and I conducted a
review of the literature on'children's camping
.and . found a remarkable similarity in each
decade between the prevailing theories in-
business and commerce and the prevailing
dogmas about how children should be
"managed" in camp situations. In the early
days, we had a kind of moral imperative to take
children out and make them learn how to endure
on their own so that they would develop an
inner-directed attitude. Then, during the 1920s,
the scientific management literature told us
that, children should make effective and ef-
ficient use of their ime. This literature told us a
lot about c uli gwhat and where to do
things, Then in e As we had the Human
Relations Eraon t of which was based on the
Western Electric studies. This old. moo-cow
sociology told us how you keep them happy
down at the old factory. During the 50s and the
early 60s, camp programs involved slot of group
dynamics and T-group sessions that had sta1ted
in industry and were transported to the camp
situation. Children were supposed Ito haVe long
debates on .whether they should go dyer here or
over there. The sessions I heard during this
symposium involved a lot of talk about "target
populations" and I found a strange resurgence

It

of concepts dealing with self-testing in the
wilderness and inner - direction bout how we
must take delinquents to the wilds so that they
can learn how to make plans and organize and
accomplish goals and how this process does all
kinds' of good things ifor their heads. So maybe
we have come, full circle.

Ethics, for those ot us in the people-tinkering
trades, requires that we recognize that we are
all involved in maintaining a particular kind o
social- system and-involved-in-furthering

theeticular view of how children, nature, and th ur-

akiety in dress, talk, and lifes y
ban domain should-be ordered. In the
wideN f par-
ticipants this symposium, all remain firmly a
part of ttie established social, order.

Those who speak mosrstrongly about
liberating the child are often those wild re lly
mean they want the child to accept theirr
ticular frame of values and to reject the frame
of Ethers. few persons at this gathering want a
child so liperated that she or he_ may freely
adopt the racist or sexist stereotypes of an
Archie Bunker. We do not liberate ourselves or
the 'child by playing .at revolution or cynicism.
We only do so throfigh attempting to unders-
tand how children actually use the entire
natural world, from the city street to the depths
of a National Forest. We must start to listen, to

k, look, and to learn systematically from children.
Our programs, policies, and management prac-
tices must be as fluid and growing as this lear-
ning procesl. And most radical of all; under

ouch a scheme our clients may even begin to
think of us as real persons.
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"We should begin by learning from adolescents' what
they regard as adventurous% activity. With theil'i
assistance, settings and projects might be develbped in
which some of their own proposals for legitimate adven-
ture might be tried" , Florence C. Ladd
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-,6ity Kids in the Absence. Of...
k

by FLORENCE C. LADD, Associate Professor in City PJaslning,
Graduate School of Design, Harvard University

4'

ABSTRACT. Environmental requirements for adolescents are
rarely met in urban settings. There are few opportunites and
facilities for legitimate adventure. Puklic amenities and public
places for private moments are inadequate. Programs and facilities
that would enhance the "personhood" of the urban adolescent and
increase the comfort and dignity adolescents experience in public
places are needed.

LEGITIMATE ADVENTUREI SPENT THE LATTER part of the 1960's en-
gaged in a study of black adolescent boys,

ranging in age from 12 to 17 years, who lived in
the .poorer sections of Boston's ROxbury and
North Dorchester. They were the subjects of a
study of identity formation in black youth.
While others engaged in researeh focused on the
impact of their families, school,-and peers on
their lives and their ,d'estinies, I explored what
their. neighborhoods..and housing meant to
them, where their Boston lay, and what they
found in the Boston _area to interest them,
ruse theth, depress them, excite theth; what
places they enjoyed, wanted to destroy, to
cherish, to avoid-. I soon reaktil that they found
very few places that were inter sting and safe to
explore and enjoyi-few places that offered them .

opportunities for challenging experiences and
adventures that were; legitimate.

What might they dolfor excpitement, adven-
ture? Steal a car and go for a ride at breakneck
speed through Franklin Park or along glue Hill
Avenue. Do alittle shoplifting in a downtowi
department store and just escape getting
caught, getting busted. Rob the poor 'boxes of
churches. Or grab a few pocketbooks after the

_first of month, btiy,some grass of hash or
heroinand -get high. Pull a fire alarin or maybe
even start a fire. Break into somebody's "pad"
and "rip off" a radio or TV set which might be
sold traded or simply discarded.-

Such incidents are not exclusively in the do-
main'of the black and the poor who are young.
They touch the lives of our Ititire adolescent
population. For some, they are the critical
episodes that divert them from troublefree
paths in directions that lead to more disruptive,
trouble-making events. Still, the prospect of fin-
ding legitimate opportunities for adventu e is a
greater. problem for poorer kids than for richer
,ones who, from time to time, have occasions for
travel and vacations which afford them adven-
ture through the stimulation of new settings,
foreign languages, perscfnal discovery, meeting
people who are different, and so forth. Even fur
them, the opportunity v it faraway places is
only occasional; the eir poorer peers,
have rpaines and rests that limit the
risks and the excitement theysthight enjoy.
.Why db some kids choose to seek adventures ,;('

that Itato trouble? thy don't they find f>linire
Ogitimate activities? Certainly some kids find
stimulation anlipleasure in museum, 'art
galleries, and wale. They play tennis, baseball,
football, or soccer; go for a boat ride or a swim;
discover new worlds in old librar*q take the
eieVator to the t6p of a skyscraper, Ikd on a
clear day are turned on bya panoramic view of
their ciky and what lies beyond. Dotsuch s
li veitxicesitiaffeng ardndkiaddsvezeturrioeun; that s c cut-

What is exciting and adventurous in the
realm of adolescent experience in the.70s? To ex-
perience adventure, some kids, particularly in
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urban settin ust test the legal and moral
boundaries o society and in' the eyes of some
break thp law. Situations that allow them op-
portunities for risk-taking And exploration
often are situations in which they are violating a
law or the rights of-property of other people, or
bath. An. element of adventure lies, in'part, in

-*the knowledge that one is challenging or
violating the legal and moral structute of his
society. In urban settings, it is as if' kids are
forced or cOmpelled-tO find adventure and ex-
citementm in activities that involve legal and
moral risks.. During the years when lepys and
girls need external challenges againk which
they can test their own dazing and endur.ance,
theie are.few legitimate opportunities available
to them in their daily 'routines and en--
viinnpients for them to test themselves. There
are few legitimate adventurous 'situations that
allow them to explore the range of their physical
and intellectual skills and abilities.

When we consider where young people of
previous ,generations in the Utited States
sought and found adventure, our thoughtsturn,
to natural settings, wildlife, and open ,paces.
Vanishing are the natural areas, especially the
,wooded areas, in and around,cities Where, only a
few decades ago, kids ,explored, charted,'roam=
ed, hid, were lost, and (the lucky -ones) found:
safe and Unhurt. Dirt roads on the edge of the
city that once-seemingly lead nowhere are now
paved:andlead into the orderly geonietry of sub-
urban development 4. e pockets of`wilderness,
those undeveloped areas that Once were found
nearwhat clearly were the city limits, have been
leveled and' were with residential
developments of industrial p ks. There are few
natural environments left where the urban
adolescent may explore and experience adven-'
ture in.

There are parks; with much that is natural; of
course. 'Most 'urban parks in the 'U.S., especialli-,
thos,e with \yooded areas whx,re some kids might
experience Avenlore, are regarded as .unsafe.

-Adolescents, are apprehensive about. being
mugged or maimed in city parks. 'To be sure,
adolescents are users of parks. Going to a park.

sand rAning the risk of being robbed or
assaulted involves an element of adventure-. For
those who go innocently Into a pa*, the element

, Of adventure is incalculable; the odds rikay well
be agailist them. They are not-tomparaire to the
calculable risks presented by trails thrchltih

woods or the face of a mountain or a ,river's
rapids.

Except for the courts and playing fields for
sports, playgrounds include lew facilities that
attragt adolescents. There are a few
playgrounds'in the U.S: that offer adolescents'
the possibility of invention and the opportunity
for supervising ioungerkids, but relatively few
adolescents are to be found on those
playgrounds; their clientele are largely
'preadolescent.

There are -city-based Programs such as
scouting that generate adventures vyith the ur-
ban-.cohtext. Scouting and 'other similar
programs, such as Outward Bound and the
Youth Conservation Corps, have provided
wilderness experience or at least camping op-

tortunities and environmental education for the
few. urban youngsters who have had a chance to

_participate in them. For inafly reasons, .such
Programs are available and'irtractive to only a
few. First of all, the prograws are limited and
they ere not highly visible. They are, generally
speaking, expensive to operate,--and consequent-
ly, prohibitively expensjve for kidsfroin
income families. The style of adult

torenders the programs'un'appealing to some kids, ,

who resent or resist 'adult authority figures.
Such programs, h9wever, have brought '

;legitimate adventure into the lives of a few city

v might the, positive features of program
kid

with tiventureelements be develdped as mi
-for new situations which might appeal t a
larger number of urban adolescents? 'hat-

wo 1' city kids like to do to expe ience ,

legitimate 'adveinture? Under whose . "uspices' .

should adventure programS be developed? (If
there are "sponsor? and "prqgrams" would the

- events have the quality of adventure at all?) To
what extent should schools be responsible fof
encouraging the direct participation of Students
in 'adventurous experiences How might.
' eatures. or urban environments be designed or
transfoi4ed to provide settings for adventures?
Can wilderness within ,cities be simulated and
maintained for safe use by kids? ?

1...We should begin by learning from adolescents
what they regard as adventurous activity. With
thein- assistance, settings and projects might be
developed in whichsome cf their own proposals
for legitimate adventure' might be tried. -In 'a
-cit!', the adventurous aspects of the work of the,
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-fire department, city hospitals, newsgathering
agencies and the police department might' be
made 'more visible to adolescents. Museums

h ugh filth and other media, migltt ex-
perience

oiranize clubs for would-be explorers'
who, t
perience the thrills other explorers have sought

,.and found. Scouting could be revitalized and ex-
panded teiffer more kids opportunities for the

,physical and intellectual tests they need. The
collabor ion of schools' and private organiza-
tions su as the, Appalac4iari Mountain Club,,,
the rra Club, and. other conservationist
groulas might 'broaden opportunities for adven-
ture Tor some adolescents. <

From a design viewpoint,- the possibility of,
simulating wilderness or creating-within cities
environments with risk-presenting elements
could be . a challenge to the planner and
landscape architect to.lgo beyond the conven-
tional playground and design places with advent
turous possibilities for olescents.

Finally, adults might fleet onikhat they do
t

to experience adventure. Of course the needs of
.adults for adventurous experiences are quite
different, from those of adolescents.
Nonetheless, .it seems that a large segment of
the, adult population iri the U.S. are passive,
vicarious aciveriturers.Through thee mass median
rwws of the'udventures of others comes to us

* swiftly and in .vivid detail. The small band of ac-
live adult ;adventurers - \vho challenge Aline,
space, mountains, seas, climatic conditions: and
world ecords" are far outnumbered by the Spec-
tators who sit at hothe and watch the action on
television. To improve the quality andincrease
the nuswber of ,adventure opportunities for
young people.in a society, we must ,reexamine
what adventure Means to its adults, its standard
'makers:Consider what you, as an adult, do for
adventure and what a 10,-year-old city girl or
boy may do. Then consider with her or him, with
teachers, parents, mayors, recreation directors;
scout leaders, coaches, attive adventurers,
architects, 'and,planners what legitimate adven-

. tures might be generated for city-kids.

PUBLIC AMENITIES
A means of communicating,to an individual

that he, is a nonperson, that is, someone whose
existence does not matter, or that he is less than
human in some 'respects, is to deprive him of

. some basic amenities that others, more privileg-

44-

ed, have available to hem for their,routine use.
In public places, the absence br denial of the use
of such simple amenities as places to sit, drink-
ing fountains, and toilet facilities, is a very
effective' way of depriving peOple of their per-
soihood, and, indirkctly, a, means of controlling
their behavior. Until the civil rights movement
of the late 50s and'early 60s brought change to
policiesigoverning public facilities, blacks in the
U.S., particularly in Southern States, were
denied access to' certain public amenities as an
expression of the denial of their personhood.
Other groups in history, of course, have been
treated similarly in Sociopolitical .clintexts in
which therhave been regarded as the outcasts
.or the enemy.

.
In contemporary American society; we now

see adolescents being treated that way. Many
public places that serve a predomi nantly'adoles-
cent 'clientele do not prO'vide the sitnple comforts
such places typical provide (or used to provide)
for adults. For example, playgrounds and play-
ing fields are developed "With.no toilet facilities

, for the young users. Restaurants (if they realry
can be called restaurants) that cater to
adolescents frequently. provide .only food and
formica counters; napkins, catsup, mustard, and
flatware must be requested by the consumer. In
recently built eating facilities, seating may not
have been ifitTud,ed in the plan; older facilities
may have been stripped of their seats.

There , are more extreme examples
statements by designers and managers of public
places that say to young people that they are not
wanted. Their money will be accepted; but they

.thernielVes are unacceptable) In and aroulnd
drugstores, grocery stores, ice gleamshops, and
variety stores that are frequented by young peo-
ple (often situated near other facilities used by
them primarily, such as schools, cinemas,
skating rinks, etc.) there are signs 'and signals
that ask them not to- linger. There are
"authorities" whirarpresent to make them teel
uncomfortable, to let"thzn know that they.are
not wanted. "No loitering", some plaies say
figuratively as well as literally. "Move *alon'

. policemen order a line of young people leaning
wainst a store front on a major urban
Mozouihfare.

The posture of .adolescents in public places
often is a leaning one. Kids m0* seen leading
against a store ;front,' leaning against parked
cars, leaning because there is no place to sit. In
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' the U:S., 'we live iti-a 'cafe-less society ". The
public or semipuThlie chal s and tables that af-
ford a dielfied vantage oint for those-who
wish to linger along the bou yards and plazas of

41Eur pean,cities and town; a not availabon
I (or economically. access le)-scale for the
use of those who Would enjoy he living thletz
anactive street steno offers. Such places need
not be exclusively for adoleScents; they could be
inviting to all ages as are Eurcpe's, molt

( successful cafes. . . . /'
In facilities expressly for adolescents, such as

schools, arhenities'thar would enhanCe the corn-
fort and dignity of students 911ould havAighest

*priaity. Student lounges in publiC high schools
are often an afterthouk. A classroom or cor-
ner a corrid r is belatedly converted into a
"lounge" by fu ishing it with a sign,, "Student
Lounge". Else here, in ana abound junior high
and high schools, there is ample-space or mill-
ing around but there are a few places t sit ex7
cept in the classroom. There are rarely nches
in or around the_open space and pla ounds
adjacent to pyblic schools. When stu ents use
the steps or falls of the schools for's tingthey

-often are asked -by teachers, cust cans, or the
principal to moveAo sib elsewhe e - as if there
sere someCvhere else to sit!-And so

haround again like atliscontented herd.
Inside schools, there As a good deal of milling

around, too. There are expanse's ol'iNefined
space hand time /here is little or Athing
to do) where youngsters linger while they wait
for class 'to begin or wait to saga teacher or wait

. during recess or sOply' wait.
,The arguments against Providing attractive

settings fot young peopl are well known. th"-
will misuse them, abusehem, vandalize them,
deface them with grafitti. In truth, adolescents
have rarely been offered attractive settings ex-'
pressly for their use. They ate rdrely offered
amenities that speaktotheir personhood and in-

% vite their iheir participation in adult social forms and
.

behavicts.
A change in, cultural attitude toward

adolescents may be required before we get
around to Prnproving facilities intended for
adolescent users. That need not be the okler of
events, howevem; ,Errvironmen.tahithanges are
simpler to implement than 4,are attitudinal
changes. Designing public- environments: for
adolescents (and other age groups as w ell) with
amenities that are addressed to their needs and

IP

to their pdrsonhood might be a step toward
eliciting froth them mare socially acceptable
public behavior, and, at the same time, en-

. cotiragi .their 'adult eritics to view them
diffefent y; indeed, those critics :night be en-
courage to acknowledge and appreciate the
personh of adolescence. providing tables and -

,4benches along 'the perimeters of schoolloyards
and 'playihgfields, small amphitheaters in parks,

for,,inipromptu bongo or guitar recitals, benches
along streets or at intersections where there is
action' to observe,/adequate public toilet
facilities, and comfortable student lounges in
publiC schools are just a few environmental
changes that might enhance the public lives of
adolescents and increase their status on the
streets of cities and towns.

PLACES FQR INTIMACY
Adolescent boys and girls require times and

places where they can enjoy each other's com-
pany in small groups or simply ex rience being

ose private
xperience of

is is enhanced

,alone. Those intimate 'moments,
. times, are ratherpecial. The

. these unique and important eve
when they occur in unusual settings or in set-

special effects. What adolescents
need for intimate occasions is libbably very
similar'to what adults require for their,intimate
or private moments. Examine le types bf set-
tings an adult selects!) for a\zi intimate meeting
with a friend,,i relative, a spousea secluded
bench in the park, a grassy grove near a FA, er
"rank, a corner table in a dimly lit restaant
with unobtrusive music or conversation, a booth
in a bar that has a Certain appeal. There are, no

,doubt, secluded park benches to 1,vhil some
adolescents%retreal Tor some of their private
moments. However, safe secluded spots in,
natural urban ,envirohments are halder and
harder to Built environments that
adolescents use rarely convey feeling of
privac4 or 'seclusion. There are fe settings in
which they 'can enjoy a confidential chat br
begin to explore the allenues to, intimacy

To besur'e, fot several decades the automobile
as living' room has served. kids (and others) in
the-17.S. as a place for privIteexperiences The
autirnobile as a pla`ce to sit'and converse, eat,
and, drink is less than satisfactory, .especiallY if
the occasion rI prolonged. The 'automobile sag a
setting for social occasions is perva,sive *in
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acolescent culture in the U.S. It is not'only poorr
and working -.class kids who may be found
socializing in cars on Friday an& Saturday
nights; a tour of shopping centers or parkipg
lots in the affluent suburbs after thestores have
closed will reveal a number of parked cars oc-

,cupieerSy Kids listening to car rifts of taped
music while they talk, smoke, aArdrinik beer.
The automobile-is a Jess than adequate enviro'n-
,tnent for such occasions. A

Kids ought*to haye more environmentaf and
social ..'options, more satisfactory settings for
their special occasions. They ought to be-a-We to

44"

4*'T'xperience some of their special moments in
places that enhance their dignity and delight. In
planning facilities fot---adolestent users, their
needs for places for i,ntimacy and privqcy should
be taken.into account. At the sung 'time, the
values, standards, and expectations of society
inua b'e taken into account, too. Reconciling
these different needs is not easy; '-reports Lids'
suggestions from many quarters+ are needed to
determine how far the culture is ready to move
toward improving this aspect of,the lives of its
less(privileged adolescents.
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Ti ice ma anted wild animals ..apd gathered wild
roots and berries in tile-wilderness to siuWive. Now we
must hunt for the wilderness itself" - Leonard S. Marcus
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Within City 'Nature° and Childre 's
Books AbOut .NetS in the, City

by LEONARD S. MARCUS, Writer, Dover books, New York, New .York.

ABSTRACT. Many children's boob give the imiressjon that we -
must leave the city to be "in naturr ' 'Pais is a,review of dhildren's
books about nature found within city limits. The books.include a
natural histcy of New York City; a guide to city wildflowers and
other weeds; a book aboutcity. traes; a delightful inquiry-into the
true 'nature of the ,roach; a book of experimenta and chllecting
methods for amateur naturalists;:and a story about a family of
ducks in Boston. Readers ors these books-may not only learn to iden-
tify many urban forms of nature; but may also see some of the
ways these join in our ekperitnce of city,life.1r

FOR diSf LONG AS cities have had a major
place in American" life, most American

writers writing on, "nature" andtke "city" have
'taken the.* termsas opposites,.and4rom at
least two poiats bt view. , .

' t, the city has been considered an qn-
heal environment and nature, to be found
mai elsewhere; a healthful one .,Advocates of
the plan to build° Central Park 'compared' the

spark to a lung that would help.pUrify the urban
industrial. air.

Then also writers have expressed, the more
debatable:and 'debated, idea that the purifica-

ek'tion nature affords is spiritual as well, that, nature serves asa cure for some artificial
ty of urEtan Life. 4

Accounts of city life pointed ,to the bad Any
fluenee of the "crowd" oritilidividual behavior!
interpreting thee cause andeeffecl in vaiiods
ways, and ending;with the seemingly dbligattiry

' conclusion, as'in the 'Carefully constructed argu-
meat of Frederick Law Olmsted: , ./

...whenever_We walk 'through the denser part
. town, to merely avoid. collision with those we meet

and passupon the sidewalks, we hate constantly to
watch, 'to, foresee, and to guard against their
moviments. This inielveka consideration of their in-
tentions, a calculation of ;heir rength and
weaktess, which is not so much for alit As

51 .
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our own.,Our Milks are thus brought Into &tie -
dealings witlrbther minds without any fti/odly flow-
ing teward 'them, but rather a drawing trop them.
MuilLof the intercourse between men when engaged

; in the ptirsuitl of liommerre has the same tenden-
cy People from the country are over conscious of
the effect on their 'erves and Ands of the street con-.
tact4often comp g they feel confused by'it; and
if we hal no relief f it at All during our waking
hours, we should al conscious of sufferi

nghit.kis/upon our opportunity of relief from.it, thereforel
' that not only oie comfort town life, but (Am

optt. maintain a tempfrate, good-natured and healthy ,
state' of,mind, ,

83

Them. Olmsted, the hililder of urban rearks:saw
thelolution to the problem within city,liznits as°
a problem of..desiin. While the American park
Movement rapidly spread, and toa remarkable
Octeht ut er Olmstead's p nal suliervision,
the urban, parks apparently di s'atisf'y the. ' I
city pibples"desire for contact nature. Bjr
the turn, of.tbe century, as Peter Schmitt in . .
"Back io' Nature- The Ar'c'adian Myth in Urban 7
Anterka ( 196J describes, .A.zetri
uttlmites had many, reerestions asgrys .

bf clirriln,uning with Jnaturev home acting s'

vicariously, reading essays and popular fictio31.. 1,
aryl looking at postcards and stexeoscopie views;
some 'actually taking 'to the wilds. A striking.
feature of the latter group of Arcadian
travellers; was heir "tendeneelo ake certain

.
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conveniences of the city along wherever they-,
went,.and to plant these in such a way as to
make the wilderness seeni,more like home..

The very roads which made the countryside
more- accessible altered the nature of the
destinati8n, bringing out such crowds as city
people had hoped to escape, then also deman-
ding the facilities'(hotels, refreshment stands,
etc.)to support them. Uncjer these and other
pressures, "witd" nature was modulated to ur-
ban. proprieties and interestsThe ciq parks
spread kexpressions of cultivated nat7re. The
Suburbs developed as an ambiguous case:
Gradually,. playgroundsland other facilities ap-
propriated Mole space in the city parks from the
landscape, adding another layer of human
design.

Once man. hunted wild animals and gathered
wild toots and berriep in the wilderness,to sur-
vive. Now we must, hunt for the wildeqess
itself. Recently, a number of writers of
children's books, apparently departing from the
traditional view that the city and &ture are op-
posite places, have looked in thetity itself for
evidence of wild nature. -

John Kieran's A Na.tural,History of New York
City (Natural HistQry/Douyeday, .1971) is a
fairly .large book,o including cl4pters on every

- majorff.-oun'of plants and animals found, or
one flauncT; in New York City; it implies a great
deal for readers in other cities intereste4 in finn-
ing out about such thing's:

A Four species of bats have been found in New
York' City, four types of gulls . . . Kieran does

notwant a systematic inventory heie; he goes-
out of his way 'to leave certain matters to the
"Scientists.';',Kieran bas found Arcadia in the
city.. In writing about nature, Kieran makes
geizi fellowship count for as much as. sharp
observatior; of which there, is plentyand both
seem necesiar-y to, his seeing of the natural
world:

So muct, for the Crowfoot Fimily though Ithere
are many other representatives of ttie,Crowfoeclan
hereabout for those.Vho have the time and the desire

lbodroot 1Sn/way:aria dinadensis) The ghastly
seek th)m out We have to move oh to the

name is due of course. to the thick oriange-cnraion
* juice that oozes from 'a break in any part. of the

Vant Bloodroot survives only a few favored
localities within the city limits We who share the
knqveledge of, this itarticylar pat li feel like fellow
conspiratorstas.v.e keep watch in early April on a

. certain treestudded bank Mk we pass regularly .on
our morning walks .

, .God f$Ilowship.1 the exact touch of the sciStific
0

dame, flashes of sensuous det4il beside the autho'r's
good-natured piques, an evident, interest in nature
lore, a touch of romance and of the absurdall mark
the Arcadian, the city dweller who turns to nature oc-
casionally for spiritual relief, at times traveling to-
great lengths for the experience, though, Mr. leran
makes his gesture, at the artifact itself, king
wonder, as he does, that 9vild nature continues to ei-
ist in and around the city.

In much the 'same 'spirit, Anne' Ophelka
Dowden has provided an account of one group of
wildlife found in the cities: weeds (Wild Green
This 'in° the City, Thomas Y. Crowell, 197.?).
Wee are defined as plants unwanted by man:
wheretheygrmy they, grow d,espite human ef-
forts to destroy them:9ft° ignore their presence.
Most city weeds are found in "vacant" lots.

Other weeds grow in cracks in office
buildings, in railroad yards, in parks. They take'
part in the collage effect of city life in contrast

,..to the still life of the pastoral landscape. In
parks weeds point to the degree of huthan con-
trot imposed on nature. On a "well-appointed"
lawn ar.weed is taken a,s'a flaw.

Miss rfowden observes:
Whenever man ceases to be watchfulif he fails to
repair a crack in the sidewalk or remove a pile of dust
in a corner - 'plants will appear. And if large areas are
opened upas in bombed-out London duringWorld 1,

War IIthey will soon become gardens of wild
flowers. Within two years alter the big air raids of
49-40-41. dozens of species of wild plan& had moved
into the London cellar holes and piles of rubble. In the
normal times of the 1970's, over 90 species have been

-found in New York. o* 60 in Denver, over 130 intos
Angeles.

This book includesthe au-thorjs excelleht color
illustns of :several speci of 'Weeds, with
details of leaves, roets, flowers,:and seeds; "a
mouth -bYmonth account of what c4anges to
look for; a discussion of how plants reproduce
and how they manage to do so. in the pity; and
definitions of'basic terns where th,ese come up
in the life cycle as it,. is described.

We do not- realize all our relations 10 the rest
of the natural world: this is a source' of the '
wonde; Miss Dowden, expresses. She takes,
pleasure in noting that people are often t}ie,un-
knowing, carriers of seeds which spread -the
plants they consider not wortrnoticing. The
book concludes with a list of all species of wild,
plants .knoWnto grow in ew York City, 4

Denver, and Los Angeles.
'Among hump .beings, Beat shame is at-

, tached to,being without a name. Prisoners learn
this.'People speak of defending their good name
and of making a nameV thenselves. We share

4



la corresponding desire to name the objects of ex- many persuasions argued that the talkingperience. animals and other unnatural 'phenomena en-Most city people come to,nature with an ex- dangered the child's soul with their false pictureceptirally limited knowledgeof the names for of creation: .what they find. It may be that part of the un-
Dialogue between wolves and shgep, cats andeasiness; blankness, or wonder we feel in ',the, 'mice ... is aedestructive of truth and morality as itpresence of naturei we feel these is contrary to tile principlet of nature and philosophy.

thirigscomes from the lack of particularity in
our means of speaking and thinking about what
we see as comp4ed, say, tio that provided in
abundance and broadcast in the cities and in. the
Media.

'Many nature lovers,9 some marvelously
geared, have taken to the fields to learn the
names of the wild thing!3 they find there, Many

(Lyman Cobb)
Ar4iritual people we look Own with much con- .
tempt upon themaleho would in anything compare
us with the lower qnimals.His mind is glean and
quite beneath citir indignation.

(Harriet ar meat])
As antidotes to these unnatural tales, dozens

of little books appeared In the early nineteenth
century` that sought to guide youth "from the
open book of nature to the duty' of Gods' Most ofschobl children, remaining indoors, have had to,

learn the names of many things, wildflowers these works
laasipunishment or as what seemed like t pique

punishment. It would seem foolish to use these Muralists
books in the. latter way. Still who can say perience of tu
whether knowing the names of tie natural ob- moral lesson r
jects we actually do see brings us any

at the child's f
"closee'to interest

them. Wallace Stev.enss.remarked:
Words add to the senses. The word for the dazzle k to remark on it
Of mica, the dithering of grass,

the

proposed a novel. laboratory
Ch must have

the
young

first, al gh the repeated ex-0
ning over a rock only to find a
vealed there probably dulled the
ormal child..While the dog slept
't, for example,the mother was;
fidelityand'enduring gratitude. '

structin4 her children. was to
tle feet to tuna aside from the

The mother i
The Arachne.integ-umen't of dead trees, teach 'their liAre the eye grown larger. more intense" , .

worm and 'to spare trampling the nest of the(-Variatiofts on a &miner Day")
City Leaves City Trees by Edward Gallob ?toiling ant... and so on.

A book that, on the other hand, takes a sub-(§cribners, 1&727 furnishes a means ,o'f iden-
jtifying treesAikely to be found in I ect virtually everyone in the city has some

these topri'cities. Mr. Gallob begins with a 'series of ecian6ertions about and holcN.,
drawin,gs of genetal leaf types, followed by sets question, ,noes:
of facing pages each of which treats a species b-There is a'city insect that is not hard to find Peo-with photographs, short descriptions .and ple ever,whefe know it well They spend a lot of time

thinking of ways to get rid of it, and the rest of thephptograms (negative images) of therleaves. The time they prefer Peat .thirik of it at all. If they eeauthor ends by telling.how to make photograms one in their house, thi rn4,screech with horror and
and how to go about collecting tree leaves, twigs,

appears The lowly cockroach is not loved by Man
try' to kill it before it es into a crack and dis-

flowers, fruit and seed*. The text is main'y fac-
tual; the illustratirs are large and striking arid (Cockroaches, bar \Joanna Cole; Morrow; 1971).likely to appeal to anyone curious to find these The author proceeds to describe the cockroach'strees.

history, habits, aud chances for survival. This isCuriosity is not always. encouraged by all very well, though it would seem that people-children's books. Many early Calvinists con- ,who deal with cockroaches on kday-to-day basissidered the child's inquiring nature, where it know at'leastas much about their habits as theysurfaced, as evidence of .depravity, and a large cafe to as it is, while a knowledge -ofthepro rtion. of the ,first Ameritan children's 'cockroach's future prospects would s6errfboo 'arid many after, had ,little do with gratuitous; an unwanted luxury, ini a sense. -.nature or curiosity b stea.die estly in Moreover, in the countryside a pest &hes asstructed theichild on h o prepare for a pious God's punishment or bad luck or as,a failure todeath. prepare; in the city whieh has landlords andEarly in the nineteenth century, European housing authorities cockroaches so have 'afairy. tales appearef in America but/there was political si stip.ding for poor co ditibna. Asstrong opposition to their distribuitiolt. Adults of ,muth as d elions on the_most dignified riwn,
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cockroaches have come to involve human digni-
ty. ;

The author here entertains the idea there may
be more to know about cockroaches than that.
Her method is to gather spore facts, mainI
around the-qtiestiou of how cockroaches have
survived despite all efforts to destroy them;
often, as the author notes, by exterminators
whorrive in unmarked trucks. Like the author
of Wild Gign Things in the 'City,. She takes

-.adaptation, a process- all city wildlife has ap-
parently mastered, as,a center of discussion. It
turns out that roaches are "living fossig," hav-
ing lived in the same form fOr the last 300.
million years; that they not only -eat almost
anything but can eat nothing and survive for
some time; that they carq no germs harmful to
man, are actually less harmful than the com
mon housefly; and that in any event they can
withstand 100 times more radiation than man
and seem likely .to surviveat least as long as

. man will. °

In the city, 'nature tends babe associated with
< the city 'musetuns. There are first of all the

natural history museums, the botanical gar-
dens,'Toos,.and aquariums, whic house many of
the rasis:t avid Most carefully d examines
of natUire the city has to offer.* ls the 't
parks, a remarkablen.umber of which, the'work
of Olmsted and hiS associates, reflect principles

. of landscape design "learned from -English
landicape paintings found in the art' innseumt

,., that, are often placed along flik parka' 'edge:
Along the ,City fRieetsingp tradO are encl
by tiny fences and coutroll as to growth, -

ing them a mann4 as well as a re Ike
appearance; several efees n tentr.a.I Park ave

.-:,'' -,,,i been furnished with arils that tell their -,

......, . ' plant histbries, and something.phOut their
hYsical characteristics: -

book about the city's various nature colIN-
is Collecting for the,City Natur&list, by

is J. Hussey and-Catherine PeSsino (Crowell,
§75), in which the authors outline several Ways

to gather recordser sgecimens and °Moth wild
"' '' and planted,city nature. '.. --f "":...

mit_ point Out, foreItunplkone naturalist's
collection in the citylhat.is usgally-ignored: the
rock collectiop that consists of, the city's stone
buildings. The authors' cautiously ,advise tie
reader to choose a derholished building, of ich
every city has many, for collecting speciment,

and explain a safe and easy way of going'about
this.

They also 'explain tethods for collecting
leaves, preserving bird trac , keeping ants, and
so on, with nice illustrations by Barbara Neill,
and. some notes on what original research any
careful observer can do. These are projects that
appeal to the reader's curiosity; aimed par-
ticularly at .those interested in thinking of
themselves as "scientists," an 'attitude not
overinsisted upon but clearly admired by the
authors:, ,

A naturalist observing nature regards II imsel£
as an observer; as a constant in the situation he
observes; as a professional. John Kieran, we
know, referred the amateur's pose, describing
natur largely in "persanaY' terms, by associa-
tion, so at his book, although it contains a
great ny facts, is probably about as in-,
teres gas he hiraself seem to a reader.r-
fain associations with nature are widely bald:
the cockroach's' usual 'reputation and the low'
status of weeds 'are example s\l of popular
associations that Miss Dowden a d the other
authors men 'o ed here have found it in

'terestingto ex re, as evidence of how nature,
as-part of the variousness of the world, both
altersipct is altered by our moods, feelings, and
view of the world. - e-

Still another way of looking at nature is that
of the story teller. In Make Way for Ducklings
(Viking, 1,69), Robert McCloskey tells-the Wry
of a family of ducks looking for a place to live.
They fly past the wilderness, sNthere they notice
predators likelyto make life uneasy for them,
and eventually Attie on a tiff land in the
Charles River in the healt- of-iposton,- from
which they fly all, over exploring the city.

These ducks are neither completely animals
acting ,like peoile nor people dressed up like

rand seem enough like both for us to
half-identify with them and so half-see the Ltity.
from an other-than-human perspective. Mrs.
'Mallard, having trained her children, takes
them around:

When at jiast she felt perfectly §atisfied with them,
she siaidsdne morning'. "Come along, children. Follow
me," Before ypu could wink an eyelash, Jack, Kack,.
Lack, Mack, Nack, Ouack, Pack and Quack fell into
line, just as they had been taught .. . Mrs. Mallard
stepped out to cross the road. "Honk, honk!" went the
horns on the speeding cars. "Qua-a-ack!" went Mrs,
Mallard as she tumbled back again. "Quack! Quack!
Qpack! Quack!" went Jack, gack, iock, Mack,'Nack,
Ouack, Pack. -and, Quack . '
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Readers of this book do not automatica liac-
quire puck scientific knowledge about chicks.
A9y explanation spoils the story, which is short
enough for anyone to read or have read to him. I
includefit here with books about "real" nature,

? as'it is often called, because thq story is a
wonderful one to have imagined, and because
the More nature comes, under human planning,
die more it' becomes what we imagine it to be.

, .
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"Th'e attitudes;'beliefs, and valuei acquired by children
thrbugh literature will exert tremendous influence offer
their adult behavior" Thomas A. More.
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An Analysis of Wildlife in. Children's Stories

by THOMAS A. MORE, Research Forester, USDA Forest Service,
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, Amherst,
Massachusetts.

P.

ABSTRACT. Urban people encounter wildlife in various ways. One
*' of the most important is the vicarious encounter with animals in

children's stories. The surprising number of children's animal
stories can be divided into three categories, each of which affects
children's beliefs, attitudes, and preferences for wildlife. Because
Children's stories may have such a lasting of t, we need to con-
sider the ways in which animals are portrd in theni.

URBAN CHILDREN .cOine 'into c tact with
wildlife in a variety of ways. y purpose

this paper is to discuss some Of these-types of
mounters, and the effects o children, with
articular emphasis on child 's stories.
Ina world of concrete and pa ment, animals

once coMmion ha long since dis ppeared, and
have been repl by pigeons, rats, and squirrels.
An occasional raccoon's vit becomes a major
event in' a

of
neighborhood, and the

7 appearanee of a deer provides a topic of family
conversation for days.'

To a child up in such an environme t,
the opportunity\ to experience some types ofhl
wildlife is severely limited. Yet childhood is the..
,very time when we are subject to the formation,
of attitudes, preferences; beliefs and valires.that
will go'vern ou behavior for our remaining
adult life. R earch has indicated that
preferences for ecreatiOnal activities acquired
in childhood, are Major determinants of adult

. . recreatiotal preferences (Sofrenko and Nolan
.--.. 1972, Yeosting a Burkhead 1973, Strong 1951).

The main factor i g erating these preferences
is frequency of p rtici ation as a child. I believe
a similar process urs, 'in the 'formation of
preflerences for, cni aversions to, different
sff c es of 'wildlife. The morfrequently a 'child
As exPosed.to i species, the lore faqiliar he or
she will become with it, and the greateehis orb

- 7. 4.1

?ler preference for it will become.

.,
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At first glance,`this implies that Only pigeons,
eats, squirrels, acid similar city-dwelling
animals, will be preferred in file- future. Not.
true. Some people like pigeonsheri only
tolerate them; and still ether's vilify them. ger:
tainly no on d i onsider the rat to be one of
the animal ' om's heroes. At.the same time,

'there is every indication th'at people value con-
tacts with bears, deer, and other animals that
occur infrequently in urban envitonments. The
b'aslc reason for this .is that peopleand es-
pecially childrenencounter animals in other
ways than by simple direct observation.

TYPES OF 'LEARNING,
ENCOUNTERS

WITH WILDLIFE

When children learn about a specific animal,
the leztning will be the result of one of three
bapic types of encounterstwith wildlife: direct
natural experiences, direct artificial ex-
periences, and- vicarious experiences. Direct
natural experiences occur when a child en-
counters An, animal directly in its natural
habitat. These_ encounters give the child an op-
portunity to observe the animal and its behavior
in a natural setting.-Learning this kind of en-
co nter comes from simpl observation
as ociated with curiosity, This sort, of learning

0
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has generally been considered inferior to learn- curiosity kind, but in. some cases learning with
ing, with reward, but is quite potent none- reward is possible. For instance, many zoos and
theless.-In fact, in' learning about animals coin- nature centers provide quizboards with petcep-
monly.found near a child's home, observational- tual rewards like flashin4, lights for correct
learfilai may well be the most important sort of responses. Thus, the child is rewarded for learn-

` learning because it occurs with greater frequen- ing about the animal.
cy' than other kinds of learning. Generally, the direct artifical contact with

Using the behavior, of ani 1 lb its wildlife is the least important of the three.
.

Natural habitat as a er hen the infor- T1TOugh a tremendous demand exists for these
mational accuracy of direc ural experiences kinds of facilities, I doubt that the average child .

is 100 percent. Through hese encounters the spends a great deal of time in them over the
child learns that a flock igeons can be at- course of a year, In addition, these are percep-
tracted by popcorn, but that sudden move- tually rich environments with so large a number .
ment will startle them. Or that squirrels are of animals competing for a child's attention that,
agile in jumping from tree to tree, and that they the child may not learn a great deal about any
fear dogs. Or that rabbits first freeze and specific one.
then run away if frightened. The third type of encounter with wildlife is

But, while this type of learning may be fac- the vicarious experience. Here, the child never ,
tually accurate, its overall importance is, severe- come in contact with the animal at .all, but

,"
ly limited by the urbanization trends mentioned learns \a bout it indirectly through some alter-
above. Animals, of course, afe not distributed' native source. Sources of this/37'pe)f experience
evenly over the landscape, and the peebability of include television, newspapers, movies, peers,
having direct ftatitral experiences with many adults, and, of course, children's literature.
species is qu410/. Moreover, tough cities do It is with this vicarious type of wildlife con--
support a wariety of animal -species, many, of tact that the factlial contenemay reach a low
these-animals are nocturnal and thus are active ebb. To be sure, there are many factually ac-
at a-lime when most elildrin areopable Tcurate4eleVision shows and movies about
o6se'Ve Them \-...animals, but even these reach the child, only

The second type of encduriter with wildlife is through akeditor.who may choose to emphasize
the aired artificial experience. In this case, the such things, as the playfulness of immature
child, can, qbs'erva the aniMal directly, but in a members of a species, or the like. It is hard not -
sit1261in vaNak-kht. animal is removed from its to view the main subject of an animal show as a
natural habitat. 43.)camples. include zoos, hero.:2
museums,,circuses, and nature study programs It is, however, in childresis literature where
in schools. Though the informational accuracy the greatest misinform tion occurs: bears in
of such-encounters may be fairlyhigh thanks/6i pants, crows with hats, ucks mowing lawns,
many of the interpretide signs found in these in- squirrels living in house etc. A major kind

learning involved'in this type of encounter with
wildlife. is paired-associate learning (Stevenson
1972} Iv....tids type of learning, words that -
appear together frequently 'become associated.

"Thin, children come irearn about the sly fox,
the big bad wolf, th s ow turtle, or the friendly
bunny. In fact, these-adjectives may represent
the very foundations of anthropomorphism. It
would be interesting to investigate the freq n-
cies with which certain adjectives are associated
with different sptcies. .

Vicarious contacts with wildlife may well be.
the child's single most important source of con-
tact. A child who grows up in the city may have
linked opportunities for the other type-tot
wildlife exmieaces,,but oppoffunities Tbt,

-,.

",:.'" 0
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stitutions, it is substantially less than in direct,
encottters because the animal'snvironment is
not natural, and because the animal's behavior
will have been 'altered in some way. For exam-

. ple, Bears in the.wild do not sit up and beg for
marshmallows as do bears In zoos; birds do not
live in sttrile glass cases surrounded by,,,dther
birds of different species as they are found in
museums; and certainly no one would claim(ttat
the behaviort circus animals even comes close
to that of aniMals in the wild. Thus, though the
informational accuracy of this type of encounter
is fairy high, thewgtill may be a fair amountof
misinformation in this kind of encounter.

The primiiy type of learning associated with
these encountxs is still the observation-

-
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vicarious contacts are virtually unlimjted.
Moreover, tlrugh mucLof the children's
literature dealing with, animals is nonfiction,
some research has indicated that children prefer
fantasy to fact in their to ies. This could cer-,

Mainly be expected to co und the problem of
informational accuracy.

.

ANIMAL-CHARACTERS IN .

CHILDREN'S STORIESa

and animals as animals. "Ourselves in fur" is
the oldest type 'of talking-beast folk tale.. In
these stories, represented by Aesop's Fables,
The Wild in the Willows, and Peter Rabbit,, the
animals talk to one, another and are subject to
the same follies, foibles, and virtues as humans.
These stories are preferred by the youngest
'children, perhaps because they can recognize
characteristics of us adults in the iharp4-ers.
The outraged_and outrageous malevolence of an
infuriated Donald Duck strikes a chord within
11 of us. San (1969) has condemned this type of

tale as being a" cornerstone of anitro'-
pomorphism.

As children age, however, their tastes change
and they come to prefer the more complex tales/
of animals as animalsbut talking. In these
stories, represented by Kipling's Jungle Books
or Hans Christian Anderson's Ugly Duckling,
the animals lack all human attributes except the
powers of thought and speech.

The third type Of animal taleanimals as
animalsis more realistic because the animals
lack all human attributes: they behave only as
animals. Examples include such books as
Margurite Henry's horse stories and The Yearl-
ing' by Marjorie Rawlings, Arbuthnot believes
that in this type of children's fiction animals are
-portrayed; with the greatest objectivity and
realism. Sheds probably correct. Yet it is impor-
tant to remember, that what is objective and,
realistic to a specialist in children's literature
may seem somewhat less so to a biologist.
Statistically, the number of chltdren who'
manage to befriend bobcats or whehave the op-
portunity to 'nurture a wounded fawn must be
quite limited, yet .city children may come to
believe that this is a standard part of rural life
because it happehs'all the tiine'in books,.

D.espite thetlaims fir realism and objectify
in the third type of story,. I believe that it is-
these"tories thaf contribute most to popular
misconceptions. about wildlife. In Frettdian
terms, thesePstories are read .during Elie iderr,

Children's& books can be placed in relatively .

few categories, including adventure, histOry,
s, biography,. what tp do when you grew

pp, etc. And, of course, animal stories.
L; To estimate the importancelf animal them%
as(a topic, I, used thq title index of Children's
Bociks in Prot 1972 (Xerox 1972), to make a list
of titles tioat included either "animal",
"waidlife"or the name of a. particular 'type of
animrkgtories about zoos and farmebere also
included because they so often are about
animals. In some this resulted in the in- ,

n of books with little or nothing to do with
anima s.- For instance, a ,story about Sitting
Bull, which 14,ete do with Indians, not animals,
would be included. On the other hank this
criterion . excluded other stories containing-
wiplife characters because no6ention of them
was made in the title. It was f trating to have
to'pass up such obvious contegarrs as Little Red -
Riding Hood' and Bambi because no mention of

occurred in their titles. ,

In 1972, out of about 40,250 children's books in
print, 5473-13.6 percenthad lone-or more
animals mentioned in the title) suspect this
figure is somewhat 'low because of the problem's
with the criterion mentioned above, but I have
no empirical ju'stification for, this belief.
Moreover, while litoks were not coded into the
other categories, I would not be surprised to
hear that animal books, were the single most
frequent type of book in a children's literatufe.

EFFECTS OF ANIMAL TALES

hildren's responses 40 and preferences for-
themesin literature vary With age and

story content. Arbuthnot (1957, 1969) suggests
that thereare three categories of animaUtories:

.ourseIves in fur,,animals as animals but talking,

"

,

tification and latent stages of deveLsopment-the r.
stages where children acquire file geliefs'and
values that will dovernitheir behavior for thrp. .
remainder of theirlivei. .

. 4Some pepple have argued at 1even ung -0
children can differentiate bet en fantasy and': ;
reality. When they read t first type of..i}fory ..,.

(ourselves i fur),1,hey know that the rabbit, ip
th4:4ard will ,notibe wearing a jacket like the
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rabbit in the book. Similarly, they may be aware
that their pets or the animals at the zoo do not
talk as do the animals in the Second type of
story. But, in the third type of story, fact and
fantasy becomevirtually inseparable, 'Fru& the
animals do not talk or think and they must
struggle for survival, but they are just as often
given-human emotional characteristics such as
loneliness, sadness, joy, and so forth. Consider
the powerful effect that a story like The Ysarl-
ing must have on a susceptible child.. In this
story the pet fawn must eventually be shot
_because it has been eating the garden. What
effects might this type of _story have on
children's attitudes toward deer?

The attitudes, beliefs, and values acquired by
children through literature will exert tremen-
dous influence over their adult behavior. The
preferences for and aversions to different
species obtained in childhood stick with us for a
long time. And these preferences may well be
the cause of significant problems for wildlife
man agerri e ,

Proverbial among,such problem is, of coil*,
the sad case of "the big bad wolf". The image of
the wolf in children's media is thought to have
been a major factor in its almost complete
elimination throughout most of the United
States. Foitunately, the wolf now seems to be
getting some bettir press (Erickson AN).

But other managemeht problems persist. The
rapid growth of anti-huntirig sentiment in the
United States (Klein 1973) is,probably at least
partially attributable to.Such children's stories
as Barnbi and The Yearling...Whatever one
thinks of hunting, wildlife managers feel that it
is one".of their most important management
ton's for controlling wildlife populations. In

--many areas, deer herds have proliferated to a
point where they may do irreparable damage to,
their habitat. Yet the sentiment against hunting
them nay be so strong as to force a court deci-
sion on the issue.

Yet ano.ther mortant. problem in ,many
National, Forests and National' Parks -comes
from people-bear interaction. Rangers in
ShenadoaR*National PnIci(Ifi,,i.ssirtger 1974, per!:
sonal communitatimn) have told me.that much
of their time is spent protecting people from
bears (or perhaps visOre'rlial.,Not only do

44'

A

children wanCto see bear cubs, but frequently
they will fight one another to get close enough to
pet one. These are dangerous tacticsifthe adult
female bear should be nearby.

Why this extreme desire to touch a bear?
Bears are one of the most popular subjects in
children's books. Consider the image they pre-
sent. Occasiorially they play the villian, as in the
Uncle Remus stories; but more often they, are
portrayed as being slightly dull and rather com-
io, as in the story of Goldilocks and the The
Bears. Movies and television shows often foc s
on bear cubs enjoying romps through field d

forest. Is -many wonder that children love bears?
Id examine other wildlife _people

problems in the same light, but the key point is
that the image of animals created in childhood
tends to persist. The content of this image will
be dependent on the information the child
receives about the animal. With successive
generations growing up in large cities, a prime
source of such inforrhation is children's
liteNture. Just as the women's liberation move-
ment is concerned with howyornen are por-
trayed in this literature, sdwemust bt concern-
ed with the image of the natural environment' it
presents.
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"Attitudes most difficult to transfer through e;lemen-
tary sehoOl environmental education programs, are
those that concern natural ecological process /such as
the life-death cycle of livieg,organisms" - Job C. Ben
jamin, George H. Moeller, and Douglas A. rrison
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. Measuring Environmental Attitudes-ot_
'Elementary School Students /

by JOHN C. BENJAMIN, ;)
DOUGLAS A. MOARISON,. ctively, Park' Ranger; USD1

GEORGE H. MOELLER< and'

National Park Sertice, Lake Me , Nevada; Program Coordinator,
Pinchot Institute for Environmental Forestry Research; USDA
Forest Service, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, Upper
Darby, Pa.; and Research Associate, Department of Managerial
andSocial Sciences, SUNY College of Environmental Science and
Forestry, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.

ABSTRACP. A modified semantic
of

was developed to
measure environmental attitudes of sixth-raters. Classes were
selected to . represent different, socioeconomic and residence
backgrounds and degrees of previous exposure to structured en-
vironmental programs., Results indicate that: exposure toi..en-
Viionmental education fosters favorable environmental attitudes;
socioeconomic backgrOund and exposurie to environmental educa-
tion do not influence attitudes toward familiar, nOnwater natural
elements;. urban students from 16w socioeconomic neighborhoods

unfamiliar, with natural prodeises involvinvii7 water resources;
attitudes most easily transferred identify as a contributor to
environmental roblems; and attitudes most difficult to transfer
deal with ecolo 'cal processes. Results provide a wayto measure
children's en onmental attitudes and suggest a way. to develop
'environments programs for specific student groups.

a.

THE INCREASED EMPHASIS placed 'on
environmental education in public schools is

an important development of the contemporary
ecology movement. The transfer of knowledge
about environmental systems is'basic to success-
luPenvironmental tation programs. But an
eqtrally important --r _lt of environmental edu-

gation is the extent to which the students'
attifuc;e6 are changed by their exposure to such
programs (Caldwell 1970): Studies have been

." car led out to test retention and cognitions, jut
t e.effect on attitudes of exposure to environ-

ental education has gone largely unexplored.
A device for measuring attitudes toward the

environment would be 'of value for identifying
-

students' attitudes before they embark on an en-
. . ..,

vironmental education program. With this in-
formation, the instructor could put additional
effort into areas where 'the students' en-
vironmental attitildes are poor, and spend lesi
time on topics toward which they already have
favorable attitudes. The same measuring device
could be used determine change in en,
vironmental attic de 'after the program has
been completed.

The *Purpose of this study was to develop and
testa method of detecting differences in elemen-
tary school children's environmental attitudes,
and to use the method to find possible reasons
for differences between childrep exposed to
sttuctu d. environmental education programs
and th e not exposed.
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'grade public school studentsone school within
.

the city of Syracuse, New York, and two schools
in a nearby suburban community: A fourth
study group consisted of graduate students and
faculty at the State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry.

The first study group consisted of t5 sixth-
grade students from a school_ in an aging
residential neighborhood in -Syracuse, 'new
York': The median family incomes for the two
census tracts frdm which the students were
drawn were $7,241 and $7,600 and the median
housing values were $12,500 and $15,200 (US.
Bureau of Census 1970) . This,-group had not been
exposed .to a structured environmental educa-
tion program.

The second group consisted of 37 students
from a sixth-grade class at a school Zmil'es from
the center of a suburban community. The newly
constructed building is in a rural setting, with a
woods bordering on the school playground The
median family income in the suburb coin-
munity was $14;625 and the median housing
value was $32,000. No special. effort had been
made to teach the students about conservation
or the environment.

The third studentgroup consisted of 18 sixth-.
grade student //who attended a renovated
former high sch I near, the center of the subur-
ban community. The family income and
the median housing value were the same as for
the other suburban school. This group had been
engaged in a coordinated environmental educa-
tien program during the school year before the
study. -

The final group., our criterion group, was
made up of 12 faculty members and graduate
students from the State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry
at Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York. It
was assumed that these individuals, all of whom
had at least 5 years of college-level study in
some aspect of the natural environment, held
ideal' environmental attitudes.

, .

THE STUDY GROUPS
Three study groups,were drawn frem sixth-

method should measure specific attitudes about
environmental topics (e.g. the role of decomposi-

. tion, air, pollution, etc.). It should also measure
the intensity of aa-atitude so that change in at-
titudes could, be detected.

To meet these 'criteria, a technique was
developed that used 24 color slides of various
atural and man-dominated environments and

elements in these environments. A modified
form of the semantic differential was used to
solicit attitudes toward the scenes (Osgoodet al:
'1957). The semantic differential was adjusted to
the comprehension le-vel of the sixth -grade
students. The test instrument was set up so that
students could judge each of the slides in terms
of three adjective pairs; beautiful ugly; bad-
good; happy-Sad. The range of alternatives
between ddscriptive adjective pairs on each
semantic scale was limited to -five: e.g., very
good, good, neither good nor bad, bad, and very
bad.

The order in which the adjective pairs
appeared for each of the 24 slides was randomly
determined. However, in each instance the
polarity of the second adjective pair was reverS-

'ed. Combined with the random order of oc-
currence, this reversal of polarity forced the
students to read each of alternatives careful-
ly. The reversal also helped to break up response
patterns like marking all the choices in one
column. Thus, a typical set of scales fora slide
was: /1

Very BeautiAl Neither ugly Ugly V,ery,
beautiful nor beautiful '7 ugly.

Very bad Bad Neither good Good Voir
nor bad it good

Very Happy Neit hap- Sdd Very
happy py n sad

. STUDY PROCEDURE"
. The optimal device for measuring en-
vironmental attitudes should sample attitudes
on a wide range of environmental topics. The

-96

DATA ANALYSIS
Individual' student responses on each scale.

were assigned numerical scores as follows:,

1 = VERY: Good, beautiful, or happy.:
2 = Good, beautiful, or happy
3 = NEITHER,: Good as bad

Beautif nor ugly
Happy n r sad.

4 = Bad, ugly or sad'
5 =VERY Bad, ugly or sad

k.



An average responseOne for each slide
scenewas obtained from each subject by ad-
ding the three scale score responses and dividing-
by three: This scorV-provided an indiction of the
student's relative attitude toward the particular
slide scene.

Scheffe's method for multiple comparisons
(Guenther 1964) was used to compare
statistically the group response dis ibution of
each elementary school geOup with hose of the
criterion` group for each scene. he null
hypothesis tested was that the response dis-
tribution of each of the student groups was the
same as that of the criterion group. The
magnitude and direction of differences between
to responses of individual elementary school
gfoups and those of the faculty and graduate
student criterion group provided the basis for
evaluating the impact of organized environmen-
tal education on elementary school students' en-
vironmental attitudes.

STUDY RESULTS'
In-discussing results, the study groups will be

referred to as follows:

CriterionFaculty .and graduate student
group

High E.E.High socioeconomic suburban
group with environmental education

High N.E.E. High socioeconomic suburban
group with no environmental education

Low N:E.E.Low socioeconomic urban
group with no environmental education

ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES,
EDUCATION AND
SbCIOECONOMIC
BACKGROUND

The average group responses to each of the 24
slide scenes and results of statistical tests are
shown in table 1. Scenes in table 1 are arranged
so that statistically significant 4ifferences
between student gr4ups and the criterion group,
can be examined for possible factors that un-
derlie particular attitudes, e.g., whether group
differences are due to exposure to 9rganized en-
vironmental education programs, to socioeco-
nomic or urban background, to residence ex-

osure, or, perhaps, to age.

Attitudes toward scenes 1 through 9 (table 1)
did not show statistically significant differences
between any of the student groups and the
cirterion group. Most- notably, these .-rcenes
:describe nonwater natural landscape features
and wildlife. The littered street scene alsso
appears in this category. Environmental educa-

, tion programs that concentrate on these aspects
of the en yironment may help to improve student
understanding of the processes represented but
would not substantially change their already
desirable attitudes.

Students i.n, the Low N.E.E. group held
significantly different attitudes toward scenes
10 through 14 froin those of the other groups
(table 1). This difference may be accounted for
by their lack of everyday exposure to the
processes sh.own in these scenes. Although
seashores and swamps are valuable Oements of
natural environments, urban students from
lower socioeconomic grtups are less likely to be
exposed to them than suburban students from
higher 'socioeconomic backgrounds. Except for
theiscene showing pine sawfly larvae, all scenes
in 'this group involve water in some form. It
would seem that for the 'most immediate
benefit, an environmental education program
directed toward inner city school children
should be developed around water4esource uses.

Regardless of socioeconomic background,,
students who were not: exposed to the enL
vironmental edVation piogram held
significantly higher attitudes about aspects of
the environment shown in scenes 15 through 21
(table 1). Most'of these scenes show man-altered
environments or man-made inventions that may
have adverse environmental effects. Here lies
the most dramatic impact of an organized en-
vizionmental education programto' clarify the
role that man plays in inflUencing the operation
of natural envirpnmental systems:

Regardless of socioeconomic background,
residence, or exposure to environmental educa-
tion, all student groups held signifier tly
different attitudes from those of the critikion
group toward scenes 22 throh 24 (table 1). The

,scenes that showed natural processes, fungi on a
log and the skeleton of a deer, were given lower
attitude` ratings, and the scene of housing
developrhent was given a higher attitude rating
by student groups than by the.cirterion group.
Thus, study results suggest that natural.en-
vironmental processesrecycling through the
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Table 1.-Aierage responseli-to slide scenes and statistical differences
between groups

a

Slide scene
Group mean attitude toward scene

Criterion High ,E.E. High N.E.E. Low N.E.E.

1. Maintain lake
2. High mountains
3. De* in field
4: Farm country,
5.' Desert 4.0
6. Zhed in woods
Pr. k.rairie dog
8. iftattlesnalce
9. Littered street

1.56
1.64
1.67
1.72
2.00
2.00
2.14
2.58
4.42

1.65
1.59
1.39
1.57
2.33
1.80
1.6,9
3.02
4.50 ,

1.63
1.55
1.34
1.46
2.25
2.12
1.65 ,

4.59

1.74
1.91
1.48
1.46
2.57
2.38
2.21
3.10 .
4.21 =

10 /Seashoreshore 1.69 2.09 1.89 2.51*

11. Swamp 2.47 2.96 3.21 3.62*

12: Pine sawflyjarvae 3.06 3.37 3.77 4.15'
13. Sludge pit

. 14. Polluted stream
4.14
4.33

4.00
4.0

4.05
3.70

3.06*
3.52*

15. Subway station 3.33 3.02 2.81' 214*
16. Downtown street 3.53 2.96 2.78* 1.90

Y?- Airport -) 3.56 3.07 2.71* 2.30'
48. Jet airplane 3.64 2.98 2.70* 2.05
19. City buildings 3.89: 3.45 2.87* 2.41'
20. Old houses 4.09 3.48 3.39'- 3.25'
21. Air pollution 4.20 3.79 3.41 2.84'

' 22. Fungi on log 2.08 2.72' 3.08* 3.65*.
23. Skeleton of deer 2.78 3.61' 3.76 3.86*

24. Housing development 3.64 2.37* 2,.11*-\ 1.52'

'Response difference statistically significant at the .05 level betweencriterion and student
group using Sheffe's method.

life cycle-cannot easily be taught to eknen: . Table 2.-§cenel classified according to
tary school children. Similarly, elementary environthental category depicted a.
school children haVe difficulty understanding
the,impactofinan-made alterations qn thifunc-_,
tioning of natural ecosystems.

RESULTS BY KIND'OF SCENE
The 24 slides Were clasdified as (1°) natural en-

vironments, (2) wildlife, Z3) natural processes,
(4) man-altered environments, (5') pollutio'n,,and
(6) m,,eclern inventions (table 2). The following

ences in responsei were found within
these categories:

Natural ,,Efivironments
The natural environments category contained

five scenes of natural areas with no evidence of
man:s.influence (table 2). The Low N.E.E. group
gave significantly more negative responses to
the swamp and seashore slide's than did. the
criterion group (table 1). -It might be surmised
that the children in this group, from .ur'ban
families with limited, income, had not had the
o.pportunity to visit the seashore as frequently
as the children from higher ifICOIne, fantilies.

,

Natural Environinents

Mountain lake (1)
High mountains (2)
Desert (oi
Seashore (10)
Swamp (11)

Wildlife

'Deer in field (3)
*Prairie dog (7)

Rattlesnake (8)

Natural Processes

Pine savifly larvae (12)
, Fungi on log (22)
Skelefon,of deer (23)

Modern Inventions

Airport (17)
Jet airplane (18)

ManAltered Environments

Farm country (4)
Shed in woo
SubwaySubway station (15)
Downtown street (16)
City buildings (19)
Old houses (20)
Housing development (24)

Pollution

Littered street (9)
-Sludge pit (13Y
Polluted, stream 14)
Air pollution (21)

a Number. in parenthesis refers to scene number in
Table 1.

Therefore, they responded froth a position of un-
familiarity, which, tin this case, fostered a
negative environmental attitude. Students in
the High E.E. and High N.E.E. groups shared
similar;, attitudes about these scenes. Thus,
results indicate that :environmental education
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programs do not substantially influence already
favorable student attitudes toward natural en-
vironments..

Wildlife Scenes
The Wildlife category contained three slidd

scenes (table 2). No statistically significant
differences were found between any of the stu-
dent groups and the criterion group. All student,
groups, regardless of their exposure to en-
vironmental educaton or socioeconomic
background, rated wildlife scenes in the sable
Way as the c iterion group.

Natural Pr esses
The three sl es in the natural processes

category were u ed to determine student at\
.titudes toward t vital processes of returning
nutrients to the soil through the natural life cy-
cle (table 2). I e Low N.E.E. group held
significantly more ative attitudes toward all
three of these scenes an the criterion group.
Both the' High E.E. an High N.E.E.` groups
held *gnificattly more tgative -attitudes
toward, he fungi on log and skeleton of deer-
scenes (table .1). These results suggest .that
regardless of socioeconomic level or previous ex-
posure to environmental education programsn
the attitudes of sixth-grade elementary school
students toward natural processes that operate
environmental systems are relatively consis-
tent.

Modern InventionsThe.The modern inventions category contained
two slides of airplanes (table 2). These scenes
were included to ascertain'students' attitudes
toward modern inventions that account for a
great deal a environmental damage. Both the
High N.E. E: and Low N.E.E.'held significantly
,more favorable attitudes toward these two
scenes than the criterion group. Noise and air
pollution caused by airplanes do not appear to
be recognized by students who are not exposed
to environmental education. These subjects
were covered during the environmenta).,educa-
tion program of the High E.E. group. Their at-
titudes compared closely with those of the,
criterion.group,(table 1),

Man-altered Environments ,

This category contained seven slides showing
human, alterations of the natural environment
of various intensities (table 2). The scenes rang-

p

ed from very little alteration (shed in woods) to
complete human domination of the environment
(city buildinR).

Except for sheds in woods and farm countrq,
the High N.E.E. and Low N.E.E. groups held
significantly more positive attitudes toward all
scenes depicting man-altered environments
than did the criterion group. The response of the
High E.E. group was nearly identical to that of
the criterion group on all' scenes, except that
they held a significantly more positive attitude
toward -the housing development scene (table 1).
These results, suggest that organized en-
vironmental education programs significantly
alter students' attitudes toward the effed of
mans' development activities on environmental

'systems.
The attitudes of all three of the student

groups differed most from those of the criterion
group on the scene depicting housing develop-

ment. All student groups held significantly
more positive attit'ddes than the criterion group
did. The criterion soup evidently saw much
more in this scene than did the studfilts.
Regardless of exposure to organized VII,

vironmental education programs, elementary
school children appear to lack the sophistication
of thought required to associate prban hotsing,
development with overpopulation and the qua.:
ty of life.

A

Pollution
Environmental pollution. was'lhown in four

slide scenes (table 2): The Low N.E.E. grotip
held significantlyhigher attitudes toward three
of the four scenes than did the criterion group.
)3oth the High E.E. and High N.E.E. groups had
attitudes like those of the criterion group (table
2). With the possihie excerition of the littered
Street, the scenes in the pollution category

.should have been equally familiar to allheaub-
jects. Theseusults suggest. that attitude toward
pollution is more a functiOn of residence than of
exposure teen ironmental education:

All test expressed their most negative
attitude towar the littered street scene. The

ofact that all groups unanimously gave this scene
the most negative responsels perhaps testimony
to the numerous and widely publicized `anti-
litier campaigns waged over recent years.

The results obtained in this category show a
wine disparity in the subject's abilities to dis-
tinguish between a natural and polluted condi-
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tion. The criterion group made a very obvious
and trn phatic distinction between a.natUral area
with no evidence of environmental damage and
an almost hopelessly polluted situation. Thee
High E.E. group's reactions were quite obvious
but not as emphatic. By comparison, the High
N.E.E. group made little differentiation. The
LoN.E.E. group-actually held a mote positive
attitude toward the polluted stream than they
did toward the, swamp. /

CONCLUSIONS
The followhig conclusions appear to be ap-

Kopriately drawn from 'results of this study:
The 'slide evaluation technique,isa workable
method for measuring sixth-grade school
children's environmental attitudes.
The concepts on which the attitude-measuring
method depends do net Appear to be difficult
for eleinentary school students'to understand
or accpt.
Children exposed to an organized environmen-
ta education program held attitudes about
various'environmental/AnditiOns significant-
ly diffeient from those of ch'ildren who receiv-
ed little or no exposure to environmental
education. Attitudes of children who were ex-
posed to environmental education prograins
were more corp arable to those of college-
trained enviro mental specialists than to
thoe of child en who had received little ex-
posure to env ronreental education.

Neither socioeconomic background nor ex-
posure to an environmental education
program influenced already favorable student -
attitudes toward familiar nonwater elements
of natural 'environments,
Children from lower socioeconomic levels and
with urban backgrounds would benefit most
from environmental education progrAms
oriented toward unfamiliar nAtural processes,
particularly water-resource (fises,
Attitudes most easily transferred .through
.elementary school environmental education
programs are those that relate the role lilt
man-plays as a contributor to environmental
problems. ,

Attitudes, most difficult to transfer through
elementary school environmental education
programs are those that concern natural
ecological processes such as the life,death cy-
cle of -living organisms.
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"In general, the qualitative studi% find considerable
positive influence for urban children in c'arnp.and out-
door e.ducati,on experienees. . ..The findings from qua,n-
titative stoudies'provide a less optimistic perspective.-
William R. Burch, Jr,
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tifloa'p Children and NatUre:
- A Summarof Research on Camping

antrOutdocir Education

by WILLIAM R. BURCH, Jr., Associate Professor of Forestry and
Sociology, School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Yale
University. r

ABSTRACT. This paper,reports the preliminary findings of an ex-
tensive bibliographic search that identified studies or urban
children in camp and outdoor education programa'. These 'studies
were systematically abstracted and classified qualitatiVe or quan-

. titative. Twenty-five percent of the abaracted studies were quan-
titative. The major findings; techniaret of study, and policy
suggestipns Of thd studies are summarized. In general, the
qualitative studies report considerable positive influence for urban
children involved in camp and outdoor education experiences. The
qu'a,nti'tative studies find only slight changes or changes for only
small proportion of the campers. The changes reported in the quan-

Ntitative studies are often attributed to the break in routine or tp the
class backgrounds of the campers rather than' to the camp ex..;
perience. This paper suggests that more refined quantitative
research and more modest qualitative research are needed.

ors
CHILDREN, 'NATURE AND URBAN

PLACES are topics rich in published
studies. Perhaps such a richness reflects our
overwhelming expectations for all three.

--Children represe a o for an improved
future. Nature een the green innocence
from which we. have extracted our material
'riches and to which we return in search of our
self-understanding (Burch 1971). "Urban places
are'where most of us continue to live, .in some
mixture pf pride and despair. Still, it remains an
interesting question whether hope arid in-
nocence can cure our despair.

This paper will take no steps toward answer-
ing ouch large questions. Even when wtake a
'very much narrower topic/such as outdoor
education and camp programs for urban
children we find a wide divergence of ap-
proaches. There are those Whose primary in-

s

terest is in observing- the regularities of
behavior which occur in such settings. There are

,

those whose primary interest is in ensuring that
urban-children enjoy and appreciate their con-
tact with nature. And finally there are those
who think that urban life could be made more
vital and humane if natural settings were part
of all urban design.

In general, these three approaches tend to
'divide among professional specialties. Persons
concerned with behavior tend tb be acadeniic
researchers such as geographers, psychologists,
sociologists,'physiologists, and physical educa-
tion specialists. Persons concerned with the
child's enjoyment tend to be educators, camp
managers, social workers, and so forth. Persons
concerned with nature in the city tend to be
architects, foresters, parks and recreation
specialists, and so forth. Except for this sym-
posium these three groups seldom meet

. together, seldom read one another's journals or
other writings and seldom consider the ex-
istence of the other groups except to assign the
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responsibility for solving "people" problems or
"design" problems or "management" problems
to one of the other grouz.Ourvision needs to be
enlarged.

As a start, I offer the preliminary findings of
an extensive bibliographic search which idea
tified studies on urban children in *camp and
outdool- education, programs. From this search
my students al3d I identified over 200 items
which could' be called "studies" (articles With a
reasonably systematic report of observed
relationships). Reports and articles which were
mostly polemical or basically -operational (how
to keep the plumbing working) were. omitted-
The others we're systematically abstracted anti
classified by whether the reported observations
were "qualitative" or "quantitative."

The following pages report some of our find-
ings. I will first indicate something of the
differences between the qualitative and quan-
titative studies. Then I will summarize the
material that has been abstiacted.'

r

QUALITATIVE STUDIES
, .

This term'refers, to a varied body of literature
dealing with youth and the camping experience.
Here we find discussions of how to. design a
camp or camp program, descriptions of the
operation or histor,y of a particular camp
program, accounts or testimonials concerning
the benefits of came, experience, and general

- philosophical discussions on the needs for and
values of the camp experience. Many of the ar-
ticles combined several of these approaches.,

This type of literature most commonly
appeared in journals such as the American

'School Board :Journal, The Child. Recreation,
. Interhational Journal. of Religious Educaqon,

Childh rd Education and so forth. Another.
-ocomm source is publications put o'ut by the,

camps and camp organizations'about
thtmsel.ves (e.g., L. B. Sharp, Education curd the

Summer Camp [Life Carqps];- J. Liebetman,
Creative Camping [Pioneer Youth Camps]).

An interesting side issue which enierged in
our abstracting was 'the tendency for .camp
management to reflect goals and techniques

. similar to those found in industrial ,manage-

'Those m.ho m.ish a more detailed bibliowaphy and a discus-. sion of the technuwe followed in our abstracting process
should contact the author

merit at the time. The early approach (up fo they
1.90s) in camp management stressed a.. finely
structure program with motivation based on an
elaborate and competitive reward system, anti
with the physical health and well-being of the

. camper as a primary concern. This management
pattern resembles the "scientific management"

time and motion studies) approach to in-
duWial management which was popular at that
'time. In the 1930s there was a shift in
"progressive" camps" to more concern with

t managing the carivers' experiences. This is
r§imilar to its contemporary;human relations",

approach in industrial management (e.g.,
Western Electric studies.) The more recent

.cooperative carps, in which the campers make
decisions as a group, seem to echo a Concern
with' decisidnzmaking processes'similar to the
recent `.'decision theory". (i.e., industrial
democracy) approaCh irr industrial manage-
ment. We do not know whether these trends
were "real" is simply an artifact of the kinds of
studies we abkrgted, yet such trends should in-
trigue camp andrecreation professionals as well
as academic researchers.

QUANTITATNE STUDIES r

Quantitative studies focus on a specific
research question or problem. These studies
employ a-definite research design which lends
itself to replication, they attempt some form of,
objective measurement and use some form of
statistical analysis. In the ideal case, the
problem under consideration is related to some
aspect of systematIc theory. Thisls seldom the

.case; most researehts simply tackle a reasearch
_question that inter is them or their sponsors.
There is also a small set of aaieles that discuss
techniques of measurement and data collection.
--Generally boOks and articles of the quan-
titativetype appear in the standard professional
journals (e,.g., .Journal of Social Issues or Jour-
nal of Allicaii( nal Ps yclro(4gp
Jfrofeisional 'ournals such a
physical e ucation, and
Research uarterly, Journa of Leisure
Research).. -Other common soutces are theses
and privately published (or mimeographed)
research reports.

The importance of this type of literature for
future research efforts is obvious. An examina-
tion of previous research indicates what has

in specialized
ose on health,

ation (e.g.,
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already been done, whal results were obser*,
what problems were enco9ntered, and what.
solutions or future questions are suggested.
However, such literatiare is only a small portion
of the available litetature On leisure. Of 197
books and articles selected from indexes' and
bibliographies on th basis of their titles which
seemed related to hildren and camping, no
more than 4b (25 percent) were quantitative.

SUMMARY OF, FINbINGS
Selected Qualitatire Studies of
Camping and dUtdoor Education
'for ChildreA and Youth

The qualitativetstudies are not easily reduced
to tables, standardized measures and reported
tests of significahte.-These summaries illustrate
the range' of observation, insight, and
generalization provided by such studies. They
ate divideil by topic.
Outdoor education Dryden (1936) repotts that

.'campIng serves a unique educational purpose by
stimulating self-discovery and self-edutation.
Grubb (1943) argues that camp and school lire
shoulPbe 'correlated and integrated because
their aims and purposes are-the same. Brimm
(1959) suggests that -schbolWork and school-
sponsored It amping education and experiences

,should cvnplement each other, Johnson (1959)
argues that a'school divorced from nature gives
us mere schooling. Nature can convert schooling
to education.

_Day, camping.Dryden (1938) demonstrates
how day camping serves to introduce pedple
from (ek_a_awded metropolitir area to recreation
in th open countryside. Kidd (194,2) reports thaA

,.
day camp priividesicitizenshiP education. Sire-
all experiences are it. the child's natural en-
vironment, day. camp involves a minimum of
business detail and can,, therefore, readily retain
leaders. The carryover effects of out-of-town
camping are no known. Wilson (19.59) 'argues
that day camps.*uld avoid "taking the city tol
the country." Mass. cappouts are to be avoldtid
to keep the experience free or"city congestion"
of all kinds. *..
Juvenile deliquents.7-Persey (1941)r eports that
75 percent of the boys (generdlly recent .
migrants to Los Angeles) do not appear again
before the Los Angeles Juvenile Court after
attending ,a Juvenile Forestry Camp.-Solomon,

I

(19'48) notes that recreation cannot cure delin:
quency, but it can help. Recreation is a means of
contacting potential delinquents, cultivating
their confidence, and influending their behavior
and ideals. Thomas (1947) persuasively argues
that, as an ilsolated experience, a'summertapp
would have -little value in the-rehabilitation of
delinquent children. Its brevity' and its lack of
continuity with children's previous and subse-
quent experiences would milk* against its

-effectiveness. It is valuable when it is part of a
year-round program,. Remedial camps require a
smaller ratio of campers to counselors )than con-
ventional camps to be effedtive. Oyasoto (1953)
illustrates that the benefits of camping for
juvenile delinquents are: 1) experiences in group
living; 2) participation in activities.and having
fun; 3) getting along with peers; 4) assumption of
responsibilities.
Disadvantaged youth. An interesting contrast
is provided by statements from two different
decades. Clift (1950) 'argues 'that Negroes'

-problems in recreation are not differentbasical-
ly from problems which confront other social
and ethnic groups. Limited economic resources
have implication(; for leisure patterns. Negro
youth live and: grow with a -pattern of un-
restrained and uninhibited, recreational
behavior that is not a ronsfructive form of
amusement; it does not tend to develop physical
and mental competencies. Rivera (1966) il-
lustrates some of the benefits of Camping for
disadvantaged ,Negro and Puerto Rican high
school graduates: learning to enjoy vigorous out-
door work), learning to enjoy- alibrary; develop-
ing "esprit;" working in hew'dreas of learning
(nature, ecology); learning new skills and crafts,
receiving individual attention from the staff;
learning diseiplinekdeveloping pride in Black
and Puerto Rican heritage. .

Lower economic background. Hanson and Gee
(1968)-suggest that youth from lower ecomornie-
backgiounds may not participatein programm-
ed activities' because of: 1) expulsion from an ac-
tivity for antisocial behavior, 2) discomfort *An
overly restrictive atmosphere, 3) programs that
are atypical of their experience and background,
4) indifference to schedules, 5) leadership turn-
over, 6i lack of transportation, funds, clothing,
and 7) distrust towards middle-class altrpism,
Inset -city children. Frank (1968). suggests that
to facilitate communisation, staff members
should be of same race es children; the staff
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should be briefed and be,aware of inner-city con- youpger boys. ijits supports, evidepce that the
-'ditions before campers arrive. Caulkins (19351 best time:for establishing desirable social* at-'

argues that free expression comes about because titudes and habits.is 'early childhood.
of a lack of regimented schedule. Shad) (1930) reports Chat 'camp tends to
Race relations.Cooper (1945) seems convincbd eliminate social and economic barriers because
that an interracial youth camp pro gam i) social contacts are confined Co the camp
succeeds in, overcOming facial prejudice, is group, 2) social and economic positions held in
puiienetk (1955), who sA. camp as a\ potential organized society play a less important part in
laboratory for the-prevention of prejudice.. camp, 3) there is no need fqr spending money,
Co-ed camping.Greene and Greene (1957) and 4) the simplicity of camp, costume gives

natters of dress less social importance. And
'Haskell (1959). believes/triaenature _study
dev ops the ability to see. Chase .(1968) notes '`

at an advantage of camp is that the structure
may be geared. toward the individual more
readily and effectively than the classroom situa-
tion which, of necessity, is structured for the
majority.

"1-larills (194 reports that a well-guided in-
troduction to nature itselNis the best possible
start for a child's happy adjustment td,t-Ife rest
of the world. Knowledge of the world we

aids socialization. of the camper through his (children) live in means a basic -fedling of

primitive environmentAnstead of being warned This is true for ever t ming child; he needs to
meeting life situations with a group ,in a familiarity and selity, about our existence.

. "Don't". the child should be urged "Do ?" And feel secure. 4

Nash (1950) is convinced thatA the 'school- Myering (44 cautions that the camping
community camp can and does offer oppor- progrummay,-br so highly organizeckhat .

. tunitieS to developa social.
Mason (193(11 on the oth

good and bad effects of camp:

think that by having both men and women
counselors, some of whom are themselves
parents, it is.possible to establish more normal
adult - child relationships than are possibt dip
other typis of camps.
'Camp and child developmeldMower (1934)
notes that hobby time allows children to satisfy
their craving for self-expression and provides
the opportunity. for recofinifign. Curtis (1938)
makes the surprising suggestionthat for social
interaction, farm children needcamp more than
city children do. Seltzer (;95.8) argues that camp

;of belonging.° opportunity is provided for .individual remedial
4,.finds both, treatment, even though ifficult problems of

reports On the' a stment to an s of the new environ-
bad, effects of camp reported by ment ;are 'disc ered. More probiems. were
campersmales: .smoking and Swearing; rAorded e. in carrrp stay'than later on,
females: gossiping, swearing; cirques. Goqd and more on nda n ,,seekd ays,Zander
effectsmales: being a '"good sport," obeying (1938) reports that rs (6 to-8
orders, obeying majority' rule,' self-contOol, :weeks) received avorable ap raisal -for
regular hobrs, self- reliance; females: ,mixing behavior than sho erm campe (1 to 5

well and making friends, good sportsmanship, weeks). The shqrter the stay, the
consideration of other's, good eating habits, in- favOrable confrrtents were rec rded by
dependence. Social adjustment is the greatest_
'contribution of camping..
- Streckler (1944) feels that an analysis 13f case

sttidies shows that, campers: gains in petsona
stabiliity in summer camp may be reversed inn
pbstcamp life by the very forces that fostered

gor this instability in the first place (e.g., bad home,

rlife, etc.): Spencer (1934) also, feels that har-
monious camp lifecan 'become difficult with
campers of -widely varying bacicgrouna and
abilities. 'Statten (1929) cautions thatlife in the*
woods is "unnatural" Co a city boy. In examin-.
ing beha;Aor obserkation records, he fOund that),

, this-best. results were invariably achieved with

counselors. . _

Attitude change. Knight (1953) seems run
counter to the rest °Nile field:When he a es

Itthat ,While change is possible in the- camping
situation, it 4 not necessarily inherent in it.
Therci's no reliable evidence that a'summer, or a
dozen vmmeifs; spent in carnpwill-necessarily, .:

(I?make any significant c nge in the indiffidUal. ,s

Conservation.Shomon (j..9S4) reports that the
fundamentals of\consei<atiori are *arned best
throUgh personal` experience in .the `outdoors.
Citizens whose contact wit the land has been
severed cannot be ex to akt intelligehtly - ,

on"conser4tion matters.

r
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Camp as a 'society:Frey (1959) expresses a
fairly common potion in the field' that camp is a

lniniature society with roles, expectations,,,
values, a _structural_ hierarchy, and so forth.
Donal*n and Donaldson (1955) qualify it to

- note that a'camp is -a children's community.
Children have trouble identifying with a role of
submisoion to the mandates of adult society.
Mason (1930) Prefers the higher abstractions,
thaea camp is a society and is subject to the
same, soclhl processes and is regulated by tlig
same social controls as any other society.
BOtefits of camp.:I-Julian Smith (1950) provides
a useful summary. of. the so6a1 value of camp:
ing; it contribbtes to: 1..)-social living; 2).health;
ful living; 3) purposeful work experiences; 4)
recreatienal living, and 5) outdoor educational
activities.

Quantitative Studies kf
Camping and Outdoor Education
for Children'and Youth

The steadies are summarized in table 1. The in-..
formation available on how these st).uolies were
done is often incomplete; some alathors fail to

'state their hypotheses explicitly, describe thefr
data analysis, or desciibe their research design
adequately. 'Studies that use Published in-
struniektscests, scaled, etc.) seldom provide in-
formation on validity and reliability:

As the reader will note from table 1, most of
the research questions are of ractical rather
than a theoretical nature and t ugh the find-
ings tend to support a priori h pes that the
camp program has certain physic , mental, and
social benefits, the actual statistical tests
suggest very modest relationships. Question=
naires (21 studies) and systematic observation
(10 studies) were far and away the mosOfre-
quently used means of data collection. A wide
range of 'sealing techniques were used to
measure the influence of the camp experience.
The findings suggest some reasonably consis-
tent gains in social skills but few specific gains
in nature appreciation or understanding. Final-
ly, the reader 'Avid be aware that although.
these' studies suggest that, certain desired
behavioral changes occur in natural settings,
there is no comparative context or other means
for determining whether the natural setting is
the necessary condition for the observed change.

\ Table 1.Research techniques and findings of quantitative fitudies on.urban chi en and
camping experiences.

Author Paraphrase
research
questions

author's Research design
and methods Findings Instruments

used

Comments and au
thor's suggestions for
further research-

Ba-rker
1969 .

YMCA n d.

Barker
1958

Rerrver
1970

Does a session at
camp improve a
chold'i physical fit-
ness" -

Will a camp exper-
ience lead to great-
er'achievement

O fgains
in school the

olrowing year"

Will a can" expet:
ience produce an
improvement in
skills?
(Not specified in
abstract I

Will a remedial

reading program
in a emu setting
result in reading
level gains'

Barber Will a Camp expeti-
1958 4neuroduc\ improvem

leadership

Four tests - before Gains On all 4 tests
and aftej. 5 weeks - only 1 was stet*
at cam p. Boys aged , sig. at 05.
10-13 N 9.

Comparison of
records of "cultur-
allydepiived* inna-
ctty children aged
10,10 days at

/ camp

Interviews, ques-
tionnaires, rating
scales on "under-
privileged youth"
aged 11, male, fe-
male

Tests administered
before and after
4I/2 weeAs' camp
BON'S and girls.
grades 5.7 41)

teachers' ju( lots

See Barber above

Not available at time
of report

I

Of all items tr4ted.
skills shoo ed least I
improvemelit

2/3 of they oung Gates Reading
titers shun Hi gains 14 ) 'rests. S R A Read
from 1.5 ears in mg Laboratory Test
reading grade let -
el.

el
Xmong those items
tested, leadership
showed least im-
provement'.

Greater follow up
and preparation for
camping e.perience

,..needed in interest
of continuity
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Table 1. continued
. T 41

-1

Author' Paraphrase of author's
research
questions

Research design
and methods Findings ' Instruments

used

Comments and au-
thor's suggestions for

'f'ffrther research

YMCA n d. WIll secondary
'campers develop

' leadership skills'

Bozarth Is there a greater
1953 increase in interest

in school after a
camp experience?.

Hollenbeck a camp exper-
1963 ) sence pioduce an

increased interest in
0.,

scieffee subjects'

Is it possible to
de% elop an instru-
ment capable of
measuring the
change in cam per
attitudes towards
a specific'

Jensen
1965

YM(n.d

'Reiner
1970

Stack
1960

S.

Will a camping *exp-
erience provide a
more favorable atti-
tude toward teachers'

Ratings by Counselors rated
counselors. Inn - them as doing a good
city second school job
students.

Cast studies. socio-
grams, tests,
questionnaires
Grade 6 pubils, 5
days at camp.

Questionnaires,
tests, evaluation
of v. ork, opinion
survey 5-6th-grade
graders. N = 22.

Attitude inventory
at camps of varying
lengths. Exp. and
control Girls,
9-15 years 2
groups

Ten (la) s at camp for
"culturally deprived"
inner-city children

?Questionnaire, "My
eacher" given once

Age 10.

See Berner above. Participants: 5-
, 4th -grade boys and

girls

Yarrow et How is culturally
al. 1958 appropriate behavior

learned?

Beker
1960

YMCA n.d.

/I?

t

McC4ary-
Juhasz
and Jensen

-.1968 .

.

,

44 boys. 44 girls,
5-6th grade, lower
middle ocioeconomic
class.

Comparison of be-
havior in segregated
and integrated comps.
All children',601ame
social'ilass.
strumenta, inter-
action records.q,Wi
observations.

, assessments

Do, school '1Am pers
experience ,greater
social-emotional
groWih than non-
campers' '

Will an outdoor
education program
favorably affect a,
camper's self con:,
cept . A

Will the self-
concept of emotionally
disturbed children be
affected IV a schbol-
cam p experience'

Camp group and
control ow.
Grade 6

Test administered at
beginning and end of
cAmp. Culturally
deprived" children
aged 10. Also
given to secondary
pupilq ';

Behaiior analysis,
teachers'postcam p
evaluation Age,
sex, not given 1,

N = 22.

School camping .
increases interest in
schoolwork

Noticeable increase
in science Interests
by 5th-graders

Test'prmed to he
more reliable than
valid.

Not available at time
of report. A Lire-
liminary-tigt indicates
that 1/3 of the
children view their
teachers unfavorably

Children's Aid Society
workers report
improved attitudes
toward school and
teachers.

Girls regard school
more positively than
boys,'who changed
positively a small
degree after camp

.x.
Children after inte-
grated camp experi-
ence viewed members

the other race as
ndl*ifitiolo rather
h tto 'pea or

4%1.04-, 4.4
Campers showed
gains-in self-concept

Leadership training
is valuable

,California Test of Author suggests use
Personality of control group
(Elementary) rather than rerated

measures.

Gains in self-concept
were significant at
.05 level of con-
fidence was found
for secondary pupil
campers. No
appreciable change
for the elementary
pupilcar

6 of 22,selkoncebt
up, 1 of 22,,,.1"egi,
concept &Win

Science-inteiest
section of "What
I Like To De
(Chicago)

r

Id 2 weeks is not suf-
fictent to prodikce a
change of attitude

ere

itistitrinents in-
cluded an unRub-
!tithed self-ccirkept

. - x

2 unpubIlIthed ;ages, No change in second-
Sears Self-Concept ary campers maybe
Scale, and Waetzen- -rate to sakcunnOpci-
Lid d le Self-concept pated influence. i
as Learners 'kite

5
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Table 1.oorillnasd

Author Pataphrase of authoes Research design
research and methods
questions

Findings Instruments
used

Comments and au-
thor's suggestions for
further research

Stack
1960

Yarrow et See Yarrow above.
1. 1958

McCretty- See above
Juhasz and
Jensen 1968

Goodman
1952

Janus
1967

a

Putter
1963

Bray

Dimock
and

1929
Hendry

Is there a relationship
between personality
and cam p adjustment'

. What factors have a
significant effect on
children's adaptation
to a resident camp?

What changes in
selected social traits
were exhibited by
children in camp?

How to measure
development otdesir-
able social attitudes
and behavior and
character.

See Stack above.'

See Yarrow above.

See above.

Faiind to show a gain
toward ego concept.
6th-grade students
placed more value on
associates than on
selves.

Negro children's self-
esteem increased dur-.
ing camp

8 of 22iet "more
realisff" levels pf
as piratioh. .

Analysis of case
records, interviews,
observations. Most
children came from
families with
emotional tensions.
Ages 7-15, male and
female'N 23

Precamp persol4lity
tests, poetcamp
adjustment scales
developed for the
study. Female college
sophomores, 1 week
stay.

Test, sociometric
tests, and
counselor's ratings.
3-week encampment
for 7415-year-plds.

Comparison between
first and last week
in camp. Boys and
girls, 6-13 years,
N -11.

6 age group' of boys,
counselors ratings,

. pencil and paper
tests, questionnaires.

1/3. of campers made
poor adjustment
Length of slay is
important factor
(poorly spported
,Family background is
not a predictor of
adjustment.

Although separate
personality charac-
teristics may be
significant, camp
adjustment seems to
be facilitated by gen-
eralized ego strength,
flexibility and open-
ness to new experi-
ences.

No stet. sig.
difference between
adjustment of 1st and
2nd time campers.
Income level of
camper's family
correlated negatively
with adjustment for

}est and 2nd- timers.

All social traitzltad
khigher mean in the

. second observation.
"Importan$ gains" in

."cheerfulness,"
"companionableness,"
calmness, courage
and consideration

(stat.

Most useful methods
for measuring results
were the descriptive
records of the boys'
behavior and the
behavior ratingscales.
Desirable changes In
behavior are not an
Inevitable outcome.
Amount of favorable
change seems to
decrease with in
creasing

changeschanges
depend uponmany
factors: type of
program,. group pres-
sures and opinion,
kind of guidantayce. 1
or agontha s does
not yield significant
differences.

4a

OW"
Barron's-Ego
Strength Scale
(unpub.);,Budner .
ToWluicalIntoler-
ance of A)nbiguity
Scale (unpub.),
Elias Family
Opinion Survey,
Edwards Pers.
Referencf Scale.

Haggerty -Olsen
Behavior Rating
Scale

ti.

V
t

O

Authors would like.
more objective tools.

CONTINUED
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Table 1. continued

Author Paraphrase of auVior's Research design
research and methods,
questions

Findings Instruments
used

Comments and au-
thor's suggestions for

. further research

Henke and Ischildren's social
Kuhlen adjustment better at
1943 end of YMCA

summer camp?

Knight
1955

Kranzer
19/

Are socially desirable
traits reinforced by a
camp experienc'e?

What are the
objectively measured
social, emotional, '
intellectual, physical,
and democratic living
effects of a 5-day
school camping ex-
perience for 6th-
grad ers?

Stout Does camp experience
1939 have an educational

value (by)wh)ch he
seems to tnean
"improved behavior")"

Beker Measure of social
1960 relationship by n-

cept of "social disEance",'

Bozarth
195.3

Davis
1960

Holfenbeck
196:3

Stack
1960

After a camping ex-
perience will children
be.chosen as friends
more often'

Boys In 3 age groups;
8-18 yrs.; different
socioeconomic classes;
standardized tests at
beginning and end

Experienced
(campers) and
control group
(noncampers). 124
5th-grade pupils
from 2 dif ferent
schools; observations
of behavior in test
situation.

-, Tests and sociograms,
teacher's logs and
counselor's narrative
evaluatibns,
questionnaire'
(presumably control
and experience
groups).

Gathered opinions,
sent questlodaires
to parents whose
children had been
to camp (boys and
girls)

6th-graders, subjects
and controls; tests
given before and after
camp and 3 months
later.

59 6th-graders
at school-camp (5
days), case studies,
questionnaires, tests,'
sociograms

:32 8th-grade
students, hogs and
girls, "home -[Wade
friendship test,''
before and after

22 5-6thgraders.
1 week camp 3-
question sociometric,
questionnaire

5.60-graders, lower-
middle socioeconomic
background 44 boys,
44 girls

.

Stat. reliable cliff
in happiness and
tin pulse judgment
scores; nOt on ,

mym pat hy.
trutlkfulness.
control, purpose
and altenatum
"Underpriv4leged"
boys may have been
harmed by feelings
of "inferiority

No difference in %
of volunteers for
extracurricular
task Campers were
more relia¢le-
worked longer and
harder at the
volunteer task

Faster changes in
social and democratic
behavior in camp than
might occur in
classroom, teacher's
opinion Camping
improves classroom
behavior_ NO
measurable effects
related to sex or I Q.

Areas of perceived
improvement
reliability (least),
social relationships
(greatest); emotional
stability was also
heavily checked.

Camping has a posi-
tivilinfluelice on a
camper's social dis-
tance although dif fet
ence between Ss and
control seems'too
tenuous for
anything mbre than
conclusions. \

Wiliburne Soc.' Adj Greater variety of- -
Inv ntory Rogers measurement and
Tess of Pers Adj. testing techniques
Sim's Scale of Socioeconomic class
Socioeconomic should he a constant:
Status (no in form a-
lion available);
"Otis pita. Test (A),
Moreno's Sokio-
metric Technique
(no information
available)

Woods Be$avior
Pref Record.
H agxerty=0Isen-
Wickman. Behavior
Rating Schedules
Baxter's Rating
Scale of Teachers
Personal Effective:-
ness I unpub I

Increase of acceptance
among children with a
fading.out of both
"stars and "Isolates," ,

increase of mutual
friendship

oth boys and girls
received significant
( 05) more choices
after camp than
before

Mores illingness to
work with members of
(he opposite se. after '
camp, 1 clique merged
with the itroup some-

. %Fiat, isolates more
integrated into the
group,

!Hr; made neu. six ur
metric %homes (mean
16l) Boys formed
more than girls. 6th-

. graders more than 5th,

T

Classroom social
Distance Scale
( Dunningham (rui
information
available)

.e

Can 4 brief stay'
produce a significant
change in persons?
Can difference in
behavior he attri-
buted to factors other
than the camp pro-
gram.'

Future studies should
focus on program
content to ONION
determinants of
change

4

Author suggests use of
control group rafher
than repeated
measures

108
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Table( 1.contInuod
-

Author Paraphrase of authir's Beiieirch desigp
research and methods' questions

Findings Instruments
used

Comments and au-
thor's suggestions for
further research

Baer ' What differences in .
behavior incamp might
be predictive of
recidivism?.

MeCreary-
Juhasz and
Jensen-
1968

Poresirjcam ix 20 boys
(recidivists) each in
subject and control

,groups: Data collected
frojtf files and camp
records. Isto stet.
analysis.

Whatis the value of 22 children, 2 weeks in
summer camp for school camp. .
emotionally disturbed Teacher's evaluationschildren?" and behavior analyses.

.

Cole Does a work camp for
1957 potential dropouts

J.
have more holding
power than the
regular school

- program?s,

4" r
/ Hallenbeck See above.

1963

1'

Initial tests, follow- ,

op interviews with
questionniares, 2
groups of potential
droupouts, one of
which attended camp,

and a control group
of well-adjusted
students.

Kremer See above. Questionnaire and
1968 evaluationiorms.

Sharp Dan school iam ping
1948 experience affect

learning about
specific subjects?

Experience and
control groups.
Pencil and paper
tests in arithmetic,
science, health
vocabulary, nature
and opinion surveys.

No sign' leant-
differe a in back-.
ground , exctpt study
group had more pee-
viousistrests than .
controls Controls
were higher on weekly
merit list Study
1,ponp had more be-
havior problems

Improved behavior noted
in all cases but 1
(parents' responses):
more realittic
aspiration levels,
great enstlf-confid enci. 4
better academic /
achievement.

Camp experiencehs
became more "friendly
and cooperative,"
improved attitudes
toward school; im-
proved vocational
and personal skills;
better health and
eating habits.

Outdoor scenic ex-
periences aroused ntw
interests in many o
the children. Science
concepts were enriched
by the camping ex-
perience.

School camping stint:
ulates classroom activt-
ties, aids good
instruction.

Significant difference Results ma have been
1.05) in favor of affected b ca ling.
experimental (campers) orieoted c. rricutum for
group. perm tal group

priorto mp.

Calif. Mental.
Maturity Test.
St anford.Read. Test,
Wide-Range Ach.
Test, Mooney Problem
Checklist, Rotter Inc,
Sentence Test, Calif.,.
Interest Inventory.

Small number of cases;
reliability of records
quest ioUable.

CONCLUSION
In general the qualitative studies find con-

siderable positive influence for urban children
min camp and crutdoor education experiences.

These studies emphasize the need to have camp
and school life integrated. The authors believe
that children and. youths involved in camp and
outdoor education programs gain in self-esteem,
in attitudes toward school, in ability to interact
wit thers, and in tolerance for Other races and
eth is groups. These stildies regularly report
that the shift from urban to natural settings has
apositivebenefiefor a child's awareness and at-
titude. However, some of these-studies caution
Nat. a simple "one-shot!' program, or simply

.14 1

returning youths A-id chil5re
vironments, will not gain the
provements.

The findings from the q
Arovide a le3,s optimistic
changes are reported, o
statistically sIgmificant or
and then only for a selee
Many of thehuantitative
that changci in behavio
tributed to a general
routine as-to the natu
Other studies imply
social status of a c

to "poor" en-
esiredsocial im-

ntitative studies
itpective. Though

ten they are not
he change is slight

few of the 'campers.
studies seem to imply
can as likely be at-

teration in the child's
al setting of the camp.
hat the social class or
ld's family has a more ,

crpeial influence upon "benefit" from the
program than does the specific camp experience.

109
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Children from higher social .classes Orcl,status
groups- seem "set" to benefit from the camp
program, while others are less likely to benefit.
Still most of these studies do indicate that for
some persons there are some gains or benefits
on certain measured dimensions.

It would seem that the quantitative studits
are not finely enough tuned to identify the' fac-
tors that permit these individual gains. On the
other hand the qualitative studies may be, overly
hasty in extracting a general principle fr,om-t
few cases. The question is no hick set o
studies is most correct; rather the n end 's for
Shared humility regarding our very irk ed un
derstanding. The nearly 50 years of s udi sum
marized here represent a significant e piric
and humane base of information. Our t k is t
use that base to explore more systematic Ily th
role tha,t nature, camping, and outdoor educ
Lion can play in the lives of urban childr n. An
in that explorationit-hlre will be little t me fo
managers or designers or scholars to reten
that theirs is the-only qorrect path to un ersta
ding.
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,"If these findings are correct, they 'Suggest that it the-
white students who are "deprived", becaus: eir
preferences are less compatible With the urban nviron-
ment in which they live" - George L. Peters n



Recreational Preferences'of Urban Teenagers:
The influenbe of Cuittiral-and Envfronplentai Attribute')

L by GEOR1E L. PETERSON, Profess& of Civil Engineering,
Technologi l Institute, Northwestern University, 'Evanston, Ill.

'

ABSTRACT. The study tests the hypothesis that ihe,iecreational
preferences of urban teenagers differ with age, sex ethnicity, and
measurable attributes of activity and environment, Photos of ac-
tivities are used to measure'preferences, and the photos are.scaled
for content by a detailed, appraisal. The results .show that sex and
ethnicity modify the preference process, and that choices are sen-,
sitive to attributes of the activity and of the envirorithent in which
the activity takes place. Several additional. propogitions are
suggested irgothe data.

4

THE PROBLEM.. ..dangers and deficiencies of these approaches are
many and serious, but we do not have roolto

THE RESEARCH reported *e is aniattempti expose them here.
to expose cultural differences in recreation Some of us have warned fir a long time, that

preference and perception among urban teen-.
agers.' The specific questions addressed are the
following:

1. What are the outdoor recreation
preferences and perceptions of various types of
urban teenagers?
.2. What activity and environmental at-

tributes explain those preferences?
3. What interacting personal characteristiets

explain interpersonal variation?
Unfortunately, the page limit imposed by the

editors does not allow full development of the
conceptual framework of which this study is a
pai7t..Taken thus opt of context, the results are°

Na'anger of appearing to be disjointed answers
in search of meanip.gful questions, as is the case
with much of the outdoor recreation research to
date. Soinething more has to be said.

Briefly, traditional recreation planning views
demankin terms of descriptive measures such
as-bser-Nrs of participation in various kinds of
standard activities, perhaps at specific sites.
The traditional approach to the supply problem
is to attempt, within budget constraints, to ac-
commodate the demand thus described: The

wise recreation planning?*
functional understanding

of occur without t
w_yyieople make

the choices ,they do; as well as of the contie--,
quences of participation, including personal and
societal costs and-benefits. To explain why peo-
ple do what they do is nbt the, same thing as to
measure participation in user-days, vor is it the
same thing as-finding out what fraction of the

'on is atttlacted to fishing, what portion
ted to skiing, etc. Much more isre-
nd it is the purpose.of this paper to pre-

sent.a small part of the ov&all,problem, a part
concerned with explanation ofepreferencein
terms of 1) attributes of activiU and environ-
ment, and 2) cultural differdSces among in-
dividuals. -

THE HYPOTHESIS
The empirical study is' based on the

hypothesis that attraction to outdoor recreation
activities is a function of measurable attributes
of the activity and of the environment in which
the activity. takes place. It is also basil' on the
hypRhesis that personal characteristics such as

popuial
is attr
quired,

(#4
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Sex, ethnicity, an&oge interact to affect the wag,
attraction retonds to activity andienvironmen-
tal attributes. The study is designed to test
these hypotheses for urban teenagers and to

-describe some of the variables and relationships.

STUDY OESIGNAND METHOD',
Several thousand color photograihi

(transparencies) of outdoor recreAtion activities

were collected. A subset of 200 pii,tures was
Selected to represent as much .diversity as possk:
blewit41 reasonable photographic quality: Thee
200 photographs were described quantitatively
in terms of 78 activity descriptors and 33 oft
vironmental variables. The attribuks used are
listed in Table 1. The descriptions were done
judgmentally on .sernantically described -rating
scales by a paid panel of 10,highlyexperlenced
recreationisti. Reliability and int6nal valititty

Table 1.-Attributes used to describe the photas

A. Act 'ty descriptors
- 1. nger

2. kill of participants
,r . Amount of training required

4. Active (vs. passive)
' . Degree of social interaction

6, Educational
7. ,Amount of discomfort
8. Social acceptability
9. Noisinetis
10. physical exertion required
11. Advance planhing required
12. Dirtiness (vs. cleanness)
13. Originality
14. alaught,yness" (vs. niceness)
15. Constructiveness (vs. destructiveness)
16. Degree unregulated (vs. regulated)
17. Time required to get there
IS. Time required to da it
19. Opportunity for girl watching
20. Opportunity fo boy watching
21. Sexual interact n
22. lavasion or con est
23. Thiportance of t mwork
24. Cost of equipme
25. Degree of sensor stimulation
26. Performance for pectators
27. Kind of travel i olved
28. Social interaction
29. Opportunity to know pSople
30. Rate of energy expenditure
31 Amount of work
32. Age specific?
33. Degree orinvolement
34. Use of extensions
35. Photographic composition
36. \exposure
37. focus
38. " color quality
39. " lighting
40. Overall photo quality
41. Center of attention
42. Control
43. Objective, achievement
44. Success experience
45. Compete against nature
46, Competition
47. Construction improvement
48. Destruction o Injury
49. Physical selfrimprovement
50. Family association
51. Possible to do alone
52. Malt sexual exhibition
53. Female stxuar exhibition
4. Girl watching

55. Boy watching
56. Predatory

: 57. Edible acquitition4
58. Material acquisition

r 59. Invasion or, conquest ,

60. Formal defense
\61. Informal defense
62. Usually performed alone
63. Professional help reguired,-
64. Professions) help being used
65. Performance
66. Observance of performance,
67. Exploration and discovery
68. Special knowledge necessary
69. $pecial kno*ledge helpful
70. Specific environment ,

71. Fee required
72. 14rghade facilities i;410-
73. Sightseeing
74. Solitude
7$. Professional
76. Crass-country travel ,

77. Meet new people
, 78. Speed or, sensation of it

Enrronmental descriptors.
1. Manmade (vs. natural)
2, Crowded,,(vs secluded)
3. Enclosed" (vs. spacious)
4 Littered or polluted (vs. Olean)
5. Uniformity.(vs. variety)
6. Accessible (vs. remote)
7. Developed (vs". undeveloped)
8. Flat (vs. mountainous)
9. Unregulated (vs. regulated)
10. Barren(vs. foliated) .
11. Planned
12. Colorless
13. Visual complexity
14. Chaotic (vs. ordered) ,
15. Unique (vs. common)
16. Dangerous
17. Cold
18. Dark
19. Desecrated (vs. conserved)
20. Noisy
21. Har4
22. Smooth (vs. rough)
23. Arid (vs. humid)
24. Contrast
25. Urbanized (vs. wilderness)
26. Altered by man (vs.,,original)
27. Suildings
28. Run-down (vs. wellkept)
29. Vistas of far places
80. Closed view (vs. open vitiw)
31. Old (vs. modern)
32. Amount of capital investment
33. Reachable by public transportation

'
- _e ,".

\

r.,
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were cokirmed by analysis of correlations
among conceptually related items. Iiliabilities
were High. For example, the reliability for a set II
of five environmeptal attributes describing the
extent to which the environment has been
altered by man was calculated to be 96 percent.

attempts to explain the photo preference ratings
could not be expected to more than 65
percent of the "total variance. .

4

The ,reliability estimated from a set of four at-
. tributes measuring the amount of skill or train- Analysis of variance of the individual

needed by the participants in an activity was preference ratings reveals the following:
94 percent. These were estimated by domain 1. Blacks and whites differ significantly in
sampling. Numerous parallel-test feliabilities the process by which their preferences are
for other attributes ranged from 90 percent to 98 gerierated.

2. Males and females differ significantly in
1.1iing the 200 photographs as observation for the process by' which their preferences areeach of the 78 activity descriptors and 33 en: _ generated.

vironmental atibutes, orthogonal factor 3. Sophomores and juniors respond to the
analysis was applied to simplify the lists. Two photos in similar ways. However, this should
activity models and one environmental model not benstrued to mean that a wider age
were, derived. Space does not permit describing difference would not. reveal differences.
them here. Interested readers are referred' to Thus the preferences of blacks, whites, males,
Hanssen (1971). < and females for outdoor recreation activities

After quantitative content analysist theset of must be explained, apparently, by different
photographs was reduced from 200 to 100 to Processes.
eliminate redundancy and to make the subse- The photographs explain about 35 ercent of
quent work more manageable. Table 2 lists the the total reliable variance when sa is
photos. t stratified by sex. and ethnic grou his. leavesA sample of 400 high-schdOl students was 65 percent of the reliable variation in reference

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

percent.

drawn randomly from the rolls of the Evanston that is unexplained by the photos and is perhaps
ToWnship High School, with equal numbers for attributable to interpersonal differences other
each sex, age (sophomore and junior), and ethnic than sex or ethnic background.
group (black and white). The students chosen Analysis of the experience_ ratings reveals
were invited to participate in the study.Tar- differences that are identical in direction but
ticiation waPvoluntary. Table 3 gives the sam- Much smaller in degree.
pie sites and response rates.

7 Table 4 shows the correlations among classes
The participatingttudents were shown large flov r the 100 photos for the averagc/preference

illuminated projections of. the color slides; and . and experience ratings. Sex differences are
asked to rate on numerical rating scales their eater for the blacks than for the whites, and
answers to two questions: ethnic differences seem to be greater fbr the

1. How desirable do you, personally' find th females than for the males. The greatest
idea of participatioivin the activity shown? differences are across sex and ethnicity, and the2. How much Viperience have you ha differences in preference are much greater than
ticipating in the activity shown ?: the differences in experience, although the
The students were also asked to pattern of differences is the same. Table 4 also

shows the correlations between average
prefe'renceand average experience over the 100
photos for each class. Although these cor-
relations are all quite low; the correlations for
wh are lower than those for blackvandthe
correT tions for males are lower than those for

jects indicates that 1) the individual preference 4females. Is this an indication that white niales,ra gs' contain information, and 2) an upper for example, are-more "frustrated" tai black
imit for reliability of the 'individual ratings is, females in tte satisfaction of their recreation

approximately 65 percent. Thus, a model that desires? In all cases, the overall weAness of the

par-

plete an
early,--4ersion of McKechnie's nvironmental
Response Inventory (McKech e 1970). The pur-
pose of this was to assess environmental aspects
of personality. .

Examination of the correlations among the
response to the 100 photographs by the 200tub-

3
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Table 2.-- Photographs Isect In:thaltudy

' 1 Technical caving'
2. Black kids flying kites .

3. Big time track meet '
4. Pony ride
5. Kids and dog n back yard
6. Urban ice skating
7. Black kids riding a bicycle
8., Family hike on mountain trail
9 Toy sailboats on park pond.
10. Badminton at forested park
1.1. Kids swimming in a creek
12. Waterskiing
13. Kids in sprinkler on front lawn
14. Pedal boat on park pond
15. Pheasant hunting
16. Surfing -

17. Child on ocean beach
18". Crowded' rec. vehicle camping
19. Slide in urban playground
20. Doubles tennis match
21. Skeet shooting
22 Outdoor concert
23. Soap box derby
24. Horseback riding
25. Bicycling on lakeshore
26: River floating

. Rowing contest , race
28. ROwboat on remote lake
29 Swimming in surf
30.Motorboating
31. Tour boat at Wisconsin D
32. KidS.playing footbalt-Wectators
33-Touching raccoon at zoo
34. Kids in playlot.(black and white)

Spectator at big stadium game
Kids in sand on street (black)

47. Hippie demonstration in pltrk
38 Pro golf
39. Picnic and campfire - forest preserve
40. Kids wading in rocky creek
41. Scuba diving
42. Slalolm ski racing
43_ Casual golf
44. Amateur flying
45. Back fishing - Lincoln Park
46. }Matron road at Yellowstone
47. Sightseeing in cave (guided)
-48. Technical cliff climbing
49. Old man feeding pigeons - contact
50. "Kids fooling around on corner

4-)

51. Folk dance
52. Go-carts
53. Ski-bogganing
544 Public park and fountain = London
55. Family in pond near beach
56. Hot catamaran racing
57 Boy scout camping
58. Stream fishing in forest
59. Forest auto camping
60. Vacant lot shuffleboard
61. Grand Prix auto racing
62. Miniature train ride
63. Roller ter ride
64. Kids juin ing from high dive (flips)
65. Miniature_ golf
66. Pro baseball
67. Pro football
68. Urbwzoo
69. Monkey bars at playground
70. Informal soccer
71. Remote powder skiing
72. Urban concrete beach
73 Family trailer camping
74. Giant slide 7
75. White-water canoeing
76. House painting
77. Sky diving
78. Kids on mud slide
79. Lying around on street benches
80. High slide at swimming pool
81. Lady sunbathing in back yard
82. Hot motor boat racing
83. Open air ocean beach camping

o 84. Nontechnical rock climbing
85. Pigeons and people in urban' park
86. Horse racing
87. Sandy beach at lake
88. Croivded lake beach
89. SnQwmobiling
90. Kids high jumping

-91. Sleigh riding
92. Kids playing hockey
93. Mountain tram ride - summer
9.4. Unique slide in playgroundlhouserdins)
95. Sailfish sailing
96. Track tobogganing
97. Shoveling deep snow
98. High mountain climbing
99. Flowered hills above ocean

100. Large boat sailing

`-

Table 3.- Sample sizecend response rates

Race Sex Class

Phot9 Study

Envii-onmental
response
inventory

Random
sample

lioluntary
response

N % 4.11,111*
White Male Sophomore 31 .62

Junior 50 25 50 37

Female. Sophomore 50 35 70
Junior 50 29 ,58 46

Black Male Sophomore 50 17 34
Junior %

Fe-nrale - :Sophomore
50
50

21
22

42
44

11
1

. Junior 50 20. 40 20

Totals 400 50 114

116
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fable 4.-Correlations among sex and ethnic
classes over, the 100 photos for preference
and experiences

Preference

e :
re trenc

WM 1.00 75 .64 36
WF - 1.00 .42 .57
BM 100 .64
BF

Experience
WM
WF
BM
BP-1

Experience",

: :

.10 -- --
.37

38 --
-- 56.

1.00 .92
1 00

.83 77

.77 78
1 00 .86

1.00

r
Table 5 shows the correlatikns with a group oft;

activity variables that clustered together in the
factor analysis. Thdse variables seem to
measure the degree of "involvement' or "com-
mitment" of the participant in the activityjhe
correlations show that the males are attracted
to activities that have these attribtites, while the
females tend to be repelled. These tendencies I
'are strongest for,the white males and the black
females'. Experience, on the other hand, is s°
negatively correlated in all cases.

- Table 6 shows the correlations of preference
and expOrience with the variables in one of the
primary jenvironmental factors.- This factor
measures the degree of urbanization and human
modification of. the environment in which the
recreation activity takes place: It seems cle*
that the whites tend to prefer activities that
take place in unaltered environments, while the
black feniales are attracted to activities in
altered environments. Experience is positiively
correlated with urbani and development,
and this .tendency is stro st for the blacks, es-,
pecially,, the black females. Are these
preferenceA affected by differences in ex-
perience? It would seem not,pecause of the
similarity in the experience correlations.
Something else is- going on.

The results of the environmental personality'
assessment support- the environmental cor-
relations. The white students tend to be paktoial
and nonurban in their environmental dis-

correlations indicates that ere is considerable
disparity between preference and experienc,e.

The relationships between preference and the
/activity and environmental attributes that

/ described the photos, .and the relationships-
between experience and the attributes are in-
teresting but too extensive to present here in
complete detail. The multiple correlationras
well as individual correlations indicate that..
preference and experie ce are significantly sen-
sitive fo,the attributes th thave been measured

the' photos. However, no sweeping
generalizations have emerged, and it is simply
not m9ningful to propose such things as linear
equation at this time. Rather, some illustrative
propositiOns about partial, relationships will be
presented. (

Table 5.- Correlations of preferences and experience with Ille attributes in activity factors

Preference

Activity attributes

Skill of participants -

Amount of training required
Active vs. passive
Amount of work involved -
Degree of physical exertion
Success experience
Special knowledge or training required
Degree of involvement '-
Rate of enem. expenditure 4-7
Special knowledge or training helpful
Degree of discomfort
Achievement of predetermined objective
Invasion or conquest
Com petition
Professional participants
Performed for spectators
Informal defense of something
Formal defense of something
Formal performance

WM BM WF

+ 31, +
+

+-181' +
+.31 +
+.27 + -
+21 + -.22
+.31 + -
+.35 + -
+27 + +
+ 35 + -
+ 34 + 19 -

+ + -.30
+ +19 -24

+ -.21
-f + -

+ - 19
+ + , - 20
+ + 19. -.17
+ + -

di Experience
Factor

WM BM WF. -BF loading

18
- 19

.24
- 25

-.26

-.27

+

-.42
-.43
-.20
-.25-23

-.48
- 32

-.40
28

- 34
24'

-.20
-.33
-.18

. 18

- 23

--.43 -.55 -.55
-.44 -.57 56
L.22 - 35 40
-.29 - 42 - 7
-.25 - 40 -.

$ -.37 -.55 -.
-.48- -.59
-..32 -.45 - 4- -.26 -.31
-.45 -.53 -.56
-.29 It- 47 - 49
-.33 -.51 - 45
-.17 -.39 - 29

18 -.35 -.26
-.30 - 46 -.34
- -.29

-.34 -2.3
-.23

-.17 -.34 - 21

117

.93
.93
92
.92
.91
90
.90
.88
.87
.87
84
.77
.75
.72
.70
.67
.66
65,
.65



Table 6.- Correlations of preferences and experience with the attributes in environmental factors,

Preference Experience

Ii4"Environotental attributes WM r BM

Developed vs. undeveloped 1 -.36
Planned vs unplanned . ..-.36 +
ftered by man r.. original - .., - 36
Degree of capMal investment present (----- .- 36 - .
Manmade vS. natural (. - 38 -
Urbanized-vs wilderness -.36 ,' '-
Regulated vs. ovegulatecr -1.31 +
Accessible vs remote . ' -.39 , -
Crowded vs secludet =.33 +
Many buildings vsii,no buildings s -.37 -`-'

Modern vs. old . ., - +
Reachable by public transportation - 43 -
desecrated vs. conserved 1 .27 +
Noisy Vs. quiet -- '4-.30
Enclosed vs. spacious ' .38'

- 23
7.24
-.24
- 23
-.27
-.21
-.24 ,

- J7
-.23
-.22

' -
.-.24

-0.19

1.33

BF WM BM WF BF
Factor
loading

+ 311
+.34

+ 29
+ 32

+39
+A3

+26
+.29

+.45
+.48

.07

.96
"b

+29 + 26, 4-'38 +.23 +.45 .96
+ 30 +.24 +.37 +23 +,43 95
+ 32 +.29 +.41 + 26 +448 .94

+.27 +24, +.37,, +.22 + 43 ,93
+.33 +.30 +.36 +.25 +.43 .92 -
+.33 +,40 +.46 , +.38 +,53 91
+.38 + 28 + 38 +:22. +.41 .86
+.23 +20 +.32 +.20 +.37 86 .

+.41 +.32 +.'40 +.27 +.3!) .86
+.26. +.33 +:46 +.31 + 50
+.31 + +.34 + +.39 .75

+.37 + 30 + .26
+18 +.33 + 40 +1.8 +,42 71

1 (Lf
,.. . . .

, .- -,

pbsitions, while the Neck Rdents tendto be ur- die es th,t ,there ares system,atic and no .

ban and not plstoral,lhese findings should not doin sorting rirocesses at worR7
be generalized beyond the sample, btut within ....2 Table? identifies 88 pbotos filet cell into the -s-r'".
the sample,::the environmental personality test seven most common categories. The numbers in

* supports the validity of the measured responses the -right hand colurn'n,s' are the average
to and content of the photos. If these. findings l'ireferenceNratings for.the group of students in
are correct, they suggest that ,it is the white questio. A ratio of .5 inflicates indifference.
students who are most "depriveAylecause their joiNumbers great n 5 indicate attraction
preferences are Jess compatible with the urban while n ,Peri less t n 5 indicati aversion. The'

. . .,

environment itiwhih they live. Of course, this 'aversio are indicated by parent,he s: The'
assumes that 'other things are equal.

Classification of the photograph#according f-65
Patterns of differences in prefnce reveals still
more interestink informitt'on. Four com-
parisons were made for each, photo: white males
vs. white female, white Male vs. black male,
black male vs. black female, and white female
vs. black female, In other words, prefertittee
comparisons were made for each photo across
ethnicity within sex, and cross sex within
ethnicity. Each comparison has two possible
outcomes. FOr example, in comparing white
males and black males with regard to their
average preference for a given photo, either the
photo will be more preferred by the white Males,
or it will b more preferred by the black males.
Bite" use o sample sizes, the probabi ity of a

_tie is extremely mall, and this outcome .though
logically possible, can be ignored.) ith two
possible outcomes for each of four comparisons,
there are sixteen logically pissible patterns of
difference. There were no ishotosn four of

'categories, anseveli of the categories contain
88 percent of all the photos. This clustering of
differences into certain patterns strongly in-

'column headings WM, BM, WF, mean
ire male, bliqk male, White fe ale, and

ack ferirale,": respectively. A " " by the
..corumn h ading Means os' in the
group wer more preferred th t class of
students than by any other.
- This repOrt has 'only touc d briefly on
Altetesd aspects of a rather c plicated study A.

that has been going on for several years. Lackof
space has preiliented elaborate development of
the conceptual iramework of which the ,study is
a part., bvt the basic premise' is that effeve
design, management- and 'planning of natural
outdoor recreation resources requires an ex-
plonAtion of the processes by which people make
their choices as well as an exposureof the con-
sequences, fispth perceived and actual, both per- .
sonel and societal, of participation in various'
alternative activities. To expiaiOtittracti.ve is to
understand the decision rules people use in mak-
ing their choices.,It is grossly inadequate to deal
with9 descriptive measups., of participation
levels (e.g., user-days)'for categerized activities.
the'vOanatory rules should be form ated in
terms of the attribu4's of iftivity and nviron-

11$
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7.-Patterns of in profsranco among studint groups
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Typel: Preferredmore by 'whites and males

+ WM BM WF BF75 White -water canoeing 8.0 6.7 7.3 (42)56 . Hot eatamaranracing 7.8 62 7.8 5.8* 'Rowboat on remote forested lake 7.5 7.4 6.5 (4.9)26,r River floating- rubber boat -.family . 7.5 6.8 7.4 5244, Amatpur flying 7.5 6.7 6.9 5.4 .41 Scuba - 4 7.4 6.6 7.1 5.9.i s%84 Nontechnical rocic climbing
),I. 7:3' 62 6.7 (3.7).53 Ski-bog:ganing - r k P 7:2 6.9. 72 5.18 Family hiking -mountain trail 7.2 . 6.3 7.0 5.798 .' High mountain climbing . 74. 5.9 < 6.1 -(4.0)',65- Minuirure golf , 6.9 '': 62 6.6 . 5.077 'Sky diving

1E6 _ SI ,
6.2

.11;92 Kids playing hockey,.: ,
47 Sightseeing in cavowith guide 6.4 5.6 5.9 4.4)27 Rowing contest - team . s J.' 6.2 6.0 6.5 4.1)38 Pro golf - . ' 6.1 (4.7) . 52 3.2)43 ./. Casual golf . ' . :

4 6.0 5.2 52 3.5)48 . Technical cliff climbing . \ 5.6 (42) (4.9) 2.4)
1 '' Technics-! caving, , ....,

dr'
5.6 (4.0) (4,6) 2.9)-. ,

Type II: For matia, preferred more by blacks..For females, preferred more by whites; forwliites,
pief,erred }Were by females; for,hlackspref erred more lily males

I

o

110

a. J. . : WM BM 'WF ., BF30 Mototboating . , 7.0 7:5 7.3 6.6t' , 14 Pedal park pond
59 Forest au mping

,, .0

TA. 7,4 7.0 . .3
6,7 7.3 6.9 ''' 6,3

I 73 Family trail r camping . .., -1.9 "72 7.1, 6-.857 Say scout cam pint . 6.6 7.2 7.0 6.2
D 'Kids and deg in.back ' 6.5 ,6.6 6.9 ,6.468 Urban zoo 4 .

as, cP.0 6.6 6.9 '6.418 Crowded rec. vehiele eampig i . ,, ,6.4 6.8 '..6.7 6.241K, Bear on road at Yellowsto e l ..... ' ' 6.2 6.5 6.7 5.937 ) Hippy demonstration in park -
.

1.9 (4.9)Outdoor concert ''
79 Lying around on benches listreet park

' '' --1:141
5.3

4. . 5.5 5'.5 4.1 4
4 5.1

85 - Pigeons and peOple in urbo park ' 4.4 , ,,, (4.5) 4. 52 4.4)
( 5Q Kitts fooling around on soMer
76 House painting

, (4.1) ,t51.1) 5.1 4.5)
t .5 (4.34

Type III: Preferred more by bliclaf and 44.* 1'7 WM ; BM
.

WF +-BF
'

63 Roller Coaster , ....- 6,8 - 7.9 7.2 8.174 . Giant,slide . , f 7.0 7.9 7.5 8.0 . -Public park and foutititimin London , 6.4
Uilhan,concrete beach , 5.9 ,743 7.0 7.6Crowded lake bench . 0 5.5 7.1 6.5 7.5

Q 6.8 7A 7.3 7.3

62 Miniature train ride

34 '''' B ack and white kids together in play lot:. '''.

..),,, ,

,

(it.8 5.4 -6.2 6.5

4 5.4 5.6 6.4

13, ds hi pprinkler onfront limn -.0
19 Slide in urban pla).4ponnl. ei

4.4 (4.6) 5.9 6.349 "- Olgl maiffeeding pigeons in the park 4.8 '' (4.8) 5.4 2 .69 Monkey bars lit 01iygrpund
- A . '' k-... P ' t ."*.a. 5.0. ' 5.1 6.0

ype /V Preferred more by whites. For whites, preferred more by females; for blacks, preferred
.more by males . . ...

"' S A ; ...... NM . BM +WF BF' 29 . Swtaming in surf A ' 1--:. ( 0 7.3 8.2 6.799 FfoWered hills above the ocean 6.5 8.0 6.4..

11
1 Ki wimming in a creek 7 7.3 8.6 7.112* Wing . .6 7.5 7.9, 7.0 ./95 .. , 7.6 6.7 7.9 5.91

ailing
bp sailing

he 7.3.: 6.9 7.9 5.4Opin air can beach camping .. 7.3. 7.2 7.8 6.39b Sleigh riding co" v
.c 7.3 7,0 7.8 6.5" Touching a raccoon at the zoo 6.2 6.1 7.4 6.0Shoveling deep snow r , 6.5 6.2 7.0 5.4MPlinttiin tram ride- summer 6.4 6.4 6.9 5.3

119
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Table T.-cordite/id

.".= tie

*41*-

rr

V.

Type V PrVIA4ed by whites and femiles

26 BicYcling on the likeshore
40 ' Kids wading in a rocky creek
17 Child at ocean beach .
64- Kids doinNicibatics froth high dive
71 , Remote. powder skiing ''
42 Slalom skiracing :3'.. a ,...

20 Tennis niatch - doubles ,

16 '. Surfini
94 Unique plamound slide(bouse ruins)
7* Kids on mud elide

'
3*

WM

8.2
71
6.9
7.2
7.1
7.0
6.6
6.6
6.0
5.1

BM' .+WF

7.6 rd
6.5' 43.0A .
6.9. ,. 8.0
6.9 73
5.8 1.6
5.8 7.4
5.8 7.0
5.5 6.9
5.6 6.8

(4.4) 6.0

11For' '4.
7.9 ,.,..f..-
6.9 '
7.3 .
7.0

.....,. e;

6.0
6.0

4.9 --,,..,
6.2
6.0

(4.9)

Type VY Preferred by blacks and males

67'
32
52
66

3
61
45
21
23
15

Pro foqtball
Football game- kids and spectators
Riding gq-carts

-fro baseball
Track meet - ttm -
Grand Prixautdracing ,
Black fishing at Lincoln Park
Skeet shooting .: . .1, ....... vs..,. ,
Soap box derby -
Pheasant 144,nting

.

4,..
,"""
.

te

1:4 ?

WM +BM WF BF

..4 6.8 8.3 6.2 6.5
6.4 8.0 5.8 6.6
-7.4 8.0 7.5 7.4
7.3 1.-11.9 7.1 7.1
6.4 7.8 7.7 7.7

...; i 6.3 7.2 5.2 6.8
6.4 7.1 5.9 r 740
5. 7.0 (3.5) 14.4)

r- 4.3 6.9 6.3 6.9
(4.3)` 6.9 (2.4) (3.0)

Type IV: Preferred more by females. For males, prefesed more by blacks; for females, preferred
more by whites

WM BM +WF BF
39 Picnic and campfire at forest preserve 7.2 7.3 7.9 7.4

.24 Honieback riding 7.2 . 7.2 7.8 7.6

10 ." Badminton at a forest-rimmed park 6.5 ' 6.9 7.8 7.4
87 °Sandy beach atlake Ji 61 7.1 7.7 7:2

(-'- 2 Black kids flying kites 6.1 6.1. 7.6 7.2
55 .Family in pond at beach . 6.2 6.7 7.0 6.7

81 Lady sunbathing in back yard 4.N 5.5 6.4 5.9
33..99; &4..44)) 5.7 .1..S,.51 Vont dance

36 Blacickidi praying u-1.1-iiliiiiiii.--"Idmistreet
r---**--)

ment that are the ejects of attraction (a la Lan- explained interpersonal difference (about two-
caste?". 1966), the perceived experiential cone- thirds of the reliable variance' n 'this study) is
quencesthat generate attraction (a la Driver), p haps attributable to vatiablea not measured
and the personal needs- and motives that un- e study, either of-the activity and environ-
derlie the Whole process. Even when this is done, ment or of the person.
the planning framework will -not be complete 3. Experience is not strongly correlated with*
without clarification of the actual consequences, preference, but the correlatkeri is somewhat
so that it can be determined whether, and in stronger for blacks andlemales than. for whites
what ways partiCipatiOn in given activities is and males.
socially productive or whether it is nonproduc- 4. Preferences can be partially explained in
tive consumption of pleasure. , terms of measurable attributes or activity and

The following propositions are among those environment. There are strong sex and ethnic
supported by the results of this study: differences in the attractiveness of many at-

1. For high school students, there are signifi- tributes. For example,
cant differences in the deciaion "rules" by which a. Activities requiring skill, training, phygical
males, females, blacks, and whites make their ' exertion, etc., tend to be attractive to males,
recreation choices. , especially white males, and unattractive to

2. When students are tratified by sex and females.
ethnic background so' as to separate these b. The degree of urbanization of the environ-
processes, then measurable differences ihnong _ment is 'negatively related to white
recreation activities explain a significant por- preferences and 'Positively related to black
iion of the real variations in preference /The on- female preferences.

( 120
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c. Experience has a strong pOsitive relationship
with the degree Of environmental urbaniza-
tion for all &tips:There is much more com-
monality in experience than in preference.

5. There,,_ types or classes of activities that
tendto e p eferred by the various sex-ethnic
groups. For example:
a. There is a tendency for whites and males to

be more attracted than blacks tor such activi.:
es as white-water canoeing, climbing, and

diving. Black fer4ales tend to find such
activities unattractive, while white males

I tend to find them very attractive.
b. Activities that take place in urban parks,

urban beaches, and amusement patks tend to
be more attractive to blacks and females than
to whites or males.

c. Whites and female's.tend to be-more attracted
than black's or males to bicycling, skiing, ten-
nis, etc,.

d. Competitive physidal sports such as football,
baseball, track, eta, tend to. be preferred
more by blacks a -iales than by whites or

,females.
Although the aboire propositions and others

that the data may suggest are interesting, th'
should be generalized and used with caution. To
say, for example, that the differences observedA.

in this study between blacks and whites at
Evans?on High School are true for all blacks and
whites, or to apply the findings strictly to
specific individuals would be irresponsbile.

At this point the discussion ought to turn to
interpretation and explanation of the findings.
Why do these differences' exist? Are they in-
herent/ or learned? Should they be recognized

and reenforced by the supply process, or is it
more desirable to preserve diversity while dif-
fusing racial or sexual differences?. Unfor-
tunately, such disccusion must occur elsewhere,
for there is not, room here. As yet the informa-
tion is incomplete, .and intelligent planning
decisions cannot be made until.motives, con-i
straints, consequences, and social and cultural
influences are better understood. In the mean-
time, the best rule is, perhaps, free choice and
diversity of opportunity. That there are
differences in recreational preference among in-
dividuals. is well known, and has been further
emphasized in this study. That these differences ".

are related systematically to :sex and_race is
perplexing but not surprising. 'Mitt, if
anything, should be done about such differences
must be ,left to politics and further research.
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"Children almost never relate to the natural environs
ment in a solitary fashion; they are members of social
groups such as families; friends, or school classes, and

- relate to the environment as members of these groups" -
Robert G. Lee
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Observations in Public Settings
,

%\
by ROBERT O. LA, Assistant Professor, Department of Forestry
and Conservation, College of Natural Resources, Unigemity of
California, Berkeley.

ABSTRACT. Straightforward observation of children in their
everyday environments is a more appropriate method of discover-
ing the meaning of their relationships to nature, than complex
methodologies or reductionist commonsense thinking. Obser-
vational study 'requires an explicit conceptual framework and
adherence to procedures that allow scientific inference. Error may
come from those being studied, the investigator r the sampling
rocedure. Systematic observation is one of the ost use 1-wa s
learning about the complexinterrelationships of a child's World.

THE BEHAVIOR of children in natural set-
--- tinge is exceedingly complex. Researchers
have responded to this complexity in two ways:
One tendency has been.to rely on highly tech-
nicalmethods of collecting and analyzing data.
This approach assumes that a complex situation,
can be understood best by .a complex method-
ology. The other tendency is to make reductionistic
evaluations of children and their relationships,
basing them on tenuous theories about human
behavior. An example of reductionistic thinking
is the almost exclusive emphasii placed on the
individual child by educators, researchers, and'
the 'designers of chi hen' environments. This
emphasis on the individual often reflects a nor-
mative stance that abstracts the child from its
lnilieu and treats the child as an ideal to be
achieved rather than a re4ity to be grasped
through empirical study.

Both'reductionistic thinking 'and complex
methodology overlook the advantages of
systematic observation of natural behavior.
Some of the most important scientific dis-
coveries (the work of Charles Darwin, for exam-
ple) have resulted from direct observation of
coMoplex phenomena. Therefore:let us follow the
advice of the pragmatists and turn from the
"thin abstractions" to the "thick facts".-

OBSERVATION DEFINED
Ohservatfon as a research method differs

from the everyday process of observing our sur-
roundings/As part of that process, we constant-
ly note whzit other people do and interpret their
actions by drawing-inferences as to their mean-
ing for us or for others. We impute motives to
others in order to explain why they act as they
do.'Our commonsense inclination leads many of
us to impute a need for natural environments to
children living in urban environments. Yet we
know almost within about these children and
the circum'stancee of their lives. Thus, our
everyday awareness may not be the best tool for
discovering the actual Ielationships between
these children and their environment. Obs'erva-
fion as a scientificdata collection method re-
quies us to suspend our tendency to impute
meaningko the behavior of others; it leads us to
diicover meaning bysystematically examining
natural behavior.

What are the baiic elements in the act of
scientific Observationf,-Webater's New World.
Dictionary defines observation as "...the act or
practice of noting and 'recording factO and
events, as for some scientific study% The prac-
tice of noting and recording events is always.

')
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structured by a th ree I or ractical problem;
only selected attrl ute or e ents are noted and
recorded. We ma e conce ned with the natural
objects children se in play and choose to ignore

. the children's social status, ace, place of
. residence, an other characteris es that we con-

sider irrelev t to the purpose o the study.
T.3 be-sy ematicobservation must be guided

by an e plicit conceptual framework and
behailior must be noted and recorded in accor-
daqg with rules permitting scientific inference.
The term natural behavior refers to behavior
thacan beobserVed as it occu4n en everyday
situation or natural setting, unilluentedby the
actions of the observer. Natural behavior can be
noted and recorded only if observation is unob-

trusive.
Three procedural features are essential for

noting and recording natural behavior (Jones et
al. 1975):
lr behavioral events must be recorded, in their

. natural settings at the time they occur, not
retrospectively;

' 2Y trained impartial observer-coders must be
used; and

35. behaviors must require little if ,any inference'
by observers to code.

Only directly observed behavior is noted. Ex-
cluded, are reports of behl-vior froin inter-

s viewees, third parties; or self- reporting
questionnaires. These methods do not record
behavior at the time4occurs, nor in its natural

, setting. Third-partAr self-reports do not use
impartial observers. Trained, impaitial
observers are required because in this instance
the observer is the research instrument, and
what the °Nerver notes and records (codes)

becomes data.

A CONCEPTUAL{ FIRAMEWOF,RK.
FOR GUIDING OBSERVATIONS

It is a common misconception that an un-
derstanding of behavior will emerge if we simp-
ly view others with an "open mind". HoWever,
such "immaculate perception" is a myth. We see
reality through the lens provided by our culture,
subculture, and institutional affiliations; reality
is filtered and structured by our language,
myths, habits, and formal rules.

The importance of a eons& us conceptual
framework guiding the observer s obvioafrorn
Whorl's statement that. " dissect nature

e,

along lines laid down by our native languages.-
The categories and types that we isolate from
the world Of phenomena we do not find there
because they stare every observer in the face."
As memberi of a culture and speech community
"We cut nature up, organize it into concepts, and
ascribe significances as we do, largely because
we are parties to an agreement to organize it in
this way .. . "(Whorf 1947214). Knowingly or
not, every observer employs some sort of con-
ceptual framework to order the data-gathering
process. Meaning is not a property- of the
behavior itself. Behavior acquires meaning
be6i.ise of its relationship to a particular con-
text (Scheflen 1974).

To illustrate: Milton Leitenberg (1963), a
biologist who was accustomed to making detail-
ed observations of natural phenomena, was
traveling in Nova Scotia when he stopped to
visit a small town. The town was economically
depressed, .having previously been supported by
coal mines that were now closed. 'Toward. even-
ing, as he sat watching the children play, he
noticed that their game differed from 9.ny he
had played as a-child in the United States or had
seen during 20 years as an apartment dweller in
New York City. Leitenberg suggested that the
unusually cooperative character 'of the game
was ;elated to the depressed economictituation
of the townspeople.

Perhaps the play sequence indicates some
relationship between the degree of social cooperation,
simultaneous lack of aggressiveness and other corn-
petitive,or fearful components in children's gables,
and the eponomicsituation of the parents. (p. 5)

In Western society our cultural bias leads us
to think of children as individuals and treat
their relationships to other people, culture,
place: and time as constraints or opportunities
for individual development. There is an underly-
ing assumption that the individual child is in-
herently "close to nature" and that thitinclina-
tion has been inhibited by artifl en-
vironments, abstract institutional symbols, and
authoritarian social relationships.

jit ia entirely possible that our everyd4-at-
tit des toward children are not the best
framework for guiding systematic observations.
A logic that focuses our attention on the
relationships between behavior and its context
may be more appropriate for divovering the
meanings of the natural environment to
ghildKen.

The framework I propose interprets the
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meaning of a child's behavior in terms of social, .

cultural, physical,and templiral contexts,EVery
child is socially located, beginning with.the im-
mediate family and extending to relatives,
school, church, neighbors-, community
authorities, and many more individuals and
groups. Children are also culturally informed
about how fheylhould behave toward other peo-
ple and objects in their environment. Learning
about the naturalenvironment is part of theac-
culturation process. The social definition of
place iS always an important context for a
child's'behavior. Children learn to associate par-
ticular forms of behavior with places, such as
sidewalks, parks, schools, and churches. Finally,

.4. the sequence of events also constitutes a context
for behavior.lhe life of a child is punctuated b
temporally prescribed activities, such as the
school year, summer vacation, recess, and "after
school". So when we ask what it means for
child to explore nature, we must specify the c n-
text within which we wish to examine mea ng./
The subjectively perceived meaning (pat
the individual is only one of many contexts in '

,which' behavior may be studied.
An illustration of how this _conceptu'al

framework may be used. 4): guide naturalistic
observation is my observation of a park in San
Francisco4s Chinatown (Le? 19731. The park was
in the cater of Chinatown, surrounded it
Chinese estauradts, Shops, and apartment
houses. was built on a hill and had two levels
of approximately equal size. The primary users
of the park were propertyless low-income
residents' who used itas a place to join others
for conveiFsation, games of ch ce, or to observe
local social life, Chinese r Sidents of higher
status used the park only s a pathway or for
local cereonies.

From d ylight until 7. 0 a.m. the park was
used as a training grou for the Chinese mar,
tial arts. From 8 to 11 .m. elderly men slowly
gathered onhe uppe level to play traditional,!,
Chinese games and sit. Activity was greatest
between '11 a.m. and the late afternoon.
Between midmo ing and late afternoon
mothers brought- mall children to play in the
children's playgri und, at the northeast corner of
the lowers lev Wtven the weather_ was
favvable they ere joined in the late morning
by elderly wome who came to sit in the sun and
visit, Adult wo en seldom used ether sections
of the park ex ept as a pathway. At noon,

e. I

14

Caucasion white-collar and construction
workers sat on benches throughout the park to
.eat their lunch. Tourists used the park both as a
paihwa and as an attraction from midmorning

ing. In the afternoon and early even-
r Chinese men who had been working
day came to visit and play games of
oughout the day black and white
dig ts wandered about the 'park,

to fists, sleeping, and drinking.
ranking in age from 10 to 15,
a place to gather and play after
left for' the day.

'These \obse vations showed that the
relationship betWeen children and the park was
imbedded in a complex network of cultural,
social, terriporal, and spatial relationships. This

de it very difficUlt to talk abstractly about
meaning of a child's behayior toward the en-

ironment, because 'a child's behavior toward/the
environment was a result of the interaction

of many different contexts. I observed that
children spent very tittle time in the park itself.
Instead they made extensive use of playgrounds,
streets, sidewalks, alleys, and shops. Communi-
ty wcirkers and children expressed a need for
more developed recreation facilities, such as
playing fields,' basketball courts, swimming
pools, and playgrounds. Contact vith nature, by
its.elf, was not an experience that was valued
highly by adults or 'tchildren. The meaning of
recreation was closely linked to the intensely
social character of behavior in outdoor spaces.

until eve
ifig young
during the
chant
Skid
beggin
Older c
used th
other peo

PROCEDURES
s- FOR GATIHERING

UNBIASED. DESCRIPTIONS
There are advantages and disadvantages to

evely method of gathering data. Direct observa-
tion may be a better method than interviews for
discovering relationships between children and
their environments because people, particularly
children, are unaware of how most of their
behavior is related to variousrintexts (Hall
1966, Scheflen 1974). Even if pe ple are able and
willing to tell the researcher how they feel about
particular objects in their environment, they
may snot be conscious of the degree to which
their behavior depends on what happens in Weir
surroundings. Many of these relationships can
be discovered when observation is structured by
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a logical framework d conducted in a way that
reduces the introduction of error.

In studies -of people there are three usual
sources of error (Webb et al. 1966:12):
1) Error may be traced to those being studied;
2) Error may come from the investigator; and
3) Error may be associated with sampling im-

perfections:Erro produced bj those studied -
is far less when observation is used instead of
interviews or questionnaires. Webb et al
(1966:1) warned that:

.

Interviews and questionnaires intrude as foreign
elements into the social setting they would describe;
they create as well as measure attitudes; they elicit
atypical roles and responses...

From many years of experience in the use of
observation for studying children, techniques
have been developed that minimize the in-
fluenck of the observer qn the behavior of the
child (Willems 1965).

Error from the investigator is.Sar more likely
to threaten validity when observations are used
instead of questionnaires. The human observer
is the data-gathering instrument, and is subject
to boredom, fatigue, or distraction. Lack of
reliability (intelobserver agreement) also
threatens the quality of observational data;
different observers may vary in the kinds of
behavior they note and code. These sources of
error .can be reduced substantially by, careful
training of the observers and use of standar-
dized observation schedules. Mechanical record-
ing instruments such as photographs, film, and
tape recordings also reduce error from the
observer. Multiple ob ervers not only reduce the

, error in aggregated to but also make it possi-
ble to measure relic lity (Reiss 1971)... .

Sampling lerrors may be introduced when
access to poNations of interest is restrigted, or
where populations vary over time or
geographical area. Access to children interact-
ing with their everyday environments is par-
ticularly difficult. Most studies have relied on
samples structured by time, place, or in -'"

stitutional organizatipn, such as school classes.
Barker and Wright (1951) avoided sampling
error by censusing the behavior of a child. They
noted and recorded the minutieby-minute,
behavior of a boy for an entire day, using eight
Observers in successiod:This yielded a complete
description of a child in his natural situation,
from home and school to places of play. Even

, though the external validity of such naturalistic

observations is limited, the data enable the
researcher to connect particular acts to specific
social, physical, and temporal contexts. Barker
and Wright's studies are convincing evidence
that it is' difficult, if not impossible, to
generilize about the behavior, of children
without specifying the immediate milieu.

CONCLUSION

Many significant relationshi are below the
level of our everyday awarenes , Co monsense
thinking has resulted in so m ch emphasis on
the dyadic relationship betty n an individual
and the iiiltural environment that thkimpor-
tance of oer objects in a child's life bAs been
ignored. Children almost never relate to the
natural environment in a solit(u.y faShion; they
are members of social groups iiuc amilies,
friends, or school 'classes and elate o the en-
vironment as m9:fibers of t se oups. 'The
meaning of the environment so ch:nges with
time, place, and cultural conte . Me' bership in
a culture Informs children how to behave
toward nature in general an tow: d specific
natural environments.

Many teachers, environme t d zigners, and
recreation specialists-are conc rued ith enhan-
cing children's/awareness of nd f :ling for tl
natural environment. A gre. t, dea of idealisfir
and emotion is associated ith t is objective.
How6er, it is my observ:tion hat commit-
ment, no matter how stron , dill .e insufficient
for achieving even a sm par , of this ideal
without.factual infortnati, n on he comple* of
relationships in a child's fe. S tematic-ubser-.
vation of children in publc sett ngs is one of the
most useful ways of get ing t , is information.
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"The fact that children are pictured so rarely in
situations where they can demonstrate problem-solving
ability in a realistic (non-magical) way deprives
childrenof opportunities for identifying with and inter-
nalizing the image of a competent child" - Gwen
Hamlin, Yona Nelson-Shulman, and Vheree Nest
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Children's Television: 'An Elavironmentai
Learning. Resource?

by GWEN HAMLIN, YONA NELSON- SHULMAN, ondSHEREE
WEST, all of the Environmental Psychology Program, City Uni-
versit4j of New York. 0-

,/

ABSTRACT This study was designed to explore the environmental
information currently available on those television. programs most
frequently watched by children 2 to 11. The aspects investigated
were: range and type of environments shown, relative itoportions
of time spent on interior and 4exterior, scenes, and verbal ex-
pressions and actions related to the environment. Exterior en-
vironments -were classified by topography, density of habitation,
and land use.'Saturday morning and prime-time programs were
compared on these dimensions. All of the-data were analyzed for
environmental themes. Implications of the results and some direc-
tions for future research are discussed,

'1

CHILDREN LEARN ahrat their world in a
variety okw,,,ays. Learning happens in count-

less,enviropments: in the explicitly educational
classroonfsituation, through direct personal ac-
tion and experience in the world, and also
through indirect, mediated experience. Televi-
sion is one source of such indirect experience.
Although its explicit function4: most commonly
entertainment rather than eduaation, its poten-
tial for 'affecting viewers attitudinally,
cognitively, and/or behaviorally has been es-
tablished by recent extensive research op TV as
a source of social learning (Leibert, Neale, and
Davidson 1978). Our qUestion in this research
was: what is the potential for environmental
learning through television?

Attitudes, expectations and information
regarding human relationships with the land,
with nature, and with the built environment are
expressed constantly on television. Children can
see different landscapes, and can learn (whether
accurately or not) about various geographical
regions of the world, as well as-about natural
and earth-siience processes. Various types of
built environments and the activities ap-
propriate to them are shown. `Children thus

have the opportunity to see a range of lifeityles
and their environmental supports. All of these
may contribute to an explanding internal
representation of child's world. .,

TV has been criticized as a passive medium, a
one-way communication process'which deprives .r
childrenthe time and incentive to explore
their own environment selectively and to learn
by askihk qtre4ions and receiving feedback
(Bettelheim- 1960). On the other hand, the
characters and stories viewed on TV may spark
an active and creative fantasy play in children
at other times an places. Furthermore, TV may
eipose children, to a wider range of action
possibilities, general information, and en-
vironmental leading than they.would evehave
direct personal access to, thus expading their
cognitive options and potential modes of
behavior.

The classic communication model provided
the conceptual framework for our investigation
of the potential contribution of television to
children's environmental learn ng. Tht model
sets up three distinct areas to be estigated: 1),
the communicators and their intentions; 2) the
message (i.e., program content); 3) the audience
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and its reception and processing of the message.
'Clearly, any television program reflects the
'multiple input of writer, director, proilcer,
network and sponsor, and their individual- and
collective values and vested interests as well as
generalized cultural assumptions of ap-
propriateness, aesthetics, and morality. This
study touched on only part of the greater system
at work. It was an initial attempt to deal with
the second area of the available message, by
isolating and, analyzing the environments
pr ented though this medium.

0 r aim was to find out what environmental
infor ktion is available to children on popular
television.. What programs do most children
watch; what are they about; what kinds of en-
vironments are represented; and in what for-
mat? What uses are made of environments and
what explicit references are made to en-
vironments that express underlying values and
attitudes?' What are-the major themes dealing
with environmental issues? Finally, what are
the roles that children play in relation to their
physical setting; how do they deal with en-
vironmental problems; and what environmental
skills do they demonstrate tliat might be of in-
structional value to their viewers?

We supposed that conventional social
assumptions about, children and environments
might be revealed by comparing -`Saturday -
morning with pritme-tinie programming. Is
children's performance in various environments.

,...

handled differently when an adult audience is ,
anticipated? Programs that are shown On Satur-
day morning are designed specifically for
children, whereas prime-time progrea(broad-
cast during the heavy-viewing hours- 8 to
11 p.m.) are aimed at adults as well.

METHOD
.We used the Nielsen ratings for the first two

weeks in-January 1975 to determine which of.
the Saturday morning and evening prime-time
programs were seen by the largest numbers of
children. Of prime-time programs, only hour-
long series were selected (tab)e 1). Nielson es-
timates that 9 million childreom 2 to 11
watch these programs regularly:We recorded a
total of 20 'viewing hours (10 from Saturday
morning and 10 from prime time).. We watched
two episodes from each series and videotaped
them for later analysis. \,,,/ .

Each scene was described by r during its
visual narrative to a capsule scen io (scene
changes were determined primarily y ,change
of setting). With each change of s tting, plot
developments were noted. Setting w described
in terms of location (e.g., alifornia),
topography (e.g., flat desert), lan use /building
type ,Ze.g., commercial, low-rise) d degree of
habitation (urban, suburban, rural, un-'
inhabited). FrequIntly, settings were categoriz--

Table 1.Programs'elswed

Program Format . Principal setting Main characters (all animated
animals are anthropomorphized

SATURDAY A.M.
Devlin
Hong Kong Phooey
Jeannie
Land of the Lost

Animated
Animated
Animated
Live action

Pink Panther Animated

Run, Joe, Run -

Shazam
Sigmund and the Sea Monsters

Superfriends Animated

' The New Adventures of Gilligan Animated

EVENING (all are live action)
Emergency
Little House on the Prairie

x -MilliunDollar Man
rte Rookies

The Waltons,
Character with supernatbral powers ../...

Live action
Live action
Live Action

Adventure
Family drama
Adventure
Adventure
Family drama

Nomadic (circus)
Urban
Su burba0
Artificiarser. prehistoric'

caves
Various and abstract

Nomadic
Nomadic
Artificial set: suburban
beach and house
Metropolitan, ajr, and
underwater
Tropical islaild

Metropolitan
19th century, prairie
Various international
Metropolitan
1930's, Virginia mountains

girl, teen boy young man (siblings)
dogs a, cat a, auks
teens, female genie, immature genie
girt, boy, father

Panther, ant, aardvaark, anony-
mous humans
trained dog, male trainer
teen youngman a , older man
2 boys, older 'Aunt', sea monsters

2 children, assortment of super-
heroes
young man, adults

Male adults (public servants)
nuclear family
male adult a
male adults (public servants)
extended family with grandpares
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ed on the basis of context, since the landscape
was only glinipsed .or was not in clear fo&is.
Distinctions between suburban-commerical anti
urban categories were particplarly difficult, to
make, as they are, in fact, typically blurred in
American cityscapes. Other salient visual
qualities (e.g., climatic condition) were record-
ed and the setting was designated, whenever
possible, as exterior or interior.

All verbal, references to the environment (fac-
tual statements, emotional responses, puns,
etc.) were transcribed, as were any salient ac-
tions upon the environment, e.g., carving in-
itials into a tree. Each interior-and exterior shot
was timed to determine its fespective contribu-.
tion to the total time. Finally, themes and global
messages emerging from a content analysis of
verbal expressions and enyironmentally related
actions or plot developments were noted and
analyzed.

DESCRIPTION OF
PROGRAMS VIEWED

Of the top 10 Saturday morning programs we
viewed, 6 were animated and 4`were live-action
productions. Three programs maintained stable'
settings, while the rest offered a wider.variety
of settings within and between episodes. Three
prograts featured characters whose nomadic
lifestyles brought them to a new local each
week. my two programs were primarily urban.
Four brograms featured animals as main
characters and four had main characters with
some kind of super power.
.All of the five prime-time programs viewed

were live-action dramas, utilizing bath locations
and Tealistic sets. Three were action-adventure
series, two of which were based in specific
metropolitan areas. The third varied its location
weekly, often suggesting international settings.
The protagonists of these series were adult men.

4'
The other to series were both rural, set in the
past, and feapred families with children.

Few progrfims showed children under 12. On
Saturday morning, when programs are aimed
specifically at children of'that age, only 4 of the

dolee10 regularly shov;iehildren as protagonists.
A scents w shown in four others.
Al ther, of the 29 episodes viewed, only 11
featured a child as, a main character (/ of 19 on
Saturday; 4 of 10 in prime time). Of the two
evening series featuring families,shildreo were
central to the plot in two of the fourepiSodes.
Young people were shown in urban s ions
only twice, both briefly on Saturda' ng.

RESULTS'
Of Saturday md'ning program time, 59.2 per-

cent was devoted, to exterior scenes, while 40.2
percent of the time the action took place inside.

The remain-mg-0.6 percent used abstract set-
tings , which fit into neither -categOry. The
percentages wesre'reversed for primieltime: 40.5
percent of the total were exterior scfnes, while
59.5 percent were interior scenes (table 2). Much
of the exterior time in prime time was devoted
to quick establishing shots (5 to 10 seconds for a
long shot or pan shots used to provide a frame of
reference), or to what we came to call "in-
transit" sequences. These were typically chase
scenes, where the environment added to the
sense of risk and suspense, or ttansitional.
scenes, which eased the flow from oneiet
tion to another.

Table 3 summart, ies the,' exterior' en-
vironments by general type of landscape,on a
rough continuum of density of babitatiori and
type of land use In the overall sample,1 the
predominant landscapes (30,5 percent of total

'exterior time) were rural and 'sparsely ''nr,
habited, as exemplified by the dry scrub a d
grassy hills typical of southern California. T e

Table 2.Time spent In interior and exterior sittings by Saturday and evening shows

Time period Interior Exterior Other Total

Saturday
Evening

Total

Min.

161.19
283.03

444,22

40.2
59.5

, Min.

237.54
192.28

129.82

%

59.2
40.5

Min.

2.48

2.4§,

%

Q.6

Ain.

401.21
475.30

876.51

%

100.0
100.0

11 -J
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Table 3.- Exterior dm* divot** to landscapatypas In Saturday and awning hauls

Landscape typili

Saturday

% of Sat.
Minutes exterior

time,

Urban
Suburban commercial
Suburban

Small town/c us 1.51
Rural/sparsely inhabited
Wild/uninhabited

Subtotal

Public recreational
Other surfaces
toeair, water, etc.)
Not accounted for

hnical difficulties, etc.)

\rota!

10.47 4.4
6.74 2.8

26.75 11.3
0.6 0.4

45.31- 19.1
71.21 30.0

161.99 68.2

27.25 11.5
34.12 14.4

J4.18 5.9

,1
237.54 100.0

Evening Total exterior

% of total
exterior

time

'
,Minutes

% of eve.
exterior

time

% of total'
exterior

time

VI total
Minutes erior

time

2.4
1.6
6.2

38.00In
." 16.6

37.7

'
6.3

' 7.9

<-8'3

55.2 -

s

21.2Q >
14.87

9.30
19.8

85,73
10.40

179.50

9.8
8i.,

2.52

192.28

11.0
7.7-
4.8

8.8
' 44.6

5.4

93.3

4.9
1 0.5ii
100.0 .

'

'

i

4.9
3.5
2.2

39.51
19.9
2:4

41.7

2.2
0.2

44.7

'1,81.61'

*

31.67 " 7.4
21.61 .5.0
36.05 8.4

9.2
131.04 , 30.5 ,

19.0

.49 79.5

.63 8.5
435.00 8.1

4,670, 3.9

- ....../- e .

429.82 7, 100.0_

..
-......-,

activities not frequently shown in these dry
rocky hills Were high action chase-seqices.

, Rural scenes of ponds, woods, or dirt, was, on
the other hand, were'usually agttin g* for social-
interaction and intimate encgunterii,betwett
family and friends. Wild, uninhabited
landscapes were second in frequency (19.9
percent). Urban settings accounted for only 7.4;
percent, of the total exterior time fork all

,programs, band suburban commercial strips
were seen least (5.0 percent). .

he Saturday morning programs showed a
much greater variety of landscape types, in-
cluding more exotic and wild, uninhabited
regions; e.g., deserte mountains, tropical
islands, jungles, etc. Often these settings Served
as remote or mythical supports for events more
fregly fantasied than those usual in eveniigt
prat., ams. Most prime-time exterior scenes (93.3
percent), fell into one of the six density/land use
categoriei shown in tabll 3, as did a smaller
majority (68.2 percent) of the Saturday morning
landscapes. Not all scenes could be categorized'
along those dimensions, however: 8.5 percent of
the total exterior time showed public recreation
settings,, e.g., racetrrks, fairgrounds, zoos, and
stadiums. Of this category, 74.4 percent was
contributed by the Saturday morningprograms.
Other surfaces, e.g., air, water, underwater, etc.
accounted for 8.1 pticentlf the total exterior
time, with 97.5 percent of that category -at-
tributable to Saturday morning programs.

s No

-,

On Saturday morning, the piedon4nant
category was wild°, uninhabited landscape130.0,
percent of Saturday exterior time). The next
most frequent was rural, sparsely inhabited
(19.1 percent),-followed by suburban residenti#1
(11.3 perCent). Urban exteriors accounted for
only 4.4 percent */ Saturday time, with small
town,(campus appearing least often (0.6
percent).
glzhir.pbtlbininant landscapes in prime time,
ow-the Vtitex hand, were rural, sparsely, in-
habited (44.6 percent of evening exterior time$,
and small town/campus (19.8 percent), con-
tributed primarily by two programs-The
Waltons and Little House on the Prairie-which
feature the same rural locales each week. Urban
landscapes were thir'd in amount of,"ivening ex-
erior time at 11.0 perdent. 3Nild, uninhabited

landscapes (5.4 percent of evening exterior time)
and suburban residential exteriors (4.8 percent)
appeared leas1 frequently. -

Four of the most frequent environment-
centered themes are discUssed below withbrief
illustrative references from the flAtific
progranks in which they appear.
(-Bei ng marooned, lost and/or, isolated-
igeherally as the result of some natuaal dis-
aster- provides the raison d'etreand continuous

-plotyline for the two most popular (according to
a recent Nielsen statistic) Saturday morning
programs. In The New AdvenKres of Gilli n, a
shipw.rtck has left an odd assortmen eople

7
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ct, stranded on an island, which provides a physical
4 context for weekly adventures and mishaps-. In

Land of the Lost, 'a father, son, and daughter
find their 'camping trip disrupted ;,vheil an
earthquake catapults them into a prehistoric

e dimension. One .episode of Devlin dealt
with the experience of being trapped in a narrow
mountain pass by an avalanche that followed an

. unexpected blizzard. In both Devlin and Land of
the Lost, the environment is depicted as hostile
and threatening, requiring the protagonists to

,muster their resources in dealing with the
challecge of the situation. The characters in
Gilligan also cope quite successfully' with the
situational demands of their island existence,
but the environment is seen as more supportive,
adding credence to the ,myth of easy and boun-
tiful living on tropical islands.

A number of environments evoked responsei
of aesthetic appreciation. In Shazdm, Mentor
and Billy admire the tranquility of their moun-
tain surroundings: r. especially up here where
it's so peaceful and quiet." Sandy, in Devlin, is
awe=struck at the same mountain snowfall
which' unnerved her older brother:, "It's-
beautifullook, it's snow...Like a kid's fairy
tale!" Francie, in The Rookies', reminesces about

I"just Viking through the parkit was
beautifu really beautiful." Most notable of all
is `8-year-old Laura's soliloquy while fishing
with her beloved Johnny: "What a pretty song.
Squirrel playing and fish jumpingthis is such
a cheerf I place. At times like this, I feel all
'warm and sparkling inside" (Little House on the
Prairie).

Environments were also seen 'as refuges
where people go to elude their pursuerS.
Although' the rural, sparsely inhabited
landscape often provides this escape, e.g. fleeing
to the hills to escape police (Tke Rookies), the
urban environment also provides multiple op-
portunities for flight 'and retreat, Microen-
vironments are 'often used for this purpose, e.g.
hiding in alley trashcans (The Walton) and in
the doorways of dimly-lit urban sAltr- (Six

.Million Dollar Man) as well as losing oneself in
'downtown traffic to shake off the police (The
Rookies). Some imaginative hiding illaces in-
dluded a tennis Court, a filling cabinet, an un-
er*ater algae forest, the inside of a dam, and a

c1,4bhouse.
The clubhouse represents a subcategory of

this major thematic element,f914e it is not only

a refuge where two boys hide their sea-monster
friend, but it is also a private place where the
bl3ys can meet and plan in secrecy without fear
of intrusion from the adult world. (Sigmund and
the Sea Monsters). Interiot settings are not the
only places where petkple seek and find privacy:
"Let's go outside where we can be'private,"'says
a character in Little House on the Prairie. Close-
ly related to private places are settings for con-
fidential talks, which-range from conventional
interiors, e.g. bedrooms, to the front steps .of
houses and schools, and very often to natural
settings; e.g. gardens, ponds, waterfalls, dirt
roads, and trees.

Another major theme that overlaps con-
siderably with the conceptof environment as
refuge is the theme of running away. This
category includes not.only'the characters who
areIleeing from the police iM various episodes of
The Rookies, but also situations wherfe children
or animals run from a place of security and close
familial ties to strange and unfamiliar places
that demand rather complex adaptive
strategies. Joe is the fugitive dog in the series
Run, Joe, Run who iferroneously thought,tob;::,
dangerous and -must constantly flee his put*
suers in alien terrain. In an episode of The
Walton, Whea Jim-Bob, the youngest boy in
the.family, feels ignored and misunderstood, hb
runaway from his rural home to the next town,
where he attempts tb-Auy a train ticket for
"Japan or Washington" One segment of Jeannie
features Babu, a genie, who thinking himself
jinxed, runs away from his suburban home to a
more rural setting where he encounters some
unfriendly strangers. In all instances the
runaways are sought by concerned family and
friends and entreated tooreturne home. Going
home is, of course, the thematic counterpart to
running away or getting lost and the warm
and supportive qualities of home are strong un-
derlying themes at least three series: the title
of Little House on the Prairie physically
describes the locus nfAhe Ingals' homestead;
Walton's Mt., Va. is where The Walton live and
work (most significant action takes place in and
around the house in these two cases); and the
sole objective of the family stranded in Land of
the Lost is to return home. In each of these
programs, the physical environment clearly
shapes the lifbstyle pictured.

Frightening and dangerous places often
figure into the plots tticrekan atmosphere of
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tension, adventure, and excitement and provid4
a context for displays of bravery and risk-
taking, hence the final theme focuses on
demonstrations of environmental competence:
In only three episodes are children actively deal-

o ing with their fears and coping realistically with
situational crises. Holly, the young girl in Land
of the Lost, and Chad, a blind boy in on4pi,sode
of Shazam, manage to rise above their handi-
caps and the overprotection of well-meaning
adults by rescuing others whose lives are en-
dangered. Most of problems faced by television
characters, however, are dealt with by adults
many of whom are also equipped with super
powers. In fact, out of 29 episodes, 10 featured

. characters with superhuman powers none of
them children. Implications of these findings for
the development of environmental competence
in children will be discussed in the next section.

k

DISCUSSION AND
FUTURE RESEARCH

These results reflect general social attitudes
about children and current programming
theories as well as the different potentials for
environmental learning inherent in the formats
of evening and Saturday morning programs..
One convention that 'Appeared consistently is
the placement of children in natural. settings.
Perhaps our cultural mythology perpetuates the
notion of a link between the characteristics

isterotypically assigned to childrensimplicity,
openness and uninhibited behaviorand the un-
domesticated outdoors. Our society has conven-
tionally thought that the "natural" environment
is the most suitable arena for a child's play and
exploration and that the child should therefore
be happiest in such a context. The city is seen as
inimical to children in the harshness of its build
environment. Restrictions, are imposed by
adults because of perceived physical and social
dangers. In the television programs we
monitored, wV'saw no ildren demonstpating

. skills or coping with pro ems in urban settings,
although other character hat children may or
may not identify ,with (animals and older
adolescents) were occasionally seen acting in ur-

. ban scenes-.
The factthat children are pictured so rarely in

Situations where they can denlonstrate
problem-solving ability in a realistic (non-

magical) way deprives children of opportimities
for identifying with and internalizing the image
of a competent child. Super power and
technological intervention as the usual means of
problem-solvipg on these TV programs may
reinforce the child's notion of finding magical
rather than skill- or initiative-derived solutions
to ecological problem's.

Such conventions about a child's relationship
to the environment and the expectations of his
performance within that environment emerge
fairly consistently in both Saturday and prime-
time programs. The differences between the two
are largely in the kinds of environments shown
and the kinds of action that take place. These
differences probably reflect the anticipated
differences in viewing audiences.

Exterior environments pinvide the -potential
for a great variety and quantity of action. It is
known that action is a prime ingredient in.
holding children's attention to the screen
(Liebert, Neale, and Davidson 1973). On Satur-
day morning, mythical or remote 'exterior en-
vironments were often settings, for that action
and adventure. In Prime-time shows, most of
the fast -paced action Sequences again take place
outside, hut verbal dramatic developments,
perhaps of more Merest to adults, are usually'
set indoors,

Since children do watch tail Saturday mor-
ning and evening programs, the differences in
settings may communicate conflicting images of
the wider world beyond home. On Saturday
morning, events that are exciting, 'adventurous,
or challenging usually happen in exotic foreign
places, in wild uninhabited places, or at least in
places outside the home. While the situations
that develop may or may not be realistic, they
present an intriguing view of a world larger
than that experienced by most children, or even
most adults. ,

The evening programs we viewed split into an -
interesting dichotomy. On the one hands there
was a melange of violent, criminal and/or in-
stitutional processes generated in an urbanized
world in which men were the main participants.
On the other hand, programs featuring family
life are set in the past and depict 'home' as a
secure rural haven. Do children infer from this
that the city is a frightening, dangerous place
unsuitable for children and a secure home is
only a remnant of ourural past?

Furthermore, what notions of lifestyle'are
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children absorbing? Several Saturday morning
shows support the American romance of

t nomadicor highly mobile lifestyles inviting ex-
ploration of unknown environments. Some
evening programs, on the other hand, reinforce

-the value of a stable, rooted home environment.
The presentation of lifestyles in the context of
,certain environments, e.g., conventional Aubur-

,-... ban settings or nostalgic -rural settings, may
contribute to idealizeditnages and expectations
of how one "should" live and of options other
people enjoy. It is possible that the comparison
Of his or her own lifestyle with th e shown on
television may contribute not only o the child's
learning about the world but als y reflection,
to an emerging self-definition.

We should note that although aturday morn-
ing shows often depicted mo unusual en-
vironments, ,the "created" (dra or modeled)
settings were (with a few exce tions) highly
stereotypic, abstracted represen tions of the
suggested environments. If the are informing
a child's image of parts of the world, it is on a
highly generalized level. The "live" locations of
evening programs, on the other hand, provide
incidental information about more ordinary en-
vironments in much. greater detail.. For many
young children, even these "ordinary" en-
vironments are different from anything they
have experienced, 4nd thui may lie a source of
environmental learning.

Although the settings of the evening
programs were more detailed and realistic than
most Saturday morning settings, landscapes
were often viewed ithillimpses. The scenes were
short; and the screen was filled almost entirely
by close-ups of people, car- interiors, etc.
Landscapes were often more suggested than
shown, seen in fragments out of car windows, or
blurred by panning or a shallow depth of field.
One reason that so much of the landscape waA
seen in glimpses and fragments was the great
amount of- time -spent in vehicles and on the
§treet,s.We are reminded of recent discussions
of landscapes seen from moving vehicles and the
educational find orienting functions that could
be served in real urban landscapes by the
`diffetent perspectives available in a trip
through thp city (Appleyard, Lynch, and Myer
1964; .Carr and Lynch 1968).

In a sense childreh are carded as passively
through television landscapes as they are in
vehicle's, but the images on television are even

less connected and the scales of environments
change much more abruptly in adjacent scenes
of TV programs. The choice of perspective is also
not available to the viewer of a television scene
as it is to the car passenger. Learning to in-
tegrate different scales and perspectives of
environment-landscape into a coherent image is
a cognitive task which children achieve with
varying levels of competence at different stages
of deelopment (Hart and Moore 1978). Future
research should investigate the child's ability to -
integrate individual scene pieces into a u*ified
image of a landscape based on the context of the
program and to identify a type of landscape, as
well as its region or place in the world.

This study has approached only one phase of
the communications model, the message con-
tent. The other two facets, the choices and inten-
tions of the producers of the message and the
manner in which the information is assimilated
and incorporated by child viewers, must also be
investigated to elucidate the prdgess of
children's environmental learning through
television. This conceptual and Methodological
approach is equally applicable to other popular
media, e.g. movies, comic books, advertisilfg,
fnusic, etc.

It is our hope that this presentation will spark
an interest in media-based environmental
learning. "Decisions about environments are
.made by and for people who environmental at-
titudes and !values have been shaped not only
through forMal education and direct experience
but also through indirect and informal
resources.
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PHOTO BY WALT BLAIR

"Observeis of children have long been aware of how
children use make-believe play to cope with traumatic
events in their lives" - Anne Robertson-
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A Method for Observing
Young ,Children's Make-Believe Play.

by ANNE ROBERTSON, Department of Psychology, Yale Univer-
sity.

ABSTR AG<The influence of toy "realisticness" on the make=
believe play of 20- and 26-month old boys and girls was studied by
recording their play behaviors when they were presented with
specific toys and pray suggestions. Results indicate that age
changes in make-believe play with the less realistic toys reflect in-
creased competence in symbolic transformation,. whereas -age
changes in play with th ore realistic toys reflect social learning,'
which may differ for b ys and girls..

. .

EXPERI NTAL METHOD described
in this paper was d in a study of the ef-

fect of age, sex, and toy e on the make-believe
play of children 20 and 26 months old. The child-
ren were observed playihg in their most familial
and natural settingat home with their mothers
watching. While, this study focused on the early
development of Make-believe play, aspects of its
experimental design and methodology. might
well be used in investigating the more general,
question of how different settings affect be
havior. One could, for instance, examine which
types of play and interaction were most charac-
teristic of children using different areas of a
camp or playground

The theoretical basis for this research comes
largely froth the work of Jean Piaget, the Swiss
developmental' psychologist. Piaget (1951) has
long been concerned with the child's cognitive
development and regards-the varying typei Of
play, one observes in children of different ages as
reflections of the increasing complexity of the
child's intellectual ability. Piaget's developmen-
tal sequence of play included three typeskac:
tice play, symbolic play, and games with ruTes.
Although these three types of play coexist in
older children and adults, they first appear and
predominate during particular stages of the

child's cognitive growth. In the first 18 months .

of life a child engages primarily in practice play,
4ek \

in which pleasure is found in repe Ling and
solidifying a' skill which has alre dy been

imasterethLtor example, a baby' playing 'Atte-
cake. Examples of this sort of play in adulthood
would include playing a musical instrument or
riding a bicycle for pleasure..

At about 18 months the child becomes capable
of what Piaget calls symbolic thought. This

'development is reflected both in the_growthof
language and in the appearance of fnake-believe
play. In snake- believe play. the 'child is able to
shape the world to his fantasy temporarily,

rather than haying to shape his behavior and
thought to the demands and constraints of the

'environment. With the development of make-
.

believe play a child' can use behaviors he has
already mastered for his own purposes. A 1-
year -old must concentrate on making a stack of
blocks just stand up; a 3-year-old is able to use
his building skill to create an imagined airport
or house.

Games.with rules are the third form of play
described by Piaget. -These gaines predominate
from around 6 or 7 years of age into adulthood.
This type of play includes sports and board

'Illrgames, in which the player accepts a set of ar-
bitrary rules and shapes his behavior to them.

A number of.researchers view 'make-believe
play as significant both to a Child's cognitive
growth and his emotional growth. Studies done

t
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by Sara Smilansky (196i of Israel suggest that
a complex form of make-believe play, which she
calls "sociodramatic play", may be important
for later success in school. Sociodramatic play is
the sort of role-playing engaged in by 4- and 5-
year -olds around a theme, such as playing house
or cowboys and Indian Since such plafIn-
volves a degree of abstract thinking, and is
directed by the child's imagination rather than
by the demands or the environment, it may
provide necessary training for the abstract, in-
ternal thought processes needed in reading and
problem-solving.

Observers of children have long been aware of
how children use make-believe plaY to cope with
traumatieevents in their lives. Often a child will
take an active rolein play that parallels a situa-
tion in which he was passive; for example,
child might play doctor and pretend to give her
doll a shot the day after she had received a shot
herself. Further, fantasy play is a primary tool
in psychotherapy with young,charen. Through
a child's play the therapist may come to under-
stand conflicts that are interfering Tith the
child's normal development. Resolutions may
also be achieved through play.

My study investigated the effect of how
realistic the toys were on the make-believe play
of 20- and 26-month-olds.'A brief desCription of
early make-believe play will help clarify why
this may be an.important factor. Early in the
development ofillhake-believe play a child nay
pretend to &ink from an empty cup. He tips
he back to draiNhe last drops of the imagin-
ed liquid, then smacks his lips with pleasure.
Sometime later he may pretend to drink from a
shell or closed fist and perhaps offer a sip to his
teddy bear. In these sequences of play, the child
apparently:disconnects a well-established motor
activity (such as ,drinking) from its customary
function (consumption).and context(with a full
cup). Also, as the child matures, he has less and
less need ,for realistic props to support his
attempts at make-believe. At first he pretends
to drink with an empty cup, but later with just a
Closed fist.

The relationship of the amount of structure or
realisticness provided by an objeCti to make-
believe play has interested other researchers
(Markey 1935; Fein 1973, 1975). Although 4- an
5-year-olds are able to pretend with few or no
props (pretending to be Batman just by claim-.
ing .to be and running around), realistic props

may be necessar to the make-believe play of
younger children. For older children with well-
developed imaginative capacities, very specific
realistic props may even restiiet play.

Piaget's view of the process of symbolic or
make-believe play is useful in understanding the
relationship cif materials to it. Piaget speaks of
"symbolic transformations'; he means this
that in pretending to drink from an e cup a
young child must symbolically tra rm the
empty cup into a full one. In pretending to drink
from a wooden _block, though, an additional
transformation is required: imagining the block
to be'a clip. So, more symbolic work seems to be
required from the child by less structured ob-
jects. While this symbolic work may be easy and
fun for an older child, it may be impossible for a
younger child without the cues provided by
realistic objects. The implication is that with
eognqive growth, pretend play mad become less
dependent on the physical presence of highly
realistic or prototypical objects such as cuplike
cups, trucklike trucks-and babylike dolls.

I studied whether the relation between the
strucCuredness of Materials and make-believe
play varies as a function of age by presenting 20-
and 26-mon ld girls and boys with materials
that differed in their, similarity to real cups,
trucks, and dolls. Sex differences in early make-
believe play were also examined in this study,
but those results ill only be mentioned briefly.

.

METHOD
, 'The subjects were 8 Caucasian boys and

girls, chosen randomly hospital birth
. records. Restrictions oh the s ple were that no

child have more than one sibling and that the
parents live together. Most of the children came
from middle-class homes.

Each child was observed twice at home with
his or her mother present. /Each session con-
sisted of three distinct segmentstwo play
episodes or 10 minutes each (in which the
procedure was identical but the toys were
different), separated by approximately 40

~minutes of intervening tasks which were the
same for all children. Two visits were ap-
proximately 2 weeks apart and lasted about an
hours Since each child was observed twice With
each \ of the two toy sets (toy sets A and B were
presented at each visit but not in the same
order), the experimental design was one of
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repeated measures in whit ach child served as
his own,control: Using two sits also made it
possible to assess the of t o the unfamiliarity
of the experimental situati and the ex-
perimenters. Sjnce play is on of the first
behaviors to drop out.when a chil is'anxious or
uncocinfortable, it is essential th the child
become familiar with the experimente and ex-
periMental procedures.'

Materials. .There were two toy sets, each on-
taining 17 objects, 4 of which were identical
both sets. Examples of the object categor s
were: cup, spoon, bowl, doll, truck, crib, phone.
The ,highly realistic or "highly prototypical"
(HP) toy set contained 13 objects which wer
:either familiar household things or toys (cri
telephone, truck).- The doll fwas a detailed
representation of a baby. The 13 objects in the
"less prototypical" (LP) set were roughly Mat

. ed byfunction (things for drinking, for eating,
for sleeping) but lacked the detail of their highly
prototypical counterparts; e.g., a bed and a
truck were matched to two boxes of different

container of roughly the same size, e toy
sizes, the coffee mug was matched tcatipilastic

telephone was matched by a toilet-paper tube
balanced en two blocks,Sand the baby doll was
matched to a stuffed cloth figure.,

Experimenters. Two female experimenters
visited the home. One experimenter (El)
presented the toys to the child and administered
the intervening tasks, while the other (E2)
recorded' the child's behavior.
' Warm-up The initial 5 to 10 minutes of each

session were spent in helping the child feel at
ease with the experimenters. Either El. or the
child's mother showed the child a 'picture book

' while the other adults chatted. By the end of 10
minutes El took the first set of toys from the
suitcase, arranged theni on the floor in a

edeterinkned way and invited the child to play
with them.

Play episodes. Each 10-minute play episode
began with 2 minutes of free play during which
El sat near the child but did not participate in
his play. During the remaining 8 minutes of the
episode El, made five play suggestions at
specified time intervals and in a fixed sequence.

When making a play suggestion, El indicated
or brought into view the appropriate toys for
that particular play theme; for example El in-
dicated the toy truck while saying, "Dolly wants
to go for a ride; please take dolly for a ride." If

`

the child did not respond to the first verbal
'suggestion, it was repeated approximately 30
seconds later: Beyond this, however, the Child
was not coaxed into following El's requests.
. During each play episode, a continuously
described the child's activities into a tape
recorder. A ,,signal was recorded on the tape
every°10 seconds. Even though there was a lag
between the occurrence of ,an activity and the,
oral description of it, the relative duration and
sequence were preserved. The language used to
record the child's behavior consisted of about 50.
core verbs which described the child's use of ob-
j

/
(e.g., pushes truck, fingers 21°11, claps

locks) and his.interactions with Mier people
involving-objects (e.g., gives mother.doll, shows
El bottle). All of the child's behavior during the
play episodes was recorded and transcribed, but
only those' behaviors subsequently coded as
"pretends" will be considered here.

Actions, but not verbal I s, were scored
"pretends" if they conta' d an element ofy,
make-believe. For ex a child's goi
through the motions of dri Ing from an em
cup was`Iscored "pretend", but his pointing to
empty cup and saying "coffee'-' was not:-A child's

Gehaviors were coded "pretend" if/they: (a) in-
volved treating something in;rate as though
it were animate (feeding a d ; (13)' resembled
normal, functional activities but occurred in the.
absence of necessary materials (drinking from
an empty bottle); (c) were not carried through to
their 'usual outcome (putting on a hat, but not
going outside; closing eyes, but not sleeping); or
(d) were typically performed by someone else
-(brushing hair, dialing a telephone).

Observation reliabilities were determined
from tape recorded observations of filmed play
sequences. Observer agreement for objecrcon-
tact was 82 peicent, for activity it was 80 per-
cent and for coding a behavior "pretend" it was
87 percent.

Measures. 'The four'ta d play episodes for
each child were transcribed, the "pretends" cod-
eel and the folldwing measures compiled for each
play episode: 4

1) Pretend Frequency was the sum of all those
behaviors coded "pretend" within a 10-minute
observatiosn period.

2) Variation of Pretend was the number of
pretend activities which were unique in action,
objects, or relevant vocalizations. For example,
stirring with a spoon in a red cup five times was4
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scored as one variation, and so was stirring once an
with a spoon in a yellow bowl. Also, pretending
to drink from an empty cup with accompanying
noises was scored separately from drinking
"silently", and saying, "Hi, Daddy," on the toy
telephone was scored differently from saying,
"No, I can't."

.3) Total Activity was the sum of all the child's
actions, whether make-believe or not, during the
10-minute play episode. This score served as a
baseline of activity level against which to assess
a child's pretend activity.

RESULTS
-9'

Since preliminary analyses
si ificant experimenter effect

girls pretended more than boys (F (1,20) =
9. p < .01). But the influence of ahild's sex
o his pretend play depended on his age.
T enty-six-month-old girls pretended
s ifieantly more than 20-month-old girls (t =
3 49 > t' = 2.85, p < .01), but the difference

etween older and younger boys was not signifi-
ant: It was only at 26 months that the sexes
iffered in amount of pretending (t = 3.66 > t' =
.85, p < .01); at 20 month's there was no

diffefence. Thus, it was between the ages of 20
months and 26 months that the two sexes began
displaying different patterns of make-believe
play.

The interactive effect of age and sex is
indieated no modified by toy type. With all subjects com-

(t cif = bined, children pretended more with the highly

110, p <..43), groups were collapsed acrqss ex- prototypical toys than with the less prototypical

perimenter and subsequent analyses were per- toys (F (1,20) = 26.12, p < :001). Using the

formed on these pooled groups. A multifactor 4ewman -Keuls method for multiple corn-
analysis of variance With repeated measures paris.ons, 'I found this to be true also of each
(Winer 1962) was performed on each of the separate age and sex group (p < .01). The ex-

dependent measures: Pretend FrequentY,,Varia; istence of a significant age by sex by toy interac-

tion of Pretend, and Total Actiyity.. The tion, though, means that the precise effect of toy

_between-subjects factors were age, sex, and ih- 'typedepended on the child's age andliex.
tervisit order (LP/HP - HP/LP or HP/LP -, As an be seen from figure 1, boys and girls
LP/HP), and the repeated factors were type of followed strikingly differentlities of develop-,

ment from 20 to 26 months with regard' to the
infldence'of toy type. At 20 months both boys' '

and girl retended more with highly
prototypical than with less prototypical toys (p
< .01), but the difference was 'greater for boys.

Either was with the Total Activity' score. . By 26 months the situation was-almost revers-

The Pretend FrEquency and Variation &ores ed., with girls pretending much more with highly

Were intende to reflect two dimensions cirtotypical than with less, prototypical toys (p,
'amake-believe play, mount and diversity.' :01), and toy type making no difference ,in

toy and intravisit order (first or second).
The three dependent measures were

significantly correlated (p < .001), with Pretend
Frequency and Variation of Pretend scores be-
ing more highly correlated with each other than

However, the analyses of varia
nal an lyses for the two scor
par el (differing only in th

the inter- older boys' pretend play. Thus, from 20. to 26
closely months boys. went from having toy type affect

to which their pretent play to having it 'make. no
the findings were more significant thalp.< .05), difference, while.with'age the effect of toy type

that this discussion will be limited to the results was simply intensified for girls. .

of analyses of the frequency scores only. Both sexes- significantly increased their pre-
tend play with the less prototypical toys from 20

Age, sex, and toy type effects . to 26 months (boys, p < .01); girls, p < .01).,
Repeated-measures analysis of variance for Although the girl4 pretended more than the

frequency scores showed that the main effects boys at each age level (20 Months, p < .01; 26
of age, sex,-and toy type were all significant (in months, p < .05), the lines of development were
each case, p < .01). Significant interactions parallel for the two sexe? The situation was
between sex and 'age (F (1,20), = 4.22, p < .05) Itramatically different with the highly
and among age, sex, and toy type (F (1,20) = prototypical toys: the boys'. pretending'
'12.82, p .002) were also found. significantly decreased p < .01) froni 20 to 26

In general 26-Month-olds pretended more months; whereas the girls nearly do ed the
than 20-month-olds, (F (1,20) = 8.05, p < .01), frequency of their pretend play (p < ). At 20
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months there was no difference in the amount
boys and girls pretended with 'highly
(prototypical toys, but by 26' months girls
11. etended more than twice as much as boys (p <
.01). Thus, with these toysboys and girls' showed
divergent lines of development.

In summary, the factors age, sex, and toy typb
significantly influenced the frequency of make-

,believe play in the following ways:
1. Twenty -six month-olds pretended more

than 20-month-olds.

=Hp:

2. Girls pretended mor
3. Highly prototy

pretendin than le
4. The A

significant s
sex difference at 20 months.

n I ys.
elicited more

; :::1 toys.
action r ted a large,'

fference at'26 months and no

. 5. The significant Age x Sex x' Toy Type in,
teraction reflected the following pattern of
results: (a) With less prototypical: toys, a
parallel increase in pretend.,play for both sel-
es,but (b) with highly prototypical toys, a large
increase in pretend 'Ray (or girls, and a slight
decrease for boys.

DISCUSSION.
4efIf one supposes that at, about 2 ars of age a

, child is beginning to acquire a se ole identity
and is being exposed to different sex -role
behavior patterns and possibly to traininein
sex -apps opriate play pattern, one would expect
these to be revealed in his play, particularly
with those objects most closely related.to daily
life experiences. 'It may, therefore, be useful to
think of highly, prototypical toys as those that
receive the full impact of these socialization ex-
periences. It one thinks of a generalization
gradient along the dimension of, prototypical
similarity, it may be th'at play with less
prototypical materials reflects developmental
changes in the childaAransformational com-
petence, whereas play with highly prototypical
ton reflects' social learning. If so, then the
parallel significant increase- in pretend play
with the less prototypical toys for both sexes
was to ha, been expected. In contrast, the large
sex difference in pretend' play with_highly_tosi
prototypical toys. (girls increasing dramatically
and boys decreasing in amount of pretending)
could be attributed to differences in the
socialization experiences of boys and girls from

'.20 to 26 months.

50

>- 40
z .

a
rz 30

z
u.

ccw 20

z4-

S.

x BOYS
0 GIRLS .

1- HP TOYS
LP TOYS

20,Months

AGE,
2t Months

Figure 1.Msan -total pretbnd scores as a
function of age, sex and toy type.

b.

The research design and methodolbgy in this
study could be used to study older children's
'behavior-in various outdoox settings. The
repeated measures technique allows the
researcher to-use each child as his own control
and thus-reduce error due to individual varia-
tion without increasing sample size. Also, tap-
ing could, be a-daple4 -to record more complex
lmhavion,
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The Youth Conservation Corps an
AdolescentS'.Self=Concept

A. LAVERNE DICKERSON, Social Science Analyst, USDA
Forest Service, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station;

ABSTRACT. Ftur dimensions of self-toncept were measured at the
beginning and the end of the Youth Conservation Corps's 1971 pilot
program.. The overall evaluation of the program had fopiid no
changes in self-concept, but facfor analysis identified some signifi-
cant differences. The campers' perceptions of adequacy
decreased, while their perceptions of then: personal worth and
social skills increased. These changes differed with the sex, age,
and family income of the participants and With the type, location,
sponsoring agency, and, management style of the camps.

INT ODUCTION
TT, IS4VER PO,AVNIT in the development
4-and management of a Federal social-program
that a special effbit be made to assess its euc-
cess and failures. We need to learn answers-to
such questions as: Were the program's objec-
tives stated clearly? Did the.program meet the
needs of its participants and society?

The overall evaluation of the 1971 Youth
"Conservation Corps pilot program has been
pUblished (Marms, Driver, and Scott 1972). One
of the recommendations made was a closer look
at the dimensions of self-concept. This has been
done (DtkersOn 1973) and some of the 'findings
are presented here with the hope that thoWe in-
terested in children, nature, and the urban en-
vironment will find in them some insights,
hunches, or ideas.

BACKGROUND
The Youth Conservation eorps -Was estab-

lished in the Departments, of Agriculture and
Interior wen the 91st Congress approved
Public Law 91478' on August 13, 1`9704uring
the summer of 1971, 'approximately 2,400 youth

of -both sexes, ages 15 to 18, from. all social,
economic, and racial groups participated in the
YCC program'. The camps were located in 38

.states and.the District of Columbia. The spon-
soring agencies and the number of camps they
were responsible for were: In the Department of g
the Interior, Bureau of Indian" Affairs, 3;
Bureau of Land Management, 2; Bureau of #
Reclamation, 4; Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, 12; National Park Service, 91 and in the
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, $4.
There were 33 coed camps, $ female camps, and'
23 male camps. Fourteen of the camps were non-
residential. Thirty -eight residential camps were
open 7 days a week and 12 residential camps
operated 5- days a week. Duration of camp

,sessions d the number of camps with each
length of s ere: 4 weeks; 6, 7 weeks: 4, 8

iweeks: 49, and 9 to 12 weeks: 5.
Eight objectives or' from Section 1 of

Public Law' 91-378,. were adopted by the
Departments of Agriculture and Interior at the
beginning of the prograin: Two concerned work
accomplishment, two environmental learning,
and four personal and social development. A
detailed description of this cooperative effort
may be found elsewhere (Marans, Driver, and

Scott 1972; Dickerson 1973).

41.

SELF- CONCEPT
What is self- concept? There is no unanimity



. .
about the meaning of the term or its theoretical especially for an age group whose attempts at
foundation. The interrelatedness of self as both social differentiation and integration wear to
object and process is 4iscussed in the writings of be directed by such value themes as acceptance,
eany._(FOr a detaileddiscu'ssion, see Marans, self-identification, and intimacy (Gordon 1971:
Driver, .and Scott 19-72.) Here, self-concept .is 832). Searching the literature for instruments
"Viewed as the way of looking at and thinking applicable to this study, we became aware that
about those aspects of, his person that the in- 'most researchers on self-concept found these ,

dividual perceives and toward 4hich he develops dimensions of personality to be relatively basic'
opinions and attitudes (Dewey and Humber and therefore stable over time. (Bachman 1970,
1966). The adolescent is at the stage of develop- Brownfain 1952, Taylor 1953, Engel 1956).

.
ment,where he is deeply concerned with such Therefore, if any changes took placeduring this
questions as: Who am I? What will I become? study, they Would be quite significant.
What kind of work will I do? Why am 1 having There are four ways to measwe changes. in -

problems with my friends'? In short, feelings, self-dignity, self-discipline, and relationships .

thoughts, and behavior at this stage are mainly with peers and adults. The first identifies and
determined by concept of self. "Whatever the measures observable behavoiial responses

self is, it becomes a center, an anchorage point, a reiate'd to these attributes; the second measureskstandard of compariion, an ultimate real. the individual's perceptions of himsel the third-
Inevitably, it takes place as a supreme value." -measures other peoples', perceptions o the in-
(Murphy 1947: 536). dividual; and the fourth' measures some com-

Rapid physical changes accompanied btk inter- bination of the first three. Because time, money,
nal physiological and psychological changes in- and personnel were limited, the second method
tensify the ado r scent's concern with self, was selectedmeasuring What the individual
regardless of 'his, ,socioeconomic or cultural thinks of himself, at the beginning and at the
background. And if these changes are not end of the YCC Experience.
enough, ambiguities in our society confound his The following are workipg definitions of the
concept of self. One moment he is treated like a dimensions of self-concept:
child; the next moment he is expected to act as ' Self-esteem is "an evaluation which the in-

. an adult. His social duties and responsibilities dividual makes and customarily maintains with
may be those of an adult while his social rights regard to himself: it expresses an attitude of ap-
ad privileges may be those of a child. Criminal proval or disapproval, and indicates the extent
and violent behavior abounds, yet we speak of to which the individual belieyes himself to be
morals and ethics. All of these add to the capalple, significant, successful, and worthy. In
adolescent's confusion aboumself. He is full short, self-esteem is a personal judgment of the
of potentialities, visa ns of thet future, and worthiness that is expressed in the attitudes the
questions concerning 11s fulfillment of himself. individila
This is- an interesting tithe of ife' at which to 1967: 4-5).
study self-concept; body changg and important Self-develo
life decis'ons are intensifyin
and cone rn with the cone.

I ve that exp
vironments can help

olds toward himself." (Coopersmith
4

ent is the degree to whichs Per-
e awareness of son had developed his positively valued abilities

t of self. and potentialities into skills and competencies.
nce with natural en- (French a Katn 1962).

olescent improve his Social s Is: #ters refers to the individual's
concept of . himself. , perception, and evaluation of his acceptance by

Three of the four personal and social develop- others 'of his own age.
m ent objectives of the YCC program formed the Social 4ki/#: adults refers to the individuals ,.

,basis for' selecting the dimensions of self: perception and evaluation of the worth of adults,
concept to be examined in, this research: and his -understanding of and his a ceptance by

1. To acquire increased self-dignity.. them.
2. TT acquire_increased self-discipline,. To measure these dimensions, I asked YCC
3. To better work with and relate to peers and participants to respond to 45 statements at the

adults. r'4 beginning and at the end of their experience.
Self-dignity, self:discipline, and relationships Five responses were offered, ranging from

with peers and adults.are important objectives, "almost alWays true" to "never. true". Numbers
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from 1 tlio. 5 were assigned to each of the
responses in such a way that a higher score
would reflect more positive self-perception. The
total score on each of the five dimensions of self-
concept was the sum a the scores on each item
in the dimension. For example, if a dimension
was measured by seven items, the total score
would range from 7 to 35. An explanation of how
these instruments were desived can be found
in Youth and the.Environment (Marans, Driver,
and Scott 1972). -

ANALYSIS
Factor analysis of responses to the 45

.statem'ents suggested the following dimensions
of self-concept:

Personal worth is a way of _looking at, and
thinking about valued personal abilities and
potentials, ones the individual perceives and
toward which he develops opinions and at-
pludes that contribute to his feelings of self-
*exth (includes 21 statements).

Adequacy is a way of looking at and thinking
aboui valued personal abilities and potentials,
ones the individual perceives and toward which
he develops opinions and attitudes by com-
paring them with certain standards he has set
for himself (six statements).

Social skills: adults- and Social skills: peers
retained the definitions presented earlier (six

. and`seven statements respectively).
Research has shown that an organization's

style of management and its attention to the
personal values of its members influence their
performance and their satisfaction with the
organization (Likert 1967). Therefore, the final
questionnaire included several questions about
camp administration and organization. .A single
index was constructed, the Participation-
Interpersonal Relations Index (PIRI) (Martins,
Driver, and Scott 197,2) to combine adolescents'
perception? of (1) the extent to which they par-

- ticipated in governing-their camp, and (2) the
degree of friendliness, confidence,. trust,
willingness to communicate, and supportiveness
shown by the camp's staff.

Twelve characteristics of the adolescent and
the camp were considered: Adolescent
cha,tacteristics were sex, age, race, famiLy in-
come, and place of residence. Family income was
categorized by the adolescent as under $5,000;
$5,000 to $9,999; $10,000' to 14,999; or $15,000

V

and over. Each participant categorized his place
of residence as urban (cities of more than
100,000), suburban (small cities or towns of less
than 100,000), or rural. Camp characteristics
were sponsoring agency, coed or non-coed,
residential or nonresidential, size, length of ses-
sion, region where located, and PIRI.

With 12 independent variables (adolescent
and camp charicteristic§) and 4 dependent
variables (self - ,concept dimensions), of,the
cells in the matrix had too few responses for
multivariate analysis. Simple analysis of
coveyiance was used instead.

RESULTS
Five characteristics of the subjects and seven
characteristics of the camps were expected to
correlate with variations in adolescents' self-
concepts. F-ratios, the results of analysis of co-
variance, were computed for die four dimen-
sions of self-concept. Significant relationships
are presented in table 1.

Scores on the personal worth scale were cor-
related with age, sponsoring agency, session
length, and PIRI. Adequacy scores showed
significant differences on one adolescent
characteristic and four camp characteristics:
family income, residential or nonresidential
camp; sponsoring agency, region, and session
length. Three characteriitics were significantly
related to differences id score social skills:
adults: session length, PIRI, sen-tial or
nonresidential camp. Social s : peers scores

cant differences for the variables
-coed camp, sponsorink agency,

and PIRI.

'revealed sig
sex, coed or n
session length
---,The overall aluation of the YCC program
(Marans, Driver, and Scott 1972) found no
change in self-concept, as a. result of he ex-
perience. But as shown above, the factor
analysis that collapsed five self-concept dimen-
sions into four identified some significant
differences among both adolescent 'and camp
characteristics. A look at the subgroups of
characteristics that showed significant
differences can give us some clues to the varia-
tion.

Personal Worth
Participants at Forest ,Service camps showed

the most growth in feelings of personal worth
(see table 2). Decrea&s were recorded at camps
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Table 1:-SignifIcanceof relationships betweencitiracteristics of camper
and cob", ancfour aspects of self-concept (F-Ratio)

4

Characteristic

tamper
Sex
Age a-
Race
Size of place
Family income

Camp
Sponsoring agency
Coed/non-coed
Session length e
Residential/nonresidential-Came
111RI

p siz

Peotonal Social
g4rth Adequacy 'skills:

J adults

SS *,
**

. '

4. A
Camp region

.

Social
skills:
peers

*

.05
"pa .01

pa .001
.. . .

. . .

Table 2.-Ilcores on "personil worth" before and after camp, by age of
Camper and camp variables

O

I*

r

r-

e

a

'

1

IN

Variable
Befo After Diffekence N

Mean Mean SD

'Age
15
16
17
18 .

Sponsoring agency
Bureau of

Indian Affilirs
Bureau of

Land Management
Bureau of

Reclamation
'Bureau of Sports
. Fisheries, Wild
Forest Service
National Park Ser ce

Session length
4 weeks
8 weeks

12 weeks

PIRI
Low,r- Medium'
High

Overall average

81.075
81.624
81.506
82.\292

76.969-

82.265 *

81.917

79.984
81.880
82,592

82.193
81.388
80.902

J

80.853
81.328
82.471

81.504

10.515
10.085

9.846
8.230

10.531

7.856

9.546

10.024
89, 83

-10:

9.432
10.081

. 10.230

10..350
10.067
9.354

9.971

-0.335
81.921
82.223
82.689

.0.75.750

81.676

82.531

79.197
82.538
81.456.

83.467
81.293
81.000

79.620
81.803
83.492

81.680

11.043
10.935
10.047

9.086

'11.648

10.057

8.762

10.546
10.387
11.447

10.023
10.593
11.391

11.137
10.609
9.571

10.575

-0.740
0.297
0.822
0497

-1.219

-0.589

0.614

-0.787
0.658

-1.136

1.274
-0.095

0.098

-1.233
0.475
1:021

0.176

307
391 5)

326 - O

e 106

56,

34

96 1

127
692
125

212
836

82

F92
543
295

113q.ree.°""ar

run by four agencies; thegreatest decrease was
at . Bureau of Nindian ..Affair4 'tamps. 'Could
different policies and procedures have affected
these scores? .

( Decreases in periolul,w,orth felt by the 15-
(year -old participantiocou14e the result of im-
maturity. Older padicipants usually,performed
better in work, recreation, anci, social situations.
These successes seem to have produced feelings

S

.

of pride and if -worth for many of the 17-year-
olds. Could i be that the 15-year;o16 judged
themselves by the values of the entire group and
that 'their judgments- reflected their low status
in that group?

The participants in 4-w ek camp,s,showed a
greater increase in person orth scores than
participants. in either shorter o lonwr_camps.
Although this haV not been rgport d paviouply
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in the literature, I have observed that-campers'
apathy seems teincrease after 4 weeks in TIT.

The greatest significant _difference for per-
sonal worth was associated-with 'PIRI.

it
it Adequacy

Most of the changes in adequacy scores were
negative (see table 3). Could these changes
refleit unrealistic expectations generated)?y the
selection procedures? Perhaps the thrill of being
chosen (often as the only representative of a
school) elevated participants and encouraged'
them to formulate plans to solire major en-
vironmental problems. Even though they
developed and implemented plans to -solve
problems and completed many important pro-
jects, the 1eality was that many things still
needed to be. accomplished and some problems
were too complex for quick solutions. This
sleculaton* is based on personal conversations
with participant's in northeastern and-
northwestern camps. The general theme was
that much more needed to be done to improtve

'
and m'aintp.in the natural environment than had
been anticipated.

Social skillsabults
The participants in 12-week camps showed

the greatest increase-in this dimension. It seems
that time enabled them to understand the adults
in their environment better (see table 4.)

The closeness of the nonresident camp staff to
the participants while they were trying to over-
come obstacles seemed ,to influence the par-
ticipants' perceptions 44 adult relationships.
Medium participation in camp governance ands
involvement in planning and problem solving
(PIRI) provided the best climate for changes in
adult relationships.

Social skills; peers
There was a' significant increase in girls'

perceptions of social skills: peers tsee table 5).
Evidently girls are more concerned than boys
with their relations with peers. Rosenberg's
study verified this finding:

I

Table 11-Scores on "adequacy" before and after camp, by family
income and camp variables

Variable' Befcre_ After
. Mean SD, Mon SD Difference N

Overall average

Fimily income
Under $5,000
$5,00049,999 .
$10,00014,999
$15,000 and over

Sponsoring agency
Burea of

Indian Affairs
Bureau of

Land Management
Bureau of

Recliunation
Buread of Sports

FisheriestVildlte
Forest Service
National Park Service

Session length
4 weeks
8 weeks

12 weeks, ",./-

. Resident/non-resident
Residential
Nonresidential

Camp region
North-

, South -
West

21.371 3.574
22.224 3310
22.558 3.080
22337 3.228

20.714

23.059

21.948

22.291
22.289
22.968

3.489 19.893

2.741 22.176

3.537 22.656

3.239 21.520
3.160 22.176
3.360 21.064

21.067 3.685
21.619 3.626
22.391 3.198
21.971 3.421

22.170 3.277 , 21.900 3.378

-0,304
-0.605
-0.167
-0.366

3.536 -0.821

3:546 . 0.883

3.340 0.708

3.527 ,,0.171
3.202 -0.113
4.304 -1.904

21.741 3.314 21.811 3.037 0.070
22353 3.241 2 3.471 -0.353
22.939 3.077 2 207 4.305 -1.73

4
-0.270

22.840 3.0 21.941 3.886 -0.899

22.131 3.343 22.677 3.360 -0.454-
22.515 . 3.481 21.611 4.012 -0.904
22.274 3.044 22.257 3.192 -0.017

22.281 3.254 21.907 3.465 ' -0.374

105
357
353
815

52

.34

96

127
692
125

212
1 836

82

943
187

390
262
478

,

1130
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Table 4.-Scores on "social sidlls:adultebefore and after camp, by
camp variables.

Variable r After Differencemean sr.

- Session length
4 weeks 20.316 3.348 go.670 3209 0.354 212
8 weeks 20.367 3.670 20.695 :7573.29g 0.328 836

12 weeks 19.829 3.845 21.183 4 1.354 82

Resident/nonresident
Residential 20.403 3.635 20.749 3.675 0.346 943

Nonresidential 19.893 3.550 20.610 3.843 0.717 187

PIRI
Low 20:363 3.792 20.428 3.868 0.065 292

Medium 20.252 3.652 20.877 3.876 . 0.625 543
High 20.397 3.408 20.742 ,3.159 , 0.345 295'

Overall average 20.319 3.624 20.726 3.702t 0.407 1130

Table 5.-Score on "social skills: peers" before and after camp,by
sox and caml) variables

Variable Difference NMerit mPcmitrtes6esn

Sex
Boys 26.361 4.104 26.344 4.104 -0.017k 687

Girls 26.718 4.039 27.097 4.090 0.379 443.

Sponsoring agency
Bureau of

Indian Affairs 26.250 4.060 25.911 3.604 -0.339 56

Bureau of
Land Management 26.412 3'.831 27297 4.509 , 0.882 34

Bureau of
Reclamation 26.198 4.017 26.656 3.641 0.458 9$

Bureau of Sports
FisheriestWirdlife 26.315 4.231. 26,047 4.491 4.268. 127

Forest Service 26.577 4.041 26.832 4:120 0.255 692

National Park Service 26.640 4.317 26.304 4.072 -0.336 125

Coed/non-Coed
Coed 26.351 4.171 26.645 4.112 0.294 643 "!.

Girls 27.022 3.926 27.607 3.929 0.585 135

Boys 26.574 3.964 26.256 4.134 -0.318 352

Session length
4 weeks 26.528 4.179* 27.259 4.152 0.731 212

8 weeks
12 weeks

26.494
26.024

4.004
4.578

26.548
25.963

4.069
4.327

0.007
-0.061.

836
82- 10'

f2t PIRI
4

Low 26.397 4.043 25.990 4.125 -0.407 292
Medium ',26.494 4.191 . 26.691 4.203 0.197 543

High 26.617 3.918 27.186 3.853. 0.569 295

Overall average 26.501 4.080 26.639 4.113 -` b.138 1130

While boys and girls are both highly concerned with
being well-liked by others, girls more consistently
give this value top priority. They are more likely to
stress values of interpersonal harmony and success
(likeable; 'easy to get along with; friendly, sociable,
and pleasant; a, person who knows how to get along
well with all Rinds of people; well-liked by many
different people). (1965: 254)

'Campers at Bureau of Land Managetent
camps showed the gieatecrintts in perceptions

of social skills: peers/Campers at Bureau of
Reclamatiort and Forqt Service camps were sec-
ond and third respectively. These agencies
differed in the proportions of time devoted to
social and -recreation actittris and to work ajId
educational activities.

There was a negative relationship bet*een
length of camp session and social skills: peers.
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The high motivation, enthusiasm, and zest-for
fellow campers waned after -4- weeks.

Participants in camps with high PIRI
demonstrated growth in peer perceptions. Par-
ticipation and leadershIn these camps took
place in 'informal 'grou , teams, and Work
gangs. The pleasure of human association with
peers was enhanced by success in helping to
plan the camp program. The interpersonal por-
tion of the PIRL reflects the way significant
others (camp staff) supported, trusted, and
showed confidence in the participants.

CONCLUSIONS

Working to improve the environment through
the Yg program changed certain dimensions of
particants' self-concepts. Decreased percep-
tions of adequacy,and increased perceptions of
personcil worth, social skills: adults,. and social
skills: peers were noted at tlitt end of the
program. These changes differed'with sex, age,
and family income of participant's and with the
type, location, sponsoring agency, and
participation-interpersonal relations index
(PIRI) of the camp.

Certain dimensioni of self-concept appea&to
change over a shert time._ The casual at-
mosphere, the purpose of the'YCC program, and
the inforthal relationshiis with adults'and peers
at the camps seemed to 'affect the four dimen-

, sions of self-concept measured in this study. It
seems logical that over a longer period of time,
changes in parts of a whole should bringabout a
change in the whole.

The YCC program has many values other
than 'enhancing selected dimensions of self-
concept. The program serves as a type of career
education, exposing young men and women to
careers in forestry, resource management, and
the sciences. It -also helps to improve the en-
vironment and maintain our natural resources,
and that is very important.
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"In today's society, a filling-station ethic prevails.
Children are bused to camp for their measured portion
of nature recreation, as if to a spiritual tuneup4 - Ruth

'Hamilton Allen
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U ban Children in Natural Environments:
A f=ield Study' in Sociobiology

by RUTH -HAMILTON ALLEN, Council of Governments,
WIshinyton,

I
ABSTRACT. Six nature programs for urban children were studied
from 1970 to 1974. Social networks in the camping programs and
children's chokes of locations for various leisure activities were ex-
amined. Return rates were founi to correlate significantly with the
intricacy of the social network's.

Mb

CHILDREN'S CAMPING social networks as a container, or a. bed that
PROGRAMS carries and mingles currents and opinions

UhiW en from cities attend variety of cam-
ping programs to experienc the,wonders of

nature. In order to better under tend the actual
relationships between urban children and

ural environments, I ape foiFltmmers
o ying city children t six caniping
programs.

The programs include:, an urban nature
center, a museum natural history progism for
inner-city children, an urban, YMCA day camp,
a neighborhood house camp, a scout camp, and a
private charitable organization's resident camp:
Major differences in the structure and niz

etion of these programs are shown sn table 1.
' These programs are representative o the main
types available to urban children whose parents
do not have the time or the inclination for fariii-
ly camping:

1111'

More than 40 percent of the children studied
received financial aid to attend camp. The
Children were Mainly 8 to 13 years of age at the
time of the interviews. Boys and girls of all
races attended all camping programs.

SO41. NETWORKS.

(Moreno 1960).
Social networks among urban children in

natural environments take several forms:,First,
there are existing social networks that are mov-
ed to camp. Siblings, cousins; neighbors, or

_ 'school friends at camp together constitfte dxist-
ng social networks. Volunteer staff who bring

their children to camp form another existing
social network in the camp. Second, there are
clusters of 'returnees who have shared preiiious
seasons of camping together. Thir,There are
strong attachments developed in one season, es-
pecially between children and counsellors. If
adult staff interact face to face with children,
favorite children may be invited back for.ii se

Mond year.

'Children's Social, NeNvorks,
and Leisure. Preferences

Social networks are associated with children'
leisure preferences. In individual interviews,
363 children Were asked Ojai the'i do in par-
ticular places when they canto whit they like to
do;,(A lien 1977). Tht leisure locates given were:
home, yard,. sch°61, neighborhood, in town
(parks, museums And beaches) and out of town
(special vacation places 'and, trips to visit
relatives). Children.were also asked aboutheir
companions for eagh 'reported activity. These
,companions are file ingr,edients of social
networks.

Soda networks, can be defined private and
more or less perrifanent structures that bind in-
dividuali into complex lines of communication
andiransportation (Moreno 193.4). Moreno sees
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Table .Major chkacteristics of stx camping and conservation programs for urban children

4
Sponsor

ti

Type of
program

Return
rate

Year
established

size of
site

Distance ' Average
children length
travel of visit

Primary
season

Sex of
director (s)

Public city .
park nature
program

Private
university
museum
summer
program.

Public
charitable
day camp
(YMCA/YWCA)

Private
neighborhood
house day
camp

Public
scout
resident
canif

Private
charitable
resident
camp

Specialized
conservation

Specialized ,

conservation

Centralized
camping

Centralized,
camping

Decentralized
\ camping --

Decentralized
camping

ercent

3V

6

22

35

27

29

1947

1968

1948

1952

1912

1: :7

- Acres

46

1-50

72

70

7-1100

1000

Miles

0-5

0-5

0-25

0-25

. 5-100

5-100

Weeks

Variable
(0-8 hr)

3
(half day)

2

2

4

Fall,
winter
spring
Summer

Summer

Summer

Simmer,
winter

Summer,
winter

M

M

F,M

Variations in leisure pref ences by locale are
shovin in table 2. The 10 lei re categories aie a
Ynthesis of 6,463 separate responses and over

reported leistire activities. The categories of
'competition, chance, simulation, and vertig& are
from a classification of games by Caillo% (1941).
Nature includes fishing, hiking: camping, gar-
dening and,activities with pets. Competition en-
compasses baseball, football, basketball, and
street games like hockey,.,handball, stickball,
and to Simulation refers to pretending'games
such as dolls, house, doctor, cops and robbers,
cowboys and .Indians, and store. Chance in-
cludes cardal bin , and commercial board

games. Vertigo means-games which stimulate or
upset the centers of balance, such as, running,
'jumping, bicycling, swimming, cliMbing, and
swinging. Travel means sightseeing and trips to
shop, -Vacation, or visit relatives. Construction
includes creative activities like sewing, painting,
building models and commercial craft kits,
coloring, and drawing. Quiet .encompasses
solitary and sedentary endeavors such as
reading, talking on the telephone, listening to
music, eating, and watching television. Work
refers to domestic chores such as cooking, clean-.
ing, running errands, and helping with younger
children in the family. Negative includes teasing

Table 2.LocatiOns preferred by campers for various types of leisure
activities, in percent f respondents

Type of
activity

Location

Home Yard Neighborhood School In town Out of town

Nature
Competition .

. Simulation
Chance
Vertigo
Travel

,Constructive
Nuiet

Work
Negative

3
6

13
22

2
0

12
37

4
1

12
61

c, 4
1

16
1

1

2 -
1

1

5 1

'

7
13
0
1

26
48

2
1

1

1

11
4
0
0

16
64

1

2
1

1

37
5
3/

29
11
2
4
2
2

45
3
5

16
2
9

10
6
2
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people, lightin g, gettihg, into trouble, and and ori ntations of ai urban lifestyle areaimless activities like "hanging around" or reflected 'ft their.reports. of leisure preferences. _/ ,"fooling around. -''',.,, Competitive.,street games are the dominant ac-
Note that nature-related activities occupy a' .tivities. (

small portion of children's reported leisure, even Companions most often ,chosen for each
though the children were attending a nature- category of leisure activity are given in figure 1.
oriented outdoor program at the time of the in- Competition, stimulation, chance, and negative
terview. The childreif reside'rnainly in cities like activities are most often carried out with peers .
New Yorkant_New Haven, and the constraints 'or siblings.and cousins. Nature-related activities

..,

4

Ftpure.1.Compaittlins most often chosen for teach
category of leisure Activity in percent).

100 loo
NATURE

7,5

a 50
a
a

25

75

50

25

ABC DEF
tO0 100

COMPETITION CONSTRUCTIVE
E: 75 75

%. 50 I 50

a
25 P 25

13 b E F ABC DEf

SIMULATION

100

75 QUIET

50

225
25

100

E; 75
ra.

50
a

CHANCE WORK
75

50

25 25

D E

A B C D E F

ABCDEF ABC DEF
A-alone B -peers C-siblings and cousins

D-parents and family E-other adults F -peers and family
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and travel aremore frequently with adult fami-
ly members. Constructive, quiet, or work ac-
tivities are often solitary endeavors.

Return Rates and Social Networks
A careful analysis of attendance records

shows several things about social networks,
children, and natue're. Return rates can be deriv-
ed by comparing names and addresses on atten-
dance lists for consecutive years. For the six

iprograms examined in -1972 and 1973, return
rates varied from 6 per6ent to 35 percent. The
lower figure is for a program that does not
recruit in the same schools in consecutive years.
The higher figure is more typical of cohesive
neighborhood programs.

The nature experiences returnees and new-
comers have in camp differ, Returnees have
special knowledge of past events and camp lore.
They ,know,about natural features and ritual
cerethonies. They,lend stability and continuity.
The slow replacement of group members
provides a sense of longing to a community
that is recognizable y r after. year. In -subtle
ways, returnees contri ute to the pertistence of
programs and social networks.

Social networks, in turn, influence recruit-
ment patterns, the program's reputation with
children, and the degree of cohesiveness among
past staff and former campers. When thge
adult returnees ,are present they serve impor-
tant functions. They orient newcomers, provi4e
volunteer labor; donate money and materiI
goods in timesof scarcity., and generally foster
the altruistic sentiments of the group.

The Significance of Social ,
NetwOrks in Children's Camps

This subtle role of nature in the,lives of urban
children has to be seen in the context of existing
social networks. Too frequently, program
managers_think only in terms of the number of
children served. In today's society, a filling-
station ethic prevails. Children are bused to
camp for their measured portion of nature
recreation, as if to a spiritual tuneup.

Too little attention is paid to return rates and
patterns 'of existingsocial networks in camps.
Only one camp director routinely calculated
return rates.

The physical isolation= of most camp settings
fosters a special feeling of community cohesion.

The fixed location of the camp property is also
important for the maintenoce bf social
networlci and group cohesion.

There is a sense of symbolic ownership of the
land and the land-water interface among the .

people who return to children's camps.
group of people would ordinarily not control this
resourceof the more affluent. Four of the
programs I studied have access to land they do
not actually own; its use,is made possible by

Aonailtns from wealthy patrons.

LOOKING' AHEAD
Suburban development is common on the

fringes of all the programs. The wildness is
largely symbolic. Camps face a number of
serious problems: -rising costs and strict health
and safety standards that favor day and half-
day' programs over lager visits to natural elf
vironments. Thereis also a significanf drop in
the birth rate, which iaalready being felt it the
larger organized programs;-The professionaliza-
tion of everyone and the increased participation
of women in the labor force are changing the

'patterns of available volunteers.
The practice of busing children away from

"ty neighborhoods ignores, the more difficUlt
t of making the places where poorer children
live i for growing children. Too often clildren
hav ittle time to get lost`in fantasy play or ex-
pl e .nature because the bahaviQr norms 'of

school are fostered in camp.,
Nevertheless, camps for urban children will

probably continue to provide low-cost vacations
natural settings. The challenge to managers

is to p ide urban children with -variety,
accessibility, gisions of existing social
networks.

The challenge to researchers is to see beyond
myths and assumptions to what is actually
happening to urban children in riAural en-
vironments. A new sy esis of -theory and
methods of sociobiology ilson 197.5) provides
many clues for uncoveri patterns of behavior
in naturalistic settings. Social networks, kin
groups; and face-to-face interactions observed
at camp^ can be better understood in
sociobiological terms.
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PHOTO BY WALT BLAIR

-

"Green is 'beautiful, but sa is gray, the color most fre-
44ently attributed to the urban Scene, a scene in which
children explot and learn as iwtjvely and inquisitively
as their suburban anerural peers" - Ellen Acobs
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veloping Teachers' Awareness of the Young
Urban Child's. Environment

by ELLEN JACOBS, Concordia University, Montreal.

-ABSTRACT. An appreciation of the positive attributes of the in-
ner city environment, w re most of the population of the cowtry
lives and work.% can 1 to its use as a learning environment.
Through proper training e can help the teacher reach out into the
cotnmnnity and tb bring, community into the classroom. A
positive attitude toward the v es of the urban environment can
increase the self- esteem of nner-city child and make his educa-
tion more relevant. Rur and suburban environnlenta should not
be presented as utopian, for the stimuli they provide are different
but not necessarily better. The teacher can obtain constructive
ieening support from the milieu in which the child grows and
develops,

7
THERE HAS BEEN increasing emphasis re-
cently on nature as am ideal environment

for the child. In accordance with much" of
America's literary mythology, life in the city
has been presented in a negative light. ,But

, an urban or suburban child's home range can
play a p8sitive role in the ..learning process
for both, the child and the teacher.

My premise is that, the child's environment,
his homirange, and the teacher's understand;
ing of it form an essential support system for
the learning 'process. Emphasis is traditionally
placed on what the child shoUld learn; but in this
paper, stiess is placed upon the teacher's un-
derseandini of and involvement with the child's
home range.
inkt,,eacher's awareness and understanding

of a Child's home range a of utmost impor-
tance in developing a -in ingful rapport
between the hild and the to r. The expec-
tations of th curriculum and the teacher are
more realistic when they are, based on
knowledge that belongs to the world of the child
rather than, to the world the teacher brings with
her.

In an article on to thing in inner-city schools,
Waddles and Robinsonf (1968) wrote about one

M

school wherea particular group of children were
consistently late returning to school from the
lunch break. These students resented having to
remain after, school to make up time. When a
concerned teacher. walked home with the
children at noon, she discovered that a 40-car
freightipain blocked the student's path on their
return to school. In this case normal lid-
ministrative expectations were unrealistic and
had to be altered in light'of this teacher's find-
ings.

Knowledge of a child's home mange 'provides
insight into the types of environmental ex-
perience to which the child has been exposed.
This insight helps the teacher comprehend the
particular child's reaction to, the method of in-
strucn and the. subject matter being
presentid. With this knowledge, the teacher can
be better prepared to meet the child's needs and
helitilim-f&ther his learning in a meaningful
way.

Experience within the home range plays a
major role in the total development of the child;
in ignoring its existence, ono is ignoring an in-
tegral part of the child. For example, ea-Cli morn.-
ing teacher A\ is greeted by the sight of ,John
arriving at school out of breath and wringing
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wet. The teacher knows that he lives two short
blocks fiboxii school. John's mother says that he

'leaves for school 20 minutes before starting.
time. John refuses to reveal the reason for his
harried appearance..But a mapping experience
has been introdUced to the class: the children
have been.asked to draw the path they take to
school and to include the points of interest and
danger along the route. John's map shows that
he takes a four-block detour to avoid a`aoint of
danger --a menacing bully. Now the teller calf
try to help John deal with his problem effective-.
ly, and she can understand that this problem
has taken the joy out of walking to school and
has affected his self- esteem and his ability to
concentrate in class.

TEACHER& ATTITUDES
The teacher's attitude toward the environ-

ment in which the child lives has a great effect
on the child's self-esteem. For the most part, the
teacher's attitude has beenslded by the values
handed down from,pvviou genergtions who ex-

. tolled the virtues of rural and suburban life and
presented the urban core as a dirty, unpleasant'
ialaee in which to livea place where one lives
by necessity but not by choice.

If the teacher were to view the-home range of
the urban child through the child's eyes, the in-
ner core might undergo a complete facelift. The
gravel-covered back alleys aid lanes, which may
look unpleasant to the passer-by, provide local
children with relatively tpaffic-free practice

ti areas for football, soccer, baseball, and hockey..
The gravel surface also jot:Andes enough friction
for a child to have a relatively easy experience
learning to ride a two-wheeler. None of these
facts is apparent initially; one must glean this
information from discussions and interviews
with the children of- the inner city.

CHANGING ATTITUDES
I At Concordia University in Montreal, a course

was developed to helpfuture teachers under-
stand the importance of viewing the child's world
through the child's eyes. Several communities
on and off the Island of Montreal studied
quite thoroughly. In each commun. y, the stu-
dent investigated the presence or absence of
recreational facilities and programs, health and

dental clinics, schools, religious centers,
spmmer camps, youth groups, and day care

facilities.
. The students spent 3 months deteloping a

questionnaire which they thought would help
them piece together the home range of each

. child and find out how the child fdlt about his or
her home range. After interviewing the child,
the student observed the child's classroom to
assess how closely the curriculUm corresponded
to the 'child's environmentwhether it drew,
from his or her environmental experience and
enhanced,his or her, learning, or ignored the
child's world and presented unfamiliar things ih
an unsettling way.

FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE

The responses of the children to the inter-
viewer's questions differed with the child's
home territory. Iii response to the question:
"What can you see from your balcony?",
children in suburban Beaconsfield 1Nted trees,
grass, squirrels, birds, and a brook, 'while -

children in the inner city listed cars, trucks,
street-cleaning machines, train ,tracks, men/'
digging up a road and laying pipes, and
telephone poles. Although the home territories ,10,

are quite different, one is by no means a better
learning environment than the other; the two
are simply different and provide 'different ex-
periences.

To .compare inner-core environments, three
students chose to study a downtown area on the
Island of Montreal called Milton Park/Carre St.
Louis. They divided the area into thirds: the
community Berth of Pine Avenue, the communi-
ty east of St. Laurent Boulevard, and the com-
munity west of St. Laurent Boulevard.

THE COMMUNITY NORTH
OF PINE AV UE

The area north of Pine enue is inhabited
mostly by Poytuguese mmigrants. The
children's responses to the uestionnaire in-
dicate that it is a close-knit community. All of
the children have relati4es living close-by, and
many have grandparents sharing their livi'ng
quarters. Where a mother is not at home at
lunch time, the child has lunch at the home of a
relative or close fannly friend, but not at school.
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Most of the services the'people'uSeare found
entire within the community. Although there
are severe ealth and Dental Clinics in. the im-
mediate area, the people who were interviewed
are treated by the one Portuguese dentist,
although he does not have a Canadian license,
and the one doctor,it hough he is
not a member of anyclinic s f. The Por-
tugUebse tend to shop only in small ery
stores owned and staffed by Portugueseople;
which has caused large chain stores to pull out
of the area. The parents of the children inter-
viewed work in factories within t11 community.

All the children interviewed attend Our Lady
of Mount Royal School and Portuguese School.
on Saturday. They) lead quite an active life
withiiitthe community; they swim in the indoor
pool on St. Laurent and they play soccer in the
school yard, which is left open on Saturdays
because there are no parks nelby. All of the
children interviewed take part in all of, the ex-
tracurricular classes offered by the school:
photography, art, music, and swimmint. The
school also runs a summer camp for the children
who are not, in Portugal over' the summer. It was
found that, although these children rarely move,
outside of their community,- ql of thdte inter
viewed had been to Portugal at least once since
their move to Canada.

THE. COMMUNITY EAST
ti OF ST,. LAURENT

BOULEVARD

I t East of St. Laurent Boulevard, the cornmuni-
ty is quite diffuse. The people Come fromlinany
different countries and the differepces irf
language and customs seem to have been
barriers between them,

Of those children terviewed, two are from
the Philippines from Portugal, one from

°Hong Kong, and one from S eden. The families
in this area live i apartments with ,no
backyards both parents in each family
work. . Patrick's School doesnot have any ex-
tracurricular activities and the children do not
have access to a NY" or a boys or girls club,
There is a swimming pool on St. Laurent, which
they do not use, but there is no summer camp
available to them. Very few have traveled out-,
side. of the community and only two have ever
used the Metro (subway). . N

\

THE COMMUNITNIWESTpF
ST. LAURENT BOULEV#RD
The majorityag the children interviewed in it

this area speak nglish at home. Their families

all have b
live in row houses, except f one that lives in al
apartment. They . .

ich to
play: All stated that theipathers worked and
that mother was home at unch and,after school.
They, have raveled outside the community
and all hav flown. The majority_go,to day camp

.in the summer. Although St: Pa6ick's School
does not provide extracurricular activities, all of
the children interviewed were enrolled in
private music courses and various other ac-
tivities. '

As indicard, students from communities east
and west of St. Laurent Boulevard attend St.
Patrick's School. Teachers there are faced with
classes of students from diverse environments,
with differerit experiences and opportunities.
How, then, can the teacher plan the curriculum?

PROGRAM PLANNING' /
To plan an effeltive program of instrUition,

the teacher must meet the child where he is and
work frorn his strengths and his pact ex-
periences. The child's home range; as viewed
through his eyes, gives the teacher information
she needs to plan an effective and releVant-r

.teaching program.
The home range is an intricate composition of

the child's home, his family, friends, and
relatives; the street on which he lives, his
neighbors ind the atmosp-Kire of his
neighborhood, the boundaries of theilliea which
he is permittedato explore, end the facilities
available to himmedical, recreational and ox-
tracurricular.

There are a number of ways the teacher-can
explore the chil 'g environment with' the` child.
Questionnaire nd visiting, mapping, and
photographing the home range have prown
most effective. The teacher's exploration of the
community she is working in gives a view com-
plementary to that seen by exploration with the
child. Reople who work and live in a community
are ustially .quite willing to give information.
Local entareneurs (especially owners of small
restaurant, policemen, city employees,
and people on the street can prOvide diverse
views of the community. 4
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So long as the teacher maintains an .in-
terested, open, and accepting'attitude toward
the child's envi- ronment; there is much she can
learn about the stimulating and varied .ex-
periences available to the child in the urban en-
vironment.

growing through the concrete, the stark white
processing area, the gray gravel roof, and the

, green entrance hall. They can hear their voices
MI. They can, and do, jump from one, level of
the building to another. Their depth perception
is heightened. The walk along the land to the
dairy was delightful; red roses were in bloom
anc dripping over the fence of one of the'ASPECTS OF THE ---- backyards opposite the dairy,

.URBAN ENVIRONMENT
Teachers have a tendency to regard what

happens in rural settings as more educational,
greenerand more pleasant than what happens
elsewhere. Many teachers in urban ehools have

sa penchant for busing children_ out to see the
cows, chickens, pigs, and horses on Olde'
MacDonald's Farm. Yet inner-city pet shops
have animals that are equally interesting and
make better pets. A trip to the latest demolition
site usually triggersoa series of questions cotti-
Plex enough to require help from a resource
book. Field trips are relalifiely simple in the ci-
ty, as one may visit a triety of factories, gar-
ages, 4ttires, movie theatres, live theatres,.con-
cert.% museums, libraries, and greenhouses.
There is St) much happening ir4.he city that the
supply of learning materials,aWsituations
never be exhausted. -

While attending this symposium, Rook -a trip
the children of St. Stephen's School, an

iier -city school in Washington, D.C., to one of
their favorite play areasan abandoned dairy
Which they called the Scary Dairy. It is a place
that provides them with constant adventure.
There is a variety of visua4 auditory, and tactile
stimuli. The children pass small green trees

111-te- trip-continued-on-to-the -creek:- 5-
minute walk from the dairy seemed to take us
from the urban core to scenes one would expect
to find in the wooded country. The creek was . e

swift and surrounded by dense green trees. The
children said that they played around the creek
frequently and enjO'yed it almost as much as the
dairy.
. If a teacher at Stephen's School lived outside
the area and did not explore it with the
she would not know about these two very
speial places. Consequently, she would not be
able to draw upon the children's experiences in #
these two locations and would not be able to'use
these places to help further the children's learn-

ing.
Green is beau,tiful,- but so is gray, the color

most frequently attributed to the urban scene, a
scene in which child'ren explore andlearn as ac-
tively and inquisitively as their suburban and
rural peers. ,

LITERATURE CITED
Waddles, B., and Dale RObiscson 4
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a sense, all of us who work with children are hectar
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Green is for, Growing: The Girl Scout Experience
WithEnvironmental Programs

by MARY A: RHOMBE'RG, Volunteer Trainei; Girl Scout Council
of the Nation's-Capital.

,76 e

ABSTRACT. With neighborhood organization, program flexibili-
ty, and child participation in the planning and implementatiowof
activities, the Girl Scout program is designed $o be highly respon-
sive to the varying needs of individual groups of girls. There is no .
fixed agenda or focus on a single spect of environmental educa-
tion. Instead, the Girl Scout con ept of total environment en-

. courages activitieethat place equal mphasis on projects fostering
development of self, community in lvement, and a variety of 'out-
door experiences. The Girl Scout mo ement has both strengths and
weaknesses as a Vehicle for envird mental educaition.

0FORMER PRESIDENT of Girl Scouts Successful' experience with outdoor programs.
, U.S.A. said, "Vhuilik will be understood This will besifollowed 'by an appraisal of.the role
only when interpreted by, experience and, if scouting plays (or can play) vis-a-vis an overall
experience is wanting' then it must be sup- community effort to enrich the environmental
plied' (Arnold 194). The purpose of the8Girl knowledge of urban children.

-Scout program is to do what it can to supply To put ttaiet:lemarks into perspective, it is
experience in ways, that are `appropriate 'and first necesi define the Scout concept of en-
acceptable to children. it tries to round out vironmental program and to outline the
a child's definition of her-Self and her total framework within which the movement
environment. , operates, for these ,matters largely determine

Over a period of 60 yeltrs the Girl Scouts have the types, of programs we can realistically un-'
developed'a number df techniquei or approich4s dertake.
that lead to a program of creative recreation 'The Girl Scouts prefer the approach that "en-
that children enjoy and that has the Capacity to--Ybironment is everything". In this view, in-
grow as the child grows. The intent it not to fit" dividual growth, community affiks, obligations
the child to the program, but ta fit the program of citizenship, and outdoor activities are equally

,' to the child. Thus scouting offers. 1:41 ongoing important elements of in environmental
program designed so each small group can build program and are equally deserving of attention
a piregram suited to its- individual 'needs. . in troop planning. .The purpose of this pa* is to share S063 How this view is translated into program can
aspects of th'e Girl Scout experience iwprovidin most easily be shown by listing the activities of
environmental programs.for children. A gene al a single troop. During a school year, a busy
discussion of what the Scout movement does in group of teenagers did the following things:

,.' fact do will include adult-child partnership in Visited the state legislature and the U.S. Senate,
developing troop programs, community contact talked with their state senator abut gun con
as an lirtegeal part of environmental programs trol, did volunteer work at an animal shelter,"
and some .ob'seryations pn our long and - and taught eampititskills to younger scouts.
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Being strongly oriented toward the outdoors,
they also went camping and backpacking, took a.
canoe course, and built a new trail at a Scbut
camp. As a service project, some girls assisted in
a program for underprivileged 'children and
others were responsible for child tare during
periodic visits of the bloodmobile.

A troop with different interests, or at another
age level, would have a different program, but
the same elements of service, community in-
volvement, and the out-of-doors would be in-
cluded.

To the Girl Scout or a tion, the particular
directions that troop ac take are not im-
portant, for scouting has no fixed agenda. What
is important is that the chosen activities help a
child to grow as an individual by giving her
varied experience and a chance to make
decisions and to assume responsibility. We
believe that, over the scouting years, the many
bits and pieces of experience will eventually fall
into:place to hetp build positlyg attitudes about
oneself and one's environment.

Since scouting is based on. voluntary, par-
ticipation, activities mast also be designed so
the girls.have a good time and feel sati.sfied that°
their interests andRieeds are met. Both sets of
gols are served by a child-adult partnership.
Each troop (approximately 20 girls with two
addit leaders) is completely free to plan its own
activities, and the girls are encouraged to par-
ticipate in theplaaning process to the fullest ex-
tent that their ages and capabilities allow.

This means that the first element of the Scout
environmental program, individual groWth, is a.
built -in feature of scouting. The overgional
tructure iskdesigned to give a child chances to
el g,00d about herself. is encouraged, to

think independently and to take responsibility
in troop affairs and, within the sheltered troop
situation, she can afford to.try; because not so
much is riding on the outcome as in school or
even in the family. The inevitable failures are as
conductive to growth a's the successes. We can
say that We want childrqi to become indepen-
dent, bilt we don't really mean it unless we let
them -try. A poet put it this way.

Youth. you should heed the older witted
When they say don't go too far:
Now their sins are all committed:
Lord. how virtuous they are

4

Wilhelm Busch in "Die FroMine Helene". ("Pious
"Helen)

Community contact, the second parameter of
environmental program, is traditionally
developed through giving service or excursions
within the city: With younger children the
results .are mixed, for it is not easy to devise
events that are meaningful and still appropriate
in terms of age and experience. Nevertheless
the projects are encouraged, for they expose
children to the many strands' that are 'woven
into the fabric of a community. Hopefully, these

-small experiences in citizenship are the first
steps toward full community participation in
later years.

When girls reach their teens, service becomes
a6 important part of the troop program. It
general, teenage Scouts. want to become in-
volvtd in helping others, Tor they regard Service
as a mark of maturity. But they resent anything
that srhacks.of exploitation; they want to be ap-
preciated as individuals and expect their new-
found maturity to be taken seriously- If their
conditions are met, they can do a great deal.

We have some notable success stories, where
enthusiasm and energy have sparked a whole

Ailmmunity.2 For example, some Scouts in
7111Irginia established a library in Appalachia,

and a Connecticut troop talked their community
into saving a bog and helping them build a bog
walk fdr community use. Although most pro-
ject?;. are far more modest in scope, the
motivational basis is the same, i.e.,_change is
brought about by people who care anil are will-
ing to .try.

The 'outdoor program is the facet of en-
vironmental education most commonly
associated with scoutingeveryone knOws the
Girl Scouts sell cookies and go camping. (In
point of fact, Ale two are more closely related
than some mig11 think, for without cookie sales,
outdoor programs would 6e severely limit.)
The outdoor program is indeed vuy po
and, for some, provides the impetu4or joi

' Scouts in the first place. It seems to be the one
thing that, for many girls, scouting can provide
more satisfactorily than mo organ lops.

Nature study per se is not e Phasized, except
in summer programs 'where 'he pace is more
leisurelyand.-special consultants are available:
To help leaders who are interested; Scout

2 A compendium of successful and imaginativeproject
ideas developed by Scouts can be found in Seance Is a
Way of Thinking. Dirt ,`.Scouts USA ,(New York 19671.
Catalog no. 19-140



iresources include many uggestions for nature-
oriented games, crafts, nd other activities.' In
Scout camps, nature trailscare laid out over and
over again as diffvrent groups with new ideas
come airing, and heavy stress i?iput on good con-
servation practicesthe butdoOr good turn is as
old,as scouting. Nevertheless the main thrust is
to help children enjoy and feel more comfortable
in the oUt=of-door.S.Outings amore relatively un-'
strucpred so that, within reason, each girl has
chance to enjoy the natural environment in her
own way. ,

At first, outdoor activities tend, tozzcenter,
around camp skills; i.e., outdoor housekeeping.

_Younger girls are eager to learn these skills
which are, after all, an exciting new w to play
house. We have learned that this ilso a
necessary glen in their outdoor education,
because they ,are not very receptive-a other
thing until they NO confident that they can

4 cope with their surroundingsand the mechanics'
of outdoor; living.. ,

With their basic skills well in hand, teenagers
use outdoor experiences to learn more° about
themselves, and learning about the natural en-
vironment is secondary. Some outings come
close to being retreats. Togetherness is very big
and there is endless talk as the girls try out new.
ideas and express feelings. Though they actually
do very little, the girls nevertheless place great
value cm the isolation and tranquility of the
camp situation.

41, the other hand, adventurous activities like
backpacking, canoeing, and Wilderness and
winter Camping are. also popular. These /ac-
tivities have always been a part of scouting,,but
more and more girls are asking for them every
year. Here the girls 'want to learn about
themselves in another way: by,accepting physi-
cal challenges to prove that they can "hack it".
Some 'people attribute this heightened interest
to the advent of women's lib andoln one way,
they are right. Adventure has always been im-
portant to girls, but now the climate of opinion
has given them the courage to demand it.

Forany youth-serving organization, the cost
of outdoor programs is a problem. In scouting
every effort is Made to keep camping within the
financial reach of all troops, and for the most
part we do well. The problem is appra oached in

-"'

' Two such publications publiAed by Girl Scouts USA
are Let's Try lt,Tatalog no 19-1'97. and Leader's Suture
Guide, catalog no. 198.3.3.

t.vo waysrFirk, the organization assumes the
responsibility of providing Camp areas and some
equipment at minimal cost to troops. Second,
strong traditions of tkilift and adaptability are
fostered in the troops.

Many-Scout, councils maintain depots where
equipmenCis a.vailablelor a small handling fee.

en this equipment is all spoken for, troops
boIrow and improvise. The need for thrift has
resulted in the well-known Scout penetant,,for
making camp equipment from discards, often
called creative junkery. For example: a ocard-
board box lined with foil becomes an excellent
charcoal oven;ithree plastic garden bags can
make a serviceable f ain suit. The main value of
such items is not their very low cost, fact
that they serve as constant reminder that the
lease expensive way must continually be sought
for everything we do.

Both in adult training and in planning with
girls, an unceasing emphasis on basics and inex-
pensive alternatives runs through ,411 dis-
cussions of food, clothing and equipment.
Doing-)t-yourself and saving odds . and ends
become a way of life. And it works: we may not
look very elegant, but we do get the girls out-
doors in huge numbers. ,

In the Council of the Nation's Capital, we are
particularly forturiate in that we can offer many
outdoor' opportunities at low cost. Besides hav-
ing access to many parks, the Girl Scouts own a
number of excellent camp properties that are
used to capacity. During the school year the
camps are used for day-outings and weekend
camping, in the summer they are day and resi-
dent camps. AddltionalidaY are,establish-
ed on non-Scout properties more accessible to
the children in some areas. The' result islhat a
targer percentage of girls are getting outdoor ex?
perience than i1n almost any other Scout council,
in the country. r

Yet there are troops that ,do not take advat
tage of these opportunities. While finances do
enter the picture, adult attitudes seem to be
more responsible.. When they take over
leaddrship of -a troop,- not many adults have
anough,experience to feel comfortable in assum-
ing the considerable responsibilities that go
with outdoor program. They have to be trained.
Were leader turnover is high, or where an out-.
door tradition is lacking, the necessary training
never takes place. 4

There are other obstacles. For safety, the Girl



Scouts require that anumber of adults accom-
pany the girls, and these adUlts are sometimes
hard to conte by: either because they have no
time orlecause they feel they would be of little
ee. Also, parents with ho outdoor experience
themselves worry about the well-being of their
children out in the woods. (In general, parents
are far more protective of their daughters than
of it eir sons.), All of these problems .are more
acute in highly 'urbanized areas, .but by no
Means confined, to them. When parents are
given a full explanation of what a troop plans to
do, they are usually much more receptive and
supportive.

or the children in such troops, summer day
camps are particularly important. There they
can gain experience under the tutelage, of
specialists, Therefore an effort is made to es-
tablish day camps that are easily aceessibleIn
Washington, D.C., aysuccessful day camp has
been established on a wooded college property in
the heart of the city. Guided by an imaginative
director, the camp offers a full range of camp
activities suited,to the children's needsthey
even get overnight tenting experience. The loca-
tion. reduces transportation costs and allays
parental apprehensio, The next step, going out
to the Scout camps, is taken more easily after
the d'adicami) experience.

oking at the total progratn, scouting clearly
does ake aifference to the girls involved, in
terms both personal growth and broadened
experien . The next step is to evaluate Scout
prggramsas a vehicle for environmental educa-,
tion in relation tVother youth programs in the
community. There are several points of strength

'and Weakness to be noted.

The two greatest strengths of scouting go
together: it is essentially a neighbor rid affair
and it has a high degree of flexibi ity. Each
troop is formed within a single neighborhood,
with volunteer leaders recruited from the same
area. Thus there is a strong element of iden-
tification and the leaders are able to assess more
accurately the, needs and interests that must be
met. Because each troop plans its own activities,
the leaders are free to use the resources4of the
Girl Scouts and the community. in way* that are
most suitable for their own grpup of girls. As
the group's program develops, the girls. will.
reach out from their own nei hborhood to
broaden their experience and u derstanding,

but re)ationships and relevance to self and home
remain clear.

Another strength of scouting is its ability to
help very large numbers, of children. Other
programs may.have a sharper focus and are able
to handle specific phases of environmental learn-
ing more thoroughly and efficiently. However
this sharp focus usually also limits time and
numbers. In scouting, on the other hand, there
is an established structure for building broad
ongoing programs for very many
childrenprograms well suited to the introduc-
tion of new views and new viewpoints.

The long experience of the Girl. Scouts has
shown that the single most important in-
gredient of good program is leadership. This in-
gredient is both a strength and a weakness of
the Scout movement. As already noted, it is a
strength because of the close identification
possible between child and adult. It can also lie a
weakness because volunteer leaders come .to
kir jobs with widely different capabilities and
background experience.

The Girl Scouts maintain a strong adult train-
ing program, but only so much training call be
required of volunteers. Most of our volunteers
are,genuinely interested in learning how to do a
better job. In fact, the major unsung success of
scouting is the asmount of adult education that
takes place in the name of serving youth. But
where leadership 16 inadequate, the
suffers in scope or substance.

The other weakness is scouting's dependence
on community support. Moral support is
therescouting ranks right along with_
motherhood and the flag. But the more tangible
evidences of support are not so readily offered.
Because the basic operating unit is the in-
dividus,1 troop, and because the principal
emphasis is on individual' growth rather than
the more visible forms of achievement, Girl
StOuts have a low profile despite their large
numl)ers.

On balance, scouting,clearly has much to offer
as a means of bringing environmental learning,
to children. Within the Girl Scout community,
we believe we can increase our impact on the
lives of children, 'first, by, looking at our own
operation to find how we can reach more of the
girls who could most benefit from our style X
'program and, second, by working, with other
.agendies where we can Make a positive contribu-
tibn. In the long run, the quality of experience is
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more important than its substance; we expect
that the quality can be improved by sharing
resources and capabilities.
, We believe cooperation works best on the local
leOel and when it ,is aimed At reaching common,
specific goals. For example, in one county we
provide summer day catnp for many childmi,
but there are many others we cannot serve.
Therefore we are sharing materials and
program descriptions with the Department of
Recieation, which organizes summer programs
at neighborhood schools. In another county, the
Girl Scouts have started working closely with
the Youth .in Crisis program, while in a third
they are cooperating with the parks to set up a
ranger aide program to expand the interpretive
program for young children.

P

Sharing in one form or another makes sense.
John Burroughs-(1913) said, "I go to books and
to nature as a bee gOes to.the flower, fora nectar
that I can make into my own honey." In a sense,
all of us who work with children are nectar
Merchants offering--kur. individual wares. We
can't say for sure howthings will turn out, but
we can provide the best possible selection of ex-
periences and attitudes from which intelligent
choices can be made.
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"In'contrast, may of our urban youth to y halm only
alleys, decaying lots, an'd condemned bui dings to ex-
plore Robert A. Manson
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A9 Outdoor Challenge Program as a
Means of-Enhancing Mental Health

- tyy_ ROBERT A. HANSON, Community Mental Health Center for
Marquette and Alger Countiee, Michigan.

ABSTRACT. Modern life fosters confusionyidisncourages passivi-
ty, and youth suffer most from this pattern. The Outdoor
Challenge Program enables young people to experience the active
roles and the clarity of purpose called forth by a wilderness oppor-
tunity. The experience appears to enhance theft mental health dur-
ing and after the program.

M AN HAS A GRE4T NEED to exploie and
learn. These sychological proiesses

evolVed in the wilderness before historY began,
and it is still in wilderness that key can be
experienced at their peak. Perhaps part of the
continuing human need for exploration is what
Pfeiffer (1969) describes 'Ns, "The 'central
mystery of man, his persisting res&lessness, this
isithe hupan drive ... It is the forge behind
discontent, the search for novelty, exploration
and missions of all sorts? When a contemporary
mazy speaks of a need to return for a ti to the
wilderness, he is in essence g4ng back to where
his significant psychological processes de-
veloped:The natural environment is the true
home 'of these processesand in that environ:
ment we expect to find a clarity and effective-
riles of psychological functioning. Indeed,
research is now beginning to detonstrate them
(see the following paper in this symposium by
R. Kaplan).

To appreciate the significance of man's tie to
his wilderness heritage, compare the effec-
tiveness of hiss psychological processes in the
wilderness with their effectiveness in-a modern
urban- environment. Stanley Milgram (r970),
writing on the experience of -living in cities,
says, "City life, as we experience it,constitutea
continuous set of encounters with overload, and
of resultant adaptations." Each of the aciap-
tationsMilgram cities has a tendency to insulate
and remove the individual frat his environ-

.
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ment and from fellow humans. The mechanisms
that allow people to go about their daily tie
tivities in an urban setting witho-ut involving
themselves with tho driink on the street corner,
the crime in their neighhorhoOds, the bewilder-
ing mass of humanity, are really mechanisms
that require them to ignore much,of their.en-
vironment. The opposite is needed in the natural
environment, where man depended on
knowledge. This dependence, in the sense ofpsy-
chological functioning tay is one of his major
ties to the 'natural envirAme,nt. .

ptiring man's development, natural selection
favored effective exploration. Through many,
thousands of years of evolution man built upon
his psychological capacity for exploration; many
lands and places were discOvered and
redNcovered. Mtn's recent,histoas filled with

mtales, of great explorers,,and the ten serve'as
odels and idols for youth. In the lait few hun-

dr:ed years, exploration of living space has ceas-
ed because there is no new space to explore.Rut
wittloration of wilderness or natural areas still
seems me4ningful. There an individual or group
can rediscover the thrill/of exploration, while
leaving the land undisturbed for others to
rediscover. 'In contrast, many of our urban
youth today have only alleys, decaying lots,*and
cptidemned buildings to explore. Explorationi
'which used to be held in high esteem, is now
often considered delinquent, because of the lack
of opportunity and increasing population. The
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need for this type of experience 4 greatest in ur-
ban areas where the opportunity is lacking:

It is the )ack ofclarity for many of these ur-
ban yout1 (as described later in this symposium
by Stephen Kaplan) that disrupts their
relationships with their environment. Changing
contemporary demands on youth foster confe
sion and tend to leave youth with little chance to
respond' by active exploration. They are forced
to be passive.

THE OUTDC5OR
"CHALLENGE PROGRAM

The Outdoor Challenge Program (Hanson
1973) was developed to give teenagers a highly
active 2 weeks in the wilderness. It focused on

.clearly defined goals and on specific techniques
that could-be quickly learned and put into.prac-
tice: map reading, e9mpass orienteering,
backpacking, setting up camp, rappelling,
locating edible foods and shelter, solo ex-
perience, ecology (with emphasis on under-
standing- the ecosystem to be lived with for 2
weeks), first aid, etc. The first day the group is
taken. by the leaders on an orientation hike into
a swamp, then asked. to find their own way back
without instruction. Usually they become lost,
and fail Totally to ,function as a group. The
leaders use each problem to put the group in
position where- it must take responsibility for
itself and thy( some way or-organizing and solv-
ing problems. Techniques of map and compass
orientation arc,taught thebsarne day or the
followibg morning. The next day the group must
find its own way' over a 5-mile course full 'of
s*amps, high cliffs, and.trackless forest, under

,the watchful eyes of the leaders. Initially,Ine
participants .feel hesitant but in 3 or 4 days fay
are ready to strike out across 25 mijes- of
trackless forest, and after 10 days they are eager
to go off on their Own without the leaders:It is
inspiring to watch them change as, they develop
increasing confidence and self-esteem. .v."

, Rappelling and overnight solos offer the
greitest challenge as well as the greatest
rewards. These activities are speCifiCally chosep
to enhance a clarity oPpurpose, which inerhapi
both frightening and appealing. They are
presented and learned ii such a way that even
when the participants have fears (and most do)
they believe They can do what they set out to.
<.-c'6

They learn to help and support each other; and
though one may be afraid of one activity, he
may do better than the average the next day at
another activity. When the group has completed
these 2 week% the members are both reluotant
to leave the wilderness and ready and proud to
go home. They have many stories to tell, but
more important, they have a new sense of clari-
ty and purpose in their lives.

HOW PARTICIPANTS
CHANGE.

As aleader in these programs, I Have seen
'listless, bored, fearful (and sometimes eager)
participants who left-for the wilderness 2 weeks
earlier retuT stimulated, active, hopeful, eager,
and proud. They spoke of new things they
wanted to do. Equally often they talked about
old passive behaviOr using drugs, being afraid of
the da4r aving no .interpst in the future, all of
whit they intended to change. During the 2-
week Period, most of these young people were
perce0,ing, thinking, and feeling at a high pitch
for them; their psychologiCal processes were ac-
tive and they were making the best of this op-
portunity.

After a few days in the wilderness their ties to
their previous environment are loosening and
they begin to see themselves in a new, more ac-
tLve position. They have been able to find their
way to a lake represented by a small matr on a
mightly big map. They are tired but they know
their accomplishments". . -

They are beginning to develop new ties to this
environment:, things in the wilderness are
becoming real to them. They feel a stronger,
clearer relationship to their world, which many
'acknowledge they have'never felt before. They
Ire eager to keep on and reach new and more
fulfilling goals. As the 2 weeks are airhpleted, I
believe, the participants begin to feel at home in
this unfamiliar but comfortable environment.
They begin to feel that the wilderness is theirs;
they have lived in it, been along with it, related
to it. They Can feel clearly the strength of a nw
relationship to their external world and a {few
self-concept. Their object relationships have
been strengthened.- They have explored and
come to know an area in'a way that most of
them have had little c ange to before. They have
comet.° know themsel a bit better, and by so
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doing most of them have And something in the
wilderness that they can take bitk.

,VALUES-THAT ENDURE
It seems that in this wilderness eXperience the

paradigm of man's relations with his external
objects is modified.'The individual is waive; be
comes to know the world about him, first by the
physical act of exploration on foot, then psy-
chologically on solo where he has several days to
reflect on his experiences and to strengthen his
emotional and cognitive re tions with this new;
clearer, more definite w

We can view man as le to relate to objects in
his external world in three ways: First, he may
relate to them with fear. A fearful individual
often goes through much of hillife having dif-
ficulty establishing close relationships with pe
ple and things; he never seems able to tr
avoids-kitting himself, in situations where he

will have t .depend on anyone or anything. Se-
cond, ((nem y relate to objects with dependence;
A dependen individual tends to cling to others,
has difficulty letting go of other people or trying
anything on his own, and seems always to put
himself in situations that force

way
to

wreassure him. He relates in a similar ay to ob-
jects in his environment. Third, an far
healthier, is the individual who relates to. ob-
jects, and people as other possibilities to explore,
to learn about, to try new relationships with.
Here exploration, which, as we'have seenAhas
.great evolutionary importance, is a key to
developing healthier, clearer, and more
meaningful relationship with one's environ-
ment. .

.Man, through okzlorSion, built hi4
knowledge-processing sRbegi and obtained the
basic data abouthis environiment tl1iat he needed
to expand his Icrkowle0e of tile world. When,thif/ knowledge - processing system was built and
'began functioning, man aided his knowledge
by walking. The phy,s. ogieal p ess of walk-
ing while gploring ve ball a from the
most primitive of uman se ouch. It6in

f

--ftouched the earth with his feet; -he felt it
through the kinesthetic sensors in his muscles,
and at times with his hands. Even today, the in-
fant's first real contact with his external world
is by touch, and it is often by 'touch that he ex-
plores and learns.

Walking also 'determined the amount and
speed by which data was presented to our
information-prosessing mechanisms. yen to-
day we often hear that "one knows'an area by
having'walked through it." P_sych&ogi 'volu,
tip began with the speed of its data- processing-
requirements often deter by walking .
speed., These processing mec11179aiisms have, in
mime recent times, been subjected to an in-
creasing flood of stim4li. As we have seen, in the
cit uch of this flood must be ighored; thepsy-
chol effects of doing so are smisiOered by
S. Ka n'in this symposium.,

LI the wilderness, exploration and active
such is walking enabje people to ex-

perience clear and effective-hinctioning of their
perceptual and cognitive processes. The clarity
of this encounter seems to provide basic
elemelats upqn which.an efficient and active
behavioral,s?stem may be established. The ex-
perience seems to enhance mental 'health and
facilitate psychological functioning even after it
is over.
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irThey seemed tp. approach each other in a very accepting
fashion, enjr --ng the situation for itself" Rachel Kaplan
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Summer Outdoor Programi:
Their Participants and Their Effects

by RACHEL KAP AN, Associate Professor, School ofNatural
Resources and D' Program in Urban and Regional Planning;
Lecturer in Psycholo , University of Michigan.

a

ABSTRACT. In a study of the benefits of various summer
programs,- especially those u olving wilderness experiences, the

use of .pretests for all the groups made possible evaluation.of the
degree of self-selection as well. Similar tests 6 months later showed'
the influences of the summer programs themselves. The results
suggest that even a relatively short encounter with the out-of-doors

. results in pervasive changes, the most striking o which relate to
increased' competence in skills required in the woods.

I WOKE up this morning at 6:30 not be-
lieving that I had made it through the

nite. ,.The sun was just coming up; it was beauti-
ful. I am. not even hungry it is so peaceful out/ here that I really could 141 to enjoy it without
the anxiety that I always have: (MJP)

"I got up today rather excited with the
thought of' leading the crew on our only hike
without leaders. We broke camp ... wasn't long
before we hit a swamp upitp our-Waists we,
hit. We cam across three such swamps and even
tho we arrived -.to our destination safely, my
readership was questioned and sometimes'
challenged. No one else was even willing 'to
lead .. . I love this life. I am rather sad I have to
go home. . . When Igo home I know I will want
to tell my friends about this experience. I will
become frustrated and bitchy because either I
won't have the words or they .won't have the
ears. Whereas now I am happy," (AMG)-

These are entries from the diaries written
during a solo in the wilderness 'by partiCipants
in the Outdoor Challenge Program (described by
Robert Hanson in the preceding paper). The kids
express it so well! It is not hard to sense from

. their notes that the experience mattersz:that
they acquire a different sense ,of themselves.

-Our 'aims in doing research. in' this area were
several: we wanted to know whether the

k

benefits of a program like this lasted beyond the
program,jtself; we w ted to see whether it is
the acquisition of specs skills that relates to
enhanced feelings of se -confidence; and we
wanted to find out whether the effects are
specific to particular kinds of programs.

Our collaboration with Bob Hanson has been
an excitin adventure for several years now. The

st year produced a small-scale study of the "7.
benefits of the program (Kaplan 1974). The
study presented here involved thglarger scale
effort during 1973. The participants were 267.

'youths of both sexes who,had 1 or 2 more years
to go in high school when they completed the
first round of questionnaires just as the school
year ended..Of these, 75 percent returned the se-
cond questionnaire some 6 nihnths later, at a
time when Slimmer activities seemed long past 4
and the school year was well under way..

The participants included five distinctgroups.
Two of these can be considered control groups,
as we had no knowledge of their summer ac-
tivities. One of the conV61 oups was drawn
from Michigan's Upper Penn sula, because
Plat is the region from whteh e 20 Outdoor
Challenge participants have come. Five schools
serving 14 communities were included from this '
land of low population density where the
winters are hard and long. The other control
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group consistel of 30 students who took a con-
servation course at a local high school. It seemed
that a group with some nature-oriented
background might provide a fair comparison to
those who would be involved in summer
programs with such a focus.

The closest comparison to the Outdoor
Challenge group was provided by the 28 youths
who wtnt on backpacking trips of roughly com-
parable duration-2 weeks or so of actual hik-
ing. Some of these went to a wilderness .area
southeast of Yellowstone National Park and
others to Isle Royal. The trips were described as
"hiking, backpacking, canoeing, camping adven-
tures" with an "emphasis on an appreciation
and learning about our natural world."

The remaining group went to a 5-1/2-week
coeducational camp in northern Michigan. Its
focus Was on community, on caring for people
and the land. Although the concern for lifestyles
adapted to ecological principles is an important
feature there, the concern for personal, growth
in a supportive social setting is equally strong.
The 44 Participants differed from the other
groups both in the'duration of the-activity and
in having a nonnomadic base of operation. They
were, however, similar to the backpacking grbup
in orientation and goals, since both were under
the overall guidance of the same insightful and
dedicated team.

The v1iety of the participating groups,
provided art opportunity to determine whether
self-selection would be evident in the initial data
collected before the summer experience. It was.
The members of the contral,group were outgo-
ing-and interpers nall active. The- members of
the 'cam p.gr up ere4lso oriented toward 14-!..
terpersonal activities and situations, but id a
much Ttiuieter, non-competitive, and le§s' active
sense. They seemedpto approach each °therein a

.
very accepting fashion, enjoying thfitituation
for itself., The most striking difference between
this group and the backpackers might be
thought of as patience Though the' question-
naire did not tap this directly, tite-kackpackers"
seemed to be more adventurous and eager to be
"doing it" without excessive forethought. The
Outdoor challenge group, was no strikingly
differenttfrom the rest of the Upper enninsuie ,
sample, although they were-less involved in-
terpersonally and more eager to "get away frortrt
it all." It'should be x1entioned that the csm-
parisons of the grotips yielded no significant

differences with respect to self-esteem, nor
the measures of various skills.I

AFt OF THE ,STUDY
The sketches the initial group differences

are based on t espouses to a 7-page qUestion-
naire compl d.in June. At that time the par-
ticipants had no reason to expect that there
would ever be a follow-uii. As it, turned out,-the
4-page fall questionnaires covered much of the
same material The common portions of the two
questionnaires dealt with the following:

Care about and good at: A list of kinds of ac-
tivities on which the participants indicated hokv
much they cared about each and how good at
each they felt they were. The list of activities in-
cluded sports, camping, crafts and making
things, sitting around talking, datiw and a few
others. lir

Woodsmanship skills: Participants were asked
to rate themselves on each of a dozen outdoor

life skills, suer as setting up camp, map reading,
long hikes,' ecology, and finding food in the
woods.

Friendship skills: Included with the
woodsmanship skills were? two items-tin in-
terpersonal skills:. "making friends" and
"getting along. with "strangers in confined
situations."

Reasons: The 39 items pertaining to reasons..
for choosing,,one's favorite activities were scored
to form eight different, clugters of reasons; in-

..cluding workout (the competition and exercise
in the' aaes), affiliation'," peace and quiet,
leadership acccoplishment (eg.; "gives m9 ,,,a
chance to briii charge"), and self-directed ac-
complishment (t.g., "always learning new
things").. ;

self- esteem: Our hive was to Brea- k down this
concept into meaningful part .s.like many other
psychological. concepts intelligence and
creativity are -good exhmples), self-esteem is
often -regarded as a obal entity which people
possas, to varying de ees. It seems Co -11N4
damaging to look at it that way. The "esteem"
scales derived from the 20 set; description items
in the questionnaireinclUde&-rellistic task
orientation (e.g., "I'm sensible abou 116w long
hings take to get `done"), challengit, self-

reliance, and interpersonal. These four scales
together comprised a positive view scale. In ad-

,
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already 'a thing of the pastbut in' late fall, :the "high" group. Instead, wedivided each of > he.,school is very' much a reality. Furthermore, five groupsthosein summer programs as. vC:Cli.many of the topics westudied vary with as the controls into high and low scorers
Seasons., Sports activities and outdoor oppor- within each group. Our concern `1.vasnot whetter,
tunities clearly differ from spring to fall The r

Throughout tits paper the findins, that, are cited are
itattsticaliy significant a/ p<05 when small .groups are A.1

compared and p<.01 %then groups of 100 or more are com-
pared The tools used in these comparison; were t 'tests.analysis of 4ariance. and in a fev. instances chi,sql1are

dition, t,e negative, view scale (e.g., "I tend to be ascribed to the summer experience. The pur-avoid4rew challenges," and find it hard to pose of collectihg "before" and ``aftert data fromopen up to people") is quite separate from the . various- groups attending different summer&her scales. It is possible and ?yip likely for programs is to get a glimpse of such changes,..Ipeople to have both positive and negative',.-mention all these things ozily to encourage somefeelings about themselves at the same time. degree of caution in looking- at the results.'

/

(Kaplan° 1976).
w.

SOM ESULTS'

A study of this' kind .has some built-in
handicaps. In trying to avoid misperceptions of
summer effects by collecting the "after"
material ;too "soon, one necessarily introduces
otber,difficulties. late fall many thingstother
than summer activities play important, roles 4n
the liv'etkof these students. hi June school was
almost overfor some participants .:it was

Cpeiz-ended questions: "How Would your best
friend describe you (aside frOm physical' Skill'ti.
characteristics)?" "What sorts of things have . Nor,,surprisingly, the Out r Challengegiven'you the greatest sense of-accomplishment I group-showed a profound an51 hly signific-ant
or pride?" apd."If you tould change yourself in imfroveinent in virtually every one of .rbe ---:.
any wa:y, in what way would that be?" .Thee woodsmanship',skills. Of the 12 'items; Oily.-. were analyzed, ip. tprms of categories based on canoeing showed do change-,-,and it was not partthe gpring data and applied 44both sets of . oll ;the korogram! these results., are strikingly
responses.

. . 'similar to 'what we leiund in the previous year,..-, . In.addition, the first questionnaire, included with a smaller and ali-male group. The ,tire Environmental, Breference Questionnaire, backpacking group Bhowed significant changesEPQ, which has ti,vo pages of short itemsfeal- orl _some of these skills and came out ahead of-. ihg with' preleren'ces for different kinds of set-. the camp group. on eight of the iterns-. The
tings. It is scored for .seven scales, includit4. Challenge lartiripaiwated themselves more
nature, suburbs, ,cities, and social. ,. skilled than did the 'batrkpacking groUp on. seven

Where "scales" are nientioned in the discus- of the items. Alth9ugh,these skill ratings are all`
sion, these are based on groups of items that are self-reportS, th4. thatch our expectations sui-
all ,abouf a c'ommon idea. Except for the open- prisingly well. Thegroup's did nbt differ in these
ended portions, responses ,were sited on a 6- ratillgs before theJstart of theogrummer, hor did%point scale so' that there was plenty of choice to Ihey know eachotiberls ratings. The emphasis ofindicate how, weli the item deecribed the pu_ the' Outdoor-Challenge Program is on wildetne*ss.,
ticipant's feelings. The technicalities' of deriving skills, and the partiCipants are intensely ,in-
the scales or clusters of items-and a more exten-. , vOlved in activitieS that require such skills. ne

'sivediscussion of the findings of the june backpackers also used such skills to a fli
qbestionnaire with respect to EPQ, reasons, andy. greater extent 4.1an the campers.

.1 selfiesteem are th6 subjects of a separate paper ,_
, kills'anc:1 Self Views
- ' One of our ideas in doing this research was

that' gaining competence at something` woulll
enhance seine aspedt of a .person's -View of .

1-limself. While' people have the capacity to dis-
miss their, own skills as not impOrtant, we feli .

this was less 'likely to ,happen in the case 'of Pi,
nature-related' Ccills. 11. seemed reasonable,
th,en; to relate the scores .on .woodsmanshiti
skills to the various dom'ainspf self-esteem. Had. '

--we simply divided the entiie sample into -high
'and lt.v scorefils on theskills, Nvi would hgve
'found the Challenge anoi other backpAckers in

place of driving and dating in the ov rall picture
may 'also, change: But this does no roeart that

`chinged responses on the questionnaire(tannot
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the skills were acqUired through a specified
program, butsiniply whether being moressldlled
in these particular activities had a bearing on
the yOuth's feelings toward, himself. ,

We found 'that' within each group there was
indeed a significant relationship between:
r elative standing on woodsmanship skills and
one of the domains of self-esteem. Thosewhg

' scored higher on the skills thought of
them &elves as more realistic about the demands'
of, their work Ad better able to gage their task'
related limitations.
"Quite apart from the measures,of skills, the

OutdoorChallenge people were less likely to ex-
press negative views of themselves. Com-
parably, of the people who initially stored low

on the positive view scale, close to half of those
in each of the summer programs ended with
high scores in the fall. By contrast, only about a
quarter of those in the two control groups

.showesuc) change%

CorhpositeView-
. The overall patterh of the,, results 'suggests
-that the different summer experiences resulted
in changes that s_vere clearly reflected several
mont'lls.later. -

" BAlate fall the two control groups reflected,
one stereotype of people in their mid-teens: they
saw themselves as good at driving (motorcycles,

_cars); they eared about sitting around talking
and listening to music. They:were interested in
dating. Contact with nature and various ac-
tivitieshat were less interpersonal were not of
great importance,.

The campers from the start took a more
accepting, noncompetitive stance toward their
peers. )3y fall, many felt more skiliful at "mak-
ing friends." though dating was relatively less
important to 'therm Many of them expressed a
conceo for social commitnient, for being con
siderate of others. They allso talked about per-

., sonal growth, and self-discipline, and continued
to favor activities'that permit creative expres-
sion.

Both the ()Indoor Challenge and the other
backpacking groups showed little desire to
change their physical characilirristio or
prow eis. Perhaps the competence they acqUired
in particular.skills in the woods is related to,
this. The Outdoor Challenge people shOwed the
least, concern for interpersonal activities and in-

terests, though they felt they, were better at

,

dating as, well as better, at getting along with
'others under confined conditions. In addition,
they now preferred activities that permit some) s.

peace and quiet, some solitude.
The results suggest that nature-related act

tivities do indeed make a difference. Even a
relatively short encounter with the out -of -doors
is reflected in some petvasive- changes. There -is
a suggestion that competence in the skills re
quired in the woods is related to some aspects of.

.self-esteem. This is true whether the skills were
acquired in a summer , program sPecifically.
focused' on such skills or elsewhere. The results
also support the me, informal findings \

t'reported in the previous Outdoor Challenge
study, that a relatively short prog!rarn can result
in positive changes some time later.

Let me close with some more of the "poetry"
that these, kids (.produced while all alone with
their thoughts in the woods,.

"I have all ways been in the woods and I.can
relax by taking a short hike in the woods easier
than watching TV or reading a book because in
the woods there are no words or signsior people
to look at and I am glad that they have nature.:
areas like this so people can use this as an es-
cape ...Now 1, know why my father likes to

"take alunch to work rather thin go ioeheccoun-
...t*y club and eat. He is in a' btisiness that 'he

makes deals withPeople every day because he is

a car sales man. and he is the 'best I.
know ... [Like the other seas people.; my' Dad
gets tired bf people too, but-he eats his littch-at
the park and maybe that is all it takesjust
that half or fulLhour in the park can make my
Dad forget people. rind he is.glad to go back to
work. The other falesmen go and eat at' the club
'and they see more peoplethey, have no es-
capement." (WM)

"i spent the night sleeping and listening to the `

- silence. I had a lot of thoughts.'I have always
worried too much what other people think of.
rat I am going to try and fix that, I will still -
worry a-little bit but not so much Silence is

. really a funny thing. I don't hear it often. Last
night I think I experienced the Most I ever
have:" (TP)

4$. .
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"Whatt perhaps the mostobvious,diiteion for theory,
namely that peopleingatety liketnatpre, turns out to be
quite unsatisfactory" - Stephen Caplan
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Tranquility and Challenge in the-Natural EnvirOnment
4 C

by STEPHFN KAPLAN, Professor, Departments° of PsyChology
and of Contputer and Communication Sciences; University of
Michigan.
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ABSTRACT. the issue pf ,clarity is perhaps most urgent 'and
powerful for the .adolescent.- One interesting, route to clarity is
through 'challenge and fascination. People have'povrerful reactions
to certain environmental patterns, although they may not be aware
of them if they have k?tot had the opportunity to experience them.
Having such art opportunity at a time when issues of identity and
one's relation. o the.environment are pressing could have a lasting
impact on the Character ,and functioning of the. individual. The
natural environment, -with- its special capacity to ,hold an in-
dividual's attention, maybe unusually effective in fostering the ex-'
perience of cognitive _clarity.

r

,
gi , . .

NATURE, is NPORTANT. to peoPle. This
observation is hardly novel*, yet it "i's only

recently ghat there ha)-been empirical evidence
to suppor9'it. In fact, theevitlince presented at
this conference is Aobably as extensive as the

. sum ofthe hard damn the literatureup to now.
Thus, at last, there is begidning:tt; be evidence

9 for the importance of nature. BOth to guide
future reseatch in this ea and t6 apply, effee-

.tively whdt we kilt , ne 4tep is to deVelop
a psychological theory t , explain this
ph,enoinenon. Wh is perha the most I) b vi o u s

direction fqr th , namely,that ppople innate-
ly like nature, turns out to be quite itfisatiskac- ,

tory. The of the matter is that i)poPlelre
quite often fearful or even. tekiffted of,nSture.
Indeed, .aaufrable Iheorz will)hae.to explain
how nature has value art attracOon for people
in spite of its potentjal to frighteh them. - ..

, As a Cognitive psychdlogielinteresteds in how.
.--* people make sense out of thi ivoIld, I haveaia-

proached this problem by examining the effect
, that nature has on the thought prdcess; Cm a per-

sOn's state of mind. Dr. d's i .ofillustration
the child's reaction to an a is instructive. The
chird reacts with fascin ion: there -if a. clear

, . fpcus of attention and behavior. Foi some,

nature is a source of perspeCtive, of tranquility.
What seems common to tlreivarious effects of
thy/nature experience fsthe sense of cognitive

..darity, or, conversely, the absence of confusion..
Undoirbiedly, such a state of mind can biand in
general will be, Highly pleasurable. But this is
not the same as the direct(p)re of a 1pilipopor pat'lon the head. ,I is, you will,
informationallyibased pleasure, that is,
pleasure mediated brclarity.

The link between clarity and pleasure in-
volves certain physiological considerations. too
technical to go into here. But it is possible to
relate these concepts on functional and intuitive
grounds without detailing possible mechanisms.

On functional grounds people had better find
'Clarity pleasurable. For, humans to survive in
the dangerous and difficult world,in which they"
evolved, they would have had to make up`their
mindsquicIdyt: And they Would have had to like
being in the state of having their minds made up
(S.' Kaplyin 1973b). Put' the other way, liking to
be lost in thought would have been 'quickly fatal
in the context of the African savanna where
human. evoluation is believed to have taken
place.

From an intuitive point or view , the relation.
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of clarity and plea-4Ure presents little difficulty.-,
People who are confused alput themselligts4r
their world, or both:have been known despair
and even to,attempt suicideiJp the other sideof
the ledger, crusades whereat is utterly clear
who the bad-guy is--Lappear to bea source of
considerable pleasure (to the participantsiThe
attraction of rather eccentric belief systems also
seeing to be related to the clarity they'promise.
Mobs, too, Offer a kind 'of clarity. When
everyone shouting the same slogans, all the
stimulation pne experiences is in agreeikenta
state of 'affairs all 'too rare in the everyday
world. Indeed, aithe world becomes more, cam-
tilicated and value systems. and 'life styles
proliferate, the achievement of clarify becomes
increasingy problematic.

TWO KINDS OF ATTENTION ,,..
- . My analysis, then; will' be Based on the con-

cept of 'clarity what it is, .how it works, and"
how it is related to nature.

As it turns out, the concept orelarity has been
'little studied in psychology. Fortunately, attenT

...tin, a closefy related concept, his been studied
extensively. Admittedly at first blush the tw,o,
'concepts may seem to hale little in common.
clarity is a state of mind. Attention invblves the
selection of what stimulation to respond to out
of the enormous 'variety of stimulation that
might hay.e been responded to. But when atten-
tion is successful,.all'the stimulation dealt with .

,-- has a con. on fools. In other word the out -'"
,come of the successful operation of attntion is,a,
clear state of mind. ,

The concept: of attention received somt
.
of its

most thoughtful atialysisrite a few years ago.
In 3,892 Williafn James put forward several dia-
Unctions- that 'form 'the basil Of ttis imper on the winddw

. Voluntary attention, in Ja'mes' terminology, ii. signal between
that attentidk that requires eftor". When oSe is % The immediate

has a strikingly' pn tive flavor, as is clear frni .
his list =of, ,exartiples: 'strange thispgs, moving
things, wild animals, bright things, pretty
things, metallic things, worilidhlowsi, blood ete;
etc. etc.',' (p. 88). This colorfflifist is ric im-
plicationeFirst, if suggests that "iinniedia in-
voluntary- attention" involves the property. Of
fascination so vimidly" illustrated in Dr. Mead's
exampleiyesteiday. At the same time, 4aites! ",
.list shows the;siloae linkage to evolution; su,-

' - .

I t , b

back on it const tly as we make our Way
through the dull b t necessary requirements 'of
everyday eXistence. o much of what we do has
little intrinsic fascin tion and demands an ef-
fort to keep our minds on the task. Indeed it
might be argued that in the modern world the
interesting is no longer important, no lOnger in- ,

teresting.
The effect of,thieeffort to stay with. the

is the suppressTon or holding down of all poten-
tial There must be some
-methanism, Presumably inhibitory, that does
'this. The more stimuli there are that must be
attended to even though they are not particular-
ly gripping in themselyes, the more this
Ineichanim must -be brought into play,
Likewise, the More distractions there are, the
More stimuli that must be ignorfed, the greater ,

the need for this mechanism. As Milgram (1970)
has pointed out, the city is an environment of
overwhelining,stimulation, a source of stress to

h peopl &respond by ,growing more insen-
e. One n readily see how the stresses.'of

mo rn Jim .could lead ta fatigue of the
anism that °gives us the capacity to sup-

press' distraction.. Be covery..presumably re-
quires resting thivoirk*orked capacity. This.
could be ,achieved by avoiding circumstances
that °require effor't . to pay attention., Thus
recovery of voluntary attention could ultimately
hin n the availability of environments that
are inv luntarily interesting..lf nature could be
sho to have this prope en the popularity
4/ natural settings for recovery -0verIoad
andastress-would make considerable iense.

JaMeadistinguishes twOcipas of iriValunt:ary,
attention, which he caliche immediate and the
deriv5ed. Thf derived is based on experience, as
'-(in,James's example) the reaction to a faint tap

ane Whenit is a prearranged' .
VerS.

6f involuntary attention
tempted by. diltractions, but pays attentton, as,
it were, by an effort, of the will, that aftention is.

.moluntary. By contrast, sorneattention occurs in
spWe of ourselves. It not only requiresaKkeffort,
it wo.uld,take an effort not to,attend., Something
lery.beautiful might call.fortli attention iff this 1
kind, but so mighttsoniething itrikingly ugly, or
potentially dangerous. James- calls `ttis Tatter
kind of attention invOluzztary. _ .

Voluntary attents all too familiar. We fall

'
Woo.

. 1 ,
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vival may well have dependend upon payingm-
mediate attention to stimuli of this kind. A third
characteristic of this' list is its lack of system. Its

. disoroler and incompleteness, even toJames' ex-, tiberant use of "etc.", fairy cry out for a more
k.
orderly4 fnore'coherent framework.

A

I.

4.

, . __

From these' and other activities (e:g., zoos,
auto racing, theater) that elicit 'rapt attention in
humans, 'tile, various :domains of laki nation
begin to be visible. A central distinction here
appears to be between procesi and content.

'Process
SOURCES OF FASCINATLON The process Jhat people findfascinating is, in

the largest sense, the process of coping with lin-,

, certainty (S. Kaplan 1973a). This can, of.course,Sikh ,a framework follow readily from it
be broken down into innumerable sub-processes,evolutionary significante of t process. An

of survival would be since there are ma,ny facets of this vital human
enhanced if certain kinds of patterns or events activity,
were innately fascinating, if they required no ef: subtiroceiFor`our

pufposes, three rather general
seu should suffice:

fort' to attend. Thes'e might include cir- (1) Making sense out of the world: Recogniz-
cumstances Where it was likely that useful new ing (e.g., bird-watching) and predicting (e.g.,

$ informs ion could be aoquired (as, in watching a." gambling) are frequently fascinating and are
highly skilled individual carry out sometaik). It the basics of the sense-making process

(2) Acting on the evironrnent: This includeswould also be adaptive for potentially dangerous (2)

evaluating (as in identifying the good guys andsituations to be fasginating. If such situations
the badguSs),.and coming to decisions, a§ wellwere simply perceived as bad or painful; the
A.Sreaction might be heitong flight without acting per se. ,

calculation or 'strategy. tit fascination with (3) Exploration. The .fascination cif this
potential danger would lead to the close scrutiny nprocess is so well known that it hardly edsdis-

s
cussion. It might be useful to point out some ofof the situation needed by a ereature whose sur-
the adaptive values of this process. Oh the onevival wa far more dependent'upen wits than
hand, it involves the acquisition of informationspeed (S. Kaplan 1926). Suct.fascination would
in an organism iliat depends upon informationalso 'mai& possible thd group cpoperation and an
for survival. In addition, it involves the peactwegroup defense that is charactekistic of many
of makings ense and acting, in an organism thatpilmate groups. Headlong fliiitt is iarely con-
must be ,alffe to carry out these procedures.ducive cooperative efforts.

.-infl crirver a varietyThus theri 'a quickly and efficiently hen the chips are down.. , .
cunistancesthe pot4tially- educational, the,...d.
potentially dangerous, Ate "potentially: im'por- onte t
tant in one way...or anbtherthat would ap- The contents that people..qnd fascinating
pro' eriately,be fasfinatinXtd huthani. iden- presumably, ire related to-coping with the en-tify, these eircumstances would require a vironment just as the basic procesSes are: Thusresearch pregrani 'of major proportions. One it is hardly surprising that people have strong
might, for example, preffint visual patterns on,a reactions to ri'fcl animals. In fact, wild animalsscreen and observe people's behavior. Any are. sufficiently fascinating: that compounds
stiani that failed tb hold people's rapt attep- wheie such creatures can be viewed., by the
tion Fvoulcl be discarded and replaced by other§ public are available in most of our major cities.
until one lAd a \Irak' collec4ion of allof Snakes are legendary in this iesPect;.wolves andwhich had Pnlven fasernatiA value. .beats elicit particulir Interest, as do anyFirtunately for,'/our purposes this research animals that are particutsrly large. There arehas already beehlh.rried out, and' on a large also strong ,reactions to the young of many

I and

human attention.
Green 'things, tool

Lewis in'this volume),
}Ouse plants altzs et
fascination. Alpugh

scale. t Is c 1111 television , an t provides an species
excellent overview of,Khat people do in factlind
fascinating: For th4e1.ho decry modern trends

-of thirkindoand,long for a simpler time gone by,
the circus is a six-akar expiriment,and leads tn-

\similar conclusion , .. .I. ..

s,,
. .

's
,

ve their special claim, on
dens (R. Kaplan 197$,
parks, wilderness, even
1970) reflect this area of

television seems not to



specialize in this domain, efforts to evoke a feel-
ing of tranquility (e.g., cigarette commercials)
tend to rely heavily on patterns of natural
vegeliation.

The preference for green things blends into
the related issue of landscape preference. Here
water must be added as a 'powerful (and
evolutionarily appropriate) factor. A host oT
other faders are involved at this scale; while
therellis not the Space to discuss theni'all here,
they are quite consistent . with the overall
emphasis oniettention and survival (S. K &plan
1975).

This variety of fascinating.living things readi-
ly merges into various survival-related physical
phenomena. Here we might include fires, caves,
the weather (especially bad weather) and mis-

..e
cellaneous natural hazards. We mighloolso in-
clude certain portions of the environment that
humans have altered, adapted, (^.11-' constructed
for their own 'use. /Shelters,' tools, and food
would be good examples.

While this collection may sound too much like
thepreoccupatiopeof a myopic caveman, 'urban
.children still are fascinated by 'fifes. An. occa-
sion that promises free food (or drink) is still
very attractive, even to people who could well.,
afford to buy their own, and even tdday people

with little else in common talk about the
'weather.

N . t owy

1

necessari151 the indivi ual who is the source, the.
locus of control in what happends. By emphasiz,
ing th' capacity to act (one of the subprocesses
that inherently hold attention) they enhance an.
important aspect of c9rkfidence and Smpetence.

(2) Skill learning 4in general might be ex=
pected to enhance self-esteem. But to the extent
that people tend to dismiss the skills they have
as being of littleimportance, thisAlta might
bepiritmized: Skills relevant to the natural en-
vironment, by contrast, are more difficult to dis-
miss, because the ,natural "environment com-
municates its importance so effectively through

U the attention it demands "andethe clarity it
evokes.

(3) It may be that the issue of clarity is par-
ticularly urgent and powefful for the adples:
cent, He is best with ,unclarity concerning
himself and--ltfs ielation to othersHe'arso is
attempting to find effective ways- of cling
with the lack of clarity in his environment. It
may well be that he is at a critical poiRt° when
such issues will be resolved one way or the
other.

Among t)e many ways. Of achieving clarity,
perhaps the most (popular are reliance on< the

'social support of the peer group a fixfadoption of
a simplifying world view (often of the "us
them" variety). An interesting alternative rouge
of clarity is through the challenge and fascina-
tion of' the natural environment In this waya

NATURE AND PERSONAL: ,

GROWTH .4.

In this perspective a challenginwexposure to
the out-of-doors (such as the Outdoor Challenge
Progrant) provides a unique opportunity. It

would be difficult to iniagine another experience
that draws so heavily both on contents and
proiesses that command involuntary attention.
The natur&I-aenvironment can provide an ex-
perience of clarity hard to match in any other
way.

'()

This special character undoubtedly has
numerous implications for the process of per
sonal growth. Let mtornment briefly on three
such b ilitiesitAt I find particularly in-
triguin

(1) One. of the ways the challenge-oriented
outdoor programs differ from other sources of
involuntary attentio (like teleVision and cif;
cuses, for' example) that they are active. Its

youth might discover an unexpected capacity for
,clarity. The power of the human reaction to cer-
ain environmental patterns is real only for the
person who haSexperienced it. Having an oppor- 4
unIty.to do so at a time Wheli issues of identity °

and onaVelation to the environment are pressi,
ing could have a lasting impact oh the character
and\functioningof the individual.
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"Plants are nonthreatening and nondiscjlminating in a
world that is constantly judgemental -. Charles A.
Lewis
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(plan-Perspectives in Horticulture

by CHARLES.A. LEWAS, Horticulturist, Morton Arboretum, and
Coordinator, (merican Horticultural Society People-Plant
Program.

ABSTRACT. Gardening produces not only vegetables and flower- 1"k--'
but also social and behavioral benefits. In low-incomehousing stteti,
in New Y6Hc, Philadelphia, and Chicago, gardening programs have
resulted in reduced vandalism, new neighborliness, cleaned -end
painted buildings and streets, and other improvements. The-huma
response to plants, and the qualities of plants that encourage this
response, are valuable in,the production of humanly satisfying en-. .

moments. -

i
MAN HAS BEEN associated with plants

since his beginning. Our .progenitors,yrimi-
tive oxygen-breathing forms of life, evolved
in an environment already populated with green
plints. Iltis, Loucks, and Andrews (1970) sug-
gest that primitive responses to vegetation were
acquired during our evolutionary journey-and
are with us yet, buried deep in our psyches.

-e-

A

PROXIMITY TO PLANTS:
EFFECT ON RESPONSE

It is difficult tad6ineate human responses.to
plants becaUse plants are integrafed into human
eagerience at several levels, each of which
produces its own typical response. By discerning
the several levels at which people interact with
plants, we may be better. able to isolate and
study the accorppanying behavioral responses in
a proper perspective.

The hierarchy of integrative-levels is influx
eficed hy personal and cultural distancesi
between the person and `v getatiom the least
personal responses occu with the greatest
separation.. The sit tion, is. somewhat
analogous to the view of a city from .several
different.hejslits, au the kind . of response
engendered at earth. e distant view, as from
an airplane, reveals t gross geometry of the ci-

,*

'1-

.

ty, a flat structural abstraction of lines and
lights. We observe it without personal involve-
ment, except perhaps for trying to find
meanings in the distant pattern. An in-
termediate-view is seen looking dawn frbm a tall
building. We are aware of the three-dimensional
aspect: build' ., Walls create impressive.deep
canyons at e remote base are narrow
streets inhabi by tiny slow-moving v1hicles
and people. From this viewpoint, to city is
awesome] we ,are impressed by Ats physics
grandeur and we respond to it. The mina
streets, people, and traffic are less impressiv
than the physical grandeur. The closest view is
'at street level; where we see and even become in-
volved in the tangle of people and traffic. No
longer obserVers, we participate intimately in
the life fabric of the city. Responses at this level j
are extremely personal. ,

And so it is with plants, Distant views of
vegetation, such as thOse from, an airplane,
reveal.gross patterns in various shades ofgreen .
and bran, interlocked like pieces of a puzzle. .

We may respond to the green as representing
life, but tle'lack of detail at this scale prtv.ents .
our discefning specific types of vegetation, such
as field or forest'shich would evoke a more per-
sonal response.
. Closer proximity 7eVeals scenic details of
vegetation, such as open field, dense forest, or

1 1:07 P
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tree -lined street. As obser vers, physically
separate from the scene;. we 'respond with
meanings we read into the scene. Componentsof
verdure, shade, and c
notations which influ
level, of perception can
the city froin atop at

or carry pleasurable con-
ence our response. This
be equated with viewing
11 building.

The closest association with plants
'gardening, where we are intimate
with growing one or more plants. We water and
fertilize, always watching closely to determine
wltether,the plant is responding properly to our
nurturing. This direct involvement with plants
is analogous to the street-level experience of the
city and evokes the most personal level, of
response. This association of people and plants
In an almost symbiptic relationship is the
special interest of .the American Horticultural
Society's People-Plant Program of whic
cooraitiator. (

,6ARbEN INS IN
0AEA

urs iri
nvolved

I first observed th
the New York City
Garde 'Contest, whi

plots near their homes, an activity previously
possible only for residents of row houses with
yards,

Again contestants were very proud of their.
gardens: They joined together to nurture the
gardens, protect them from valagtmp and to
share their.bounty with neiglili,ors at communi-
ty harvest dinners. The gardens were conai red
special placeS"holy ground", one tenant ced
themandWere held in high esteem.

Here too, gardening residAts initiated ac-
tivities outside the garden plots:spailitAng curbs
benches, and chains along walks to harmonize
with 4he garden colors: At the Roliertjaylor
Homes, an impersonal high-rise Complex, the
elitranCe columns and portico trim received the_

Arne colorful treatment. Soon large geometric
or pictorial murals appeared on walls adjacent
to building entrances. The anonymous,
decorations' were exceedingly well designed and

Weft/II rfkeTtited, notwithstandingC.H.A.
ruled that forbade painting the buildings.'

In pLiblic housing, grass around the Buildings
is considel.ed part of the physical plant, to be
maintained by manale7nent, and riot the con--
cep of residents.'Howeveicat Itrobert Taylor the
gar ening' tenants Sowed grass seed and created

area of lawn on what had been bare
nd surrounding their gardens, Would the

results have been the same if C.H.A. had asked
these tenants to paint the buildings or' plant a .

lawn?

OW-INCOME

e.responses while judging
ousing Authority Tenant

permitted thousands of
ibner -o1y dwellers to garden on the grounds of
their buildings. A subsequent visit to the
Neighborhood Orden Association's windOw-,
box progim in Philadelphia revealed similar
responses (Lewis 1972, 1973).

In both cities the gardeners were almost
parental, in their pride and 13rotectiveness
tovItird their gardens. They took turqguarding
them against vandalism. Thg garden became a
special place where friends met to talk, where
wedding an' graduation pictures were
photpaphed.

Soon neighbors began to cooperate in ac-
tivities beyond the garden Plots.treets were
cleaned,"buildings repaired and painted, vaeatit
lots rehabilitated into playground) and
minip rks. These activities were spontaneous,

of the garden contest. Clearly
appened to motivate the g-"cleners

nongardening activities. .

Similar respo ses occurred in a garden con-
test sponsored b the Chicago Housing Authori-

..
ty in 1974, which attract d participants from a
wide range of age and ethlite 4 onp4 Ten nts of
high-rise buildings were all wed to gar en on

not
somet
into th

Gardening in low-income areas of Chicago,
Philadelphia, and New York, seems to have en-
couraged residents to improve their p ysical
surroundings. What personaP4thanges re ex-
prkssed in these activities? In terms of uman
values, What is the meaning of cleaned s reets,
reduced vandalism, painted houses, ew

,neidborliness? In what way does the proc s of
gardening, the interaction of person and lant,
produce these results?

Lacking data from precise investigations, we
have only theoties about the qualities of plants
and gardening that encourage improved
behaviolk

BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES
TO 'GARDENING

Dr. Edward Stavook (1973), Chairman of
the De6artment of ii\uman Behavior at the



University ot southern California School of
Medicine, has' written "An environment of
.ugliness, ielapidation, dirtiness, over-bunk
space, and lack of natural Surroundings con-

'-:::4irms the negative self-appraisal a person may
.2 have developed through other contacts, with

- society. Sell-esteem is the keystone to emotional
well-being; a poor If-apPraisak among, other
factors, dete ow ne treats his surround-
ings and how dest ive he will be toward
himself and othe s. These factors set up a
vicious circle that' difficult to break".

How does the proce of gardening enhance
self-esteem? The gardener takes on a respbn-
sibility when he grows a plant. It is a living enti-
ty, and its future is Apendent on the gardener's
ability to piovide conditions for growth. Each
day as he. tends his garden, the gardener
observes new growth of the plant as it responds
to his planting, watering and fertilizing. The
slow but steady progress from seedling toyoung
plant, thento maturity and flowering, provides
the'gardener with continuous evidence ofilis

-Success. New leaves, stems', and flowers,are his
rew.are.-.

With a private garden plot, the gardener's.
, sense of personardbmain is extended beyond his
"apartinent- walls. Though the garde 's a,

representation of his individuality, it also
proiides pleasu e for all who pass by and See it:

In planting, g ring, irofecting, and'enjoying
en,fthe gardener finds opportunities for

social co \act with neighbors he mainot have
known before. Neighbors working together in

. The garden build a sense of community among s.
themselves. 7

The garden, proof of an ability to change

These qualities of gardening ..encourage a xc
positive self-appraisal and help1o,create self-
esteem.

LIFE- ENHANCING
QUALITIES OF PLANTS

,
1. What intrinsic qualifies of plants elicit

huinan responses? Plants are livineorgardshis,
with specific requirements for growth Which, in
the wildlare supplied by the ecological niche in
which the plant grows. In a garden, supplying
the factors needed for growth becomes the
responsibility of the grower. The dependency of
cultivated plants on the gardener seems a key.
element in the interaction. .

Plants are nonthreatening ,and non-'
vdiscriminating in a world that is constantly
tjUdgmental. Plants resPond to the nurturing ,

= care they receive, not to the race or the intellec- ,

--tual, social, or phisical capacity of the gardener.
Plants provide a benevplent setting in whit
person with real or imagined handicaps may
take thelirit *steps 'tag ard self-confidence.

Plants takeaway some of the anxiety and tens
taijan of the'immediate. Now by showing us That.
there are long, enduring patterns in-life. Iiftakes
tinatfor a;putting`to grow root for a seed to

°germinate, for a leaf to open. Plants respond
visibly to the sun in its daily course and Signal
the change 'of seasons..These intrinsic rhythms
were biologiFally set in- the-genes of -plants4hy
the sante, forces hitt set human biological
clbcks. PlantS sy ize enduring qualities: -an
oak tree as loo ed like" an -oak glee for
thousands of yea s. 'There is ,a certainty in

physical surroundings, projects a Sense of per- knowing that 'a rose is a rose is indeed a roseat
\isonal mastery of the environment. His personal an times and in all places. '. , .

attitudes thus enhanced, the-gardener goes onia...--- These life-enhancing qualities. of planta- are
effect changes beyond trie garden. A large mural utilized in ho icultural therapy, aiding

- decorating 'a building entrance, for example; rdcovery and bilitation in mental hospitals,
creates a distinct Identity, and separate that physical re abilitation centers, geriatric ,_

buWing from its impersonal replicates. The centers, schoolSofor exceptional' children, drug
cleated streets and painted, buildin may be and alcohol rehabilitation .centers, and eorrge-
seen as the physical environment u aded to tional institutions. This work is the f the
reflectiOep, change in the gardener's psy- National Cotncil for Therapy and Rehabilita-
chologiW environment. tion Through, Hortieultu?e, with headquarters.

Dumont (1971), studying the mental health of in Mount`Vernon, Virginia. ,.,

cities, cites self-esteem"; sense of coraniunity,
and mastery of the environment A unfulfilled
needs,of the urban ghetto dweller. Urban gar-(
dens help to fulfill all of these needs.

From the human perlective, We can see dis- - .

4'tinct behavioral and social benefits acoruing_tg.,-----,
gardeners in situations 614tress. Resorrch 4
behavial-4neP.,,social ,Adjentjsts needed to.:,

.4"
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Identify the factors involved at the people-plant
intoerface. ,Kag,lan's ( 1973) study, "Some
Psychological Benefits of. Gardening'; is a first
step in this direction. Ultimately, we will see.
planners an architects designing enyironments
for habitat' hat will, by roxiding oppor-
tunities for ac ies with plants, prevent some
of the stress we now are trying to alleviate.

Those of us who work with children should be
aware that gardening produces much more than
flowers, Vegetables, and plantElt-qn enhance

"e-a child's understanding of himsa and, his_'
dforld. It=can lielpsa child gain self-Confidence in
a stressful environment.

Walter Hickle sensed the significance of man-
plant relationships when he spoke, in 1970, of.
the need for a perSonal ecology of pi mind and
spirit of Man: He said "There is a mystery at-
tached to the variety and perfection of nature, a

*Tstery which stirs wondein a child 'a'nd.gives
_ grown man perspective. It -we help refresh the
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inner man, we would -help begin to answer such
real questions as those of the inner city.1
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"What a person may learn about himself in an intensive
outdoor experience is frequently indicative of how he
lives the rest of his life" Frederick W. Medrick
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r Confrohting Passive Behavior
Through Outdoor Experience:

A TA Approabh to Experiential Learning'

by FREDERICK W. MEDRICK, Rocky Mountain Center for Ex-
periential Learning, Denver, Colorado.

ABSTRACT The concepts and techniques of transactional analysis
(TA) can usefully be applied to dutdoor challenge programs aimed
at facilitating personal growth,, developing responsibility, and
teaching cooperative behavior. Passive behavior results from dis-
counting of the self and others;, four levels of it have been iden-
tified, and TA offers various means of preventing or Confronting it.
A no-discount contract and individual growth or learning contracts
are prerequisite to responsible behavior Both structural analysis
(iientifying ego states) and script analysis are valuable tools for
detecting and analyzing the causes of ineffectual behavior. Permis-
sion, protection, and potency are essential for effective facilitation
of -outdoor growth experiences.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE learning, whether
from an educational or therapeutic stand-

point, occurs in situations where what is learned
can be 'put immediately into practice and the
learner can receive instant feedback and rein-
forcement. The outdoor environment is par-
ticularly effective in encouraging such learning
and supporting individuals who are incor-
porating new ways of acting and responding
into their daily lives.

I would like to share some theories and ex-
periences which I have found helpful in
crystallizing my position. I will draw upon my
training in the use of transactional analysis
(TM, as developed by DK. Eric Berne, and my
work with Outward Nand and similar
wilderness experience programs. Incorporating
the approaches developed by transactional
analysis into 'experiences in the outdoors
enhances the potential of these experiences. for
developing new awareness and effecting 4ub-
stantial change in a person's wayof functioning.

The experiences I find most susceptible to TA
approaches are those outdoor activitiessuch
as backpacking, rockclimbing, mountaineering,

ski touring, and river raftingwhere the en-
vironment is totally new and there issa certain
amount of objective danger, entailing substan-
tial stress and requiring cooperative functioning
to insure the safe and successful completion of
the experience. Some of the learning in these
situations is very directive (rockclimbing) while
other learning is carefully supervised but large-
ly experiential (camping and wilderness
navigation). --

The"most essentialcsmponent of such inten-
sified learning is a person's decision to achieve
some particular behavioral goal during the
course of an experience. This goal may be as
broad as developing the ability to assimilate
tore data, learning a particular skill, changing
one's way of relating to others, or crediting (and
getting support for confronting) the anxiety one
has about unfamiliar and physically demanding
activities.

The means I have found most effective for
stimulating such learning is the therapeutic
contract developed by transactional' analysis
This entails a clear statement by an individual
of why he is engaging in a particular experience,
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w hat he wants to get out of it, how he is going to
accomplish this and what evidence
demonstrate that he has achieved this goal

The important part of the c/o/tract is the tio-
INg part and, in a ,group experience like most
outdoor pursuits, it is important for a person to
identify what he needs or yy ants from others to
support his growth This support may range
from verbal acknowledgement and praise to
strong confrontation and refusal by others to
support (respond to) negative behaYiors The
contract is a means of monitoring a person's in-
dividual performance during an experience and
using the support of others to reinforce a per-
sonal commitment to attaining new awareness
or changing behay ior

Encouraging and monitoring sii,ch grow th
takes leaders trained and experienced in in-

dividual and group counseling The mot dif-
ficult stage in the process seems to be the hegin-
ning, when participants are helped to identify
w hal they may have to gain from an outdoor ex-
perience and to risk committing themselves to
Utilizing the opportunity at hand to gain it This
requires a very careful introduction for, the un-
initiated to the whole notice of growth (as ac-
tualizing one's inherent potential) and how it
may be approached through outdoor activities

Essentially, this ,introduction is a stat ent
that everyone is engaged in growth a ove-
ment of some sort and that part of the pr cess of
self-actualization 1.116.4ow 196',2) entails move=
ment toward some goal or ideal that a person
chooses for himself. I find that it helps to get
people to share the aspirations they have for
themselvesfor the impending experience and
for their lives as a w holeand there is a wide
y ariety of techniques available in the growth
movement to aid in this It is eN, en useful to haN7e
people write down certain growth goals to refer
back to as the 4*-xperience proceeds

Theinext tage in the contract process has to
do with how these goals may he pursued This is
something that needs to be focused upon during
the early- stages of an experience, since most
persons have only vague notions of what they

bare going to encounter. At the outset, a fairly
generastatement may be sufficient for some
while others may wish to he very specific As the
experience evolves, it is important to review the
approptiateness.of each goal and to clarify or
modify i(if necessary This is a basic part of the
kind of self-definition that people appear to g'o
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through as they engage in something totally
new

The next stage is to identify the progress be-
ing made in meeting a particular part or the
whole the learning contract This is most
effectiv done after some significant ex-

perience h taken place, such as getting lost,
crossing a rushing stream, climbing a peak, or
negotiating a challenging rapid Usually,
reviewing the experience and sharing success or
failure is foremost in a group's mind at such a
time. Progress on the personal contract is secon-
dary to what has by then become the develop-
ment of a group contract to function well
enough together to ensure the success of group,
endeavor Each person's personal contract un-
ifergoes some change as a group identity begins
to emerge

The personal contract, then, is aided by the
assessment ()Leach person's role in achieving the
group goal It is important to stinfulate ex-
change and feedback, both positive and critical
within a group so that the effects of an 'in-
dividual's actions, whether constructive or dis-
ruptive, are more immediately apparent There
is a very natural feedback that comes from
determining whether events w ent according to
plan, what preparations were made, and
whether and hott modifications were made in
the original plan' to adjust it.for unexpected fac-
tors

The effectiveness of any experience in con-
tributing to the personal growth of an individual
depends on his degree of participation in it. To
evaluate the effectiveness of an experience,
specific questions an be directed to each per-
son's role and what he got from his participa-
tion When a person has not felt particularly
effective, it can he helpful to explore what may
be getting in his way and how it might be
changed. This can be the basis for a new."mini"
contract

Finally, it is important during the concluding
phase of an experience to review both the expec-
tations and the success of the persOnal contract
There is learning to he had in becoming aware
that a particular contract did not work and that
there w ere factors that interfered with its
fulfillment Even more helpful is for a person to
see. what he personally may he doing to get in
the way of his ou:n,growthr and for him to credit
the resistance to change he may have.
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Facilitating these awarenesses takes a good deal
of perceptiveness and counseling skill.

The contract structure establishes this self-
assessment process as a norm for the ex-
perience, and can have valuable carryover into
other parts of a person's life. What a person may
learn about himself in an intensive outdoor ex-
perience is frequently indicative of how he lives
the rest of his life By becoming aware of this
and trying some new ways of acting, a person
may be able to initiate a new "program" for
hi,mself that brings him more satisfaction and
clearer ways of getting his personal needs met.

This notion is supported and extended in the
TA theory of scripts (Berne 1972). Eric Berne's.
observation is that each person lives his life ac-
cording to a certain plan or program that is
determined early in his life by parental and
cultural influences (injunctions and counterin-

* junctions) These influences program and
late all his subsequent actions and choices.

The program generally manifests itself
through certain "predictable" ways of respond-
ing to stress situations. A person trained to
detect such patterns of behavior and response
can anticipate and even head off destructive or
dysfunctional behaviors By observing the way
a person approaches a challenge such as a rock-
climb or initiative problem, one can often
recognize the predominant approach or frame of
reference from which a person responds to
stimuli, analyzes problems, and makes
decisions

Another concept that is helpful in understand-
ing behavior is the TA notion of ego states. An
ego state is a pattern of behaviors and/or
statements that represent personality struc-
tures incorporated bythe individual to enable
him to function as a "whole" person within his
world. The classic TA labels of Parent, Adult,
and Child refer to those aspects of one's per-
sonality that serve, respectively,, to provide
rules for behavior and guidelines for protection,
process information and make decisions, and
experience feelings and act in ways calculated to
get personal needs met. These concepts are ex-
plained in detail in most TA literature (Berne
1961, 1964, 1972)

Knowledge of these ego states and of the signs
that indicate when an individual is functioning
from one position or another indicates how a
person can be'expected to function When infor-
mation is communicated, particularly that per-

s

taining to personal safety, it is extremely impor-
tant that the 'recipient's Adult ego state be
available to assimilate and apply the informa-
tion.

Similarly, it is important to engage a person's
Parent in helping him tS incorporate and utilize
the safety information that is given. Then the
impulses of the Child will have some kind of in-
ternal, monitor and compliance will be assured.
Frequently it is necessary for an instructor to
provide "parenting" in the form of permission to
try a new activity or alter a self-destructive
behavior.

Finally, it is essential that the kind of energy
and excitement available to most children, the
curiosity and the urge to experiment and dis-
cover,, be stimulated in a person who is taking
part in a new experience. This applies also to the
process of getting individuals to work together
as- a group.

One particular TA theory that helps us com-
prehend and modify inadequate learning
processes in the outdoors is the theory of
pa.41.vity developed by the Schiff family at the
Cathexis Institute in California (Schiff and
Schiff 1971) Essentially, the theory is that
when there is incomplete separation from the
major parental figures in one's life, much of
one's energy is given over to re-establishing the
kind of symbiotic attachment that was essential
to survival in infancy but is inappropriate in an
autonomous adult. Such a person tries, usually
in subtle ways identified in TA as games or
rackets, to get others to do what he is capable of
but unwilling to do for himselfwhether ex --
pressing feelings, taking care of his neecls, or
fulfilling his commitments or responsibilities.
Instead of asking directly for what he wants, an
individual may develop a vaiety of
manipulative techniques to get, his rieZft met.

The passivity material has particular applica- ,

don to outdoor experiences because the resu'ts
of indirect and manipulative behavior are...
almost immediately evident in these cir-
cumstances; sometimes they critically affect
safety and survival. For example, when a person
is not being active in taking care of his survival
needs, such as food, warmth, and shelter, it
becomes evident very quickly in diminielled per-
formance or increased survival risk, su as by
hypothermia, exhaustion, or illness I .

Four levels of passive behavior are identified
by the Schiffs: withdrawal, overadaptation,
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agitation and incapacitation or violence
Withdrawal is usually manifested by a person
doing nothing and getting recognition and rein-
forcement (strokes) by having others do for him
Withdrawn people usually defer to others on
decisions and actions that have to do with get-
ting needs met; such as cooking, setting up
camp, navigating, or initiating other tasks Such
a person waits for someone else to ask first in-
stead of taking initiative In more extreme in-
stances, a withdrawn person does not act at all
but only recei \ es the benefit of others' actions
This is the form pf passive behavior that I have
witnessed' most often in oUtdoor situations
Such \\ ithdrawal isolates the indi\ idual from
the group aid makes tt e \ en more difficult for
him to influence his experihee, ha\ e an impact
on others, and get something for himself
through his own actions. Hence, such passi' its
tends to be self-reinforcing.

Orf-radaptation is shown when a person does
dust what is asked or expected of him in a situa-
tion and little more. It usually looks as though
such a person is cooperating and taking respon-
sibility for his actions,. but the responsibility for
the outcome of his actions is usually left to his
peers or the leader For example, a person may
do e \ erything he is told to perfectly in preparing
for a rock-climb However, on the climb he re-
quires constant coaching and specific directions
from the instructors and other climbers; instead
of solving problems and making decisions on his
ow n He may finish the climb,, but he gains little
sense of accomplishment from doing so

Frequently, when a person is uncomfortable
( fearful, angr,, overly excited) with an ex-
perience or a situation, he tends to dissipate a
good deal of energy in preparation or in acti \ its
that doesn't lead directl\ to accomplishing the
task at hand This is known as ()fp toroti. or non=
producti% e acti \ A person may do a great
deal of mo ing around and shifting of equip-
ment in prepating a meal, but not actuall \ make
anti progress in N,paring it Instead of asking
for information or directions, he dissipates his
energy in fruitless acti

The ultimate expression of e behavior
occurs w hen a person is actually i),e(ipocit,/frd
or resorts to !io/( ti« to get his w a\ or get taken
care of I ha\ e cvitnessed this particular) in ur-
ban oath w ho are. out of their "territon," and
don't know, how, to get their needs met The
mot e in this let el of passie beha I or, how, e er

subtle, seems to be to get attention,. get taken
care of,, or make a point that the persoA was not
effective in making more directly ("I told you I
couldn't carry such a heavy pack") A lower level
of this same type of behavior is shown by the
person who consistent,1 complains either about
the physical hardship, his own incapacity, or the
fact that the program isn't working out the way
he expected

The basic factor in all the forms of passive
behavior that I have been discussing is what is
called discounting, it is a decision on the part of
a person not to use the inform atthn or skills he
has to get his needs met, because he believes
either that he cannot get his needs met atall or
that he cannot get them met in any wad other
than the one he is using ,Discounting is nor

,onnt/ nil that one has the means to get most of
one's needs and wants met in direct and respon-
sible ways

In the outdoors, such discounting may have
several causes A person, for example; may ei-
ther be unaware of Or refuse to acknowledge the
dangers in a particular situation. Threatened
by bad weather and wind, he may not take pre-
cautions to avoid hypothermia, such as putting
on extra clothing or drinking a cup of hot tea or
chocolate Or, a person may actually claim that
he is fine when in fact he has goosebumps and is
shivering These two approaches are known as
discounting the situation and discounting the
,niportancc (or danger) of the situation In both
instances; the person is waiting around to be
told w hat is happening or what to do, instead of
taking responsibility for himself

Another form of discounting occurs when, be-
ing appraised of a situation a person decides
thie is nothing lie can do about An example
of this is whep a student is told that a shelter he
has constructed is inadequate to provide protec-
tion in an impending storm and he decides-there
is nothing that can be don'e to make it better,
and so goes to sleep, only to awaken wet and cold
during the night

This feeling is fj-equently personalized;, a per-
son decides that hi, 1.s personally unable to do
I iitloor, to take better care of himself This is
usuall \ 'evidenced by an "I can't" attitude
toward such tasks as making it to a destination
\\ hen the going is rough or attempting a rock-
climb that others have been successful in. Such
a passt\ e person may e\ entually respond to a
great deal of urging from his peers or the leader,
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but he is essentially unwilling to make the deci-
sion and commitment for himself.

All these forms of discounting promote a
"taking care ef" atmosphere in which the in-
dividual seeks and obtains reinforcement for be-
ing passive about meeting his needs. Some -of
my most frustrating wilderness experiences
have been when every member of a group chose
this mode of functioning. The obvious_gpal of
such behavior is to make another person feel un-
comfortable enough with what he is witnessing
and experiencing the effects of that he, instead
of the person being passiveiwill take action and
responsibility This puts particular pressure on
the leader, who is responSible for seeing that
something does happen In each of these in-
stances; however, taking over instead of con-
fronting can be seen as a rescue of the other per-
son It is a wk, of supporting his maintenance of
a personally dysfunctional pattern of behavior

The format that I have found most useful for
dealing with ineffectual performance during
outdoor learning experiences is the passmty
confrontation contract. This is an agreement
among the participants to work together to
achieve both the individual goals and the groups
that stave been identified, as that' have evolved
during the experience the group has been shar-
ing. Each person agrees to be confronted when
his behavior does not match the behavior he
identified as a goal. Similarly; he agrees to con-
front others when their behavior does not match
what they identified as goals. Such confronta-
tion may range from pointing out some neglect*
or avoidance to, in extreme circumstances, very
strong objection and. sortie ,forrrr of consequence
for behavior that is discounting It is important,,
particularly where physical safety is an issue
that each person agree in some verbal fashion to
abide by the guines laid down for an activity
It is equally important that each individual be
involved in establishing and working with those
guidelines that are less critical but equally im-
portant to the success of the experience. These
include how the basic tasks of the day are to be
accomplished as well as how the most important
decisions are to be Made

Claude Steiner, in his hook Scripts People
T.iL'e (1974), identifies three criteria which, I
lietieve, define effective leadership in implement-

ing, the growth approaches I have described:
potency, permission, and protection. Potency
results from the periOnal competence of the
leader in outdoor skills and whatever counseling
ability he brings to the situation. It is a product
of `the willirigness of the lea* to risk stating
his own expectations clearly and providing a
role model for. others.

Permtsston is the support a leader provides
for a person who is ready to experiment with
new behavior and tune into what he needs, to do
to get his needs met. This frequently means
countermanding rules and messages that were
established ia.rly and are deeply ingrained.

Protection weans assuring a person, both by
the structure of the course (goals, procedures,
rules, guidelines, etc ) and by the precautions
taken for his safety; that he will be both
physically and emotionally safe In short, he
will be credited for whatever position he comes
from, given space to explore his interaction with
others on whatever level he needs to, and asked
to be responsible for himself and his actions for
the duration of the experience. In accordance
with the passivity' confrontation contract (no
dtscount contract), he will be confronted for dis-
'counting and expected to alter his behavior in a
way that aids cooperation and is consistent with
the physical circumstances.

In sumn,lary, the effectiveness of any outdoor
activity as a growth experience depends on the
nature, structure,, abd, most importantly, thp
communicated intent of the program. The con-
tract proceddre of TA and its understanding of
passivity provide an effective vehicle for iden-
tifying and 4cting on how a person functions.
The ego state concept and script theory provide
a conceptual framework fOr understanding how
behavior originates and is expressed. Combined
with the natural encounter that occurs during
intensive outdoor experiences, these approaches
provide support for participants to examine
their old ways of acting and develop new struc-
tures and means for validating and modifying
what they do and how they do it Some of the ap-
proaches.provided by TA enhance the total im-
pact of outdoor programs and increase their
potential for carry-over of signifiCant learning
into the rest of a person's life
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"It is imperative that those who design the environ-
ments in which,children must live BO learn, and those
who design the programs that use these environments,
understand the special problems trf handicapped
children" Dennis A.: Vinton and Donald E. Hawkins
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The Natural Environment ind Human Development:
Implications for Handicapped Children in Urban Settings

by DENNIS A. VLNTON and DONALD E. HAWKINS.Isststant
Professor, Cu rrtcylum iieRe'creation and Parks, University, of Ken-
tacky, and Research Professor, Department of Hurii(la Kinetics
and Leisure Studies, The George Washington University

ABSTRACT This review of literatuFe is fended to promote
awareness of the needs of the 15 percent of the nation's children
and youth who are afflicted with some form of handicap It is im-
peratke that those w, ho design children's programs that utilize
natural environments understand the special problems of handi-
capped children

INTRODUCTION

THIS PAPER is based on a review of the lit-
erature prepared to help participants in the

Symposium-Fair on Children Nature, and the
Urban Environment be aware that fully 15 per-
cent of the nation's children and youth are
afflicted with some form of handicap.

These children, he they physically or mentally
handicapped, deaf, blind, or emotionally dis-
turbed, suffering from impaired or speech-
learning disability face eery special problems
that make it difficult for them to participate in
those life experiences that are the birthright of
all the nation's children.

It is imperatie that tho4e who design the en-
vironments in which children must live and
learn, and those who design the programs that
use these envifbnments, understand the special
problems of handicapped children Their goal
must be to design environments and programs
that meet the needs of all children

In an effort to provide relevant...input for the
m posi um participants,, the authors identified

two major topics that were generally related to
the -topics presented and discussed during the
SymposiuM sessions They were. (1) the value of
the natural environment_ in the growth and
development of handicapped children, and (2),

program planning, administration, and evalua-
tion

A thorough search of the literature was un-
dertaken for each of these topics to identify and
review-research with implications for handi-
capped children and youth. During the week of
the Symposium, specially trained teams
monitored all presentations and evaluated the
information presented for applicability to han-
dicapped children. Specific recommendations
for designers and program planners were then
developed to guarantee that the special
problems and needs of handicapped children
would be provided for These recommendations
were presented to participants at a panel ditus-
sion on the last day of the Symposium.

The Symposium program shdwed that little,,
if any,, thought had been given to the unique
proboms of handicapped urban children. This
oversight is more likely benign than willful.

ThitURBAN ENVIRONMENT:
A UNIQUE PROBLEM SETTING

Until recently,, the -urban environment was
excluded from environmental education When
outdoor programs were offered at all to city
children teachers generally headed for a city
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park to conduct a nature study class. The city as
an environment was rarely considered Yet the
city is the area most profoundly affected by thr
environmental crisis (Hawkins acid Vinton
1973)

Air and water pollution, solid wastes,, and a
lack of space for 'comfortable living, are more
serious problems in cities than in areas with low
population density. rn today's cities noise,
crowding, inconvenience, and disunion from
natural environments combine Fri a unique
threat to personal ,mental and physical health.
The inner-city child bears the brunt of the urban
environmental crisis for he is more crowded
and his dwelling less sound.

Even the more fortunate city children grow
up with little awareness of the natural environ-
ment Urban environments are constricted they
offer little room for imaginative play and
'almost no contact with nature. They are often
confusing, dysfunctional and even dangepous
Although the city is notable for the diversity of
`cultures values, lifestyles, and services it
shelters, these are to a great extent segregated
from one another so that itdren have few op-
portunities to experience the different en-
vironments within their city. The children move
from their homes to their egg-crate schools and
back, and fail to observe the nuances of even the
small environment in between (Yambert 1970,

, Bushnell 1970) Instead of learning to perceive
with all their senses,, they learn to blot out un-
pleasant sights, sounds,. and smells.

Environmental education for urban
childrenand most of our children now grow up
in metropolitan areaswould enable them to
-perceive 'their environment, appreciate both its
good and its bad aspects,, and participate in im-
proving it. It would take them out a what are
usually gloomy school buildings and provide an
environment for learning different from the one
in which they too often face only failure. It
would allow them to investigate real things in-
stead of artificial ones and to develop all their
senses.

Children of poverty, more than children of
affluent backgrounds,, tend to be what the
Gesell Institute of Child Developmett terms
"reality bound." They Learn better dealing with
the concrete than with the abstract En-
vironmental education could be a 'means of
providing successful learning experiences for
such children

Environmental education for urban children
should provide experiences in many kinds 9f en-
vironments, so that they can know of worlds
beyond the tenement, the subway, and the
street corner. Best of all, they might build a
positive self-concept from success at solving
problems in these environments that could en-
courage them to participate in ameliorating the
problems of their own.
i The city is actually an ecosystem, a communi-
ty of physical and biological entities interacting
with each other and with the total environment.
Education that deals with the urban environ-
ment ,s_hould help learners understand the city
as sucE a totality. The city, moreover, does not
end at a specific boundary, but influences en-
% ironments far beyond its political limits.

Urban envi r mental education thus includest
investigatio j, o all types of environments In
addition to The study of the effects of the city on
the natural environment, urban environmental
education must deal with public health,
transportation, architecture and landscaping,
and zoning and planning. The most traditional
forms of environmental educationnature
study and conservationare easily adaptable to
urban surroundings and points of reference
familiar to the city dweller.

According to current statistics provided by
theNational Advisory Committee on the Handi-
capped (1976), there are presently 8 million
children in the United States who are classified
as handicapped or disabled. Over three fourths,,
or 6 million,, of these children reside in urban
areas. Few would deny that children growing up
in urban centers today encounter problems un-
precedented in our nation's history For children
who are handicapped, these problems are
magnified.t

,

THE VALUE OF THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT IN THE

GROWTH, AND DEVELOPMENT
OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Although limited, existing research indicates
that the natural environment can provide a fer-
tile medium for the physical,, emotional,, in

and social development of the dis-
abled child (Harighurst 1965, Lefebvre 1972,
Holden 1962, Robb 1971, Balla, Butterfield, and
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Zig1 1974,', Guthrie, Butler,, and Gorlow 1963).
The value of the natural environment as a
therapeutic modality can also be inferred from
studies that have identified the detrimental
effects' of isolation, hospitalization, and in-
stitutionalization and the positive effects of ex-
ploration, free play, and the home tnvironment.,

Physical and MotOr Development

ysearch has shown that physidal and motor
development of handicapped children may be
retarded by environmental conditions related to .

their disability, such as institutionalization and
isolation. Other research has shown that for
some disability groups,, physical and motor
development can be enhanced by the provision
of physically-based learning experiences in a
play environment (Droleatzky 1968, Oliver 1972,
Rarwk 1973)

Perceptual Development
The available research indicates that

perceptua? development is independent o4, in-
tellectual development in the mentally retarded
and that haptic perceptual deyelopment is
similar for blind and sighted children (Doyle
1967, Gottesman 1971). Since, in these skill
areas, the mentally retarded and blind can per-
form at approximately the,same levels as their
normal peers, it can be inferred that providing
opportunities to develop these skills through
play could give the disabled child successful ex-
periences. It can be further theorized that these
successes may be of value in enhancing self-
attitudes and may have carryover value in other
areas as well,. Further research is needed to sub-
-stantiate these inferences.

:Behavioral, Per,sonalrty, and Affective
Development

Numerous,,studies of various dimensions of
the self-concept of handicapped children have
been reported (American Camping Association
1972). It is generally accepted that the lower
self-concepts found among disabled children are
due primarily to environmental factors related
to the disability, and that self-attitudes can be
enhanced through programs in which the en-
vironment is manipulated so that the child is
able to perceive himself in positive Ways.
Similarly, in other areas of personality and
social development, research indicates that en-

vironmental manipulation can be of benefit to
the disabled child (Lowry 1974, Robb 197.1, Tait
1972).

Intellectual Cognitive, Language
Development

The effect of the natural environment on
intellectual, cognitive, and language develop-
ment has b vestigated in several recreation
and sell Cam s,, as well as in recreation-
oriented education programs. Tire results of
these studies indicate, that camping and recrea-
tion in general can benefit the mentally retard-
ed; blind, ,deaf, and those w.isth learning dis-
abilities In improving communication and
academic skills (4aer and Stanley 1969, Buell
1956)

PROGRAM PLANNING,
ADMINISTRATION,
AND EVALk.JATION

4

A considerable amount of ' literature
describing innovative ideas in programming and
program administration, and a limited numbZr
of research studies have been published.
However, the body of scientific knowledge about
the planning, 'administration, and evaluation of
programs fbr the handicapped that use the
natural environment contains many large, easi-
ly identifiable gaps,

Programs

Many.environmentally oriented programs for -
handicapped children have bee implemented.
Some, within public school syste , have helped
mentally retarded and learning disabled
childreft to improve their academic skills and at-
titudes (Albert 1970, Brannan 1969). Others
have been used to enhance the physical and
social skills and self-attitudes of children with
all kin& of handicaps. The activities- i,tvt
programs have ranged from highly strUct red
nature studie's and traditional recreation to in
dividualized environmental exploration.

Environmentally oriented programs for the
handicapped in the community, Sponsored by
youth organizations such as the Girl Scouts,
Boy Scouts, and YM and YWCA's, also comprise
both traditional and innovative activities
(Barnett..1970). Unlike- school programs,
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how ever, their objectives are usually not stated
in terms of specific physical emotional, and in-
tellectualtelltrtual benefits

(community -based programs sponsored by
municipal recreation departments,"universities,
voluntary health agencies,; and private
organizations 1.111teliell 1971, Ryan 1964) differ
according to the philosophy- and goals of the
sponsoring agency. Some, likepublic schools, es-
tablish their programs to achieve specific
the#apeutic objectives. Others, like the youth
organizations, offer a purely recreational
program based on the philosophy that activities
which use the nattiral environment are in-

- herently therapeutic*
Outside the urban community, en% ironmen-

tally oriented programs for the handicapped can
be found in organized camps and in federal and
state parks Most camp programs described in
the literature are at therapeutic camps and in-
tegrate therapeutic techniques into traditional
camping activities '( l'ortoti und Rantzer 1974) In
the parks,, services ha. e been'expanded in recent
years to incluh not only accessible outdoor
facilities, but also larger environmental
programs for the handicapped

Two Major t 'tends are the integration of han-
dicapped with nonhandicapped participants
(mainstreaming) and year-round programing

., Integration of people with every major type of
+ disability has hen described in the lirerattire

and both successful and unsuccessful integra-
tion efforts have been documented '43(.0 u»(,1
Miller 1969, Willuuns and "Coltuff, 1965)
Although we do not fully underkand w hen ancr
how integration is successful,, some answers a
being provided by demonstration 'projects a

11,

research studies
Year-round programming is gaining impetus

across the nation It is beingtffered as a partial
solution,to the financial waste of rising facilities
and personnel only, part of each year Some
descriptions and discussions have been
presented in the literature,, but the overall im.A
pact of year-round progwming has not yet been

tt
assessed

Administration

The diverse public private and voluntary
organizations involved in providing en-
vironmental programs to special populations
share certain administrative concerns especial-

(

ly 41.nding and staff development (.'N, ,,;Intt et ul
197121

Inadequate funding ha:, promp agencies in
Some communities to pool their resources. In
other communities,. it has led to a greater use of
volunteers Among the sources of volunteers
cited in the literature are Vista workers.
members of senior citizen groups, oldei: persons
with handicapping conditions, and reformatory
inmates

Although it is generally agreed that staff
working with the handicapped need specialized
training, there appears to be little agreement on
the type or extent of training necessary

During the spring of 1972, a major national
conferOnce on training personnel in camping
and outdoor' recreation for handicapped children
NA as sponsored the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped and San Jose State University
Using a modified Delphi technique, the par-
ticipants developed a position statement that
w as published with other position statements in
the conference proceedings rtiesbitt et ul 19721
To date there is little evidence that the
recommendations of this conference have been
implemented

One need 'identified by .that conference was
further study of program evaluation Although
considerable research has been reported on the
physical, psychological,, educational,, and social
effects of specific programs that use the natural
environment as a therapeutic modality, few in-
vestigations that dealt with overall program
evaluation have been reported. In studies of the
effects of camping programs, the programs are
generally described, but rarely quiantitatively or
qualitatively defined. Thus, replicating
successful programs remains difficult and
evathting failures remains guesswork

SUMMARY AND
RECOMMENDATIONS,

, Elvironmental learning is a joyful activity a
relevant pursuit, and a way to help the hand-
capped child underhand his or her own environ-
ment Environmental learning programs for

'handicapped children should closely resemble
those for nonhandicapped children
Modifications should he based on the needs and
abilities ofl,ach child not on their handiCapping
conditions
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In de, eloping such programs. parents, camp
personnel, , recreation leaders, and -teachers
should understand that, environmental learning
includes xanous stages of experiential
dekelopmentplanning, anticipation, actualiza-
tion, recollection, and ek aluation The follow ing
are general suggestions for developing and im--
plementing t hose, event-Mee, ,1

Provide grottp situations that encourage close
contact w ith other people
Use interested people and whatever equip-
ment, props, and space, are akailable
Provide a nonthreat6ing, nondemanding en-
k ironmeift

"1-)evelop a program that w ill allow all children
a k arietk (')f experiences despite their handi-
capping conditions
Introduce new actik itie, grathialk or incor-
porate them with familli---. ones to expand the
child's experiential range ,

Encourage creatike, invent ik e, and expressike
efforts li. pro 'ding enkironments with a wide-
arraN of manipulatable materials
Develop a program kk hat kk ill afford personal
'enjoyment and satisfaction to all participants
Provide the positive "can" instead Qf the
negative "can't"

I '.ncourage the child's sensitivit to what is
happening in his ell\ ironment by hell)ing mhappening
to understand his WA n feelings and reac
Develop within the child thr-responsibilit
desire to fn life pursuits
Work to rreate a positiv e self-image and self-
respect leading toward the.desire to grow and
de x elop

Encourage self-disco, erN curiosit, inquiry,
and initiative . 4
Don't limit yourself to one facility. Utilize all
t>pes of environments, especially the natural
environment
Integrate handicapped children and other
children in the same program.
Recognize that children are innately curious
and will explore their environment without
your intervention
When two or more children are interested in
exploring the same problem or materials, give
them 4411 oppontuntiy to collaborate in some
wad,, .. ,

,Understand that a child may possess
knowledge and et be unable to .display it
puhlicl, Knowledge resides wilth the knower,,
not in its public expresion

Although camping and enVonmental educa-
tion are steps in ihe right direction, they touch 1
onl a small group of clildren and usually only
for one or 2 weeks a year ,Vliat kinds of en-
k ironmental learning activities can take place:
every dad' It ios much easier for the handicapped
child to adjust to the natural world, with its
do ersit, than to the physical or cultural en-
k rro'nment i

The man-built physical environment presents
problems for the handicapped child because
design standards have ignored those with- un-
usual requirements Advocacy ot the handi-
capped thild*-11-iiht to equal opportunity is
heginiftng to create public awareness and bring
about changes The next Major problem is the
social environment,, which includes people and
their culture The handicapped child is
restricted ii:k social norms that exclude those
w ho are different

'. I:,

TraditiQnally,..enkironmental programs for
the handicapped have been endor'sed by parents,
educators and recreation professionals heeause
of the' supposed, benefits of living iri t1-1 natural
environment As w e enter a new erlacf `concern
for o-ur natural, physical, and cultural environ-
ment,. the concept of human ecti4 is coming to
the fore There is a tren1 'ard reconcep-
tualizing pi grams for the "handicapped,,with
the focus on the individual, not the handicap-
ping condition, 'and on the Indikbaial'S interac-
tion with his tot environment:. The learning ex-
perience that takes place 1 the natural environ-
ment can take place; in da 4 life : -- in the
home t1 school the recr a ion cent

that
feverywhere The environment is the

classroom,; and the learning that , kes place
there can help the handicapped child enter the
mainstream of society
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"Unless children have the chance to experience novelty
in the real world they will slip into the well-worn
thoughtways of the adult status quobiologically con-
servative before theii timewhere awareness is
prefnatureLy relegated to the nonconsCious level of
reflex, habit, and routine" -.Robin C. Moore
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The E ironmental Design 9f
Children-N .ture Relations: Somettrands

. Nof Applicative Theory

by ROBIN C. MOORE, Assistant Professor of Urban Design,
Department of Landscape Architecture, thuversity of California,
Berkeley.

ABSTRACT. A brief framewor7ktor children-environment
relations, focused on 8- to 12-year-olds and their natural environ-
ment,, is based on the principles of maturation and gestalt therapy.
The concepts of "quality" and "place" are discussed. A comprehen-
sive ecological framework is proposed, relating theory to the
material resources used in place-making, together with a set of
design criteria emphasizing the use of natural materials.

THE MATERIAL ptesented here focuses on
"middle-aged", 8- to 12-year-old childreh; the

nature of their relationship to natural resources;
and some suggested criteria for the design of
natural environments in urban areas. Let rife
stress that the focus is Only partial. Children'
cannot be separated from society. Neither can
nature be divorced from environment they can
only be distinguished. I write as a designer/re-
searcher, interested in constructing a theoretical
framework to guide more relevant research and
help build child-environments that fm:tez a
higher degree of well-being. Thus far, my thougIts
arise from a. fruitful combination 'of theory,
gleaned from clinical psychology, and natural
ecology, plus my own empirical experience.

MATURATION
AND ENVIRONMENT

The "pridciple of maturation", as reviewed by
Hadfield (1952), recognizes that the human
organism is born with a set of inikate capacities
and urges that emerge in a predictable sequence
of development. Althouillt their initial
appearance is presumed to be unrelated to ex-
ternal stimulation, their exercise and applica-
tion are actually entirely dependent on the

quality of t setting. As Hadfield says:
"The [social] environment and the material world [my
emphasts] are the medium in and through which
the potentialities in the child's nature are expressed
and developed."

Thus, heredity and environment are a coact-
ing duet, Heredity provides the potential for ac-
tion,. environment is the applicative medium for
skill development, direction and purposewhat
White ( 1959) calls the growth of competence.

Maturation theory enables us to identify and
define stages of growth and development. It is
quite unrealistic to- treat children as a
'monolithic social group for the purposes of
research and design, Hadfield identifies five
"phases of development", from birth to
adolescence, in terms of differing dominant
characteristics. Before age 8 or §o, a child's ex-,
perience is mainly limited to tile immediate
home range by the scope of its natural desire to
explore, plus parental fear of the world outside.
Early childhood has included the playful ex-
ploration, discovery, imitation, and testing of
the environmenta time of preparation,
hopefully divorced from the harsher,
dominating realities of the larger world. This
has allowed the child's personality to emerge
and be itself, without an irreparable amount of
psychic warping.
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THE PRIMITIVE YEARS

It is in their middle years (about 8,,to 12) that
children have their deepest and most extensive
relationships with the outdoors. Hadfield
(himself born in the South Sea Islands), calls
this period 'the "primitive age" reflecting its
behavioral characteristics. It-is a phase when
the child applies nasceskills to the real world,
while still unaware of its real problems. .The

child can play, beyond the now extinct functions
of the home shelter, parental protection, and the
necessity for adult endorsement.

These middle years are a unique period of

freedoni, health, and vitality (e.g. they have the
lowest mortality rate) during which the child
has a great interest in making a practical con-
tribution yp life around her/him. Playful
behavior is retained from earlier periods, but its
style and purpose have changed to serve in an
apprenticeship for life. In this phase, interaction
with nature on a large scale reaches its highest
level of behavioral significance. Hadfield (1954)

suggests that:the principle .of recapit-
ulation/collective unconscious may be at work
here, whereby behavior is informed by an
archaic genetic memory of earlier human
history. Edith Cobb ( 1959), in her unsurpassable
essay, talks about the innate genius of the child
and the intuitive understandings that arise
from its interactions with thp natural World.

Her evocative. ideas do much to explain the

overwhelming attraction of untrammelled
natural environments but they need further
development to be operational for design.

ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSIMILATION AS GROWTH

Gestalt therapy theory, as presented by Per s,
ligferline, and Goodman (1965), is an eclectic
but unified system of concepts for undeit§tiod.
ing people-environment relations. It retaiits.con-
siderable evocative power, yet takes us rhany
stepsaforward along the path of application.

Here we find growth and development
described in terms of assimilation of environ-
ment by organism. In this process organism

aggresses en vironrn ent"destroying" (de-

structing) it, to provide material for the
"reconstruction" of a new actuality.-It is an
endless cycle of "creative adjustment",

motivated by the organism's "excitement", via

its environmental " contact", leading to/flowing
from "awareness of self" as an "organism/en-
vironment field".

Theinventors of gestalt therapy were mainly
interested in interpersonal relations. We need to
apply their theory to the material environment,
and thus provide ourselves with a tool for
people-environment research. Environmentally,
the primary factor involved is novelty/diversi-
ty. The excited organism seeks novelty. To

satisfy this need, the environment must supply
sufficient diversity to accommodate varied user-
needs, over an extended period of time.

Although natural environments provide a
necessary (and unbeatable) opportunity for
overt Manipulation,. creative adjustment can
take place in other ways. Some environments
can be perceived anew with each visit, each time
stimulating new imaginings and reinter-
pretations of reality. Natural resources are es-
pecially potent because of their sensory com-
plexity and attendant characteristics of change.

Unless children have a chance to experience
novelty in the real world they will slip into the
well worn thoughtways of the adult status
quobiologically conservative before their
timewhere awareness is prematurely
relegated to the nonconscious level of reflex,
habit, and routine: Therefore, let us say that
"strong contact" with natural resources is

necessary (but not sufficient) for complete v5e11-
being. For the purposes of research arid design
we need to elaborate the point a good deal
further.

QUALITY IN CHILDREN-
ENVIRONMENT RELATIONS

When we talk of a "responsive environment"
we are referring to a relatiottehip between the
organism and its immediate stkroundings.
Gestalt therapy talks about the excitement of
growth that arises in a Person as a result of
strong, aware contact. But what part does the
physical setting play in this process.?

Anyone who has been in the company of
children, in a diverse natural setting, must have
been impressed by the way certaikobjects and
materials seem irresistibly to draAktention to
themselves. I call this characteristic incitation.
The setting incites, from the outside; the user



excltes from inside I3oth'characteristics must
be present to a balanced degree for creative
aware contact to be initiated and grow into a
qualitative relationship.

There is no other type of relationship between
prganism,an_.,d environment except a qualitative
one (Pirslg /-974) In essence it is an expression
of values between the two. Thus the designer-as-
interpreter-of-values must hely, provide an 'en-
vifonment for the propagation of "good quality"
user-setting relations. If we now incorporate
this point of view within an ecological
framework, we can operationally recognize the
fac.Cof human volition and self-government and
give tangible expression to the concrete
manipulable designable elements of the
material world.

THE MATERIAL BASIS OF
CHILDHOOD ECOLOGY

Childhood quality arises from the (infraction
of children with a divrrsity of surroundings. It
is a process of continuing growth, learning, and
change resulting in trie adaptations of children
and environment to each other (Moore 1974 b).

Figure 1 illustrates the person-environment
basis from which this ecology is generated. The
diagram is derived from an earlier one of
Billings' (1970) illustrating plant-environment,
rather than child-environment relationships:

Since children (unlike plants) can manipulate
their environment, all the relationships are
potentially two-way (double-ended arrows) for
example, if it rains or the wind blows, children

"ttut4n5ana5cxiery

hi\\6fen

cyclical 90 0/aeco
Votz,

nNlOr

Figu41.The ecology of childhood (derived from Billings 1970).
The individual child has interrelationships with two sets of factors:
Social: Interactions with other children, adults and social inititutions

which lead to generational cultural continuity or change.
Natural: Interactions with biotic and abiotic objects materials and

phenomena in play and le.arning places.
Planning, Design, and Education can directly influence children-

environment interaction by intentional physical change, or influence the
"controlling institutions" toy changing values.
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can move to shelter (if available) or make their
own (if material!' are provided).
'Since it is adults-as-society who are ultimate-

ly in control, "institutions and society" is given a
one-way connection to all other factors. In-
dividual adults can limit or extend children's ex-
perience as indicated. Factors also have in
dependent relationships'with each other (not
shown). Many such relationships caj be
modified by designleading to changed
relationships with children; e.g., high buildings
frequently blot out the supply of sunlight to
plants; depriving children of the experience of

vegetation.
The primary pattern of life evolves in the

realms-of space, time, and social relations. The
social processes of play are represented by the
"child"-"children" link.

The time factor is present in many forms.
There is a long-term temporal scale of
Cumulative cultural change and individual
development; there is the sequential process of

maturing, of moving through different stages;
there are the cyclical changes of seasons, of day
and night;-and the repetitive dynamics of week-
day and weekend, close to a-child's daily. life.
Time is expressed in movement and speed,
which are central to a child's continuous
behavior. Space and time are so closel in-

terwoven in a child's life that they must be con-

sidered as the single factor: space-time.
A child's pace is entirely different from an

adults. This gives leisure planning a primary
task of ensuring that children have an oppor-
tunity to live in their own space-time; divorced
from the tightly scheduled materialistic adult
world. It is critically important that children
have escape places of their own, where time is
suspended, so they may explore the nature of

themselves and the physical world.
Space, for the sake of symmetrical elegance,

is shown as merely one factor on a par with the
others. In`reality, space is the experiential locus

of all other factors. The factors shown have been
chosen for their presumed universal
significance in childhood experience. I hope that
the level of generality chosen fOr each factor
defines it as a separate entity. If the subsumed
levels are inentally included, a universe of

organism/environment potentiality is
representeda diversity accommodating the
child's process of learning, growth, and mutual
adaptation

The factors can be subdivided into three ma-
jor groups:

objects. visible, holdable, differentiated
"things".
materials: amorphous, undifferentiated
"stuff",
natural phenomena: manifest properties of en-
vironmental processes, rather than sub-
stances; e.g., the weather.
An obvious phenomenon is "gravity", a

natural limiting condition that is aktays pres-
ent to be explored, played with, and pushed to
its limits. "how high can you jump? Ttee climb-
ing, tree forts, rock throwing, ball- playing and
all varieties of swinging, sliding, jumping, and
climbing are further expressions. "Wind" is
another phenomenon important enough to in-

clude, although in fact it is only one of many ex-
pressions of the material we call "air" In com-
bination with the phenomenon known as
"precipitation", air has many phenomenological
faces: just think of all the varieties of mist, fog,
drizzle, and downpourincluding Smog. The
sun adds a further dimension of heat and light;,
diffused, scattered, or obscured by clouds, trees,
buildings, etc.

Other factors can be classed as materials,
"water" is a good example. Although.changes of

stage givelt many properties, as noted above, it
nonetheless exits as tangible, tastable,
touchable, stuff-on-the-ground. "Soil" or "dirt"
is similarly a basic material. It too has a
phenomenological role,, as in the topographic
system of drainage and erosion. In essence,
"fire" is a phenomenon, but in the experiential
world of children it can also be "used" as a play
material. In addition, a fire can be perceived as
an object: a place to it arounda social setting.

The child's world often seems to be composed
largely of a universe of objects, although only

_ape or two classes are shown diagramatically.
"Plants" and "animals" are included from the
natural world, as things kids respond to direct-
ly. A child's behavior, and presumably his/her
perception of the world, appears very often to be
"object-oriented". Thus, the "abiotic" category (I
prefer to call it "peoplemade" rather than man-
made) is the rubric for a multitude of "things".
cars, toothbrushes, shoes, houses, bits of woad,
nails, and so on; including the tools used to
modify, transform and reassemble such
materials hammers, saws, shovels, etc. The dis-
tinction between "tools" and "objects" is fre-
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quently absent from children'' behavior This
lack of functional object definition lies at the
heart of a childs' intuitive relationship with the
physical world. For convenience we can refer
collectively to natural objects, materials, and
phenomena as natural resources

PLACE AS QUALITY
Places arise from the stable combination of

space, objects, materials, and phenomena. Place
is the nexus of quality. Children are place-
oriented organisms; thus places, together with
the pathways connecting them are the habitat
systems of childhood. From a design point of
view it is worthwhile to highlight the four major
classes of-place- making variables.

Fixed features: Spaces and fixed objects.
Loose parts: Objects and materials that

can be manipulated or moved
around. (Term first coined
by Simon Nicholson, 1971)

Natural e
phenomena:. The given natural dynamics.

Populations: The surrounding communi-
ties (both human and non-
human) which instill a pat-
tern of social dynamics within
the space, as a result of being
attracted (incited) by resour-
ces and phenomena within it.

Most designed spaces, with the exception of
adventure playgrounds, weigh heavily on the
side of permanent fixed features rather than
manipulable/interactive resources. Once a place
has an equitable fixed/loose balance, the spec-
trum of play patterns broadens considerably
(Moore 1974 a). Natural settings, again, do this
most effectively.

Since most Institutional arrangements for
children fall far short of providing conducive
social settings, kids are more inclined to find
places for themselves in unofficial hidden-away
corners. There are a multitude of potentially

`secret places, especially in older and lower-
density areas At higher densities, where space
is more tightly organized, and also newly.
built areas designed by so-called systematic,
rational methods, the probability of finding or
creating private nooks and crannies is negligi-
ble. Roger Hart, in a study of children's play
Datterns in Wilmjpgton Vermont, documented
how children use unkempt, rough, overgrown

spaces, lather than the highly manicured sub-
urban landscape (Hart 1974).

The ubiquitous attraction of natural
resources and theil ontribution to childhood
quality are undeniable. The challenge for plan-
ning and design is to find ways of incorporating
far more of these natural "found place" qualities
into official public space Here is a list of
criteria, all of which can be applied to the
utilization of natural resources in the planning
and design of places for children ,

Flexib-My A terrain that t'o a degree can be
changed and moved around. to generate new
patterns of relationship.

Permanence Elements that remain unchang-
ing, to provide familiarity, security,, and identi-
ty, e.g. large rocks, mature trees

Climax A variety of elements that will in-
dicp.te changes in season, climate, and lifeN the
community.

Open- endedne.s.s Situations that users can
manipulate and build onto for their own
reasons.

Manipulability A ch.° ce of materials and ob-
jects that uvrs can work with manuallyr-sand,
dirt, water vegetation,, and assorted objects.

Diversity and choice. A guiding principle that
applies to everything: colors,, smells, textures,,
shapes, sizes,, sounds, objects,, materials;, in-
teractions, people, climate,, time,, space, move-
ment, change,, and so op.

A inbient mrcroclimate Elements that protect
users from excessive wind, rain, sun, shade,, and
noise An environment that provides year-round
comfort. Vegetation is invariably an effective
modifier of climate,, because it is so varied and
therefore provides a greater range of climatic
choice. It has a less cut-and-dried effect than
manmade structures. Trees are hard to beat
as shade elements;, spreading deciduous species
that shed their leaves to let the winter sun
through are especially good

Social interaction A variety of places for
different sizes of groups, to facilitate social and
working relationships. Undoubtedly, natural
settings are especially conducive to interaction.

Privacy A choice of situations where in-
dividual users and groups can he lefts alone in

.,peace especially places where childrencan get
away from adults and intrusive stimuli)

Safety The complete avoidance of situations
that could result in. serums injury.

Prople-plant ititenuntlon A, spectrum of



places\ where users can make contact with the
groww/l i vi Ei to varying degrees,

,,-depending o the amount of vegetItive protec-
tion provid They should range from limited-
access fragile environments to open Tough
ground covered - with the hardiest impact -
resistant plants.

HAW habitats The pro \:.ision of shelter and
food sources for small animal lifebirds in-
sects and other organisms. Vegetation, ,rocks,
logs, marshes; and ponds can support the
modest scale of wildlife that children find at-
tractive. e g , beetles, salamanders, snails, sow-
bugs, ants, fish, shrimp, worms, 'caterpillars,
tadpoles, ladybugs butterflies, spiders, and so
on

I)( '() pi( - ,1, ode, rai tri n m ix Children respond
N,,, ith greater imagination to the intimate fine-
grained combination of peofIle-made and objects

and natural materials.
I mlohr-ou t door relatlonslops A ariety of

juxtappsitions betv,een buildings and the out-
doors, ',with transitions ranging from slow to
abrupt' The use of intermediate spaces such as
terrac s,, decks, verandas, and pagodas is
recom ended. Architecture and landscape
should be articulated as varied intgrwnetrating
systemp;,, sometimes contrasted, sometimes am-
biguous. always working together for the
benefit of overall Quality

Scah, size, shape, enlosore,, and contliolitY
These basic dimensions of spatial design Must
be varied, juxtaposed,: contrasted, and
orchestrated to produce a coherent whole en-
compassing a range of spatial experience Scale

refers tlo the relative size of something; size
refers tb the actual dimensions; shape refers to
the geometrical characteristics ;, enclosure is the
sense oil, being contained by space; and contInni-
ty meals-the ability to move through space from

one port to another ,

Intridsically, natural resources provide a far
greater range of scale of possible interaction
than pepple-made environments, and present it
more coherently The range extends from the
microcosmic collecting of grass seed, to climbing
and playing in trees, to large-scale exploratior

L-41, mOre varied spatial and textural setting is
achieved with vegetation, which has a complexi-
ty and subtlety beyond that possible using solely

people-made elements
Vegetated enclosures give a "boundary

depth "a less intimidating territorial ambigui,

ty The ision of space by natural resources
can produce an infinite variety of shapes The
result is a better social ecology, with more room
for social maneuverability. This is a definite ad-

vantage to children. The precise boundaries
produced by fences give an advantage to adults,,
Naking it possible to keep children more tightly
controlled. A prime example is the school yard
surrounded by chain-link fences

Th rd donenston Think of spatial ex-

perience in all three dimensions Children are
particularly attracted to moving up and down:

as well as through space Consider the climallih-
ty of all elements, including trees.

Explorabtlity/experimentatton. This cri-
terion is really the sum total of several others;
but it is inserted to emphasize the overall effect
of natural resources on child-environment inter-

action.
Affthatto`Adentity Mans children seem to

find natural environments more comfortable
than people-made ones for social activity 1,110orc
and Wochtler 1974) The higher the rate of use,,

the higher the sense of attachment Natural ob-
jects that have a clearly differentiated identity,
such as trees large rocks, ponds, streams; etc ,
seem to produce a strong image in the mind of
the user judging from children's cognitive

maps
Cootrnulty The' importance of inter-

connectedness in the motor-related environment
has been noted by several researchers and Nk as

verified in the Lenox-Camden Experiment
Wove 19661. Continuity is achieved by joining
elements together so that "play circuits" can oc-
cur. Movement experience can be greatly
proved by the incorporation of vegetative and
other natural resources., A simple comparative
example is the difference in feeling between a
path that is a bland strip of asph* and one
where planting has been used to create se-
quences of texture, smell, fight,, shade, and
color

Access The basic need for access per se is

not much affected by the presence of,natural
resources; but since access for children is nor-
mally via foot paths or bikeways, quality is in-
creased by using topography and.by following
natural features such as creeks In designing
pathway 'systems one should bear in mind that
the experience of the journey is as important as
the arrival

Also let me say that it makes no seise to
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provide natural-resource areas for children un-
less they 'are readily accessiblean issue fre-
quently not taken seriously enough in urban
open-space planning,

Cooserrattoo A point to emphasize that it
is f-ar easier to 'incorporate play into alisting
natural scene than vice versa. The incor ration
of natural resources into bland urban play areas
is a management challenge at best.. Better to
conserve natural resources in the first place,, by
conscious planning.

Application These criteria can contribute
to, but not produce, a destn solution Hopeful-
ly, they provide some systematic guidance; it is
up to the designer's consciousness, imagination,,
and skill to create an environment that will em-
body high-quality human experience Each site,
community,, and planning process is unique
This, ecessitates a wide margin of choice, inter-
pretation, and combination of elements- tp fit
many different circumstances.

Much depends on tile designer's willingness to.
team up with thi user-clients (Nrchoon andl
Selvetner 1973, Moore 1975) Social science isn't
going to. Under Schumacher's (1973) broadside,,
the myth of value-free science seems to bave'''
finally succumbed It's time for those whose job
it is to deal directly with the messy world to ig*-
nore the intimidations of social science and get
on with their own high-utility systematic in-
vestigationswhere it counts. For a solid base
of empirical work is urgently required.
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n-ything,polluted.air, treeless avenues, starless skies,
aggressive behavior, and the rat race of overcompetitive
societies" - Elwood L. Shafer
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Resedarch Needs fOr Programs That Provide
Natural Environments for Children

by ELWOOD L. SHAFER, Principal Recreation Research-Scien-
tist, USDA Forest Service,, Washington, D. g., .

ti

ABSTRACT. Thy` major emphases of selected Symposium papers
are underscored, d some personal thoughts are- resented on how,
childrens' un stakding of natural enyiniiments will eventually
affect the quality orthis Nation's environment. Special emphasis is
given to research needs for insuring the establishment, protection,
and managerrient of natural environments for children in urban en-
vironments.

INTRODUCTION

INTERACTIONS among children, the natural
environment, and where and how these children

live are Sundamental determinants o1 this
Nation's bfuality of life. My objectives are to un-
derscotte the importance of natural en-
vironments for urban children, and to suggest
research needs for community, city, state and
Federal programs that provide those en-
vironments.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
NATURAL ENVIRONMENTS

This area of research has high priority for
several reasons: Today, about 75 percent of the
Nation's children live iedensely populated
areas. In just a few short years, these same
children will be using the democratic process to
make decisionsout environmental issues that
are of major concern to this country and the
world. If a large proportion of today's children
are not aware of and do not appreciate how their
lives depend on natural environments, how, as
adults, will they be able to help make intelligent
decisions about the use, management, or protec-
tion of air, water, foil,, flora, and faunatheir
bagic life support systems?
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Children in cities can become adapted to
almost anything polluted air, treeless avenues,
starless skies, aggressive behavior, and th t
race of' overcompetitive societies. But in
way,or another, the child has to pay later for the
adjustment he or she makes to undesirable con-
ditions. (The cost includes, for example, in-
creases in chronic diseases and decadence of
human' values.) Urban children are often in-
clined to take nature for granted, to accept it
without curiosity or question. Children become
aware of events and things only when they comg
close to tIvem or when an event affects the chin
spiritually or physically and penetrates the con-
sciousness as an out-of-the ordinary, significant
experience.

Furthermore, the earlier a child experiences
and values his natural environmentsees with
awe the first spring flower, or responds to the
alluring, magical promise of a wooded glenthe
deeper and more enduring will be his faculty for
perceiving and experiencing his relationship
with and dependence upon nature.

But nature has been thrust so far out to the
edge of modern life that many times children
are obliged live without it altogether..
Furthermore, in our zest for helpingor
pushingour children up the ladder of success,
we often neglect an irEportant aspect of their

we often db not provide the
A.



vironments that children need for the idle times
of introspection, rumination, and fantasy that
are vital to the development of a rich peri.onali-
ty. I believe that nature can provide the
backdrop not only, for contemplative thought,
but also for the healthy play and exercise that
are so vital to their physical well-being. '

To paraphrase Winston Churchill, "We shape

our environments, and afterwards our en-
. vironments shape us." By preserving, main-

taining, developing,' and protecting natural en-
vironments in urban areas for children to use
for recreation we can create a variety of con-

ditions that call forth active and creative
responses during a child's early years, responses
that may be far more important for intellectual
and emotional growth than economic factors or
passive exposure to cultural artifacts.

Looking forward to the not-so-distant day
when perhaps 9 out of 1, of the Nation's
children will live in citiek, we should pursueifwith all our vigor and-i agination those ideas
that mean for all of hem and us a more
healthful and worthwhile life. Natural- -tn-

.. vironments where children can satisfy their
longing for recreation,, qt4et, privacy, in-
dependence, in?tiativ,e, and open space, are not
frills or luxuries, but real biological necessities.

Furthermore, we face not only the problem of
how to Rrovide green space for urban children,
but also how to bring about the degree of in-
stitutional change that such provision calls for.
The answer is not "blowin' in the wind," nor will

it come with the dawning of the Age of Aquarius
Indeed, if we rely on such panaceas we will
more likely experience the groaning than the
greening of America for today' urban children
The developing tensions of our iety cannot

Iwait that long
We must work with speed and competence to

build into our institutional systems the
possibilities for a fuller expression and expan-
sion of the values of natural urban en-
vironments Changing some of our old priorities
and practices in urban development is a task for
the tough-minded and competent. Those who

come to it with the currently fashionable mix-
ture of passion, poetry,, and platitudes only add
to the confusion

`RESEARCH NEEDS

A top priority challenge for +management

research is to devise ways to get large numbers
of potentially delinquent urban youth (14 to 19

years old) involved in summer work programs
that relate directly to natural en-
vironmentseither in or near the city.
Elements of the natural environment provide
the overall framework in which such programs
would operate, and something that youth can
relate to in a meank(gful, tangible way. The
assumption here is that if we provide aesthetic

tnatural environments where youth can do
meaningful tasks, there wile the short-term
benefit of a decrease in crime in the cities during
the summer,, and the long -term benefits of
childrep's better understanding and respect for
themselves and others. Granted, the assump-
tions are 'largely intuitive at this point.
Feasibility studies are needed to-determine the
probable costs, the kinds and distributio4is of
local; state, Federal, and private areas and
litcilities available or capable of being
renovated, and the direct and indirect benefits
that would likely accrue to society and to the in-
dividual participants. In other words, the
research challenge is to devise a strategy, es-
timate the costs, and document the support
systems that would be required to obtain
specified benefits from large-scale summer
work programs in natural environments for

youth
Another challenge is research related to the

public policy issues hat provide or don't provide
adequate green space for children. A key

,,problem is. How shall we organize, control,, and
coordinate public and private policies for the
development of green space for urban children
so as to provide maximum opportunities at least
-cost" Or to phrase the _question another way.
What kind of quasi-public structure would best
meet the needs for effective use of green space
for children?

Next,, what equitable and effective kinds of
taxation and zoning would best support an ur-
ban land-use policy that would provide adequate
natural environments for urban children?

Another research question: W44,4neans of
public involvement work best in developing
green space for urban children9

In what areas is compromise most acceptable
in conflicts between the use of natural ,en-
vironments for children versus other social

needs'

1,(..),4 216



How can urban children's needs for green
space be integrated with other urban land-use
goals'

A. you can see from this brief but somewhat
compreherisive list, of research questions that
evolved from the sessions I attended, the related
research tasks seed$ monumental and extremely
challenging. No one said, however, that the
research required for programs to provide

a

T.

e
natural environments for children was going to
be easy. This symposium has laid the-founda-
tion for beginning the needed research. To corn-
plot the task, we need to heed the advice of
Mother Scott (an 83-years-young blues singer
and Washington Grey Panther who performed
during one of the sessions), "No matter how
tough the problem,, be the labor large or small, if
a task is once begun, keep on goin'."

I
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"Environmental education pr grams for. childrenf,are
often based on what we think adults need to know. This
is a worthy goal; however, the approach to attaining it
must be tailored to the child's changing level of com-
prehension" - Qeorge,H..Moeller IC
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Research Priorities in Environmental
Education

by GEORGE H. MOELLER, Program Coordinator, Pinchot
Institute of Environmental Forestry Research, USDA Forest
Service, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station.
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ABSTRACT. Although natural processeS operate in urban areas,
they are' difficult to observe, Much discussion duripgAhe
symposium-fair was devoted to finding ways to improve urban
children's environmental understanding through environmental
educatiOn programs. But before iffective environmental education
programs can be developed, 'research is needed to: test the effec-
tiveness of vdrious approaches to teaching environmental educa-
tion in relation to differences among children; help define"testable
program goals that relate to a child's level of 'comprehension;
develop better methOds of training teachers and administeringen-
vironmental edutation programs; and identify ways to use

. elements found in the 1413an environment to foster an understand-
ing of environmental. sonce0s.

ONCE UPON A 'PRE, not so very long ago,,
,the relatively undisturbed natural environ-

ment lay at the doorstep of 'the "urban" resident.
To experience nature, all that was. required was
to stand on ?nes toes and peak Over a stone
fence, hedge, or city gate. By necessity, an un-
derstanding of natural processes was ah in-
tegral part of life. Li tt. had to be done to'for-
mally "educate" the maturing child about his
place in the natiprahvorl Very often survival
deUended on how 11 "environmental,
education" lessons were 1_ rned.

The ufban resident of today, even after climb-
ing to-the top of the highee.st skyscraper, nfrr-get
only 6 fleeting glimpse of nature. The same
natural processes are'still operating all around
him but they are hilitier to see because they are
less dramatic and their effects lessimmediate:
The .contemporary urtran resident has become
increasingly divorced from te natural ;1
framewbrk of trees, foresf Ids, arid natural
prpcesses that were an linte al part 'of the
developmental environment of' earlier
generations. The effects that this separation
from mature may have'on todays urban children,
in terms of their psychologkal developMent,
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self--concept, and preparation for responsible
citizenship, are not known.

The trend toward ,increasing urbanization
cannot be reversed. But as demonstrated during
sevions of this symposium-fairs a great deal can
be done to foster the urban child's understand-
ing of natural processes. These processes still
operate in cities, but they are much less obvious
than in yeari past. We can no longer expect
children to understand their place in the natural
world intuitively, without.assistance.

Because of the trend toward separation from
natural processes, some kind of environmental
education has become a basic need for the urban
child. ,Without background knowledge and un-
derstanding of the natural world, and a concept
of their place in that world, drban children will
not be prepared, to make the complex en-
virionmental decisions that they will be forced to
make as responsible adults. Environmental
education should not be treated as a luxury in
modern education systems. Environmental
education is vital to man's ultimate survival as
well as to maintaining and improving the
present-day quality of life (Puffins 1968). It is of
utmost importance that environmental educa-
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tion programs be carried out universally and
that they be carried out properly,

The introduction of environmental education
programs' into the Nation's schools is progress-
ing at an unsteady rate According to a recent
report of the National Center for Educational
Statistics, United States Office of'Education,
"18 percent of the 23.9 million elementary school
pupils, and 9 percent of 17.2 million secondary
school pupils" were enrolled in environmental
courses in 1970 (Science, Mathematics, and En-
vironmental Information Center 1972). Most en-
vironmental education programs were in subur-
ban and ruraNhool systems; In a study con-

. ducted by the National Education Association
/1970), only 11 percent of the Nation's schools
with enrollments of 1000 or more (schools that
account for 90 percent of all public school pupils)
were fOund to carry out environmental educa-
tion programs that met the National Education
Association's criteria. While a few areas of the
country have excellent records of achievement
in developing environmental education
curricula, most have had no central leadership
or coordinated effort. Environmental education
programs are most often the result of one
teacher's awareness, enthusiasm, and dedica-
tion

This lack of support is indeed sad. It is ex-
tremely important that environmental educa-
tion programs be universally introduced in the
Nation's public schools particularly in urban
schools. The favorable environmental attitudes
that result from such programs would help peo-
ple make the wide range of environmental
decisions they face in everyday life, but the
greatest be efit might be realized at the polls
(Schoenfiel 1971) Just as every citizen is
affected by nvironmental degradation, all have
the opportunity to take part in the national
decision-making process through their votes.
Efforts of government agencies, private enter-
prise, and conservation groupkcannot succeed
in achieving and maintaining ajwholesome en-
vironment without the firm support and un-
derStanding of the citizenry (Coliservation
Foundation 1963) As a National Audubon
Society report 11967), so well expressed it, "Peo-
ple will not safeguard what they do not know,

, let alone what they do not understand. They will
not protect or treat kindly what they do not ap-
predate".

During the past 2 days it has been my

pleasure to listen to 34 speakerseducatorsi
practitioners, and theoreticianswho shared
their experience and knowledge about the

Ifecattdevelopment of environmental phi on
programs. The active particip ton of
Washington, D.C., elementary school children
added a sense o reality to these discussion
sessions. To anged. from the relationship
between nature appreciation and child develop-
ment to practical techniques for introducing
children to environmental concepts. I will
attempt to summarize what I perceived as some
of the major problem areas for environmental
education research that were suggested during
the discussion sessions. I must, however, cau-
tion that whit follows is only a partial listing.
Continual etralyation and much more input are
needed if we are to organize a research package
on which to base the design of comprehensive
environmental education programs.

In her remarks at the first session of this
symposium-fair, Margaret 'Mead stated, "We
don't know what children do at different stages.
The child as a universal concept is largely a
myth". She argued that the needs of children
varyacross cultures, regionally, between ur-.
ban; suburban, an rural areas, and even from
neighborhood to neighborhood. Although these
differences are recognized, we tend to develop
standardized approaches to teaching about the
environment. Research should be done to
evaluate the effectiveness of various approaches
to teaching environmental education in relation
to sociocultural and regional differences among
children.

Environmental education programs for
children are often based on what we think
adults need to know: This is a worthy goal;
however, the approach to attaining it must be
tailored to the child's changing level of com-
prehension. As pointed out during the
symposiurn-fair, an adult philosophy cannot
easily be reconciled with that of a child. In most
sciences we have a pretty good idea about what
needs to be known and how to measure learning
progress quantitatively . But a- child's progress
in under,standing environmental concepts can-
not easily be measured because goals are stated
in adult terms and we do not have precise
measuring devices A child may be taught to
differentiate different kinds of tree leaves, but
we must ask ourselves if this achievement
represents a successful environmental educa-
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tion effort. Environmental education involves
more than the transfer of knowledgeit in-
volves the child's comprehension of his place in
the natural world around him. If environmental
education is to ac hieve an adult goal, it is
necessary to break down this goal into subgoals
that correlate with the child's level of com-
prehension. Research should be undertaken to
help define these goals.

First, however, the goals of environmental
education' ?tea, to be operationally defined.
Unless this is done, it will be impossible to
evaluate the progress of an environmental
education 'effort. Part of an operational goal
definition for environmental education needs to
be knowledge transfer But, as pointed out in
the previous paragraph, knowledge acquisition
does not necessarily bring greater environmen-
tal understanding. A more desirable goal of en-
vironmental education is to foster favorable en-
vironmental attitudes a longer lasting dimen-
sion of personality. Once goal been
operationally defined, resear can develop
methods of measuring change in environmental
attitudes that result from exposure to en-
vironmental education.

Teaching about the environment is a relative-
ly new Undertaking. The environmental
educator should have a background in biological
and social science's as,wellas in the philosophy
of education. Educational programs to provide
this background are now just being organized.
Although there is great enthusiasm for teaching
environmental education, little is known about
the combination of talents needed to teach it
effectively When research has identified these
talents, it can help design programs for
educating the environmental educator. Basic
research is also needed to study the process of
environmental educationwho should teach it,
how should it be taught, and what materialsnd
methods are best to foster an understanding of
environmental concepts.

A related issue is that little agreement has
been *ached on whether environmental educa-
tion s*d be taught as a distinct subject or
uhether all teaching should he done en-
vironmentally. Although this question has no
absolute answer, research into th# process of en-
vironmental information exchange would help
to identify consequences of alternative ap-
proaches to teaching environmental concepts.

The administrative organization of systems

for exchanging environmental information also
needs research. For example, what are the roles
of nature centers, schools, and other supportive
institutional services (libraries, television,
periodicals, the greater "community ", etc.) in an
integrated environmental education program? A
symbiotic relationship may develop among
these institutions that will lead to a more ef-
ficient environmental information exchange
system. A related research problem is the need
to determine how environmental education
programs can best be inco+porated into existing
educational systems.

How should environmental education be
taught? The materials available for teaching en-
vironmental educaton vary widely, as do in-
structional techniques among educators. Yet lit-
tle research has been done to determine the in-
formational needs of environmental educators
in differkt institutional and geographic set-
tings. During these sessions, many innovative
approaches to teaching environmental educa-
tion have been discussed. Very few of these have
had their influence on children's environmental
attitudes quantitatively evaluated. Basic
research is, therefore, needed to identify the
educational techniques that are most effective
in influencing children's environmental at-
titudes.
- Research is needed to find out how children

grasp environmental concepts. This research
must take into consideration the children's
different conceptual abilities at different ages,
their past and present experiences, and their
home and surrounding environments. Par-
ticular emphasis should be placed on developing
programs in relation to children's ability to con-
ceptualize and grasp environmental concepts.

The preceding discussion of research needs
relates generally to all environmental education
efforts. The special circumstances that confront
environmental educators in urban areaslack
of opportunity to experience nature, lack of in-
centive to do so, etc.require that some
research be conducted specifically within urban
areas. Even though the modern city masks and
dominates nature it still offers many oppor-
tunities for environmental education. Research
can help to identify these oppdrtunities. We
often try to transpose urban children from their
home environments to the country, hoping that
the exposure to nature will change their at-
titudes when they return home. This practice is
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based on the assumption that if we can get
children to the country, they will somehow
assimilate all of the values of nature. Urban
children spend most of their lives in the city,
and most will remain there for their entire lives.
Therefore, the city is the best place to teach
them environmental concepts. For example,
what better place is there than the city to study
water and air pollutioniResearch can help to
identify and catalog opportunities for en-
vironmental education in urban settings. Where
appropriate teaching materials cannot be found
reasonable substitutes can be located. Research
can help to identify materials in urban areas
that could be used to teach the environmental
processes that are now taught only in rural set-
tings '-

A critique of research needs in environmental
education would not be complete without men-
tion of the difficulties involved Existing
research tools will have to be adapted and new
tools developed. New experimental designs will
have to be invented and tested. Research
techniques for studying children's attitudes will
have to be refined. The administrative problems
often encountered in conducting research in
highly structured institutions such as the public
schools will have to be overcome The coopera-
tion and support of school administrators is ab-
solutely necessary for success of an environmen-
tal education research effort.

I have outlined just a few of the major
research needs that were suggested during the
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environmental, educa 'on sessions at this
symposium-fair The 1. t is far from complete.
But if research attention can be devoted to at
least a few of the problem areas defined here,
environmental education will be much closer to
accomplishing the goals set forth by Caldwell
( 1 970):

"To improve the human environment, both men and
politics must be improved Men make politics,
political institutwns influence human behavior,, but
behavior is also influenced by attitudes, beliefs, and
1, alues Purposeful shaping of the environment In-
N.olves the purposeful shaping of outlooks on life The
quality of the future environment depends, therefore,
upon the shaping of attitudes, beliefs, and %alues
through present education"
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MONDAY, MAY 19

5:00 - 6:00 P.M.

APPENDIX A
SYMPOSIUM-FAIR PROGRAM

RECEPTION

Background music by JESSE PESSOA, Brazilian harpist.

6:00 - 7:30 P.M: WELCOME DINNER

7:30= 7:45 P.M. GREETINGS!

Toastmaster: E. L. SHAFER, USDA Forest Service. RODNEY TILLMAN, Dean, School of
Education, The George Washington University. ROGER LOCANDRO, Dean, Cook College,
Rutgers University. WILLIAM H. SMITH, President, Consortium for Environmental Forestry
Studies, ,Pinchot Institute. REXFORD A. RESLER, Associate Chief, USDA Forest Service.

8 9:30 P.M. EVENING EVENT
Opening Talk: MARY CONWAY KOHLER, Director, National Commission on Resources for Youth.

"The Weeds Asserting Themselves' " KATHLEEN SPIVACK. Poets and children look at the
natural environment.

TUESDAY, MAY 20

9 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. The Value of Natural Environrents in Human Development
Coordators: ROGER HART AND MAYER SPIVACK
Tided 's discussions began with personal reflections on cOly childhood. Two papers were dis-
cussed by a panel constituted to assist in generating discussion.

9:00- 9:45 A.M. "Early Childhood Playsca.pes from Memory" -- introduced by
FLORENCE LADD:

9:45 - 10:30 A.M. "Experience and Appreciation" YI-FU TUAN.

1b:30 -12:00 Noon Panel Discussion
ALAN GUSSOW,'Friends of the Earth, Congers, New York. .
ROGER HART, Environmental Psychology Program, City University of Ne&-,,York, Graduate
Center.
FLORENCE LADD, environmentalipsychologist, Harvard University.
KARL LINN, landscape architect and psychologist, Louisville, Kentucky.
MARGARET MEAD, cultural anthropologist, American Museum of Natural History, New York.
HAROLD SEARLES, M.D., psychoanalyst, Washington, D.C.
PAUL SHEPARD, teach& and writer, Pitzer College, Claremont, California.
MAYER SPIVACK, Director of Environmental Design and Analysis Unit, Laboratory of Com-
munity Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School.
YI-FU TUAN, Departm6nt of Geography, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

1:30- 2:00 P.M. "The Role of Place in Human Development"PAUL SHEPARD.
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2:00 -'5:00 P.M. Panel Discussion

8:00 - 10:30 P.M. Film Presentation and Discussion
"Myth of Naro", "Bitter Melons", and other sequences filmed by TIMOTHY ASH and JOHN
MARSHAI.4.,, Documentary Educational Resources, Center for Documentary Anthropology,
Sommerville, Massachusetts.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21 DAY'S OVERVIEW

9:00 - 12:00 Noon FOUR PARALLEL, DISCUSSION SESSIONS
I. Theory and Research s\

II. Educatiq
III. Community Approaches
IV. Children's Design and Planning

12:00 Noon - 2:30 P.M. PICNIC LUNCH at Mt. Vernon College.

A participatory recreation program was offered by New Games Foundation, San Francisco,
California.

2:30 - 5:00 P.M. FOUR PARALLEL DISCUSSION SESSIONS
(Continued)

8:00 -.9:30 P.M. EVENING PROGRAM

"Being F(resent", an evening with PETER CHERMAYEFF, architect, and JANE
CHERMAYEFF, painter, co-producep .of Elephant, Liori, Zebra, Cheetah, and Giraffe films. 1
Musical "Jam Session" by volunteers, coordinated by RAY LORENZO. _

I. THEORY AND RESEARCH ON CHILDREN AND THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

9:00 - 9:30 A.M.

9:3C 11:00 A.M.

Oveiall Coordinator: RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN
1.1

"Chndren's Conception of the Natural World", Introduction to an on-
going workshop. ELEANOR DUCKWORTH, the Atlantic Institute,
Halifax, N.S., Canada.

Teenagers and the Natural Environment: Challenge and Tranquility

6
Coordinator: RACHEL KAPLAN

Research on the effects of summer outdoor programs and the psychological values of wilderness

experience.

"An Outdoor Challenge Program as a Means of Enhancing Mental Health"ROBERT A.
HANSON, Community Mental Health Center for Alger and Marquette Counties, Marquette,
Michigan.

"Summer Outdoor PtogrVms: Their Participants and Their Effects"RACHEL KAPLAN, De-
partment of Psychology, University of Michigan, Ann 4,rbor.

"Tranquility and Challenge in the Natural Environment"STEPHEN KAPLAN, Depart-
ment of Psychology, University of Miaigan, Ann Arbor.



11:00 -12:00 Noon Research with Urban Youth
Coordinator: RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN

"City Kids in the Absence of . "FLORENCE LADD, Department of City Planning, Harvard
University,

"Urban Youth in Natural Environments: A Field Study of Social Ecology, Behavior, and
Social Networks in Six Camping and Conservation Programs"RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN,
Council of Governments, Washington, D.C.

2:30 - 3:30 P.M. "WILD: Wilderness Incentive Learning Development Project"
JOHN PARTINGTON, Assistant Professor, Department of Psy-
chology, Carlton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

3.30 - 5:00 P.M. Experiencing Nature
Coordinator: DAVID SEAMON

"Revering Natures 'Unassuming Things' Wordsworth's and Goethe's Experience of the.Natursi-
WorldImplications for Modern Men and Women"DAVID SEAMON Clark University,,
Worcester, Massachusetts.

"The Value of Natural Settingi in Self-Environment Mergence " NATALIA. KRAWETZ,
Environment& Psychology Program, City Ugiversity of New York.

Commentary by:
EMILIE O'MARA Environmentalllsychology Program, City University of New York,
Graduate Center.
YI-FU TUAN, Department of Geo0aphy, University of Minnesota.

II. EDUCATION
Overall Coordinator: BEVERLY DRIVER

9:00 - 11:00 A.M. Possibilities and Challenges of Environmental Education for Urban
Children and Youth

..; Coordinator: BEVERLY DRIVER, Rocky Mountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station, USDA Forest Service, Fort Collins,
Colorado._

"Possibilities and Challenges of Environmental Education for Inner-City Children"RONALD
GREENWALD, Environmental Education, USDA Forest Service, Washington, D.C. and
ERNEST MACDONALD, Environmental Education,, PacificrNorthwest Region, USDA Forest
Service, Portland,, Oregon

"Integrating Environmental Education into Urban Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade
Curricula"PAU NOVAK, Environmental Education Program, University of Michigan,, Ann
Arbor

"Review, Critique, and Synthesis"PAUL YAMBERT, Department of Forestry,, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois.

11:00 -12.00 Noon Innovative Public School Approaches
Coordinator: BEVERLY DRIVER
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"Field Trips for Urban Children"MARION CARPENTER and CAROL ROBBINS,, Wave Hill
Center for Environmental Studies, Bronx, New York.

"Urban, Suburban, 'and Rural Children Explore Local Communities"CASEY MURROW,
Environmental Studies Coordinator Deerfield Valley Elementary School, Wilmington,
Vermont.

"-A Child Shall Lead Them. The First Urb4n Soil Survey"ERNEST L. MOODY and HORACE
SMITH,; USDA Soil Conservation Service Washington D.C.

2.30 - 3.30P M. "Gardening in the Public Schools"PETER WOTOWEIC, Supervisor,
Horticultural Education, Cleveland, Ohio, Public Schools.

"Encounters with Ecology on the School Grounds of the District of Columbia Public Schools"
SYLVIA K. SHUGRUE, Coordinator, Beautification and Ecology Program, Washington, D C.
Public Schools, and Wt'LLIAM T WEBB, JR , Communications argil Community Relations,
Washington, D C., Public Schools

315 -'4 45 P M .Vat , rol Science Centers A Cruwal AsVssment
Coordinator: JOI-LN RIPLEY FORBES, Natural Science Centeirfor
Youth Foundation, New Canaan, Connecticut.

A Panel Discussion and critical assessment of children's natural science centers, children's sec-
tions of natural history museums, and community nature centers.

CATHERINE PESSINO, The Natural Science Center, American Museum of Natural History,
New York 'City.

ECKLEY MACKLIN, Program Coordinator West Rock Nature Recreation Center; New Haven,,

Connecticut.

SALLY MIDDLEBROOKS, "The Nature Shop", Boys Club of New York, Harlem, New York.

FLETCHER A. SMITH, Program Manager, Outreach Services Anacostia Neighborikod
Museum, 'Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D C

4:45 - 6:00 P M. Teacher Alatenals Development
Coordinator. DAVID HOUSTON

"The Wonders of. Nature EDWARD SHARON, State and Private Forestry,, USDA Forest
Service, Albuquerque,, New. Mexico.

"The Game of the Environment. An Illtfstrative Approach to TeachingEnvironmental Relation-
ships"DAVID R. HOUSTON,, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, USDA Forest Service,

kamden, Connecticut

"Measuring EnvirOnmental Attithdes of Elementary School Students"JOHN C BENJAMIN,
National Park Service, GEORGE H. MOELLER, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station,
USDA Forest Service, and DOUGLAS A. MORRISON, SUNY College of Environmental
Science Forestry at Syracuse University.
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III. COMMUNITY APPROACHES TO ENIMONMENTAL QUALITY FOR CHILDREN

9:00- 10:30 A.M. Adult's I'lews of Urban Children 's Ennronments
Coordinator. LOIS MARK STALVEY

"Children's Health in Urbania"L. RIDDICK LYNCH, Department of Health Sciences, Jersey
City State College, Jersey City, New Jersey.

"The Urban Child: Getting Ready for Failure"LOIS MARK STALVEY, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

"Encouraging Teachers to Understand the Neighborhood Environment of their Children"
ELLEN JACOBS, Preschool Education, Sir George Williams Campus of Concordia University,
Montreal, Canada.

10'30 - 12.00 Noon Waslungton, D C , Teenagers Viloes of the) r No tura I En Nronment
Coordinator. A. LAVERNE DICKERSON

Teenagers from the Washington, D.C., High schools (under the auspices of the YMCA) presented
a video tape of their perceptions of their environment as a stimulus for discussion

"Growing Along with Your Environment"STUART 'DENNISTON, BERNARD SPRIGGS,
and CARLOS REYES, Washington, D.C. ,

"Cityscape"JOSEPH MASSENBERq, JR., MARIKO MOORE-KAWAGUCHI, and ROX-
ANNE DOYE, Western High School, Washington, D.C.

2:30 - 5:00 P.M. Children's Urbdn Gardens' A TooN1 for Entiremmental Enlightenment
Coordinator: CHARLES LEWIS

"People-Plant Interaction Program or the American Horticultural Society"CHARLES LEWIS,
Horticulturalist, Morton Arboretum Illinois.

use

"Vegetable Gardens: A Tool for Environmental Education"BARBARA SHALUCHA, Direc-
tor, Hilltop Garden.Program, Department of Botany, University of Indiana.

.0
"Gardening with Children in the Inner City"VIRGINIA BEATTY, Urban Specialist Chicago
Horticultural Society, Chicago, Illinois.

"Washington Youth Gardens"WILLIAM C. HASH, Director, Washington Youth Gardens r
Pr.ogram, Department of Recreation Washington,` D.C.

IV. CHILDREN'S ENVIRONMENTAL RESONCES AND THE ROLE OF DESIGN AND..
PLANNING

Overall Coordinator. ROBIN MOORE

9:00- 10.00 A.M. "Children's Imagination, Play, and Games"BRIAN SUTTON-
SMITH, Developmental Psychology Program, Teachers College,
Columbia University.

a

10:00 - 10 30 A.M. Introduction to the Child-Designed "07(r,Oty" Walking Tour
'1
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Children of STEVENS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, with SIMON NICHOLSON, The Open Univer-
sity, Oxford, England, MARK FRANCIS;-RAY LORENZO, and ROGER HART.

10:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. Children's Eiwironmental Resources in Urban, Suburban, or Rural
Settings

Coordinator. ROGER HAT
4

"Preadolescent's Access to ana Use of the City's Resources"STEPHEN CARR, Arrow Street, Inc.,

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

"The Use of Natural Elements by City Children: A Case Study in Participatory Research"
MARK FRANCIS and RAYMOND LORENZO, Urban Design Program and Department of City
Planning, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University.

"Children's Environmental Resources in New York City"ALAN SOMMERMAN,, GWEN

HAMLIN, and FRED WHEELER, Envirombeneil Psychology Program Graduate center, City
University of New :Nrk

"Children's Use of the \E.nvironment in Baltimore"PENNY WILLIAMSON, Baltimore City
Planning Department.

"Children's Outdoor Activities in a Suburban Residential Setting"JIM AIELLO, Department
of Geography, Syracuse University. 1

.

"Children's F.vironmental ResoUrces in a Small New England Town"ROGER HART, En-
vironmental Psychology Program, Graduate Center, City University Of New York.

4:00 - 5:00 P.M. Making Things and Places in Natural Spaces

"Grgn Fun"MARYANNE GJERSVIK, artist, photographer, and author, Riverside,

Connecticut.

."Children's Buildings in a New England Village"-LROGER HART, Environmental Psy-

.chology Program, Graduate Cent&r, City University of New York.

ok"Childr n's Sand Buildings"PAT LOHEED, Girl Scouts of the United States of America,
Boston, Massachusetts.

THURSDAY, MAY 22' DAPS OVERVIEW

9:00 -12:00 Noon FOUR PARALLEL DISCUSSION SESSIONS
I. Theory and Research

II. Education
III. Community Approaches
IV. Children's Design and Planning

1:30 - 6:00 P.M. FOUR PARALLEL DISCUSSION SESSIONS (Continued)

RECEPTION (Including oldtime country dancing with fiddles, banjos,
flutes, and dulcimers, staged by CLAIR REINnsIGER. JESSE
PESSOA, harpist, played-on the Terra& from 8:00 to ,9:30 P.M.

8:00 - 10:00 P.M.

(.4
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I. THEORY AND RESEARCH ON CHILDREN AND THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Overall Coordinator: RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN

Children's Perceptions of the Natural,4rorld
Coordinator: BEVERLY DRIVER

-12"00 Noon

"PerteptUal Bases of Outdoor Recreation Choice by Teenagers: Relationships Between Cultural
and 'Environmental Attributg"GEORGE PETERSON, Department of Civil Engineering,
Technological Institute, NortIN7estern University, Evanston, Illinois.

"Urban)Vhildren's Innate Capacity, Not Ability, to Respond to Natural Environments"
BEVERLY DRIVER, USDA Forest Service, Fort Collins, Colorado, and PETER GREENE,
Recreation Resources, Colorado State University.

"Seeing is Being"PHILIP R. MERRIFIELD, Department of Educational Psychology,, New
York University.

"Urban and Rural Children's Perceptions of the Environment"BRIAVEL HOLCOMB,
Department of Geography, Rutgers University

"Use and Perception the Environment: Cultural Developmental Processes"MARTIN
CHEMERS and IRVING ALTMAN, Department of Psychology, University of Utah.

1:30% 3:00 P.M. Research Methods for Observing Children in Natural Environments
Coordinator: RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN

"Observational Methods for Child-Behavior Study".4BILL M. SEAY, Department of Psychology,
Louisiana State University.

"Observations in Public Settings"-TROBERT G. LEE, Department of Forestry and Conserva-
tion, University of California.

Commentary: ANNE ROBERTSON, Department of Psychology, The Child Study Center,
Yale University.

3:00 - 4:45 P.M. Nature and Children's Media
Coordinator: THOMAS MORE

"Attitudes to Woods and Forests Carried in Children's Books"GWEN HAMLIN and NANCY
DUNCAN, Environmental Psychology Program, City University of New,York, and the De-
partment of Geography, Syracuse University.

"attitudes toward Wildlife in Children's Literature"THOMAS MORE, NEFES, USDA Forest
...-Service, Amherst, Massachusetts.

"City and Country in Children's Books"LEONARD MARCUS, Editor, Dover Books, New
York.

"The TrOatment of the Natural World in Popular Children's TV"YONA NELSON-
SHULMAN, SHEREE WEST, and GWEN HAMLIN, Environmental Psychology Program,
Graduate Center City University of Neik York.

4:45 - 5:45 P.M Research Priorities. Reflections and Summations
4
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II. EDUCATION

Overall Qiordinator BEVERLY DRIVER

9:00 - 10:00 A.M. Changing Philosophies,and Attitudes to the Role of Outdoor En vzrond-10
ment it!!_Child Education and Development

Placing contemporary developments in context. From the classical European writings through
the American Transcendentalists to the 1970's revival and beyond.

Coordinator: CALVIN W. STILLMAN, Department of Environmental Resources, Cook College,
Rutgers University.

"Rudolf Steiner " JIM PEWTHERER, Rudolf Steiner Farm School, Harlemville, New York.

"Frederich Froebel"ROGER HART, Environmental Psychology Program, Graduate Center,
City University of New York.

Commentary: NEIL JORGENSEN, Wheelock College, Boston, Massachusetts.

10:00 - 10:45 A.M. The Tip of the Iceberg

How to establish a pilot program in environmental education at the early childhood level, where
it is really most important. Multimedia presentation. ROBERT LEWIS, Wildwood School,

`Aspen, Colorado.

10:45 - 11:15 A.M. Environmental Education is Fun

HAROLD STUFFT, Principal, and students, parents, and teachers of the William Tyler Page
Elementary School, Silver Spring, Maryland.

11:15 - 12:00 Noon Developing CUrriculum Materiels with Teachers

CLIFFORD ANASTASIOU, Director, Vancouver Environmental Education Project, Vancouver,
British Columbia.

1:30 - 3:00 P.M. Living and Workileg Experiences for Urban Children
#

JIM PEWTHERER, Rudolf Steiner Farm School, Harlemville, New York.

LAWRENCE MICKOLIC, Fresh Air Fund, New York. IA

4

ELIZABETH BARKSDAE and ERNIE BELL, Camping Program, Department of Recreation,
Washington, D. C.

FRANK PRIDEMORE, Superintendent, Cotoctan Mountain Park, National Park Service, Thdr-
mont, Maryland.

LEON I. FISHKIN, "Johnny Horizon Program," liational.Park Service, Washington, D. C.

3:00 - 5:00 P.M, Living and Working Experiences Lor Urban Teenagers
Coordinator: A.; LAVERNE DICIKERSON
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"Team-Building Among Children: Confronting Passive Behavior Through Outddti Experience"
FREDERICK W. MEDRICK, Director, Rocky Mountain Center for Experiential Learnit,
Denver, Colorado.

"The Yo.41-Conservation Corps (YCC) and the Natural Environment"A. LAVERNE DICK-
ERStTrNEFES, USDA Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

"Green is for Growing " MARS' RHOMBERG, Girl Scouts (..ncil o f theZon's Capital,
Washington, D. C.

"Creating Change"NICK PAWLEY, Outdoor Learning Center, Inc., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

5:00 - 5:45 P.M. Educational Priorities: Reflections and Summations

III. COMMUNITY APPROACHES TO ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY FOR CHILDREN

9:00 -10:40 A.M. European Approaches to Environmental Educatum in the City

A report on changes in environment education, parti-Cularly community-based; activities in the
United Kingdom,

ArilA

ANTHONY FYSON, Co-editor, BEE (Bulletin for Environmental Edi. js,a,tio-n-)., Town and Coun-
try Planning Association, London, England.

10:30 -12:00 Noon Teenager Participation in Changing the Urban Environment
Coordinator: MARY CONWAY KOHLER, The National Commission
on Resources for Youth, New York.

Groups of high school students and their advisors from six environmental projects from the
New York all Washington, D. C. metropolitan areas presented their projects, which repre-
sented a wide vviety of urban community activities. The projects ranged from producing a
magazine dedicated to the local urban history and culture, to using a retired lightship as a base
for monitoring the marine environment, to teaching ecologyto visiting school children and the
public, This presentation provided an opportunity to exchange ideas with the target group
of this conferenceyouth.

1:30 - 2:15 P.M. Children as Working Partners in a Self Reliant Urban Neighborhood

A discussion of the integration of learning, play, and work in the production of food, energy, and
"good" goods.

DAVID MORRIS and NEIL SELDMAN, Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Washington, D. C.

2:15 - 3:00 P.M. Science as Part of the Everyday Life of Children in the City

KARL HESS, Community Technology Warehouse, Washington, D. C.

3:00,4:30 P.M. Community/School Approaches to Environmental Action

NANCY WOLF, Environmental Action Coalition, New York.

Co.min unities and Schools Working with Children to Build Environments
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TONY SHARKEY and SHARON HAYMANSreative Teaching Workshpp, New York.

4:30 - 6 00 F.M. Community Priorities: Reflections and Summations

4 DiseGssiorl led by DONALD KLEIN
, .Lp

IV CHILDREN'S ENVIRONMENTAZ RESOURCES: THE ROLE OF DESIGN AND PLAN-
VI 'VG

9:00 A M. - 12 Noon Natural Spaces t n Cities: The Role of City Planning and Design
Coordinator: ROBIN MOORE

"International Approaches"POLLY HILL, advisor on Children's Environments to the Cana-,7
dian Central Mortgage and Housing Authority, Vice-President of the In tirnationar Playgrounds
Association, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Altt--
"('hanging School Yards A Vehicle f Environmental Education" - ROBIN MOORE Depart
ment of Landscape Architecture., University .of California, Berkeley.

.110\"The Potential of Abandoned Lots and Other City No Placer--LIAN SCHWA.% Brooklyn,
New York

40.

"flow Some City Plirgrounds Work, or Don't,Work, and Why"NANCY LINDAY, Street Lite
Project, New York.

"Working with Community Resources tin,,,Change children's Environments" STEEN
ESBENSEN Office for Children,4 Battn Massachug-tts.

/Panel Discussion. FLORENCE LADD, MARK FRANCIS, RAY LORMIZO and DAVID
RAPHAEL. Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, arid IRENE CHOKO and ANNE-
MARIE POLLOWY Ecole d'Architecture Universite' de

1.30 - 3.00 P.M Pp tiding Recreatuln Opportunitre7rWitrtl.'ties
Coordinator. RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN

"The Value of Zoos"NEIL CHEEK, Texas A & M University.

The Value of Washington's Parks" BART TRUSDALE, Education Program, U. S. DepartmeAt
of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

-----N
t..

"Large City public Recreation Green Space in the U..A."WILLIAM HARTWIG, MICHAEL
FOSTER, and X LAVERNE,DICXERSON, Department of Human Kinetics,a,ntl Lcisure Studies,
George Washington University, and NEFES, USDA Forest Service, Washington; D. C. ,

3:00 - 5 00 P M Natural Spaces in Cities Priorities, Reflections, and Summations
Discussion led by LYNNE GAY, Cambridge, Massachusetts..

FR/D.-1 I', MA Y.23

9.00 - 00 AM

7

I
IMPACT SESSIONS

S.

I. Nature and the City Implications for Handicapped Childrof

Ne
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A panel with expertise on the special problems facing handicapped children'reviewed the dis-
cuseions of the previout 3 days and debated their implications for handicapped children.

ROBERT CIPRIANO and DONALD E. HAWKINS, Department of Human Kinetics and Lei-
sure Studies, the George Washington University,

DENNIS A., VINTON, Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recfeation, University
of Kentucky, \

,f
10:0D.'- 11:00 A.M. II. Research Priorities

Social and behavioral scientists reviewed the proceedings of the Symposium-Fair and suggested
new research priorities.

WILLIAM BURCH, Forest Sociology, School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Yale
University (Theory and Research)

ELWOOD L. SHAFER, Forest Environmental Research, USDA Forest Service, Washington,
D. C. (Community Approaches).

EDWARD STONE, Landscape Architect, USDA Forest Service, Washington, D. C. (Design and
Planning).

GEORGE H: MOELLER, NEFES, USDA Forest Service, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania (Educa-
tion).

11:00 A.M. - 12 Noon III. , Desired Change and Strategies for Change - Education

Implications of the conference for changed in education practices.

11:00 - 12 Noon (Cont.) A. LAVERNE DICKERSON, NEFES, USDA Forest Service, Wash-
ington, D. C.

ANTHONY FYSON, Co-editor, BEE (Bulletin for Environmental Education), London, England.

12 NOON - 1:00 P .M. IV. Desired Change and Strategies for Change - Environmental De-
sign and Planning

POLLY FLII.4.L.Advisor on Children's Environments to the Canadian Central Mortgage hand
Housing Authority, Vice-President of -.the International Playgrounds Association, Otawa,
Ontario, Canada.

POLLY HILL led a discussion of the previous 2 days' perispectives on children's environmental
resources in different- types of environments and vario4s innovations in design and planning
with children.,

ONGOING ,WORKSHOPS AND FIELD TRIPS

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, MAY 21 a9ieL 22

Coordinator: ALAN KNIGHT, Biospheres, Boston, Massachusetts

"The Deve pment of the Child's Conceptions of the Natural World - The Work pf Jean Piaget
and colt rators"ELEANOR DUCKWORTH, The Atlantic Institute, Halifax, N. S., Canada.
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"Innovative Approaches- for Increasing EnvironmerA Awareness"STEVE VAN MATRE.
Department of Leisure and Environmental Studies, George Williams College, Downere Grove,
Illinois, and PAUL YAMBERT, pepartment of Forestry, Southern Illinois University.

, "Environmental Autobiography and Environmental Experience Workshops"KENNETH
HELPHAND, Department of Landscape Architecture, University of Oregon, and DAVID SEA -
MON, Department of Geography, Clark University.

"City Nature Field Walks"MATON CARPENTER and CAROL ROBBINS, Wave Hill Center
for Environmental Studies, Brora+, New York.

"Child-Designed City Trips"Washington, D.C., School Children with SIMON NICHOLSON,
The Open University, Oxford, England, ROGER HART, Environmental Psychology Program,
Graduate Center, City University of New York, and MARK FRANCIS and RAY LORENZO,
Graduate School of Design, Harvard University.

"Craft Techniques"The Anacostia Neighborhood Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washing-
ton, D. C.

"Developing Curriculum Materials with Thachers " CLIFFORD ANASTASIOU, Vancouver
Environmental Education Project, University of British Columbia.

CHILDREN'S RESOURCE AND DISCOVERY ROOM

Coordinated by 4ARK FRANCIS and RAY LORENZO, Graduate School of Design, Harvard
University

EVENTS

The Children's Resource and Discovery room served as a center for kids and their friends visit-
ing and participating in the conference. It provided a focal point for a number of scheduled
workshops with various Washington, D. C. elementary schools. A partial list of the workshops
includes:,

A selection of interactive exhibits from the "Discovery Room for Children", coordinated by
PEGGY MAHOOD, National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D. C.:

"Nature as a Source for Creative Activity"CLIFFORD PETERSEN, Indianapolis, Indiana.

"Teaching Nature through Song and Pwtry"ECKLEY MACKLIN and GARY AXELROD,
West Rock Nature Recreation Center, NeV Haven, Connecticut.

"Nature-Related Games and Coldr Books Developed for the National Park Service"DON
FIELD and GARY MACHLIS, National Park Service and the College of Forest Resources, Uni-
versity of Washington.

"Making Things with Natural Elements"MARYANNE GJERSVIK, Riverside, Connecticut.

"Innovative Approaches for Increasing Environmental Awareness"STEVE VAN MATRE -
Department of Leisure and Environmental Studies, George Williams College, Downers Grove,
Illinois, and PAUL YAMBERT, Department of Forestry, Southern Illinois Univery, Carbondale.
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"Kids Building Kids'. Environments"SHARON HYMAN and TONY SHARKEY, Creative
Teaching Workshop, New York.

A selection of games from the children's Natural Science CenterCATHERINE PESSINO,
American Museum of Natural History, New York.

FILMS

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, MAY 21 and 22

These films were selected for viewing at the Syniposium-Fair by STEVEN*fOWNSEND, Gradu-
ate School of-R!sign, Harvard University.

Where Can City Kids Find Adventure? (15 minutes), by the Central Mortgage and Hous'ng Cor-
poration.

Tadpole Tale (16 minutes), by Universal Education and Visual Arts.

A Sense of Place (1 hour 45 minutes),, by ALAN GUSSOW, Friends of the Earth.

Where Do Creative Children Play? (15 minutes), by the Central Mortgage and Housing Cor-poration.

Sky Above (9 minutes), by Pyramid Films.

The Cow (10 minutes), by Church Films.

Nature in the City (13 minutes), by Journal Films.

A Garden for Everyone (12 minutes), by Contemporary McGraw-Hill Films.

Windy Day (10 minutes), by Film Images.,

EXHIBITS

"Our Environment"Exhibits'prepared by PATRICIA A. COAN, teacher, and her fifth grade
class from Stevens Elementary School, Washington, D. C., and CASEY MURROW, Environ-
mental Studies Coordinator, and students from Deerfield Valley Elementary School, Wilmington,
Vermont. In addition, SYLVIA SHUGRUE coordinated exhibits from numerous other area schools.

"The Nature Center"American Museum of Natural History, New York.

"Washington Youth Gardens"Department of Recreation, Washington, D. C.

"People-Plant Interaction Program"American Horticulture Society.

"Children, Nature, and Environmental Education in the Parks of D. C."BART TRUESDALE,
National Park Service, Washington, D. C.

"The Use of Natural Elements and City Waste Materials for Children's Building"SHARON
HYMAN and TON' SHARKEY, Creative Teaching Workshop, New York.

Melwood Horticultural Training School, Upper Marlboro, Maryland.
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Anacostia Neighborhood Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D, C.

Youth Conservation Corps and Job CorpsUSDA Forest Service and U. S. Department of the
Interior.

YMCAANTHONY BOWEN, YMCA, Washington, D. C. e.

Vancouver EnviromyrOtal Education ProjectDisplay of their innovative teacher-generated
materials for environmental education.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE

RUTH HAMILTON ALLEN, Council of Governments, Washington, D.C.

A. LAVERNE DICKERSON, USDA Forest Servke and Department of Human Kinetics and
Leisure Studies, School of Education, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

ROGER HART, Environmental Psychblogy Program, Graduate School of the 11111 t y University
of,.New York.

DONALD E. HAWKINS, Department of Human Kinetics and Leisure Studies. The George
Washington University, Washington, D. C.

MARY CONWAY KOHLER', The National Commission on Resources for Youth, New York.

GEORGE H. MOELLER, USDA Forest Service, Pinchot Institute of Environmental Forestry
Resea''ch, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, Upper Darby, Pa.

KARL LINN, Louisville, Kentucky.

ELWOOD L. SHAFER, USDA Forbst Service, Porest Environment Research, Washingtoh, D.C.

MAYER SPIVACK, Director, Environmental Analysis and Design Project, Laboratory of Com-

." munity Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School.
1

CALVIN W. STILLMAN, Department of Environmental Resources, Cook College of Rutgers,
the State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick.

PRODUCITON COMMITTEE

A. LAVERNE DICKERSON, Local Organizer
ROGER HART, Program Coordinator
KARL LINN, Symposium Manager; Staging of Ceremony and Environment
MAYER SPIVACK, Evening Events
CALVIN STILLMAN, Symposium Director
GEORGE MOELLER, Proceedings Coordinator

SPECIAL COMMITTEES

CHILDREN'S PARTICIPATION

MARK FRANCIS, Graduate School of Design, Harvard'University
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SIMON NICHOLSON, The Open University, Oxford, England

SYLVIA K. SHUGRUE, Beautification and Ecology Program, Washington, D.C. Public
SchRols

YOUTH PARTICIPATION, ,,,,,,,..

RALPH BEREN, National Commission on Resources for Youth

ANNA CARL'S , National Commission on Re ources for Youth

reMARY CONWAY KOHLER,,,National Com sion on Resources for Youth

EMILY ENSOR, U. S. Department of the Interior

CHILDREN'S RESOURCE AND DISCOVERY ROOM

MARK FRANCIS, Graduate School of Design, Halyard University

RAYMOND LORENZO,, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University

PEGGY MAYHOOD, Discovery Room, National Museum of Natural'History

WORKSHOPS AND FIELD TRIPS

ALAN KNIGHT, Biospheres, Boston, Massachusetts r

COMMUNICATIONS

ELLEN ANDERSON, Fairfax, Virginia

PHIL DEBRABANT, the George Washington University

SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AIDES

ANGELA K. DAVIS, York University

CAROL ETZOI, Cook College of Rutgers, the State University

NEIL FITZPATRICK, Washington, D. C.

L. R. MARKS, Los Angeles Schools and Editor, ECOGRAM

JULES MARQUART, Farmington-Oakland Teacher Corps Program

WENDY HUSSEY, Department of Geography, Clark University

MARCIA EVANS, ROBIN FINCH, DEBBIE MCGHEE\, PAT O'CONNELL, LIANE SUMMER-
FIELD, THERESA WESTON, KEVIN ZIGGLER, student, The George Washington Uni-
versity
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STAFF

TRANSFORMATION OF ENVIRONMENT
4

KATIE AHERN, Coordinator, Design Facilitation, Cambridge, Massachusetts

MITZI CONCKLIN, Resource Percolator, West Springfield, Virginia
i

JAIME HOROWITZ, Communication Design and Planning, Boston, Massachusetts

MARSH KARLSON, Bannerian, Boston, Massachusetts

DAVID WILHELMI, Lettering, Boston, Massachusetts

CONSULTANTS

MARCIA CARDILLO, banners and weavings, Cambridge, Massachusetts

BRAD SABELLI, set design, The GeOrge Washington University

SARAH FREDERICK, 'environmental arts, Louisville, Kentucky

DONALD KLEIN, group dynamics, Elliot City, Maryland

ELAINE OSTROFF, choreography, Brookline Massachusetts
..,

LOANED ART OBJECTS AND PLANTS

Banners by NORMAN LALIBERTE and students, 'courtesy of ACCESS, Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia.

,
NORMAN LALIBERT/Pand his students at Newton College, Massachusetts, designed banners
to symbolize the elements of the environment. This special project was commissioned by the
American Institute of Planners for its 50th International Conference, titled "The N xt 50 Years:

The Future Environment of a Democracy."

Plants, courtesy of the U. S. Botanig Gardens, Washington, D. C.

Tree Sculpture, PAULETTE BRIMIE, Drama Department, University of California, Santa
Barbara

Materials recycled through courtesy of:,

The George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
International Paper Company, Baltimbre, Maryland
National Tire Wholesale, Washington, D. C.
Boston Children's Museum, Boston, Massachusetts
Donnelly's Advertising, Boston, Massachusetts
Muth Art Supplies, Washington, D.C.
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APPENDIX B
UST OF SYMPOSIUM - FAIR PARTICIPANTS

MAY 19 - 23, 1975

NAME

AHEARN, Katie

AIELLO, James.

AIELLO, Sheryl

ALCORTA, Yolanda

ALDRICH, James L.

ALFRIEND, Kate

ALLEN, Ruth Hamilton

ANDERSON,'Ellen

APPEL, Yetta

ARNOLD, Paul

AXELROD, Gerald

4

BACON, Ruth

BAKER, Jim ,/

' BAMMEL, Mr. & Mrs. Gene

BARDEN, Margaret

BARKSDALE, Elizabeth

AFFILIATION

Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Dept. of Mental Health
Boston, Mass. ''

Dept. of Geography
Syracuse University

Syracuse, N.Y.

Washington, D.C.

Threshold; Inc.
Washington, D.C.

U. S. Dept of Agriculture
Washington, D.C.

Council of GOvernments
Washington, D.C.

Fairfax, Va.

School of Social Work
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N.J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

West Rock Nature Recreation Center
New Haven, Conn.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gardens For All
Norwalk, Conn.

Dept of Forestry
Univ. of West Virginia
Morgantown, W. Va,

Educational Development Center
Newton, Mass.

Camping Progr4m,
D.C. Recreation Dept.
Washington, D.C.
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"NAME AFFILIATION .

BASS, Steven National Audubon Society
New York, N.Y.

BATTISTA, Jo Ann Chesapeake Bay Center for
Environmental Studies
Edgewater, Md.

BAUMAN, Dorothy Branching Out,
Newark, N.J.

te BEARD, M. L. - Hayes Research Foundation, Inc.
Richmond, Ind.

BEATTY, Marilyn N.

1
BEATTY, Virginia

BELL, Ernie

BELLIN, Evan H., M.D.

BEREN, Ralph

George Washington Univ.
Washington, D.C.

Chicago Horticultural Society
Chicago, Ill.

Camping Program
D.C. Recreation Dept.
Washington, D.C.

Bronx, N.Y:

National Commis§ion on Resources
for Yolith,
New York, N.Y.

BERNSTEIN, Jane Cambridge, Mass.

Oak Broo
Bethany Titogical SeminaryBERRAc Cinda L.

BISHOP, Norman A.

4

alational Park Service
. Dept. of Interior

Decatur, Ga.

BLACK, Hallie New Haven, Conn.

}"3LACKBURN, Anne M. Interstate Commission on the
Potomac River Basin

t Washington, D.C.\
BLAIR, Walter Environmental Psychology Program

CUNY
New York, N

BONES, William F., Jr. Wellesley, Mass.
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NAME IP

BREEN, Jam?s

AFFILIATION

George Washington Univ.,
Washington, D.C.

BREIDING, George Center for Extension and
Continuing Education
University of West Virjnia
Morgantown, W. Va. _1

BREWER, Mrs. Carol Audubon Naturalist Society
Chevy Chase, Md.

BREWER, Charlotte /
Chevy Chase, Md.

BRIDGES, Harold Broadcasting Foundation of America
New York, N.Y.

BROWN, Elizabeth KLRN-TV
Austin, Texas

BROWN, Robert Rutland Brook Wildlife Sanctuary
Petersham, Mass.

BUCHT, Mrs. Eivor National Institute for Building
Research
Akarp, Sweden

BURCH, William R., Jr.

BURLESON, Debra

BUSSA RD, Ellen

BUTLER, Robert D.

BYSTROM, Diane

CAESAR, Mr. & Mrs. Sanderson

CARLSON, Anna
I

School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
ale Univ. New Haven, Conn. '...;

Education Section, Nova Scotia Museum
Halifax, N.S., Canada

Croton -on- Hudson , N.Y.

Dept. of Hortie lture and Forestry
Cook College of Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

Eastman Nature Center
Osseo, Minn.

Durham Child Development Center
Philadelphia, Pa.

Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.

CARR, Stephen Arrowstreet, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

CARPENTER, Marioh Wave Hill Center for Environmental Studies
Bronx, N.Y.
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. NAME

CASTRO, Nash

CHANASYK, Victor

CHAVARRIA, Sandra

CHEEK, Neil

CHEMERS, Martin

CHERMAYEFF, Peter and Jane

CHOKO, Irene

CHRISTENSEN, Kathy

CLAY, Nanine

COOPNIt _

&COVINGTON, Olive W.

DAVIS, Angela K.

DEAFENBAUGH, Charles

DeHAVEN, Thomas

DeLONGCHAMPS, Elizabeth L. ,

deRIVERA, Margaret

DICKERSON, A. La Verne

DOYE, Roxanne

x

AFFILIATION

Palisades Interstate Park
Commission
Bear Mountain, N.Y.

School of Landscape Architecture
Univ. of Guelph
Guelph, Ont. Canal&

Paterson, N.J.

Dept. of Recreation and Parks,
College of Agriculture, Teicas A&M,
College Station, Texas

Dept. of Psychology 414.
Univ. of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

Cambridge Seven Associates, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass:

Montreal, P.Q., Canada

Dept. of-Geography
Penn State University
University Park, Pa.

Louisville, Ky.,

New York N.Y.

.Washington, D.C.

Downiview, On4tanada

New.Haven Board of Education
New even, Conn.,

Alexan i ,

Nationalk Service
U. S. Clept of Interior
WashingtoprP

Elm Park Cente
Worcester, Mass.

USDA Forest Service
Washington, D.C.

Silver Spring, Md.
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NAME AFFILIATION

DRIVER, Beverly

DUCKWORTH, Eleanor

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Eiperiment Station
USDA Forest Service
Fort Collins, Colo.

The Atlantic Institute
Halifax, N.S., Canada

DUNAWAY, Sheila N. Little Rock, Ark.

DUNCAN, Nancy

DURLAK, Jerome

Dept. of Geography
Syracuse Univ.
Syracuse, N.Y.

E*RLEY, James E. Hale Reservation
Westwood, Mass.

ECCLESTON, Helen Lexington, Mass,

ENGLAND, Leslie

ENGMAN, Paul '

EON, Emilie

ERICKSON, Aase

ESBENSEN, Steen

ETZOLD, Carol

EUSTON, Carol

FAUBER, C d

FEATHERSTONE, William

FdSTEN, Janet

EE Report
Washington, D.C.

Fairfax County Park Authority
Annandale, Va.

U. S. Dept of the Interior
Washington, D.0

Institute of Environmental Studies
Philadelphia, Pa.

Office for Children
Commonwealth of Mal.

Dept. of Forestry and Wildlife
Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

Washington, D.C.

E. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Denver, Colo.

f

Philadelphia Teacher-Parent Center
Philadelphia, Pa.
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NAME

FIELD; Don

FIELD, Eugene A.

FISHER, Scott

FISK, Nancy

FLOYD, JoAnne

FOCHT, John D.

FORBES, John-Ripley

FONDERAIITH, John .

FORRESTER, Alex

FORTNEY, Gregory

FRANCIS, Mark

FRANCIS, George I.

FREDETTE, Rick

.

FYSON, Antli

GAY, Lynne Meyer

GIBBONS, Joan

GJERSVIK, Maryanne

.Y3

AFFILIATION

College of Forest Resources
Univ. of Washington
Seattle, Wash.

Essex County Park Commission
Newark, N.J.

Cell-ter for Audiovisual Study
Cambridge, Mass.

Patterson, N.J.
Jo.

Frederick, Md.

Cooperative Extension Assn,
of Rockland County
New City, N.Y.

National Science Centers for Youth
Atlanta, Ga.

City of Washington
Washington, D.C.

Recreation and Parks Dept.
Berkeley, Calif.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Dept. of Landscape Architecture and
City Planning
Harvard School of Design
Cambridge, Mass.

Glen Arbor, Mich.

Div. of Science Education
Philadelphia:Pa.

Bulletin of Environmental Education
Town and Country Planning Assoc.
London, England

Cambridge, Mass.

Upper Marlboro, Md.

Riy.06-ide, Conn.

(1/4,

1/4.
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NA ME AFFILIATION

GLUCK, Ethan

GORDON Barry

GRAY, LaVerne

Dept. of Landscape Architecture
and Regional Planning
Univ. of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass

Dept of Geograph3,
Syracuse university
Syracuse, N Y.

Dept. of Planning
City of Baltirnore,
Baltimore, Md.

GREENE Peter K Colorado State Univ
Ft Collins, Colo

GREENWALD, Ronald USDA Forest Service
Washington, D.0

GROVES, David L. Virginia State College
Petersburg, Va.

GURLEY, Libby, Morgantown, N.0

GUSSOW, Alan Friends of the Earth
Congers N.Y.

GUY, Denise Rothwell Heights
Ottawa, Ont. Canada

Raleigh N.C.HACKMAN, Marge

HAMLIN, Gwen

HANSON Robert H

HARRIS, Margie

HARRISON, Penny

HART,, Roger

Environmental Psychology rogr a m
CUNY
New York, N Y.

Community Mental Health Center
Marquette, Mich.

Ecology Center of Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor, Mich.

National Commission on Resource,, for Youth
Greenbelt, Md.

Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY
New York, N I

HARTLEY Maurice P Cook College of Rutgers Univ.
New Brunsw tck, N J
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NAME AFFILIATION

HASH, William C.

it HATTON, Anna

HAWKINS, Donald E,

HYMAN, Sharon

HAYS, Doug

HAYWARD, Carl

411-IELPHAND, Kenneth I.

HERNANDEZ, Louis M.

HESS, Karl

HEYMAN, M

HILL, Polly

HIRSCH, Susan

HODES, Harry H.

HOFFMANHollace

HOLCO$B, Briavel

4'

I

Washington Youth Gardens Pro4ram
D. C. Recreation Dept.
Wash41'gton, D.C.

PhiladelphiaVa.

Dept. of Human Kinetics and Leisure Studies
George Washington Univ,
Washingtom, D.C.

Creative Teaching Workshop
New

\Nati l Park Serte_,
U.S t. of Interior

ingtonD.0

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Dept. of Landscape Architecture
University of Oregon
Euge4 Oregon

Parks and Recreation Department
City of San Bernardino
San Bernardino, Calif

Comm unity/Technolbgy Warehouse
Washington, D

Spangamon State Univ.
Springfield, Ill

'Children's Environment Housing Svc
Central Mortgage And Housing Corp.
Ottawa, Ont. Canada

Bellevue Hospital-
New York, N.Y

Dept. of Meterorology,,
Cook College of Rutgers Univ
New Brunswick, N.J.

CommissionSomerset County Park Comm issi9n
Basking Ridge, N.J

Urban Studies, Livingston College.
Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.
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NAME

HOLLOWAY, Lily

HORN, Mr. & Mrs. 4xel

HOIVITZ, Jaime

HOUSTON, Dave

HOWg,, Olivia

HUGGINS, Robert A.

14*
HUSSEY, Wendy

F, Warren J.

INSKEEP, Ethel

JACOBS, Ellen

JACKSON, Walter

AFFILIATION

Philadelphia, Pa.

So. Salem, N.Y.

Brookline, Mass.

Northeastern Forest Experiment Station
USDA Forest Service
Hamden, Conn.

Potomac, Md.

National Park Service
U.S Dept. of Interior
Moose, Wyoming

Arlington, Va.

National Zoological Park
Washington, D.C.

Rociville, Md.

Concordia Univ.
Mbntreal, P.O. Canada

Phoenix, Md..

JAMIESON, Laurice Minneapolis, Minn.

JOHNSON,tiklexandra Essex County Park Commission
Newark, N.J.

JOHNSON, Daniel C. The Charleston Museum
Charleston, S.C.

JOHisiSON, Jeffalyn Federal Executive Institute
Charlottesville, Va.

JOHNSON, Dr. Mary Silver Spring, Md.

JONES, e9ryl LaRue Rockville, Md.

JONKEL, Laura Laurel, Md.

JORGENSEN, Neil Harvard, Mass.

JOSEPHS, Betsy National Geographic Society
Wasilipgton, D.C.
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NAME AFFILIATION

KAPALA, Cleve Society for the Protection of
N.H. Forests
Concord, N.H.

KAPLAN, Rachel & Stephen School of Natural Resources
Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.

KARMAN, Shira

KATES, Robert

KATZ, Caren

KAUFMAN, Nam,

Massachusetts Dept. of Mental Health
Somerville, Mass.

Dept. of Geography
Clark Univ.
Worcester, Mass.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The National Aquarium
Washington, D.C.

MOORE-KAWAGUCHI, Mariko National Comm. on Resources for Youth
New York, N.Y.

KLEIN, Donald Ellicott City, Md,

KLINEMAN, Suzanne Dept. of Parks and Recreation
Pittsburgh, Pa.

KNIGHT, Alan

KOCH, Georgia

Biosphere Corp.
Montreal, P.Q., Canada

President's Council on Youth Opportunity
Baton Rouge, La.

KOHLER, Mary Conway National Commission on Resources for Youth
New York, N.Y.

KOWALSKI, Lydia A. Boston, Mass.

KRAUS, Mr. & Mrs.kenneth New Haven, Conn.

KkRAWETZ, Natalia Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY New York, N.Y.

KROITOR, Janet

LADD, Florence

Douglas Hospital
Montreal, P.Q., Canada

Dept.-of City Planning
Harvard Univ.
Cambridge, Mass.
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NAME

. LAMB, Julia

LATZ, Gil

LAVINE, Robert

LEATHERBERRY, Earl C.

LEE, Robert G.,

LEIBOVITZ, Jay

LEWIS, Charles

LEWIS, Robert

LINDAY, Nancy

LINDOVER, Sally L.

LYNN, Karl

LINN, Mark

LITZMAN, Karen

LLOYD, Duane R.

LOCANDRO, Roger

LOCK, Stan

LOHEED, Patricia S.

LOHEED, Philip N.

AFFILIATION

Englewood, N.J.

George Washington Univ.'
Washington, D.C.

North Central Forest Experiment Station
USDA Forest Service
St. Paul, Minn.

`Dept. of Forestry and Conservation
Univ. of California
Berkeley, Calif.

Miami University
Oxford, Ohio ,

The Morton Arboretum
Lisle, Ill.

Wildwooti School
Aspen, Colo.

The Street Life Project
New York, N.Y.

Provincetown Drop-in Center
Provincetown, Mass.

Collegeville, Pa.

Haddonfield, N./.

Washington, D.C.

Northeastern Forest Experiment Station
USDA Forest Service
Upper Darby, Pa.

Cook College of
Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

N. Arlington, Va.

Girl Scouts of America
Boston, Mass.

Watertown, Mass.
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NAME

LORENZO, Raymond

LYNCH, Anna

LYNCH, Grace

LYNCH, L. R.

MACDONALD, Ernest

MACDOUGAL, Don

MACHLIS, Gary

MACHUZAK, Mary
f

MACKLIN, Eck ley

MADAMA, John

MAGILL, Arthur W:

MAGILL, Velmalyn

MALLETT, Nancy

MARCUCCIO, Phyllis

MARCUS, Leonard S.

I

MARKS, Larry
9

A.TJLIATION

Dept. of Landscape Architecture and
City Planning
Harvard School of Design
Cambridge, Mass.

Secaucus, N.J.

Secaucus, N.J.

Health Science Dept.
Jersey City State College
Jersey City, N.J.

USDA Forest Service
Portland, Oregon

Halifax, N.S. Canada

College of Forest Resources
Univ. of Washington
Seattle, Wash.

Dept. of Forestry and Wildlife
Cook College of
Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

West Rocf Nature Center ,,

New Haven, Conn. it
Earthworm, Inc,
Somerville, Mass.

,.,

Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
Expt. Sta.
USDA Forest Service i.

Berkely, Calif.

San Ramon, Calif.

Toronto, Ont. Canada

National Science Teachers Assn.
Rockville, Md. r-
Dover Books
New York, N.Y.

Los Angeles Schools
Loi"Angeles, Calif.
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NAME AN

MARDBES, M. Randolph

MARQUART, Ms. Jules

MARSHALL, Johri

MARSTRAND, Hanne

MAS,ONTE, Nadine

MASSEN BERG, Joseph

MATTHEWS, Alan

MATTHEWS, Martha

MAUNE, MazgEkn

McEACHERN, Maureen E.

McCORMICI4, Martha

McINTYRt;-Margaret

'MEAD, Margaret

MEAD, Rebecca G.

MEDRICK, Frederick W.

MERGEN, Katherine

Mc
'

IELL Andynre

MERRIFIELD, Philip

V

AFFILIATION

Adelphia, Md.

Farmington/Oakland Teacher
Corps Program
Farmington Hills, Mich.

Documentary Educational R!ources Center
Somerville, Mass.

New York, N.Y.

Bethesda, Md.

National Coipmission on Resources for Youth
Washington, D.C.

Fern Creek, Ky.

Fern Creek, Ky.

Alexandria, Va.

Douglas Hospital Children's Services
Montreal, P.Q., Canada

School of Education
George Washington Univ.
Washington, D.C.

American Museum of Natural History
New York,. N.Y. .

Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C.

Rocky Mbuntain Center for
Experiential Learning
Denver, Colo.

USDA Soil Conservation Service
Washington, D.C.

The Children's Museum
Boston, Mass.

School of Education
Department of Educational Psylology
New York Univ.
New York, N.Y.
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NAME AFFILIATION

MICKOLIC, Lawrence Fresh Air Fund
New York, N.Y.

MIDDLE BROO S, Sally Boys Club of New York
New York, N.Y.

MILLER, Laurel Arlington, Va.

"MILLER, Vicki New York, N.Y.:

MOELLER, George H. Northeastern Forest Experimental Station
USDA Forest Service
Upper Darby, Pa.

MOODY, Ernest L. USDA Soil Conservation Servid
College Park, Md.

MOORE, Robin Dept. of Landscape Architecture
Univ. of California
Berkeley, Calif.

MORE, Muriel E. Univ. of Massachusetts

111

Amherst, Mass.

.
I

MORE, Thomas No heastern Forest Experimental Station,
US Forest Service
Am

MORGANSTERN, Donna Washington, D.C.

MORMANN, Lynne

MORRIS, David
I

MORRISON, Douglai A.

MOSER, Mike

MURPHY, Wayne

MURROW, Casey

MYERS, Penelope John

Chesapeake Bay Center for Environmental
Studies of the Smithsonian-Institution
Ownings Mills, Md.

Institute for Local Self-Reliance
Washington, D.C.

SUNY College of Environmental Science
and Forestry
Syracuse, N.

Granger Far
Warien, Mass.

USDA Extension Service
Columbus, Ohio

Deerfield Valley Elementary School
Wilmington, Vt.
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NAME

NEAL, Darwina L.

NELSON-SCHULMAN, Yona

NICHOLSON, Simon

NORDSTROM, Maria

NOWAK, Paul

NOWICKI, Barbara

Ti thy

O'MARA, Emilie

ORLEANS, David A.

PADALINO, John-J.

PAINE,.Cecelia R.

PARTINGTON, John

PATSNR, Elizabeth

PATTISON, Harriet

PAWLEY, Nick

PESSINO, Catherine

c

.4.

AFFILIATION

National Park Service
U.S. Dept. of Interior
Washington, D.C.

ON

Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY
New York, N.Y.

Oxilbrd University
Oxford, England

Swedish Nat'l Institute for Building Research
'Lund, Sweden

Environmental Education Program
Univ. of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Schuylkill Valley Nature Center'
Philadelphia, Pa.,

Brighton, Mass.

Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY
New York, N.Y.

The Camden County Pat4c Commission
Cherry Hill, N.J.

Pocono Ei}vironmental Education Center
Dingm )s Ferry, Pa.

D. W., Graham & Associates Ltd.
Ottawa, Ont., Canada

Dept. of Psychology
Carlton Uniy.
Ottawa, Ont., Canada

Cook College of Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Outdoor Learning Center
Ottawa, Ont., Canada

American Museum of Natural History
New York, N.Y.
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NAME

PETERSON, George

PETERSON, Richard W.

PETERSON, Skif,

PEATHERER, Jim

PHALEN, Dan K.

PHILLIPS, Julie

POLLOWY, Anne Marie.

PRESSMAN, Robert N.

PRIDEMORE, Frank

PROBST, Catherine D

RAPHAEL, David

REAGAN, Robert Lee

REEVES-FORTNEY, Elizabeth

REININGER, Claire

REINKE, Betty

RELF, Diane

RENTSCH, W. A.

REQUE, Barbara R.

AFFILIATRAL

Dept. of Civil Engineering,
Technological Institute
Northwestern Univ.
Evanston, Ill.

Antioch Outdoor Education Center
Yellow Springs, Ohio

LaPorte, Ind.

Rudolf Steiner Farm School
Harlemville, N.Y.

Somerville, Mass

Rockville, Md.

Montreal, P. Q., Canada

Cambridge, Mass.

Catoctin Mpuntain Park
Thurmont, Md.

Broadcasting Foundation of America
New York, N.Y.

Dept, of Architecture
Harvard Graduate School of Design
Cambridge, Mass.

Dept. of PaOcs and Recreation
Huntsville, la.

. Minneapolis, Minn.

Cambridge, Mass.

Alexandria, Va.

National Council for Therapy and RehOilitation
Through Horticulture
Mt. Vernon, Va,

Environmental Studies
Montclair State College
Mendham,

Field M seum
Chicago, Ill
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NAME

RESLER, Rex

REYCRAFT, Susan

RHOMBERG, Mary

RIVLIN, Leanne

ROACH, Elsie

ROBBINS, Carol .

ROBERTSON, Anne

ROCHE, May C.

AFFILIATION

-USDA Forest Service
Washington, D.C.

Douglas Hospital
Montreal, P.Q., Canada

Girl Scouts of America
Kensington, M4.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Green Scene, Ngitional Capital Parks
Washington, RT.

Wave Hill Center for Environmental Studies
Bronx, N.Y.

Psychology Dept., Yale University
New Haven, Conn.

Downsview, Ont. Canada

ROCK, Bill Toronto, Ont., Canada

ROSE, Ryda

ROSEN, Roger

Univ. of Pennsylvania,
Graduate School of Education
Philadelphia, Pa.

Nets Morning Children's Center
Cambridge, Mass.

ROSENBERG, Janet Toronto, Ont., Canada

SAGER,Jane Toronto, Ont., Canada

SAINT ;PIERRE, M.H.. Institut de Recherche sur
l'Environment Construit,
Lausanne, Switzerland

SAMUELS, Julius graduate School of Social Work,
"'Rutgers University

New Brunswick, N.J.

SAVAGE, Stanley Baltimore, Md.

SAVELAND, R.N. University of Georgia

SCHNEEKLOTH, Lynda H.

Athens, Ga.

College of Architecture
VPI
Blacksburg, Va
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NAME

SCHNEIDER, Gail

SCLAN, Deborah

SCHULTZ, Richard

SCHWARTZ, HoWard

SCHWARTZ, Leni

SCHWARZ, Jane

SEAMON, David

SEAY,, Billy M.

SEARLES, Harold

SELDMAN; Neil

SEMENIUK, Alexandra

\8HAFER, Elwood L.

SHALL;1CHA, Barbara

SHARKEY, Anthony

7.

SHARON, Edward

SHAW, Leland GI°.

SHEETS, Clif

A

1/

S

A

fr

^I*

AFFILIATION

Children's Zoo
Chicago Zoological Park
Brookfield, ill.

Lafayette Hill, Pa.

P..R.O.P. Child DevelopMent Center
People's Regional Opportunity Program
Portland, Maine

City Univ. Graduate Center
New York, N.Y. ,

New York, N.Y.

Brizoklyn, N. Y

Graduate School of Geography
Clark Univ.
Worcester, Mass.

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouke, La.

Washington, D.C.

Institute for Local Self-Reliance'
Washington, D'.C.

Toronto, Ont., Canada

USDA Forest Service
Washington, D.C.

Hilltop Gardens Program
Botany Dept.
Univ. of Indiana
Bloomington, Ind.

Creative Teaching Workshop
New York, N.Y.

USDA Forest Service
Albuquerque, N.M.

Univ. of Florida
Gainesville, Fla.

National Commission on Resource's for Youth
Ttmple Hills, Md.'
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NAME AFFILIATION

SHEIN; Glen Flushing, N.Y,

SHEPARD, Paul Pitzer College
Claremont, Calif.,

SHIRAN, Uri Einstein College
New York, N.Y,

SHUGRUE,, Sylvia Beautification and Ecology Program
D.C. Public Schools
Washington, D.C. 20005

SMITH, Fletcher A. Anacostia Neighborhood Museum
Washington, D.C.

SMITH, Horace USDA Soil Conservation Service

SMITH, William

SNOW, Ray W.

Washington,

School of Forestry and Environmental Studies,
Yale-University
New Haven, Conn.

National Park Service
U.S. Dept. of Interior
Washington, D.C.

SOMMERMAN, Alan Environmental sychology Program
CUNY

SPENCE, Talbert

New York, N.Y,

Amgican Museum of Natural History
NtRiork, N.Y.

SPENCER, E. Mitdlyll Roanoke, Va.

SPIVACK, Kathleen' Watertosyl, Mass.

SPIVACK, Mayer Env,ironmental Analysis and Design Project

ti Laboratory of,Comm unity Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School 4,8j

"
Boston, Mass.

STALVEY, Lois'Mark Philadelphia, Pa.

STANEK,Patricia A. National Park Service'

U.S. Dept. bf Interior
Atlanta, Ga.

4s,

STANGROOM, Robert W.

di&

Faculty of Education
Univ. of New Brunswick
Frederickton, N.1%; Canada
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NAME

STEEARNS, Forest

STEINMAN, Gerry ,.

STEWART, David

STEVENSON, Margaret

STILLMAN, Calvin W.

STILLMAN, Doris F.

STILLMAN, Mrs. Margaret R.

THOMAS, Marley

---,

-----^ THQMAS, Ronald 1

.........+.,

STONE, Edward

STUFFT, Harold
I

SUTTON-SMITH, Brian

TEEPLE, Betne 1

t
TOWNSEND, Stephen

TRAINOR, Mary

TROTTER, Mary

TRUBY, James

it

AFFILIATION '

*any Dept.,
Univ. of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, Wisc.

0

Coronation School
Cambridge, Ont., Canada

rational Commission on Resources forYouth
Washington, D.C.

Dept. of Environmental Resources
Cook College of Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, N.J.

Trail Blazer Camps, Inc.
Somerset, N.J.

New York, N.Y.

Attic and Cellar Studio
Washington, D.C.

Attic and Cellar Studio
Washington, D.C.

USDA Forest Service
Washington, D.C.

Wm. Tyler Page Elementary School
Silver-Spring, Md,

Developmental Psychology Program,
Teachers' College
Columbia Univ.

ork, N.Y.

Green Scene
National Capital Parks
Washington, D.C.

San Francisco, Calif.

Wynnewood, Pa.

Dept. of Recreation and Leisure
Southern Univ.
Baton Rouge, La.

Columbia, Md.
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NAME

TRUESDEPt, C1aretce

_ TRU4DALE, Bart

TTJAN, Yi Fu

TURNER, Nancy

VAN MATRE, Steve

VINTON,,Dennis A.

WALL, Lila P.

AFFILIATION

Vermont Public Schools
S. W. WindllIm Supervisory Dist.
Jacksonville, Vt.

U.S. Dept. of the Interior
4 Washington; D.C.

Dtpt. of Geography
Univ. of Mnnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.

Toronto, Ont., Canada

Dept. of Leisure and En viron. Studies
George Williams College
Downer's Grove, Ill.

Dept. of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation
Univ. of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.

<, Camp Fire Girls, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

WALSH, Sharon Arlington, Va.

WARE, Michael Essex County Park Commission
Newark, N J.

WATROUS, Gary

WATSON, Ellen

WEBB, William T., Jr

WEBSTER, John

WBRLING,Ponn

WEST, Sheree

WHEATLEY, Vince

Philadelphia, P.

New Brunswick, N.J.

Communications and Community Relations
D.C. Public Schools 4
Washington, D.C.

Landscape Architecture
Cook College of Rutgers Univ,
New Brunswick, N.J.

Evanston, Ill.
90.

Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY \.
New York, N.Y.

(

Crossland$enior High School
Camp Springs, Md._
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NAME

WHEELER, Free N

WILLIAMSON, Penny .

WOLF, Nancy

WONG, Herb

WOOD, Mrs. Stephen

V/ORLEY, Hettie Mary

WOTOWIEC, Peter

AFFILIATION

Environmental Psychology Program
CUNY
New York, N.Y

School of Health Services
1hr Johns Hopkins Univ.

Baltimore, Md.

Envirenmental Action alition
New York, N.Y.

Kensington,

Kingston:R.I.

KLRN-TV (PBS)
Austin, Texas

Horticultural Education.
Cleveland Public Schools
Cleveland, Ohio

WRIGHT, Russel Garrison, N.Y.,'

YAM BERT, Paul Dept. of Forestry,
eft.

Southern Illinois Univ.
Carbondale, Ill.

YOSHIKAWA, Joy P. Community Design Center
Minneapolis, Minn.

ZION, Jim Children's Museum
Jamaica Way
Jamaica Plains, Mass.

0
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Headquarters of the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station
are in Upper Darby Pa. Field laboratories and research units
are maintained at:

Amherst, Massachusetts, in cooperation with the University
of Massachusetts.
Beltsville, Maryland.
Berea, Kentucky, in cooperation with Berea College.
Burlington, Vermont, in cooperation with the University of
Vermont.
Delaware, Ohio.

Durham, New Hampshire, in cooperation with the University
ofw Hampshire.
Hamden, Connecticut, in cooperation with Yale University:
Kingston, Pennsylvania.

Morgantown, West Virginia, in cooperation with West Vir-
ginia University Morgantown.

yOrono, Maine, in cooperation with the University of Maine,
Orono.
Parsons, West Virginia.
Pennington, New Jersey.
Princeton, West Virginia.
Syracuse, New York, in cooperation with the State University
of New York College of Environmental Sciences and Forest-
ry at Syracuse University, Syracuse.
Warren, Pennsylvania.
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